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CHAPTER I.

Retrospect. The Directory they become unpopular. Cause*

of their unpopularityAlso at enmity among themselves.

State ofpublicfeeling in France In point ofnumbers, fa-
vourable to the Bourbons ; but the Army and monied Inte-

rest against them.Pichegru, head of the Royalists, ap-

pointed President of the Council of Five Hundred. Barb*"

Marbois, another Royalist, President of the Council ofAn*
dents. Directory throw themselves upon the succour of
Hoche and Buonaparte. Buonaparte's personal Politics

discussed. Pichegru's Correspondence with the Bourbens

known to Buonaparte He dispatches Augereau to Paris.*

Directory arrest their principal Opponents in the Council*

on the 18th Fructidor, and banish them to Guiana. Nar*
row and impolitic Conduct of the Directory to Buonaparte.

Projected Invasion ofEngland.

\VHILE the Conqueror of Italy was pursuing his

victories beyond the Alps, the French Directory, in

whose -name he achieved them, had become, to the
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conviction of all men, as unlikely to produce the be-

nefits of a settled government, as any of their prede-

cessors vested with the supreme rule.

It is with politics as with mechanics, ingenuity is

not always combined with utility. Some one ob-

served to the late celebrated Mr Watt, that it was

wonderful for what a number of useless inventions,

illustrated by the most ingenious and apparently satis-

factory models, patents were yearly issued ; he re-

plied, that he had often looked at them with interest,

and had found several, the idea ofwhich had occurred

to himself in the course of his early studies.
"
But,

1'

said he, with his natural masculine sagacity,
"

it is

one thing to make an ingenious model, and another

to contrive an engine which shall work its task. Most

of these pretty toys, when they are applied to practi-

cal purposes, are found deficient in some point of

strength, or correctness ofmechanism, which destroys

all clj#nce of their ever becoming long or generally

useful." Some such imperfection seems to have at-

tended the works of those speculative politicians who

framed the various ephemeral constitutions of France.

However well they looked upon paper, and however

reasonable they sounded to the ear, no one ever

thought of them as laws which required veneration

and obedience. Did a constitutional rule preclude a

favourite measure, to break it down, or leap over it,

was the French statesmanV unhesitating practice. A
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rule was always devised applicable to circumstances ;

and before that, the theory of the constitution was

uniformly made to give way.

The constitution of the year Three was not more

permanent than those by which it had been preceded.

For some time, the Directory, which contained men

of considerable talent, conducted themselves with

great prudence. The difficulty and danger of their

situation served to prevent their separating, as the

weight put above an arch keeps the stones in their

places. Their exertions in the attempt to redeem the

finances, support the war, and re-establish the tran-

quillity of the country} were attended at first with

success. The national factions also sunk before

them for a season. They had defeated the aristocra-

tic citizens of Paris on the IBth Vendemaire ; and

when the original revolutionists, or democrats, at-

tempted a conspiracy, under the conduct ofGracchus

Babreuf, their endeavour to seduce the troops totally

failed, and their lives paid the forfeit of their rash

attempt to bring back the reign of Terror. Thus,

the Directory, or Executive power, under the consti-

tution ofthe year Three, were for a season triumphant

aver the internal factions, and, belonging to neither,

were in a situation to command both.

But they had few who were really, and on prin-

ciple, attached to their government, and most endured

it only as something better than a new revolutionary
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movement, and otherwise in no respect eligible. To

have rendered their authority permanent, the Di-

rectory must have had great unanimity in their own

body, and also brilliant success abroad, and they en-

joyed neither one nor the other. The very concoction

of their body included the principles of disunion.

They were a sort of five kings, retiring from office by

rotation, inhabiting each his separate class of apart-

ments in the Luxembourg palace, having each his

different establishments, classes of clients, circles of

courtiers, flatterers, and instruments. The republi-

can simplicity, of late so essential to a patriot, was

laid aside entirely. New costumes of the most splen-

did kind were devised for the different office-bearers

of the state. This change took its rise from the weak-

ness and vanity of Barras, who loved show, and used

to go a-hunting with all the formal attendance of a

prince. But it was an indulgence of luxury, which

gave scandal to both the great parties in the state ;

the Republicans, who held it altogether in contempt ;

and the Royalists, who considered it as an usurpation

of the royal dress and appendages.

The finances became continually more and more

a subject of uneasiness. In the days of Terror mo-

ney was easily raised, because it was demanded under

pain of death, and assignats were raised to par by

guillotining those who sold or bought them at less

than their full value; but the powerful argument
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of violence and compulsion being removed, the pa-

per money fell to a ruinous discount, till its depression

threatened, unless remedied, altogether to stop the

course of public business. It perhaps arose from the

difficulty of raising supplies, that the Directory assu-

med towards other countries a greedy, grasping, and

rapacious character, which threw disgrace at once

upon the individuals who indulged it, and the state

whom they represented. They loaded with exactions

the trade of the Batavian republic, whose freedom

they had pretended to recognize, and treated with

most haughty superiority the ambassadors of inde-

pendent states. Some of these high officers, and Bar-

ras in particular, were supposed accessible to gross

corruption, and believed to hold communication with

those agents and stock-brokers, who raised money by

jobbing in the public funds a more deservedly un-

popular accusation than which can hardly be brought

against a minister. It was indeed a great error in the

constitution, that though one hundred thousand li-

vres were yearly allowed to each Director while in

office, yet he had no subsequent provision after he

had retired from his fractional share of sovereignty.

This penury, on the part of the public, opened a way
to temptation, though of a kind to which mean minds

only are obnoxious ; and such men as Barras were

tempted to make provision for futurity, by availing

themselves of present opportunity.
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Their five majesties (Sires) of the Luxembourg,

as people called them in ridicule, had also their own

individual partialities and favourite objects, which

led them ki turn to teaze the French people with un-

necessary legislation. La Reveillere-Lepaux was that

inconsistentyet notuncommon character, an intolerant

philosopher and an enthusiastic deist. He established

a priesthood, and hymns and ceremonies for deism ;

and, taking up the hopeful project of substituting a

deistical worship for the Christian faith, just where

Robespierre had laid it down, he harassed the nation

with laws to oblige them to observe the decades of

their new calendar as holidays, and to work at their

ordinary trades on the Christian Sabbath. At La
Reveillere's theory freethinkers laughed, and reli-

gious men shuddered; but all were equally annoyedby

the legislative measures adopted on a subject so ridi-

culous as this new ritual of heathenism. Another

cause of vexation was the philosophical arrangement

of weights and measures upon a new principle, which

had in the meantime the inconvenience ofintroducing

doubt and uncertainty into all the arrangements of

internal commerce, and deranging entirely such as

France continued to hold with countries who were

only acquainted with the ordinary standard.

It might have been thought that the distinguish-

ed success of the French arms under the auspices of

the Directory would have dazzled the eyes of the
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French, attached as they have always been to mili-

tary glory, and blinded them to other less agreeable

measures of their government. But the public were

well aware, that the most brilliant share of these lau-

rels had been reaped by Buonaparte on his own ac-

count ; that he had received but slender reinforce-

ments from France (the magnitude of his achieve-

ments considered) ; and that in regard to the in-

structions of government, much of his success was

owing to his departure from them, and following his

own course. It was also whispered, that he was an

object of suspicion to the Directors, and on his part

undervalued their talents, and despised their per-

sons. On the Rhine, again, though nothing could have

been more distinguished than the behaviour of the

Republican armies, yet their successes had been che-

quered with many reverses, and, contrasted with the

Italian campaigns, lost their impression on the ima-

gination*

While they were thus becoming unpopular in the

public opinion, the Directory had the great misfor-

tune to be at enmity among themselves. From the

time that Letourneur retired from office in terms of

the constitution, and Barthelemy was elected in his

stead, there was a majority and an opposition in the

Directory, the former consisting of Barras, Rewbel?
and La Reveillere the latter, of Carnofc and Bar-

thelemy. Of the two last, Carnot (who had been, ft
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may be remembered, a member of the Committee of

Public Safety under Robespierre) was a determined

Republican, and Barthelemy a Royalist; so strange-

ly do revolutionary changes, like the eddies and cur-

rents of a swoln river, bring together and sweep

down side by side in the same direction, objects the

most different and opposed. Barthelemy of course

dissented from the majority of the Directors, because

secretly and warmly he desired the restoration of the

Bourbons, an event which must, have been fraught

with danger to his colleagues, all of whom had voted

for the death of Louis XVI. Carnot also differ-

ed from the majority, certainly with no such wish

or view ; but, his temper being as overbearing as his

genius was extensive, he was impatient of opposition,

especially in such cases where he knew he was act-

ing wisely. He advised strongly, for example, the

ratification of the articles of Leoben, instead of pla-

cing all which France had acquired, and all which

she might lose, on the last fatal cast with an enemy,

strong in his very despair, and who might raise large

armies, while that of Buonaparte could neither be

reinforced nor supported in case of a reverse. Bar-

ras's anger on the occasion was so great, that he told

Carnot at the council-board, it was to him they owed

that infamous treaty of Leoben.

While the Directory were thus disunited among

themselves, the nation showed their dissatisfaction
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openly, and particularly in the two bodies of repre-

sentatives. The majority indeed of the Council of

Elders adhered to the Directory, many of that body

belonging to the old republican partizans. But in the

more popularly composed Council of Five Hundred,

the opposition to the government possessed a great

majority, all ofwhom were decidedly against the Di-

rectory, and most of them impressed with the wish

of restoring, upon terms previously to be adjusted,

the ancient race of legitimate monarchs. This body

of persons so thinking, was much increased by the

number of emigrants, who obtained, on various

grounds, permission to return to their native country

after the fall of Robespierre. The forms of civil life

began now to be universally renewed ; and, as had

been the case in France at all times, excepting during

the bloody reign of Terror, women of rank, beauty,

talent, and accomplishments, began again to resume

their places in society, and their saloons or bou-

doirs were often the scene of deep political discourse,

of a sort which in Britain is generally confined to the

cabinet, library, or dining-parlour. The wishes of

many, or most of these coteries, were in favour of

royalty ; the same feelings were entertained by the

many thousands who saw no possible chance of set-

tling the nation on any other model ; and there is little

doubt, that had France been permitted at that mo-

ment an uninfluenced choice, the Bourbon family

11
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would have been recalled to the throne by the great

majority of the French people.

But for reasons mentioned elsewhere, the military

were the decided opponents of the Bourbons, and

the purchasers of national domains, through every

successive sale which might have taken place, were

deeply interested against their restoration^ Numbers

might be on the side of the Royalists ; but physical

force, and the influence of wealth and of the monied

interest, were decidedly against them.

Pichegru might now be regarded as chief of the

Royal party. He was an able and successful gene-

ral, to whom France owed the conquest of Holland.

Like La Fayette and Dumouriez, he had been dis-

gusted with the conduct of the Revolution ; and

like the last of the two generals named, had opened

a communication with the Bourbons. He was ac^

cused of having suffered his army to be betrayed in

a defeat by Clairfait, and the government, in 1796,

removed him from the command of the army of the

Sambre and Meuse, offering him in exchange the

situation of ambassador to Sweden. He declined

this species of honourable exile, and, retiring to

Franche Compte, continued his correspondence with

the Imperial generals. The Royalists expected much

from the countenance of a military man of a name so

imposing ; but we have seen more than once in the

course of these Memoirs, that a general without m
13
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army is like a hilt without the blade which it should

wield and direct.

An opportunity, however, offered Pichegru the

means of serving his party in a civil capacity, and

that a most important one. The elections of May
1797, made to replace that proportion of the coun-

cils which retired by rotation, terminated generally

in favour of the Royalists, and served plainly to show

on which side the balance of popular feeling now

leaned. Pichegru, who had been returned as one of

the deputies, was chosen by acclamation President of

the Council of Five Hundred, and Barbe Marbois,

another Royalist, was elected to the same office by
the Council of Ancients, while, as we have already

said, Barthelemy, likewise friendly to monarchy, was

introduced into the Directory.

These elections were evil signs for the Directory,

who did not fail soon to be attacked on every side,

and upbraided with the continuance of the war and

the financial distresses. Various journals were at the

disposal of the party opposed to the majority of the

Directors, and hostilities were commenced between

the parties, both in the assemblies, where the Roy-
alists had the advantage, and in the public pa-

pers, where they were also favourably listened to,

The French are of an impatient temper, and could

not be long brought to carry on their warfare within

the limits assigned by the constitution, Each party.
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without much regard to the state of the law, looked

about for the means of physical force with which they

might arm themselves. The Directory, (that is, the

majority of that body,) sensible of their unpopularity,

and the predominance of the opposite party, which

seemed for a time to have succeeded to the boldness

and audacity of the Revolutionary class, had, in their

agony of extremity, recourse to the army, and threw

themselves upon the succour of Hoche and of Buo-

naparte.

We have elsewhere said, that Buonaparte at this

period was esteemed a steady republican. Pichegru

believed him to be such when he dissuaded the Royal-

ists from any attempt to gain over the General of

Italy ; and as he had known him at school at Brienne,

declared him of too stubborn a character to afford the

least hope of success. Augereau was of the same opi-

nion, and mistook his man so much, that when Ma-

dame de Stael asked whether Buonaparte was not in-

clined to make himself King of Lombardy, he replied

with great simplicity,
" that he was a young man of

too elevated a character." Perhaps Buonaparte him-

self felt the same for a moment, when, in a dispatch

to the Directory, he requests their leave to withdraw

from the active service of the Republic, as one who

had acquired more glory than was consistent with

happiness.
"

Calumny," he said,
"
may torment

herself in vain with ascribing to me treacherous de-
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signs. My civil, like my military career, shall be

conforming to republican principles/'*

The public papers also, those we mean on the side

of the Directory, fell into a sort of rapture on the

classical republican feelings by which Buonaparte was

actuated, which they said rendered the hope of his

return a pleasure pure and unmixed, and precluded

the possibility of treachery or engrossing ideas on his

side.
" The factious of every class,

1"
they said.

" can-

not have an enemy more steady, or the government

a friend more faithful, than he who, invested with

the military power of which he has made so glorious

a use, sighs only to resign a situation so brilliant,

prefers happiness to glory, and now that the Re-

public is graced with triumph and peace, desires for

himself only a simple and retired life."

But though such were the ideas then entertained

of Buonaparte's truly republican character, framed,

doubtless, on the model of Cincinnatus in his classi-

cal simplicity, we may be permitted to look a little

closer into the ultimate views of him, who was admit-

ted by his enemies and friends, avouched by himself,

and sanctioned by the journals, as a pure and dis-

interested republican; and we think the following

changes may be traced.

Whether Buonaparte was ever at heart a real Ja

*
Moniteur, 1/07, No. 224-
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even for the moment, may be greatly doubted.

whatever mask his situation obliged him to wear. He
himself always repelled the charge as an aspersion.

His -engagement in the affair of the Sections proba*

bty determined his opinions as Republican, or rather

Thermidorien, at the time, as became him by whom

the Republican army had been led and commanded

on that day. Besides, at the head of an army zea-

lously republican, even his power over their minds

required to be strengthened, for some time at least,

by an apparent correspondence in political sentiments

betwixt the troops and the general. But in the

practical doctrines of government which he recom-

mended to the Italian Republics, his ideas were stu-

diously moderate, and he expressed the strongest fear

of, and aversion to, revolutionary doctrines. He re-

commended the granting equal rights and equal pri-

vileges to the nobles, as well as to the indignant vas-

sals and plebeians who had risen against them. In

a word, he advocated a free set of institutions, with*

out the intermediate purgatory of a revolution. He
was therefore, at this period, far from being a Jaco-

bin.

But though Buonaparte's wishes wre thus wisely

moderated by practical views, he was not the less

likely to be sensible that he was the object of fear, of

hatred, and of course of satire and misrepresentation,

to that side of the opposed parties in France which
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favoured royalty. Unhappily for himself, he was

peculiarly accessible to every wound of this nature,

and, anxiously jealous of his fame, suffered as much

under the puny attacks of the journalists, as a noble

steer or a gallant horse does amid his rich pasture,

under the persecutions of insects, which, in compa-

rison to himself, are not only impotent, but nearly

invisible. In several letters to the Directory, he

exhibits feelings of this nature which would have

been more gracefully concealed, and evinces an irri-

tability against the opposition prints, which we think

likely to have increased the zeal with which he came

forward on the Republican side at this important

crisis.

Another circumstance, which, without determining

Buonaparte's conduct, may have operated in increa-

sing his good will to the cause which he embra-

ced, was his having obtained the clew of Pichegru's

correspondence with the House of Bourbon. To
have concealed this, would have made but a second-

rate merit with the exiled family, whose first thanks

must have been due to the partizan whom he pro-

tected. This was no part for Buonaparte to play ;

not that we have a right to say he would have ac

cepted the chief character had it been offered to him ?

but his ambition could never have stooped to any in-

ferior place in the drama. In all probability, his ideas

VOL. IV. R
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fluctuated betwixt the example of Cromwell and ol

Washington to be the actual liberator, or the abso-

lute governor of his country.

His particular information respecting PichegruY
secret negotiations, was derived from an incident at

the capture of Venice.

When the degenerate Venetians, more under the

impulse of vague terror than from any distinct plan,

adopted in haste and tumult the measure of totally

surrendering their constitution and rights, to be new-

modelled by the French general after his pleasure,

they were guilty of a gross and aggravated breach

of hospitality, in seizing the person and papers of

the Compte d'Entraigues,* agent, or envoy, of the.

exiled Bourbons, who was then residing under their

protection. The envoy himself, as Buonaparte al-

leges, was not peculiarly faithful to his trust ; but,

besides his information, his portfolio contained many

* This gentleman was one of the second emigration, who left

France during Robespierre's ascendancy. He was employed as

political agent by the Court of Russia, after the affair of Venice,

which proves that he was not at least convicted of treachery to the

Bourbon princes. In July 1812, he was assassinated at his villa at.

Hackney, near London, by an Italian domestic, who, having mur-

dered both the Count and Countess, shot himself through the head,

leaving no clew to discover the motive of his villainy. It was remark.

l that the villain used Count d'Entraigues' own pistols and dagger,

which, apprehensive of danger as a political intriguer, he had always

ready prepared in his apartment.
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proofs of Pichegru's correspondence with the allied

generals, and with the Bourbons, which placed his

secret absolutely in the power of the General of Ita-

ly, and might help to confirm the line of conduct

which he had already meditated to adopt.

Possessed of these documents, and sure that, in

addressing a French army of the day, he would

swim with the tide if he espoused the side of Repub-

licanism, Buonaparte harangued his troops on the an-

niversary of the taking the Bastile, in a manner cal-

culated to awake their ancient democratic enthusiasm.
u

Soldiers, this is the 14th July ! You see before you
the names of your companions in arms, dead in the

field of honour for the liberty of their country. They
have set you an example, that you owe your lives to

thirty millions of Frenchmen, and to the national

name, which has received new splendour from your

victories. Soldiers, I am aware you are deeply affect-

ed by the dangers which threaten the country. But

she can be subjected to none which are real. The
same men who made France triumph over united

Europe, still live Mountains separate us from

France, but you would traverse them with the speed

of eagles, were it necessary, to maintain the consti-

tution, defend liberty, protect the government and

the Republicans. Soldiers, the government watches

over the laws as a sacred deposit committed to them.
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The Royalists shall no longer show themselves but

what they shall cease to exist. Be without uneasi-

ness, and let us swear by the manes of those heroes

who have died by our sides for liberty let us swear,

too, on our standards War to the enemies of the Re-

public, and to the Constitution of the year Three P
It is needless to remark, that, under the British

constitution, or any other existing on fixed prin-

ciples, the haranguing an armed body of soldiers,

with the purpose of inducing them to interfere by

force in any constitutional question, would be in one

point of view mutiny, in another high treason.

The hint so distinctly given by the general, was

immediately adopted by the troops. Deep called to

deep, and each division of the army, whatever its

denomination, poured forth its menaces of military

force and compulsion against the opposition party in

the Councils, who held opinions different from those

oftheir military chief, but which they had, at least hi-

therto, only expressed and supported by those means

of resistance which the constitution placed in their

power. In other words, the soldiers' idea of a repub-

lic was, that the sword was to decide the constitu-

tional debates, which give so much trouble to mini-

sters in a mixed or settled government. The Preto-

rian bands, the Strelitzes, the Janissaries, have all

in their turn entertained this primitive and simple
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idea of reforming abuses in a state, and changing,

by the application of military force, an unpopular

dynasty, or an obnoxious ministry.

It was not by distant menaces alone that Buona-

parte served the Directory at this important crisis.

He dispatched Augereau to Paris, ostensibly for the

purpose of presenting the standards taken at Man-

tua, but in reality to command the armed force which

the majority of the Directory had determined to em-

ploy against their dissentient colleagues, and the

opponents of their measures in the national councils,

Augereau was a blunt, bold, stupid soldier, a devo-

ted Jacobin, whose principles were sufficiently well

known to warrant his standing upon no constitutional

delicacies. But in case the Directory failed, Buona-

parte kept himself in readiness to march instantly to

Lyons at the head of fifteen thousand men. There

rallying the Republicans, and all who were attached

to the Revolution, he would, according to his own

well-chosen expression, like Caesar, have crossed the

Rubicon at the head of the popular party and end-

ed, doubtless, like Caesar, by himself usurping the

supreme command, which he pretended to assert in

behalf of the people.

But Buonaparte's presence was not so essentially

necessary to the support of the Directory as he might

have expected, or as he perhaps hoped. They had

military aid nearer at hand. Disregarding a funda
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mental law of the Constitution, which declared that

armed troops should not be brought within a certain

distance of the Legislative Bodies, they moved to-

wards Paris a part of General Roche's army. The

majority of the Councils becoming alarmed, prepared

means ofdefence by summoning the National Guards

to arms. But Augereau allowed them no time. He
marched to their place of meeting, at the head of a

considerable armed force. The guards stationed for

their protection, surprised or faithless, offered no

resistance; and, proceeding as men possessed of

the superior strength, the Directory treated their

political opponents as state prisoners, arrested Bar-

thelemy, (Carnot having fled to Geneva,) and made

prisoners, in the Hall of the Assembly and else-

where, Willot, President of the Council of An-

cients, Pichegru, President of that of the Five

Hundred, and above one hundred and fifty deputies,

journalists, and other public characters. As an ex-

cuse for these arbitrary and illegal proceedings,

the Directory made public the intercepted corres-

pondence of Pichegru ; although few of the others

involved in the same accusation were in the secret of

the Royalist conspiracy. Indeed, though all who

desired an absolute repose from the revolutionary al-

tercations which tore the country to pieces, began to

look that way, he must have been a violent partizan

of royalty indeed, that could have approved of the
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conduct of a general, who, like Pichegru, command-

ing an army, had made it his business to sacrifice

his troops to the sword of the enemy, by disappoint-

ing and deranging those plans which it was his duty

to have carried into effect.

Few would at first believe Pichegru's breach of

faith ; but it was suddenly confirmed by a proclama-

tion of Moreau, who, in the course of the war, had

intercepted a baggage waggon belonging to the Aus-

trian general Klinglin, and became possessed of the

whole secret correspondence, which, nevertheless, he

had never mentioned, until it came out by the seizure

of the Compte d'Entraigues' portfolio. Then, in-

deed, fearing perhaps the consequences of having

been so long silent, Moreau published what he knew.

Regnier had observed the same suspicious silence ;

which seems to infer, that if these generals did not

precisely favour the royal cause, they were not dis-

posed to be active in detecting the conspiracies form-

ed in its behalf.

The Directory made a tyrannical use of the power

which they obtained by their victory of the 18th

Fructidor, as this epoch was called. They spilt,

indeed, no blood, but otherwise their measures against

the defeated party were of the most illegal and op-

pressive character. A law, passed in the heat of

animosity, condemned two directors, fifty deputies*

and an hundred and forty-eight individuals of diffe-
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rent classes (most of whom were persons of some

character and influence), to be transported to the

scorching and unhealthy deserts of Guiana, which, to

many, was a sentence of lingering but certain death.

They were barbarously treated, both on the passage

to that dreadful place, and after they arrived there.

It was a singular part of their fate, that they found

several of the fiercest of their ancient enemies, the

Jacobins, still cursing God and defying man, in the

same land of wretchedness and exile.

Besides these severities, various elections were ar-

bitrarily dissolved, and other strong measures ofpub-

lic safety, as they were called, adopted, to render the

power of the Directory more indisputable. During
this whole revolution, the lower portion of the po-

pulation, which used to be so much agitated upon
like occasions, remained perfectly quiet ; the struggle

lay exclusively between the middle classes, who in-

clined to a government on the basis of royalty, and

the Directory, who, without having any very tangi-

ble class of political principles, had become possessed

of the supreme power, desired to retain it, and made

their point good by the assistance of the military.

Buonaparte was much disappointed at the result of

the 18th Fructidor, chiefly because, if less decisive,

it would have added more to his consequence, and

have given him an opportunity of crossing, as he

termed it, the Rubicon, As it was. the majority of
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the Directors, three men of no particular talent,

undistinguished alike by birth, by services to their

country, or even by accidental popularity, and cast,

as it were by chance, upon supreme power, remained

by the issue of the struggle still the masters of the

bold and ambitious conqueror, who probably already

felt his own vocation to be for command rather than

obedience.

Napoleon appears by his Memoirs to have regretted

the violence with which the victorious Directors pro-

secuted their personal revenge, which involved many
for whom he had respect. He declares his own idea

of punishment would have gone no farther than im-

prisoning some of the most dangerous conspirators,

and placing others under the watchful superinten-

dence of the police. He must have taken some pain-

ful interest in the fate of Carnot in particular, whom

he seems to have regarded as one of his most effective

patrons.* Indeed, it is said that he was so much

displeased with the Directory even prior to the 18th

Fructidor, that he refused to remit a sum of money
with which he had promised to aid them for the pur-

pose of forwarding that event, Barras
1

secretary was

* In Carnot's Memoirs, the merit of discovering Buonaparte's ta-

lents and taking care of his promotion, is attributed to Carnot, rather

than to Barras.' However this may be, it is certain that Napoleon

acknowledged great obligations to Carnot, and protested to him per-

petual gratitude.-JSe Moniteur, Tan 5, No. 140,
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cent to task him with this contumacy ; which he did

BO unceremoniously, that the general, unused to con-

tradiction, was about to order this agent to be shot ;

but, on consideration, put him off with some insig-

nificant reply.

It followed, from the doubtful terms on which

Buonaparte stood with the Directory> that they must

have viewed his return to Paris with some apprehen-

sion, when they considered the impression likely to be

made on any capital, but especially on that of Paris,

by the appearance there of one who seemed to be the

chosen favouriteof Fortune, and to deserve her favours

by the use which he made of them. The mediocrity

of such men as Barras never gives them so much em-

barrassment, as when, being raised to an elevation

above their desert, they find themselves placed in com-

parison with one to whom nature has given the talents

which their situation requires in themselves. The

higher their condition, their demeanour is the more

awkward ; for the factitious advantages which they

possess cannot raise them to the natural dignity of

character, unless in the sense in which a dwarf, by the

assistance of crutches, may be said to be as tall as a

giant. The Directory had already found Buonaparte,

on several occasions, a spirit of the sort which would

not be commanded. Undoubtedly they would have

been well pleased had it been possible to have found

him employment at a distance ; but SLB that seemed
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difficult, they were obliged to look round for the

means of employing him at home, or abide the tre-

mendous risk of his finding occupation for himself.

It is surprising that it did not occur to the Direc-

tory to make at least the attempt of conciliating Buo-

naparte, by providing for his future fortune largely

and liberally, at the expense of the public. He de-

served that attention to his private affairs, for he had

himself entirely neglected them. While he drew from

the dominions which he conquered or overawed iri

Italy, immense sums in behalf of the French nation,

which he applied in part to the support of the army,

and in part remitted to the Directory, he kept no

accounts, nor were any demanded of him ; but accord-

ing to his own account, he transmitted fifty millions

of francs to Paris, and had not remaining of his own

funds, when he returned from Italy, more than three

hundred thousand.

It is no doubt true, that, to raise these sums, Buo-

naparte had pillaged the old states, thus selling to

the newly-formed commonwealths their liberty and

equality at a very handsome rate, and probably

leaving them in very little danger of corruption

from that wealth which is said to be the bane of re-

publican virtue. But on the other hand, it must be

acknowledged, that if the French general plundered

the Italians as Cortez did the Mexicans, he did not

reserve any considerable share of the spoil for his
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own use, though the opportunity was often in his

power.

The commissary Salicetti, his countryman, re-

commended a less scrupulous line of conduct. Soon

after the first successes in Italy, he acquainted Na-

poleon that the Chevalier d'Este, the Duke of Mo-

dena's brother and envoy, had four millions of francs,

in gold, contained in four chests, prepared for his ac-

ceptance.
" The Directory and the Legislative Bo-

dies will never," he said,
"

acknowledge your ser-

vices your circumstances require the money, and

the Duke will gain a protector."
" I thank you," said Buonaparte ;

" but I will not

for four millions place myself in the power of the

Duke of Modena."

The Venetians, in the last agony of their terrors,

offered the French general a present of seven mil-

lions, which was refused in the same manner. Aus-

tria also had made her proffers ; and they were no-

thing less than a principality in the empire, to be

established in Napoleon's favour, consisting of two

hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants at least, a

provision which would have put him out of danger of

suffering by the proverbial ingratitude of a republic,

The general transmitted his thanks to the Emperor
for this proof of the interest which he took in his for-

tune, but added, he could accept of no wealth or pre-

ferment which did not proceed from the French peo~
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pie, and that he should be always satisfied with the

amount of revenue which they might be disposed to

afford him.

But, however free from the wish to obtain wealth

by any indirect means, Napoleon appears to have ex-

pected, that in return for public services of such un-

usual magnitude, some provision ought to have beer

made for him. An attempt was made to procure a

public grant of the domain of Chambord, and a large

hotel in Paris, as an acknowledgment of the na-

tional gratitude for his brilliant successes ; but the

Directory thwarted the proposal.

The proposition respecting Chambord was not the

only one of the kind. Malibran, a member of the

Council of Five Hundred, made a motion that Buo-

naparte should be endowed with a revenue, at the

public charge, of fifty thousand livres annually, with

a reversion to his wife of one half of that sum. It

may be supposed that this motion had not been suf-

ficiently considered and preconcerted, since it was

very indifferently received, and was evaded by the

swaggering declaration of a member, that such glo~

rious deeds could not be rewarded by gold. So that

the Assembly adopted the reasonable principle, that

because the debt of gratitude was too great to be

paid in money, therefore he to whom it was due was

to be suffered to remain in comparative indigence an

economical mode of calculation, and not unlike that

is
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high-sounding doctrine of the civil law, which states,

that a free man being seized on, and forcibly sold for

a slave, shall obtain no damages on that account,

because the liberty of a citizen is too transcendent-

ly valuable to be put to estimation.

Whatever might be the motives of the Directory ;

whether they hoped that poverty might depress

Buonaparte's ambition, render him more dependant

on the government, and oblige him to remain in a

private condition for want of means to put himself

at the head of a party ; or whether they acted with

the indistinct and confused motives of little minds,

who wish to injure those whom they fear, their con-,

duct was alike ungracious and impolitic. They ought

to have calculated, that a generous mind would have

been attached by benefits, and that a selfish one might

have been deterred from more doubtful and ambitious

projects, by a prospect of sure and direct advantage ;

but that marked ill-will and distrust must in every

case render him dangerous, who has the power to

be so.

Their plan, instead of resting on an attempt to

conciliate the ambitious conqueror, and soothe him

to the repose of a tranquil indulgence of independ-

ence and ease, seems to have been that of devising

for him new labours, like the wife of Eurystheus for

the juvenile Hercules. If he succeeded, they may
have privately counted upon securing the advantages
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for themselves ; if he failed, they were rid of a trou-

blesome rival in the race of power and popularity.

It was with these views that they proposed to Napo-
leon to crown his military glories, by assuming the

command of the preparations made for the conquest

of England.
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CHAPTER II.

View of the respective Situations of Great Britain and France,

at the Period of Napoleons return from Italy. Negotia-

tions at Lisle Broken off, and Lord Malmesbury ordered to

quit the Republic. Army of England decreed, and Buona-

parte named to the Command He takes up his Residence

in Paris Description of his personal Character and Man-

ners. Madame de Stael. Public Honours paid to Napo-

leon. Project of Invasion terminated, and the real Views

of the Directory discovered to be the Expedition to Egypt.

Armies of Italy and the Rhine, compared and contrasted.

Napoleons Views and Notions in heading the Egyptian

Expedition those of the Directory regarding it Its actual

Impolicy. Curious Statement regarding Buonaparte, pre-

vious to his departure, given by Miot. The Armament sails

from Toulon, on 19th May 1798. Napoleon arrives before

Malta on 10th June Proceeds on his course, and escaping

the British Squadron, lands at Alexandria on the 1st July*

'Description of the various Classes of Nations who inhabit

Egypt : 1. The Fellahs and Bedouins 2. The Cophts

3. The Mamelukes. Napoleon issues a Proclamationfrom
Alexandria, against the Mamelukes Marches against them

on the 7th July. Mameluke mode offighting. Discontent

and disappointment of the French troops and their Com-
manders Arrive at Cairo. Battle of the Pyramids on 21st

of July, in which the Mamelukes were completely defeated

and dispersed. Cairo surrenders.

IT might have been thought, such was the suc-

cess of the French arms on the land, and of the Bri-

tish upon the sea, that the war must now be near

its natural and unavoidable termination, like a fire
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when there no longer remain any combustibles to be

devoured. Wherever water could bear them, the

British vessels of war had swept the seas of the ene

my. The greater part of the foreign colonies belong

ing to France and her allies, among whom she now

numbered Holland and Spain, were in the possession

of the English, nor had France a chance of recover-

ing them. On the contrary, not a musket was seen

pointed against France on the continent ; so that it

seemed as if the great rival nations, fighting with

different weapons and on different elements, must

at length give up a contest, in which it was almost

impossible to come to a decisive struggle.

An attempt accordingly was made, by the negotia-

tion of Lisle, to bring to a period the war, which ap-

peared now to subsist entirely without an object. Lord

Malmesbury, on that occasion, gave in, on the part

of Britain, an offer to surrender all the conquests

she had made from France and her allies ; on condi-

tion of the cession of Trinidad, on the part of Spain

and of the Cape of Good Hope, Cochin, and Ceylon,

on the part of Holland, with some stipulations in

favour of the Prince of Orange and his adherents

in the Netherlands. The French commissioners, in

reply, declared, that their instructions required that

the English should make a complete cession of their

conquests, without any equivalent whatsoever ; and

they insisted, as indispensable preliminaries, that the

VOL. iv, c
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King of Great Britain should lay aside his titular de-

signation of King of France that the Toulon fleet

should be restored and that the English should

renounce their right to certain mortgages over the

Netherlands, for money lent to the Emperor. Lord

Malmesbury, of course, rejected a sweeping set of

propositions, which decided every question against

England even before the negotiation commenced,

and solicited the French to offer some modified form

of treaty. The 18th Fructidor, however, had in the

interim taken place, and the Republican party, being

in possession of complete authority, broke off the

negotiation, if it could be called such, abruptly, and

ordered the English ambassador out of the dominions

of the Republic with very little ceremony. It was now

proclaimed generally, that the existence of the Eng-
lish Carthage in the neighbourhood of the French

Rome was altogether inadmissible ; that England
must be subdued once more, as in the times of Wil-

liam the Conqueror ; and the hopes of a complete

and final victory over their natural rival and enemy,

as the two nations are but overapt to esteem each

other, presented so flattering a prospect, that there

was scarce a party in France, not even amongst the

Royalists, which did not enter on what was expected

to prove the decisive contest, with the revival of all

those feelings of bitter animosity that had distin-

guished past ages.

Towards the end of October 1797, the Directory
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announced that there should be instantly assembled

on the shores of the ocean an army, to be called the

Army of England, and that the Citizen-General

Buonaparte was named to the command. The intel-

ligence was received in every part of France with all

the triumph which attends the anticipation of certain

victory. The address of the Directory numbered all

the conquests which France had won, and the efforts

she had made, and prepared the French nation to

expect the fruit of so many victories and sacrifices

when they had punished England for her perfidy and

maritime tyranny.
" It is at London where the mis-

fortunes of all Europe are forged and manufactured

It is in London that they must be terminated." In

a solemn meeting held by the Directory, for the pur-

pose of receiving the treaty of peace with Austria,

which was presented to them by Berthier and Monge"
on the part of Buonaparte, the latter, who had been

one of the commissioners for pillaging Italy of her

pictures and statues, and who looked, doubtless, to

a new harvest of rarities in England, accepted, on

the part of the army and general, the task imposed

by the French rulers. " The government ofEngland
and the French Republic cannot both continue to

exist you have given the word which shall fall-

already our victorious troops brandish their arms,

and Scipio is at their head."

While this farce, for such it proved, was acting in
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Paris, the Chief of the intended enterprise arrived

there, and took up his abode in the same modest

house which he had occupied before becoming the

conqueror ofpalaces. The community of Paris, with

much elegance, paid their successful general the

compliment of changing the name of the street from

Rue Chantereine to Rue des Victoires.

In a metropolis where all is welcome that can vary

the tedium of ordinary life, the arrival of any remark-

able person is a species of holiday ; but such an emi-

nent character as Buonaparte the conqueror the

sage the politician the undaunted braver of every

difficulty the invincible victor in every battle who

had carried the banners of the Republic from Genoa

till their approach scared the Pontiff in Rome, and

the Emperor in Vienna, was no everyday wonder.

His youth, too, added to the marvel, and still more

the claim of general superiority over the society in

which he mingled, though consisting of the most dis-

tinguished persons in France ; a superiority cloak-

ing itself with a species of reserve, which inferred,

" You may look upon me, but you cannot penetrate

or see through me." Napoleon's general banner in

society, during this part of his life, has been descri-

bed by an observer of first-rate power ; according to

whom, he was one for whom the admiration which

could not be refused to him, was always mingled with

a portion of fear. He was different in his manner from
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other men, and neither pleased nor angry, kind nor

severe, after the common fashion of humanity. He

appeared to live for the execution of his own plans,

and to consider others only in so far as they were

connected with, and could advance or oppose them.

He estimated his fellow-mortals no otherwise than as

they could be useful to his views ; and, with a preci-

sion of intelligence which seemed intuitive from its ra-

pidity, he penetrated the sentiments of those whom it

was worth his while to study. Buonaparte did not then

possess the ordinary tone of light conversation in so-

ciety ; probably his mind was too much burthened or

too proud to stoop to adopt that mode of pleasing, and

there was a stiffness and reserve of manner, which was

perhaps adopted for the purpose of keeping people at

a distance. His look had the same character. When
he thought himself closely observed, he had the power

of discharging from his countenance all expression,

save that of a vague and indefinite smile, and pre-

senting to the curious investigator the fixed eyes and

rigid features of a bust of marble.

When he talked with the purpose of pleasing,

Buonaparte often told anecdotes of his life in a very

pleasing manner ; when silent, he had something dis-

dainful in the expression of his face; when dis-

posed to be quite at ease, he was, in Madame de

StaeFs opinion, rather vulgar. His natural tone of

feeling seemed to be a sense of internal superiority.
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and of secret contempt for the world in which he

lived, the men with whom he acted, and even the

very objects which he pursued. His character and

manners were upon the whole strongly calculated to

attract the attention of the French nation, and to ex-

cite a perpetual interest even from the very mystery

which attached to him, as well as from the splendour

of his triumphs. The supreme power was residing

in the Luxembourg ostensibly ; but Paris was aware,

that the means which had raised, and which must

support and extend that power, were to be found in

the humble mansion of the newly-christened Rue des

Victoires.

Some of these features are perhaps harshly design-

ed, as being drawn recentibus odiis. The disa-

greement between Buonaparte and Madame de Stael,

from whom we have chiefly described them, is well

known. It originated about this time, when, as a

first-rate woman of talent, she was naturally desirous

to attract the notice ofthe Victor ofVictors. They ap-

pear to have misunderstood each other ; for the lady,

who ought certainly to know best, has informed us,
" that far from feeling her fear of Buonaparte remo-

ved by repeated meetings, it seemed to increase, and

his best exertions to please could not overcome her in-

vincible aversion for what she found in his charac-

ter." His ironical contempt of excellence of every

kind, operated like the sword in romance, which
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froze while it wounded. Buonaparte seems never to

have suspected the secret and mysterious terror with

which he impressed the ingenious author of Corinne ;

on the contrary, Las Casas tells us that she combined

all her efforts, and all her means, to make an impres-

sion on the general. She wrote to him when distant,

and, as the Count ungallantly expresses it, tormented

him when present. In truth, to use an established

French phrase, they stood in a false position with

respect to each other. Madame de Stael might be

pardoned for thinking that it would be difficult to

resist her wit and her talent, when exerted with the

purpose of pleasing ; but Buonaparte was disposed

to repel, rather than encourage the advances of one

whose views were so shrewd, and her observation so

keen, while her sex permitted her to push her inqui-

ries farther than one man might have dared to do in

conversing with another. She certainly did desire to

look into him " with considerate eyes," and on one

occasion put his abilities to the proof, by asking him

rather abruptly, in the middle of a brilliant party at

Talleyrand's,
" Whom he esteemed the greatest wo-

man in the world, alive or dead ?" "
Her, madam,

that has borne the most children," answered Buona-

parte, with much appearance of simplicity. Discon-

certed by the reply, she observed, that he was report-

ed not to be a great admirer of the fair sex.
" I am

very fond of my wife, madam," he replied, with one of
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those brief and yet piquant observations, which ad-

journed a debate as promptly as one of his characteris-

tic manoeuvres would have ended a battle. From

this period there was enmity between Buonaparte and

Madame de Stael ; and at different times he treated

her with a harshness which had some appearance of

actual personal dislike, though perhaps rather direct-

ed against the female politician than the woman of

literature. After his fall, Madame de Stael relented

in her resentment to him ; and we remember her, du-

ring the campaign of 1814, presaging in society how

the walls of Troyes were to see a second invasion and

defeat of the Huns, as had taken place in the days of

Attil a, while the French Emperor was to enact the

second Theodorick.

In the meantime, while popular feeling and the

approbation of distinguished genius were thus seek-

ing to pay court to the youthful conqueror, the

Directory found themselves obliged to render to him

that semblance of homage which could not have

been withheld without giving much offence to general

opinion, and injuring those who omitted to pay it,

much more than him who was entitled by the una-

nimous voice to receive it. On the JOth of Decem-

ber, the Directory received Buonaparte in public, with

honours which the Republican government had not

yet conferred on any subject, and which must have

seemed incongruous to those who had any recollection
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of the liberty and equality, once so emphatically

pronounced to be the talisman of French prosperity.

The ceremony took place in the great court of the

Luxembourg palace, where the Directory, surround-

ed by all that was officially important or distinguish-

ed by talent, received from Buonaparte's hand the

confirmed treaty of Campo Formio. The delivery

of this document was accompanied by a speech from

Buonaparte, in which he told the Directory, that,

in order to establish a constitution founded on rea-

son, it was necessary that eighteen centuries of pre-

judices should be conquered
" The constitution of

the year THREE, and you, have triumphed over all

these obstacles." The triumph lasted exactly until

the year EIGHT, when the orator himself overthrew

the constitution, destroyed the power of the rulers

who had overcome the prejudices of eighteen centu-

ries, and reigned in their stead.

The French, who had banished religion from

their thoughts, and from their system of domestic

policy, yet usually preserved some perverted cere-

mony connected with it, on public solemnities. They
had disused the exercises of devotion, and expressly

disowned the existence of an object of worship ; yet

they could not do without altars, and hymns, and

rites, upon such occasions as the present. The Gene-

ral, conducted by Barras, the President of the Direc-

tory, approached an erection; termed the Altar of

'}**
I
"
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the Country, where they went through various ap-

propriate ceremonies, and at length dismissed a nu-

merous assembly, much edified with what they had

seen. The two Councils, or Representative Bodies,

also gave a splendid banquet in honour of Buona-

parte. And what he appeared to receive with more

particular satisfaction than these marks of distinction,

the Institute admitted him a member of its body in

the room of his friend Carnot (who was actually a

fugitive, and believed at the time to be dead), while

the poet Chenier promulgated his praises, and fore-

told his future triumphs, and his approaching con-

quest of England.

There is nothing less philosophical than to attach

ridicule to the customs of other nations, merely be-

cause they differ from those of our own ; yet it marks

the difference between England and her continental

neighbour, that the two Houses of Parliament never

thought of giving a dinner to Marlborough, nor did

the Royal Society choose his successor in the path

of victory a member by acclamation ; although the

British nation in either case acquitted themselves of

the debt of gratitude which they owed their illustri-

ous generals, in the humbler and more vulgar mode

of conferring on both large and princely domains.

Meantime the threat of invasion was maintained

with unabated earnestness. But it made no impres-

sion on the British, or rather it stimulated men of
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all ranks to bury temporary and party dissensions

about politics, and bend themselves, with the whole

energy of their national character, to confront and

resist the preparations made against them. Their

determination was animated by recollections of their

own traditional gallantry, which had so often in-

flicted the deepest wounds upon France, and was

not now likely to give up to anything short of the

most dire necessity. The benefits were then seen

of a free constitution, which permits the venom of

party- spirit to evaporate in open debate. Those who

had differed on the question of peace or war, were

unanimous in that of national defence, and resistance

to the common enemy ; and those who appeared in

the vulgar eye engaged in unappeasable contention,

were the most eager to unite themselves together for

these purposes, as men employed in fencing would

throw down the foils and draw their united swords, if

disturbed by the approach of robbers.

Buonaparte in the meanwhile made a complete

survey of the coast of the British channel, pausing at

each remarkable point, and making those remarks and

calculations which induced him to adopt at an after

period the renewal of the project for a descent upon

England. The result of his observations decided his

opinion, that in the present case the undertaking

ought to be abandoned. The immense preparations

and violent threats of invasion were carried into no
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more serious effect than the landing of about twelve

or fourteen hundred Frenchmen, under a General

Tate, at Fishguard, in South Wales. They were

without artillery, and behaved rather like men whom

a shipwreck had cast on a hostile shore, than like an

invading enemy, as they gave themselves up as pri-

soners without even a show of defence to Lord Caw-

dor, who had marched against them at the head of

a body of the Welsh militia, hastily drawn together

on the alarm. The measure was probably only to

be considered #s experimental, and as such must

have been regarded as an entire failure.

The demonstrations of invasion, however, were os-

tensibly continued, and everything seemed arranged

on either side for a desperate collision betwixt the two

most powerful nations inEurope. But the proceedings

of politicians resemble those of the Indian traders

called Banians, who seem engaged in talking about or-

dinary and trifling affairs, while, with their hands con-

cealed beneath a shawl that is spread between them,

they are secretly debating and adjusting, by signs, bar-

gains of the utmost importance. While all France and

England had their eyes fixed on the fleets and armies

destined against the latter country, the Directory

and their general had no intention of using these pre-

parations, except as a blind to cover their real object,

which was the celebrated expedition to Egypt.
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While yet in Italy, Buonaparte had suggested to

the Directory (13th September 1797) the advantage

which might be derived from seizing upon Malta,

which he represented as an easy prize. The knights,

he said, were odious to the Maltese inhabitants^ and

were almost starving ; to augment which state of dis-

tress, and increase that incapacity of defence, he had

already confiscated their Italian property. He then

proceeded to intimate, that being possessed of Corfu

and Malta, it was natural to take possession of

Egypt. Twenty-five thousand men, with eight or ten

ships of the line, would be sufficient for the expedi-

tion, which he suggested might depart from the coasts

of Italy.

Talleyrand, then minister for foreign affairs, (in

his answer of 23d September,) saw the utmost advan-

tage in the design upon Egypt, which, as a colony,

would attract the commerce of India to Europe, in

preference to the circuitous route by the Cape ofGood

Hope. This correspondence proves that even before

Buonaparte left Italy, he had conceived the idea of

the Egyptian expedition, though probably only as one

of the vast and vague schemes of ambition which

success in so many perilous enterprises had tended

to foster. There was something of wild grandeur in

the idea, calculated to please an ambitious imagina-

tion. He was to be placed far beyond the reach of

any command superior to his own, and left at his own
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discretion to the extending conquests, and perhaps

founding an empire, in a country long considered as

the cradle of knowledge, and celebrated in sacred and

profane history as having been the scene of ancient

events and distant revolutions, which, through the

remoteness of ages, possess a gloomy and mysterious

effect on the fancy. The first specimens of early art

also were to be found among the gigantic ruins of

Egypt, and its time-defying monuments of antiquity.

This had its effect upon Buonaparte, who affected so

particularly the species of fame which attaches to the

protector and extender of science, philosophy, and

the fine arts. On this subject he had a ready and will-

ing counsellor at hand. Monge, the artist and vir-

tuoso, was Buonaparte's confidant on this occasion,

and there is no doubt encouraged him to an under-

taking which promised a rich harvest to the antiqua-

rian, among the ruins of temples and palaces, hitherto

imperfectly examined.

But although the subject was mentioned betwixt

the Directory and their ministers and Buonaparte,

yet before adopting the course which the project

opened, the general was probably determined to see

the issue of the revolution of the 18th Fructidor;

doubting, not unreasonably, whether the conquerors

in that struggle could so far avail themselves of the

victory which they had obtained over the majority of

the National Representatives, as to consolidate and
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establish on a firm foundation their own authority.

He knew the Directory themselves were popular with

none. The numerous party, who were now in-

clined to a monarchical government, regarded them

with horror. The army, though supporting them

rather than coalesce with the Royalists, despised and

disliked them ; the violent Republicans remembered

their active share in Robespierre's downfall, and the

condemnations which followed the detected conspi-

racy of Baboauf, and were in no respect better dispo-

sed to their domination. Thus despised by the army,

dreaded by the Royalists, and detested by the Repub-

licans, the Directorial government appeared to remain

standing, only because the factions to whom it was

unacceptable were afraid of each other's attaining a

superiority in the struggle, which must attend its

downfall.

This crisis of public affairs was a tempting oppor-

tunity for such a character as Buonaparte, whose al-

most incredible successes, unvaried by a single re-

verse which deserved that name, naturally fixed the

eyes of the multitude, and indeed of the nation at

large, upon him, as upon one who seemed destined

to play the most distinguished part in any of those

new changes, which the mutable state of the French

government seemed rapidly preparing.

The people, naturally partial to a victor, followed

11
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him everywhere with acclamations, and his soldiers,

in their camp-songs, spoke of pulling the attorneys

out of the seat of government, and installing their

victorious general. Even already, for the first time

since the commencement of the Revolution, the

French, losing their recent habits of thinking and

speaking of the nation as a body, began to interest

themselves in Napoleon as an individual ; and that

exclusive esteem of his person had already taken

root in the public mind, which afterwards formed

the foundation of his throne.

Yet, in spite of these promising appearances, Na-

poleon, cautious as well as enterprising, saw that the

time was not arrived when he could, without great

risk, attempt to possess himself of the supreme go-

vernment in France. The soldiers of Italy were in-

deed at his devotion, but there was another great and

rival army belonging to the Republic, that of the

Rhine, which had never been under his command,
never had partaken his triumphs, and which natu-

rally looked rather to Moreau than to Buonaparte as

their general and hero.

Madame de Stael describes the soldiers from these

two armies, as resembling each other in nothing save

the valour which was common to both. The troops

of the Rhine, returning from hard-fought fields,

which, if followed by victory, had afforded but little

12
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plunder, exhibited still the severe simplicity which

had been affected under the republican model;

whereas the army of Italy had reaped richer spoils

than barren laurels alone, and made a display of

wealth and enjoyment which showed they had not

neglected their own interest while advancing the ban-

ners of France.

It was not likely, while such an army as that of

the Rhine existed, opposed by rivalry and the jea-

lousy of fame to the troops of Buonaparte, that the

latter should have succeeded in placing himself at the

head of affairs. Besides, the forces on which he could

depend were distant. Fortune had not afforded him

the necessary pretext for crossing, as he termed it,

the Rubicon, and bringing twenty thousand men to

Lyons. Moreau, Jourdan, Kleber, had all high repit

tations, scarce inferior to his own ; and the troops who

had served under them were disposed to elevate them

even to an equality with the Conqueror of Italy

Buonaparte also knew that his popularity, though

great, was not universal. He was disliked by the

middle classes, from recollection of his commanding

during the affair ofthe Sections of Paris ; and many of

the Republicans exclaimed against him for his sur-

rendering Venice to the Austrians. In a word, he was

too much elbowed and incommoded by others to per-

mit his taking with full vigour the perilous spring ne-

VOL. iv. D
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cessary to place him in the seat ofsupreme authority,

'though there were not wanting those who would fain

have persuaded him to venture on a course so daring.

To such counsellors he answered, that " the fruit

was not ripe" a hint which implied that appetite

was not wanting, though prudence forbade the ban-

quet.

Laying aside, therefore, the character of General

of the Army of England, and adjourning to a future

day the conquest of that hostile island ; silencing at

the same time the internal wishes and the exterior

temptations which urged him to seize the supreme

power, which seemed escaping from those who held

it, Napoleon turned his eyes and thoughts eastward,

and meditated in the distant countries of the rising

sun, a scene worthy his talents, his military skill, and

his ambition.

The Directory, on the other hand, eager to rid

themselves of his perilous vicinity, hastened to ac-

complish the means of his expedition to Egypt, upon
a scale far more formidable than any which had yet

sailed from modern Europe, for the invasion and

subjection of distant and peaceful realms.

It was soon whispered abroad that the invasion of

England was to be postponed, until the Conqueror of

Italy, having attained a great and national object, by
the success of a secret expedition fitted out on a
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scale of stupendous magnitude, should be at leisure

to resume the conquest of Britain.

But Buonaparte did not limit his views to those

of armed conquest ; he meant that these should be

softened by mingling with them schemes of a literary

and scientific character, as if he had desired, as some

one said, that Minerva should march at the head of

his expedition, holding in one hand her dreadful

lance, and with the other introducing the sciences and

the muses. The various treasures of art which had

been transferred to the capital by the influence of his

arms, gave the general of the Italian army a right

to such distinctions as the French men of literature

could confer ; and he was himself possessed of deep

scientific knowledge as a mathematician. He became

apparently much attached to learned pursuits, and

wore the uniform of the Institute on all occasions

when he was out of military costume. This affecta-

tion of uniting the encouragement of letters and

science with his military tactics, led to a new and

peculiar branch of the intended expedition.

The public observed with astonishment a detach-

ment of no less than one hundred men, who had cul-

tivated the arts and sciences, or, to use the French

phrase, savants, selected for the purpose of joining

this mysterious expedition, of which the object still

remained a secret : while all classes of people asked
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each other wbat new quarter of the world France had

determined to colonize, since she seemed preparing at

once to subdue it by her arms, and to enrich it with the

treasures of her science and literature. This singular

department of the expedition, the first of the kind

which ever accompanied an invading army, was libe-

rally supplied with books, philosophical instruments,

and all means of prosecuting the several departments

of knowledge.

Buonaparte did not, however, trust to the supe-

riority of science to ensure the conquest of Egypt.

He was fully provided with more effectual means,

The land forces belonging to the expedition were of

the most formidable description. Twenty-five thou-

sand men, chiefly veterans selected from his own

Italian army, had in their list of generals subordinate

to Buonaparte the names of Kleber, Dessaix, Ber-

thier, Regnier, Murat, Lannes, Andreossi, Menoo,

Belliard. and others well known in the revolutionary

wars. Four hundred transports were assembled for the

conveyance of the troops. Thirteen ships of the line,

and four frigates, commanded by Admiral Brueyes,

an experienced and gallant officer, formed the escort of

the expedition ; a iner and more formidable one than

which never sailed on so bold an adventure.

We have already touched upon the secret object*

of this armament. The Directory were desirous to

be rid of Buonaparte, who might become a dangerous
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competitor in the present unsettled stafe ofthe French

government Buonaparte, on his side, accepted the

command, because it opened a scene of conquest wor-

thy ofhis ambition. A separate and uncontrolled com-

mand over so gallant an army seemed to promise him

the conquest and the sovereignty, not of Egypt only,

but of Syria, Turkey, perhaps Constantinople, the

Queen of the East ; and he himself afterwards more

than hinted, that but for controlling circumstances, he

would have bent his whole mind to the establishment

of an oriental dynasty, and left France to her own des-

tinies. When a subaltern officer of artillery, he had

nourished the hope of being King of Jerusalem. In

his present situation of dignity and strength, the sove-

reignty of an Emperor of the universal East, or of a

Caliph of Egypt at the least, was a more commensu

rate object of ambition.

The private motives of the government and of the

general are therefore easily estimated But it is not

so easy to justify the Egyptian expedition upon any

views of sound national policy. On the contrary,

the object to be gained by so much risk, and at the

same time by an act of aggression upon the Ottoman

Porte, the ancient ally of France, to whom Egypt

belonged, was of very doubtful utility. The immense

fertility of the alluvial provinces irrigated by the

Nile, no doubt renders their sovereignty a matter of

great consequence to the Turkish empire, which, from
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the oppressed state of their agriculture everywhere,

and from the rocky and barren character of their Gre-

cian provinces, are not in a condition to supply the

capital with grain, didthey not draw it from that never-

failing land. But France herself, fully supplied from

her own resources, had no occasion to send her best

general, and hazard her veteran army, for the pur-

pose of seizing a distant province, merely to facilitate

her means of feeding her population. To erect that

large country into a French colony, would have re-

quired a drain of population, of expense, and of

supplies of all sorts, which France, just recovering

from the convulsion of her Revolution, was by no

means fit to encounter. The climate, too, is insalu-

brious to strangers, and must have been a constant

cause of loss, until, in process of time, the colonists

had become habituated to its peculiarities. It is far-

ther to be considered, that the most perfect and ab-

solute success in the undertaking, must have ended,

not in giving a province to the French Republic, but

a separate and independent kingdom to her victori-

ous and ambitious general. Buonaparte had paid

but slight attention to the commands of the Direc-

tory when in Italy. Had he realized his proposed

conquests in the east, they would have been sen!

over the Mediterranean altogether in vain.

Lastly, the state of war with England subjectec

this attempt to add Egypt to the French dominions
B
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to the risk of defeat, either by the naval strength of

Britain interposing between France and her new

possessions, or by her land forces from India and

Europe, making a combined attack upon the French

army which occupied Egypt ; both which events ac-

tually came to pass.

It is true, that, so far from dreading the English

forces which were likely to be employed against them,

the French regarded as a recommendation to the con-

quest of Egypt, that it was to be the first step to the

destruction of the British power in India ; and Na-

poleon continued to the last to consider the conquest

of Egypt as the forerunner of that of universal Asia.

His eye, which, like that of the eagle, saw far and

wide, overlooking, however, obstacles which distance

rendered diminutive,beheld little more necessary than

the toilsome marches of a few weeks, to achieve the

conquests of Alexander the Great. He had already

counted the steps by which he was to ascend to

Oriental monarchy, and has laid before the world a

singular reverie on the probabilities of success.
" If

Saint John d'Acre had yielded to the French arms,"

said he,
" a great revolution would have been ac-

complished in the East ; the general-in-chief would

have founded an empire there, and the destinies of

France would have undergone different combinations

from those to which they were subjected."
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In this declaration we recognize one of the pecu-

liarities of Buonaparte's disposition, which refused to

allow of any difficulties or dangers save those, of

which, having actually happened, the existence could

not be disputed. The small British force before Acre

was sufficient to destroy his whole plans of conquest ;

but how many other means of destruction might Pro-

vidence have employed for the same purpose ! The

plague the desert mutiny among his soldiers

courage and enterprise, inspired by favourable cir-

cumstances into the tribes by whom his progress was

opposed the computationof these,and other chances,

ought to have taught him to acknowledge, that he had

not been discomfited by the only hazard which could

have disconcerted his enterprise ; but that, had such

been the will of God, the sands of Syria might have

proved as fatal as the snows of Russia, and the sci-

mitars of the Turks as the lances of the Cossacks.

In words, a march from Egypt to India is easily de-

scribed, and still more easily measured off with com-

passes upon the map of the world. But in practice,

and with an army opposed as the French would pro-

bably have been at every step, if it had been only from

motives of religious antipathy, when the French ge-

neral arrived at the skirts ofBritish India, with forces

thus diminished, he would have had in front the

whole British army, commanded by generals accus-

tomed to make war upon a scale almost as enlarged
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as he himself practised, and accustomed to victories

not less decisive.

We should fall into the same error which we

censure, did we anticipate what might have been

the result of such a meeting. Even while we claim

the probability of advantage for the army most nu-

merous, and best provided with guns and stores, we

allow the strife must have been dreadful and du-

bious. But if Napoleon really thought he had only

to show himself in India, to ensure the destruction of

the British empire there, he had not calculated the

opposing strength with the caution to have been ex-

pected from so great a general. He has been repre-

sented, indeed, as boasting of the additions which he

would have made to his army, by the co-operation of

natives trained after the French discipline. But can

it be supposed that these hasty levies could be brought

into such complete order as to face the native troops

of British India, so long and so justly distinguished

for approaching Europeans in courage and discipline,

and excelling them perhaps in temperance and subor-

dination ?

In a word, the Egyptian expedition, unless con-

sidered with reference to the private views of the Di-

rectory, and of their general, must have been re-

garded from the beginning, as promising no results

in the slightest degree worthy of the great risk incur-

red, by draining France of the flower of her armv.
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Meanwhile, the moment of departure approached.

The blockading squadron, commanded by Nelson,

was blown off the coast by a gale of wind, and so

much damaged that they were obliged to run down

to Sardinia. The first and most obvious obstacle to

the expedition was thus removed. The various squa-

drons from Genoa, Civita Vecchia, and Bastia, set

sail and united with that which already lay at Tou-

lon.

Yet it is said, though upon slender authority, that

even at this latest moment Buonaparte showed some

inclination to abandon the command of so doubtful

and almost desperate an expedition, and wished to

take the advantage of a recent dispute between

France and Austria, to remain in Europe. The

misunderstanding arose from the conduct of Berna-

dotte, ambassador for the Republic at Vienna, who

incautiously displayed the national colours before

his hotel, in consequence of which a popular tu-

mult arose, and the ambassador was insulted. In

their first alarm, lest this incident should occa-

sion a renewal of the war, the Directory hastily de-

termined to suspend Buonaparte's departure, and

dispatch him to Rastadt, where the congress was

still sitting, with full powers to adjust the difference.

Buonaparte accepted the commission, and while he

affected to deplore the delay or miscarriage of " the

greatest enterprise which he had ever meditated,"
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wrote in secret to Count Cobentzel, now minister of

foreign affairs at Vienna, inviting him to a conference

at Rastadt, and hinting at political changes, by which

the difficulties attending the execution of the treaty

of Campo Formio might be taken away. The tenor

of this letter having become known to the Directory,

and it appearing to them that Buonaparte designed to

make that mission a pretext for interesting Cobentzel

in some change of government in France, in which

he deemed it advisable to obtain the concurrence of

Austria, they instantly resolved, it is said, to com-

pel him to set sail on the expedition to Egypt.

Barras, charged with the commission of notifying to

the general this second alteration of his destination,

had an interview with Buonaparte in private, and

at his own house. The mien of the Director was

clouded, and, contrary to his custom, he scarcely

spoke to Madame Buonaparte. When he retired,

Buonaparte shut himself up in his own apartment

for a short time, then gave directions for his instant

departure from Paris for Toulon. These particulars

are given as certain by Miot ;* but he alleges no

authority for this piece of secret history. There

seems, however, little doubt, that the command of the

Egyptian expedition was bestowed on Buonaparte

* Memoires pour servir a 1'Histoire des Expeditions en Egypt et

en Syrie. Introduction, p. xx.
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by the Directory as a species of ostracism, or ho-

nourable banishment from France.

At the moment of departure, Buonaparte made

one of those singular harangues, which evince such

a mixture of talent and energy with bad taste and

bombast. He promised to introduce those who had

warred on the mountains and in the plains, to mari-

time combat ; and to a great part of the expedition

he kept his word too truly, as Aboukir could wit-

ness. He reminded them that the Romans combat-

ted Carthage by sea as well as land he proposed to

conduct them, in the name of the Goddess of Liber-

ty, to the most distant regions and oceans, and he

concluded by promising to each individual of his

army seven acres of land. Whether this distribu-

tion of property was to take place on the banks of

the Nile, of the Bosphorus, or the Ganges, the sol-

diers had not the most distant guess, and the com-

mander- in- chief himself would have had difficulty in

informing them.

On the 19th of May 1798, this magnificent ar-

mament set sail from Toulon, illuminated by a splen-

did sun-rise, one of those which were afterwards po-

pularly termed the suns of Napoleon. The line-of-

battle ships extended for a league r and the semi-circle

formed by the convoy was at least six leagues in ex-

tent. They were joined on the 8th June, as they

swept along the Mediterranean, by a large fleet of
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transports, having oa board the division of General

Dessaix.

The 10th June brought the armament before

Malta, once the citadel of Christendom, and garri-

soned by those intrepid knights, who, half warriors

and half priests, opposed the infidels with the en-

thtisiasm at once of religion and of chivalry. But

those by whom the Order was now maintained were

disunited among themselves, lazy and debauched

voluptuaries, who consumed the revenues destined

to fit out expeditions against the Turks in cruizes for

pleasure, not war, and giving balls and entertain-

ments in the seaports of Italy. Buonaparte treated

these degenerate knights with a want of ceremony,

which, however little it accorded with the extreme

strength of their island,. and with the glorious de-

fence which it had formerly made against the infi-

dels, was perfectly suited to their present condition.

Secure of a party among the French knights, with

whom he had been tampering, he landed troops, and

took possession of these almost impregnable fortresses

with so little opposition, that Caffarelli said to Napo-

leon, as they passed through the most formidable de-

fences,
" It is well, general, that there was some

one within to open the gates to us. We should have

had more trouble in entering, if the place had been

altogether empty.
11

A sufficient garrison was established in Malta,

destined by Buonaparte to be an intermediate sta-
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tion between France and Egypt ; and on the 19th,

the daring general resumed his expedition. On the

coast of Candia, while the savants were gazing on

the rocks where Jupiter, it is said, was nurtured,

and speculating concerning the existence of some

vestiges of the celebrated Labyrinth, Buonaparte
learned that a new enemy, of a different description

from the Knights of Saint John, were in his imme-

diate vicinity. This was the English squadron.

Nelson, to the end as unconquerable on his own

element as Buonaparte had hitherto shown himself

upon shore, was now in full and anxious pursuit of

his renowned contemporary. Reinforced by a squa-

dron of ten ships of the line, a meeting with Napo-
leon was the utmost wish of his heart, and was echoed

back by the meanest sailor on board his numerous

fleet. The French had been heard of at Malta, but

as the British Admiral was about to proceed thither,

he received news of their departure ; and concluding
that Egypt must be unquestionably the object of

their expedition, he made sail for Egypt. It singu-

larly happened, that although Nelson anticipated

the arrival of the French at Alexandria, and ac-

cordingly directed his course thither, yet, keeping a

more direct path than Brueyes, when he arrived

there on the 28th June, he heard nothing of the ene-

my, who, in the meanwhile, were proceeding to the

very same port. The English admiral set sail, there-

ore, for Rhodes and Syracuse ; and thus were the two
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large and hostile fleets traversing the same narrow

sea, without being able to attain any certain tidings

of each other's movements. This was in part owing

to the English Admiral having no frigates with him,

which might have been detached to cruise for intelli-

gence ; partly to a continuance of thick misty wea-

ther, which at once concealed the French fleet from

their adversaries, and, obliging them to keep close

together, diminished the chance of discovery, which

might otherwise have taken place by the occupation

of a larger space. On the 26th, according to Denon,

Nelson's fleet was actually seen by the French stand-

ing to the westward, although the haze prevented

the English from observing their enemy, whose squa-

dron held an opposite direction.

Escaped from the risk of an encounter so perilous,

Buonaparte's greatest danger seemed to be over on

the 29th June, when the French fleet came in sight of

Alexandria, and saw before them the city of the Pto-

lomies and of Cleopatra, with its double harbour, its

Pharos, and its ancient and gigantic monuments of

grandeur. Yet at this critical moment, and whileBuo-

naparte contemplated his meditated conquest, a sig-

nal announced the appearance of a strange sail, which

was construed to be an English frigate, the precur-

sor of the British fleet.
" What !" said Napoleon.

" I ask but six hours and. Fortune, wilt thou aban-

don me ?" The fickle goddess was then and for many
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a succeeding year, true to her votary. The vessel

proved friendly.

The disembarkation of the French army took

place about a league and a half from Alexandria,

at an anchorage called Marabout. It was not ac-

complished without losing boats and men on the

surf, though such risks were encountered with great

joy by the troops, who had been so long confined on

shipboard. As soon as five or six thousand men were

landed, Buonaparte marched towards Alexandria,

when the Turks, incensed at this hostile invasion on

the part of a nation with whom they were at pro-

found peace, shut the gates, and manned the walls

against their reception. But the walls were ruinous,

and presented breaches in many places, and the chief

weapons ofresistance were musketry and stones. The

conquerors of Italy forced their passage over such

obstacles, but not easily or with impunity. Two

hundred French were killed. There was severe mi-

litary execution done upon the garrison, and the

town was abandoned to plunder for three hours;

which has been justly stigmatized as an act of un-

necessary cruelty, perpetrated only to strike terror,

and extend the fame of the victorious French gene-

ral. But it was Napoleon^s object to impress the high-

est idea of his power upon the various classes of na-

tives,who, differing widely from each other in manners

and condition, inhabit Egypt as their common home.
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These classes are, 1st, the Arab race, divided into

Fellahs and Bedouins, the most numerous and least

esteemed of the population. The Bedouins, retain-

ing the manners of Arabia Proper, rove through the

Desert, and subsist by means of their flocks and herds,

The Fellahs cultivate the earth, and are the ordinary

peasants of the country.

The class next above the Arabs in consideration

are the Cophts, supposed to be descended from the

pristine Egyptians. They profess Christianity, are

timid and unwarlike, but artful and supple. They
are employed in the revenue, and in almost all civil

offices, and transact the commerce and the business

of the country.

The third class in elevation were the formidable

Mamelukes, who held both Cophts and Arabs in

profound subjection. These are, or we may say were,

a corps of professed soldiers, having no trade ex-

cepting war. In this they resemble the Janissaries,

the Strelitzes, the Prastorian Bands, or similar mili-

tary bodies, which, constituting a standing army un-

der a despotic government, are alternately the pro-

tectors and the terror of the sovereign who is their

nominal commander. But the peculiar feature of the

constitution of the Mamelukes, was, that their corps

was recruited only by the adoption of foreign slaves,

particularly Georgians and Circassians. These were

purchasedwhen childrenby the several Beys, orMame-

VOL. IV. E
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luke leaders, who, twenty-four in number, occupied,

each, one of the twenty-four departments into which

they had divided Egypt. The youthful slave, pur-

chased with a heedful reference to his strength and

personal appearance, was carefully trained to arms in

the family of his master. When created a Mameluke,

he was received into the troop of the Bey, and render-

ed capable ofsucceeding to him at his death ; for these

chiefs despised the ordinary connexions of blood, and

their authority was, upon military principles, transfer-

red at their death to him amongst the band who was

accounted the best soldier. They fought always on

horseback ; and in their peculiar mode of warfare,

they might be termed, individually considered, the

finest cavalry in the world. Completely armed, and

unboundedly confident in their own prowess, they

were intrepid, skilful, and formidable in battle ; but

with their military bravery began and ended the ca-

talogue of their virtues. Their vices were, unpitying

cruelty, habitual oppression, and the unlimited ex-

ercise of the most gross and disgusting sensuality.

Such were the actual lords of Egypt.

Yet the right of sovereignty did not rest with the

Beys, but with the Pacha, or Lieutenant, a great

officer dispatched from the Porte to represent the

Grand Seignior in Egypt, where it was his duty to

collect the tribute in money and grain, which Con-

stantinople expected from that rich province, with the
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additional object of squeezing out of the country its

much more as he could by any means secure, for the

filling of his own coffers. The Pacha maintained his

authority sometimes by the assistance of Turkish

troops, sometimes by exciting the jealousy of one

Bey against another. Thus this fertile country was

subjected to the oppression of twenty- four praetors,

who, whether they agreed among themselves, or with

the Pacha, or declared war against the representative

of the Sultan, and against each other, were alike the

terror and the scourge of the unhappy Arabs and

Cophts, the right of oppressing whom by every spe^

cies of exaction, these haughty slaves regarded as

their noblest and most undeniable privilege.

From the moment that Buonaparte conceived the

idea of invading Egypt, the destruction of the power

of the Mamelukes must have been determined upon

as his first object ; and he had no sooner taken Alex-

andria than he announced his purpose. He sent

forth a proclamation, in which he professed his re-

spect for God, the Prophet, and the Koran; his

friendship for the Sublime Porte, of which he affirm-

ed the French to be the faithful allies ; and his de-

termination to make war upon the Mamelukes. He

commanded that the prayers should be continued in

the mosques as usual, with some slight modifications,

and that all true Moslems should exclaim,
"
Glory

to the Sultan, and to the French army, his allies !

VOL. iv. 6
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Accursed be the Mamelukes, and good fortune to

the land of Egypt!"

Upon the 7th July, the army marched from Alex-

andria against the Mamelukes. Their course was

up the Nile, and a small flotilla of gun-boats ascend-

ed the river to protect their right flank, while the

infantry traversed a desert of burning sands, at a

distance from the stream, and without a drop of

water to relieve their tormenting thirst. The army
of Italy, accustomed to the enjoyments of that de-

licious country, *rere astonished at the desolation

they saw around them. " Is this," they said,
" the

country in which we are to receive our farms of

seven acres each ? The General might have al-

lowed us to take as much as we chose no one would

have abused the privilege.
1'

Their officers, too, ex-

pressed horror and disgust ; and even generals of

such celebrity as Murat and Lannes threw their hats

on the sand, and trod on their cockades. It required

all Buonaparte^s authority to maintain order, so much
were the French disgusted with the commencement

of the expedition.

To add to their embarrassment, the enemy began
to appear around them. Mamelukes and Arabs, con-

cealed behind the hillocks of sand, interrupted their

march at every opportunity, and woe to the soldier

who straggled from the ranks, were it but fifty yards.

Some of these horsemen were sure to dash at him,
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slay him on the spot, and make off before a musket

could be discharged at them. At length, however, the

audacity of these incursions was checked by a skir-

mish of some little importance, near a place called

Chehrheis, in which the French asserted their mili-

tary superiority.

An encounter also took place on the river, between

the French flotilla and a number of armed vessels

belonging to the Mamelukes. Victory first inclined

to the latter, but at length determined in favour of

the French, who took, however, only a single galliot

Meanwhile, the French were obliged to march

with the utmost precaution. The whole plain was

now covered with Mamelukes, mounted on the finest

Arabian horses, and armed with pistols, carabines,

and blunderbusses, of the best English workman-

ship their plumed turbans waving in the air, and

their rich dresses and arms glittering in the sun.

Entertaining a high contempt for the French force,

as consisting almost entirely of infantry, this splen-

did barbaric chivalry watched every opportunity

for charging them, nor did a single straggler es-

cape the unrelenting edge of their sabres. Their

charge was almost as swift as the wind, and as their

severe bits enabled them to halt, or wheel their horses

at full gallop, their retreat was as rapid as their ad-

vance. Even the practised veterans of Italy were

at first embarrassed by this new mode of fighting, and
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lost several men ; especially when fatigue caused any
one to fall out of the ranks, in which case his fate be-

came certain. But they were soon reconciled to fight-

ing the Mamelukes, when they discovered that each

of these horsemen carried about him his fortune, and

that it not uncommonly amounted to considerable

sums in gold.

During these alarms, the French love of the ludi-

crous was not abated by the fatigues or dangers of the

journey. The savants had been supplied with asses,

the beasts of burden easiest attained in Egypt, to

transport their persons and philosophical apparatus.

The General had given orders to attend to their per-

sonal safety, which were of course obeyed. But as

these civilians had little importance in the eyes of

the military, loud shouts of laughter used to burst

from the ranks, while forming to receive the Mame-

lukes, as the general of division called out, with mi-

litary precision,
" Let the asses and the savants

enter within the square.
1' The soldiers also amused

themselves, by calling the asses demi-savants. In

times of discontent, these unlucky servants of science

had their full share of the soldiers' reproaches, who

imagined, that this unpopular expedition had been

undertaken to gratify their passion for researches, in

which the military took very slender interest.

Under such circumstances, it may be doubted

whether even the literati themselves were greatly de-

12
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lighted, when, after fourteen days of such marches as

we have described, they arrived, indeed, within six

leagues of Cairo, and beheld at a distance the cele-

brated Pyramids, but learned at the same time, that

Murad Bey, with twenty-two of his brethren, at the

head of their Mamelukes, had formed an entrenched

camp at a place called Embabeh, with the purpose

of covering Cairo, and giving battle to the French.

On the 21 st of July, as the French continued to ad-

vance, they saw their enemy in the field, and in full

force. A splendid line of cavalry, under Murad and

the other Beys, displayed the whole strength of the

Mamelukes. Their right rested on the imperfectly

entrenched camp, in which lay twenty thousand infan-

try, defended by forty pieces of cannon. But the in-

fantry were an undisciplined rabble ; the guns, want-

ing carriages,were mounted on clumsy wooden frames ;

and the fortifications of the camp were but commen-

ced, and presented no formidable opposition. Buona-

parte made his dispositions. He extended his line

to the right, in such a manner as to keep out of gun-

shot of the entrenched camp, and have only to en-

counter the line of cavalry.

Murad Bey saw this movement, and, fully aware

of its consequence, prepared to charge with his mag-

nificent body of horse, declaring he would cut the

French up like gourds. Buonaparte, as he directed

the infantry to form squares to receive them, called
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out to his men,
" From yonder Pyramids twenty

centuries behold your actions." The Mamelukes ad-

vanced with the utmost speed, and corresponding

fury, and charged with horrible yells. They disor-

dered one of the French squares of infantry, which

would have been sabred in an instant, but that the

mass of this fiery militia was a little behind the ad-

vanced guard. The French had a moment to restore

order, and used it. The combat then in some degree

resembled that which, nearly twenty years after-

wards, took place at Waterloo ; the hostile cavalry

furiously charging the squares of infantry, and try-

ing, by the most undaunted efforts of courage, to

break in upon them at every practicable point, while

a tremendous fire of musketry, grape-shot, and shells,

crossing in various directions, repaid their audacity.

Nothing in war was ever seen more desperate than

the exertions of the Mamelukes. Failing to force

their horses through the French squares, individuals

were seen to wheel them round, and rein them back

on the ranks, that they might disorder them by kick-

ing. As they became frantic with despair, they hurl-

ed at the immovable phalanxes, which they could

not break, their pistols, their poniards, and their ca-

rabines. Those who fell wounded to the ground,

dragged themselves on, to cut at the legs of the

French with their crooked sabres. But their efforts

were all in vain.
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The Mamelukes, after the most courageous efforts

to accomplish their purpose, were finally beaten off

with great slaughter ; and as they could not form or

act in squadron, their retreat became a confused flight.

The greater part attempted to return to their camp,

from that sort of instinct, as Napoleon termed it,

which leads fugitives to retire in the same direction

in which they had advanced. By taking this route

they placed themselves betwixt the French and the

Nile ; and the sustained and insupportable fire of

the former soon obliged them to plunge into the ri-

ver, in hopes to escape by swimming to the opposite

bank a desperate effort, in which few succeeded.

Their infantry at the same time evacuated their camp
without a show of resistance, precipitated themselves

into the boats, and endeavoured to cross the Nile.

Very many of these also were destroyed. The French

soldiers long afterwards occupied themselves in fish-

ing for the drowned Mamelukes, and failed not to

find money and valuables upon all whom they could

recover. Murad Bey, with a part of his best Mame-

lukes, escaped the slaughter by a more regular move-

ment to the left, and retreated by Gizeh into Upper

Egypt.

Thus were in a great measure destroyed the finest

cavalry, considered as individual horsemen, that were

ever known to exist.
" Could I have united the

Mameluke horse to the French infantry," said Buo-

13
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naparte,
" I would have reckoned myself master of

the world." The destruction of a body hitherto

regarded as invincible, struck terror, not through

Egypt only, but far into Africa and Asia, wherever

the Moslem religion prevailed ; and the rolling fire

of musketry by which the victory was achieved, pro-

cured for Buonaparte the oriental appellation, ef Sul-

tan Kebir, or King of Fire.

After this combat, which, to render it more stri-

king to the Parisians, Buonaparte termed the " Bat-

tle of the Pyramids," Cai^o surrendered without re-

sistance. The shattered remains of the Mamelukes

who had swam the Nile and united under Ibrahim

Bey, were compelled to retreat into Syria. A
party of three hundred French cavalry ventured to

attack them at Salahieh, but were severely handled

by Ibrahim Bey and his followers, who, having cut

many of them to pieces, pursued their retreat without

farther interruption. Lower Egypt was completely

in the hands of the French, and thus far the expe-

dition of Buonaparte had been perfectly successful.

But it was not the will of Heaven, that even the

most fortunate of men should escape reverses, and

a severe one awaited Napoleon.
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CHAPTER III.

French Naval Squadron. Conflicting Statements of Buona-

parte and Admiral Gantheaume in regard to it. BATTLE OF

ABOUKIR on 1st August 1798. Number and Position of
the Enemy, and of the English Particulars of the Action.

The French Admiral, Brueyes> killed, and his ship, L'-

Orient, blown up. The Victory complete, two only of the

French Fleet, and two Frigates, escaping on the morning of
the %d. Effects of this disaster on the French Army.
Means by which Napoleon proposed to establish himself in

Egypt. His Administration in many respects useful and

praiseworthy in others, his Conduct impolitic and absurd.

He desires to be regarded an Envoy of the Deity, but

without success. His endeavours equally unsuccessful to

propitiate the Porte. The Fort of El Arish falls into hi*

hands. Massacre of Jaffa Admitted by Buonaparte him-

selfHis arguments in its defence Replies to them Ge-

neral Conclusions. Plague breaks out in the French Army.

Napoleon's humanity and courage upon this occasion.

Proceeds against Acre to attack Djezzar Pacha. Sir Sid-

ney Smith His character Captures a French Convoy, and

throws himself into Acre. French arrive before Acre on

17th March 1799, and effect a breach on the 28th, but are

driven back. Assaulted by an Army ofMoslems of various

Nations assembled without the Walls of Acre, whom they de-

feat and disperse. Interesting particulars of the Siege.

Personal misunderstanding and hostility betwixt Napoleon

and Sir Sidney Smith explained ajid accountedfor. Buo-

naparte isfinally compelled to raise the Siege and retreat.

WHEN Buonaparte and his army were safely land-

ed in Egypt, policy seemed to demand that the naval
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squadron, by which they had been escorted, should

have been sent back to France as soon as possible. The

French leader accordingly repeatedly asserts, that he

had positively commanded Admiral Brueyes, an ex-

cellent officer, for whom he himself entertained parti-

cular respect,* either to carry his squadron of men-

of-war into the harbour of Alexandria, or, that being

found impossible, instantly to set sail for Corfu. The

harbour, by report of the Turkish pilots, was greatly

too shallow to admit without danger vessels of such

a deep draught of water ; and it scarce can be ques-

tioned that Admiral Brueyes would have embraced

the alternative of setting sail for Corfu, had such

been in reality permitted by his orders. But the as-

sertion of Buonaparte is pointedly contradicted by
the report of Vice-Admiral Gantheaume, who was

himself in the battle of Aboukir, escaped from the

slaughter with difficulty, and was intrusted by Buo-

naparte with drawing up the account of the disaster,

which he transmitted to the minister of war. " Per-

haps it may be said," so the dispatch bears,
" that it

would have been advisable to have quitted the coast

* In a letter published in the Moniteur, No. 90, Tan 6, Buona-

parte expresses the highest sense of Admiral Brueyes' firmness and

talent, as well as of the high order in which he kept the squadron
under his command ; and concludes by saying, he had bestowed on

him, in the name of the Directory, a spy-glass of the best construe-

tion which Italy afforded,
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as soon as the disembarkation had taken place. But
considering the orders of the commander-in.

chief,
and the incalculable force afforded to the

land-army
by the presence of the squadron, the admiral thought
it was his duty not to quit these seas."

Looking at the matter more
closely considering

theprobability of Nelson's return, and the consequent
danger of the fleet

considering, too, the especial
interest which naval and

military officers attach each
to their peculiar service, and the relative disregard
with which they contemplate the other, we can see
several reasons why Buonaparte might have wished,
even at some risk, to detain the fleet on the coast of
Egypt, but not one which could induce Brueyes to
continue there, not only without the consent of the

commander-in-chief, but, as Napoleon afterwards

alleged, against his express orders. It is one of the
cases in which no degree of

liberality can enable us
to receive the testimony of Buonaparte, contradict-
ed at once by circumstances, and by the positive tes-

timony of Gantheaume.

We now approach one of the most brilliant actions
of the English navy, achieved by the Admiral whose
exploits so

indisputably asserted the right of Britain
to the dominion of the ocean. Our limits require
that we should state but briefly a tale, at which every
heart in our islands will long glow; and we are the
more willingly concise that our readers possess it at
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length in one of the best-written popular histories in

the English language.*

Although unable to enter the harbour of Alex-

andria, the French admiral believed his squadron

safely moored in the celebrated Bay of Aboukir.

They formed a compact line of battle, of a semi-cir-

cular form, anchored so close to the shoal-water and

surf, that it was thought impossible to get between

them and the land ; and they concluded, therefore,

that they could be brought to action on the starboard

side only. On the 1st August the British fleet ap-

peared ; and Nelson had no sooner reconnoitred the

French position than he resolved to force it at every

risk. Where the French ships could ride, he argued

with instantaneous decision, there must be room for

English vessels to anchor between them" and the

shore. He made signal for the attack accordingly.

As the vessels approached the French anchorage,

they received a heavy and raking fire, to which they

could make no return ; but they kept their bows

to the enemy, and continued to near their line.

The squadrons were nearly of the same numerical

strength. The French had thirteen ships of the line

and four frigates. The English, thirteen ships of the

line, and one 50-gun ship. But the French had

* Mr Southey's
" Life of Admiral Nelson ;" in which one of the

most distinguished men of genius and learning whom our age has

produced, has recorded the actions of the greatest naval hero that

ever existed.
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three 80 gun ships, and L'Orient, a superb vessel of

120 guns. All the British were seventy-fours. The

van of the English fleet, six in number, rounded

successively the French line, and dropping anchor

betwixt them and the shore, opened a tremendous

fire. Nelson himself, and his other vessels, ranged

along the same French ships on the outer side, and

thus placed them betwixt two fires ; while the rest of

the French line remained for a time unable to take a

share in the combat. The battle commenced with the

utmost fury, and lasted till, the sun having set and

the night fallen, there was no light by which the

combat could be continued, save the flashes of the

continuous broadsides. Already, however, some of

the French vessels were taken, and the victors, ad-

vancing onwards, assailed those which had not yet

been engaged.

Meantime a broad and dreadful light was thrown

on the scene of action, by the breaking out of a con-

flagration on board the French admiral's flag- ship,

L'Orient. Brueyes himself had by this time fallen

by a cannon-shot. The flames soon mastered the

immense vessel, where the carnage was so terrible as

to prevent all attempts to extinguish them ; and the

L'Orient remained blazing like a volcano in the mid-

dle of the combat, rendering for a time the dreadful

spectacle visible.

At length, and while the battle continued as furious

as ever, the burning vessel blew up with so tremen-
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dous an explosion, that for a while it silenced the

fire on both sides, and made an awful pause in the

midst of what had been but lately so horrible a

tumult. The cannonade was at first slowly and par-

tially resumed, but ere midnight it raged with all its

original fury. In the morning the only two French

ships who had their colours flying, cut their cables

and put to sea, accompanied by two frigates ; being

all that remained undestroyed and uncaptured, of the

gallant navy that so lately escorted Buonaparte and

his fortunes in triumph across the Mediterranean.

Such was the victory of Aboukir, for which he who

achieved it felt that word was inadequate. He called

it a conquest. The advantages of the day, great as

they were, might have been pushed much farther, if

Nelson had been possessed of frigates and small craft.

The store-ships and transports in the harbour of

Alexandria would then have been infallibly destroy,

ed. As it was, the results were of the utmost import-

ance, and the destinies of the French army were

altered in proportion. They had no longer any

means of communicating with the mother-country,

but became the inhabitants of an insulated province,

obliged to rely exclusively on the resources which

they had brought with them, joined to those which

Egypt might afford.

Buonaparte, however surprised by this reverse,

exhibited great equanimity. Three thousand French

seamen, the remainder of nearly six thousand enga
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ged in that dreadful battle, were sent ashore by car-

tel, and formed a valuable addition to his forces.

Nelson, more grieved almost at being frustrated of

his complete purpose, than rejoiced at his victory,

left the coast after establishing a blockade on the port

of Alexandria.

We are now to trace the means by which Napo-
leon proposed to establish and consolidate his govern-

ment in Egypt ; and in these we can recognize much

that was good and excellent, mixed with such irregu-

larity of imagination, as vindicates the term of Jupi-

ter Scapin, by which the Abbe de Pradt distinguish-

ed this extraordinary man.

His first care was to gather up the reins of govern-

ment, such as they were, which had dropt from the

hands of the defeated Beys. With two classes of the

Egyptian nation it was easy to establish his authority.

The Fellahs, or peasantry, sure to be squeezed to the

last penny by one party or other, willingly submitted

to the invaders as the strongest, and the most able to

protect them. The Cophts, or men of business, were

equally ready to serve the party which was in posses-

sion of the country. So that the French became the

masters of both, as a natural consequence of the

power which they had obtained.

But the Turks were to be attached to the con-

queror by other means, since their haughty national

character, and the intolerance of the Mahomedan r$

VOL, IV, F
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ligion, rendered them alike inaccessible to profit, the

hope of which swayed the Cophts, and to fear, which

was the prevailing argument with the Fellahs. To

gratify their vanity, and soothe their prejudices,

seemed the only mode by which Napoleon could in-

sinuate himself into the favour of this part of the po-

pulation. With this view, Buonaparte was far from

assuming a title of conquest in Egypt, though he

left few of its rights unexercised. On the contrary,

he wisely continued to admit the Pacha to that os-

tensible share of authority which was yielded to him

by the Beys, and spoke with as much seeming re-

spect of the Sublime Porte, as if it had been his in-

tention ever again to permit their having any effec-

tive power in Egypt. Their Imaums, or priests ;

their Ulemats, or men of law ; their Cadis, or judges ;

their Sheiks, or chiefs; their Janissaries, or privileged

soldiers, were all treated by Napoleon with a certain

degree of attention, and the Sultan Kebir, as they

called him, affected to govern, like the Grand Sei-

gnior, by the intervention of a Divan.

This general council consisted of about forty

Sheiks, or Moslems of distinction by birth or office,

who held their regular meetings at Cairo, and from

which body emanated the authority of provincial

divans, established in the various departments of

Egypt. Napoleon affected to consult the superior

council, and act in many cases according to their re-

port of the law of the Prophet. On one occasion.
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he gave them a moral lesson which it would be great

injustice to suppress. A tribe of roving Arabs had

slain a peasant, and Buonaparte had given directions

to search out and punish the murderers. One of his

Oriental counsellors laughed at the zeal which the

General manifested on so slight a cause.

" What have you to do with the death of this

Fellah, Sultan Kebir ?" said he ironically ;
" was he

your kinsman ?"

" He was more,
1"

said Napoleon ;
" he was one for

whose safety I am accountable to God, who placed

him under my government."
" He speaks like an inspired person P exclaimed

the Sheiks ; who can admire the beauty of a just

sentiment, though incapable, from the scope they

allow their passions, to act up to the precepts of

moral rectitude.

Thus far the conduct of Buonaparte was admi-

rable. He protected the people who were placed

under his power, he respected their religious opi-

nions, he administered justice to them according to

their own laws, until they should be supplied with a

better system of legislation. Unquestionably, his

good administration did not amend the radical defi-

ciency of his title ; it was still chargeable against

him, that he had invaded the dominions of the most

ancient ally of France, at a time when there was

the most profound peace between the countries. Yet

in delivering Egypt from the tyrannical sway of the
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Mamelukes, and administering the government of

the country with wisdom and comparative humanity,

the mode in which he used the power which he had

acquired, might be admitted in some measure to

atone for his usurpation. Not contented with direct-

ing his soldiers to hold in respect the religious ob^-

servances of the country, he showed equal justice

and policy in collecting and protecting the scattered

remains of the great caravan of the Mecca pilgrim-

age, which had been plundered by the Mamelukes

on their retreat. So satisfactory was his conduct

to the Moslem divines, that he contrived to obtain

from the clergy of the Mosque an opinion, declaring

that it was lawful to pay tribute to the French,

though such a doctrine is diametrically inconsistent

with the Koran. Thus far Napoleon's measures

had proved rational and successful. But with this

laudable course of conduct was mixed a species of

artifice, which, while we are compelled to term it

impious, has in it, at the same time, something

ludicrous, and almost childish.

Buonaparte entertained the strange idea of persua-

ding the Moslems that he himself pertained in some

sort to their religion, being an envoy ofthe Deity, sent

on earth, not to take away, but to confirm and com-

plete, the doctrines of the Koran, and the mission of

Mahomet. He used, in executing this purpose, the

inflated language of the East, the more easily that it

corresponded, in itg allegorical and amplified style.
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with his own natural tone of composition ; and he he-

sitated not to join in the external ceremonial of the

Mahommedan religion, that his actions might seem

to confirm his words. The French general cele-

brated the feast of the Prophet as it recurred, with

some Sheik of eminence, and joined in the litanies

and worship enjoined by the Koran. He affected, toe,

the language of an inspired follower of the faith of

Mecca, of which the following is a curious example.

On entering the sepulchral chamber in the pyra-

mid of Cheops,
"
Glory be to Allah ," said Buona-

parte,
" there is no God but God, and Mahommed

is his prophet." A confession of faith which is in

itself a declaration of Islamism.

" Thou hast spoken like the most learned of the

prophets," said the Mufti, who accompanied him.

" I can command a car of fire to descend from

heaven," continued the French general,
" and I can

guide and direct its course upon earth."

" Thou art the great chief to whom Mahommed

gives power and victory," said the Mufti.

Napoleon closed the conversation with this not

very pertinent oriental proverb,
" The bread which

the wicked seizes upon by force, shall be turned to

dust in his mouth."

Though the Mufti played his part in the above

scene with becoming gravity, Buonaparte over-esti-

mated his own theatrical powers, and did too little

justice to the shrewdness of the Turks* if he suppo*
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sed them really edified by his pretended proselytism.

With them as with us, a renegade from the religious

faith in which he was brought up, is like a deserter

from the standard of his country ; and though the

services of either may be accepted and used, they re-

main objects of disregard and contempt, as well with

those to whose service t&ey have deserted, as with

the party whom they have abandoned.

The Turks and Arabs of Cairo soon afterwards

showed Buonaparte, by a general and unexpected

Insurrection in which many Frenchmen were slain,

how little they were moved by his pretended attach-

ment to their faith, and how cordially they consider-

ed him as their enemy. Yet, when the insurgents

had been quelled by force, and the blood of five

thousand Moslem had atoned for that of three hun-

dred Frenchmen, Napoleon, in an address to the

inhabitants of Cairo, new -modelling the general

council, or divan, held still the same language as

before of himself and his destinies.
"

Sheriffs," he

said,
"
Ulemats, Orators of the Mosque, teach the

people that those who become my enemies shall have

no refuge either in this world or the next. Is there

any one blind enough not to see that I am the agent

of Destiny, or incredulous enough to call in question

the power of Destiny over human affairs? Make

the people understand that since the world was a

world, it was ordained, that haying destroyed the
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enemies of Islamism, and broken down the Cross,*

I should come from the distant parts of the West to

accomplish the task designed for me show them,

that in more than twenty passages of the Koran my
coming is foretold. I could demand a reckoning from

each of you for the most secret thoughts of his soul,

since to me everything is known ; but the day will

come when all shall know from whom I have my com-

mission, and that human efforts cannot prevail against

me/'

It is plain from this strange proclamation, that

Buonaparte was willing to be worshipped as a supe-

rior being, as soon as altars could be built, and wor-

shippers collected together. But the Turks and

Arabs were wiser than the Persians in the case of

young Ammon. The Sheik of Alexandria, who af-

fected much devotion to Buonaparte's person, came

roundly to the point with him. He remarked the

French observed no religious worship.
" Why not,

therefore," he said,
" declare yourself Moslem at

once, and remove the only obstacle betwixt you and

the throne of the East ?" Buonaparte objected the

prohibition of wine, and the external rite which Ma-

hommed adopted from the Jewish religion. The of-

*
Alluding to the capture of the island of Malta, and subjection

of the Pope, on which he was wont to found as services rendered to

the religion of Mahommed
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ricious Sheik proposed to call a coimcil of the Mos-

lem sages, and procure for the new proselytes some

relaxation of these fundamental laws of the Prophet*s

faith. According to this hopeful plan the Moslems

must have ceased to be such in two principal arti-

cles of their ritual, in order to induce the French to

become a kind of imperfect renegades, rejecting, in

the prohibition of wine, the only peculiar guard

which Mahommed assigned to the moral virtue of

his followers, while they embraced the degrading

doctrine of fatality, the licentious practice of poly-

gamy, and the absurd chimeras of the Koran.

Napoleon appears to have believed the Sheik

serious, which is very doubtful, and to have contem-

plated with eager ambition the extent of views which

his conversion to Islamism appeared to open. His

own belief in predestination recommended the creed

of Mahommed, and for the Prophet of Mecca him-

self he had a high respect, as one of those who had

wrought a great and enduring change on the face of

the world. Perhaps heenvied the powerwhichMahom-

med possessed, of ruling over men's souls as well as

their bodies, and might thence have been led into the

idea of playing a part, to which time and circum-

stances, the character of his army and his own, were

alike opposed. No man ever succeeded in imposing
himself on the public as a supernatural personage,

was not to a certain degree the dupe of his own
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imposture ; and NapoleoiTs calculating and reflecting

mind was totally devoid of the enthusiasm which

enables a man to cheat himself into at least a partial

belief of the deceit which he would impose on others.

The French soldiers, on the other hand, bred in scorn

of religion of every description, would have seen no-

thing but ridicule in the pretensions of their leader

to a supernatural mission ; and in playing the charac-

ter which Alexander ventured to personate, Buona-

parte would have found in his own army many a

Clitus, who would have considered his pretensions as

being only ludicrous. He himself, indeed, expressed

himself satisfied that his authority over his soldiers

was so absolute, that it would have cost but giving

it out in the order of the day to have made them all

become Mahommedans ; but, at the same time, he

has acquainted us, that the French troops were at

times so much discontented with their condition in

Egypt, that they formed schemes of seizing on their

standards, and returning to France by force. What

reply, it may be reasonably asked, were they likely to

make to a proposal, which would have deprived them

of their European and French character, and level-

led them with Africans and Asiatics, whose persons

they despised, and whose country they desired to

leave ? It is probable, that reflections on the proba

ble consequences prevented his going farther than

the vague pretensions which he announced in his
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proclamations, and in his language to the Sheika.

He had gone far enough, however, to show, that the

considerations of conscience would have been no hin-

derance ; and that, notwithstanding the strength of

his understanding, common sense had less influence

than might have been expected, in checking his as-

sertion of claims so ludicrous as well as so profane.

Indeed, his disputes with the Ottoman Porte speedily

assumed a character, which his taking the turban

and professing himself a Moslem in all the forms

could not have altered to his advantage.

It had been promised to Buonaparte that the

abilities of Talleyrand, as Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs, should be employed to reconcile the Grand

Seignior and his councillors to the occupation of

Egypt But the efforts of that able negotiator had

totally failed in a case so evidently hopeless ; and if

Talleyrand had even proceeded to Constantinople,

as Napoleon alleged the Directory had promised,

it could only have been to be confined in the Seven

Towers. The Porte had long since declared, that

any attack upon Egypt, the road to the holy cities

of Mecca and Medina, would be considered as a de-

claration of war, whatsoever pretexts might be alle-

ged. They regarded, therefore, Buonaparte^s inva-

sion as an injury equally unprovoked and unjustifi-

able. They declared war against France, called upon

every follower of the Prophet to take the part of his
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vicegerent upon earth, collected forces, and threaten-

ed an immediate expedition, for the purpose of ex-

pelling the infidels from Egypt. The success of the

British at Aboukir increased their confidence. Nel-

son was loaded with every mark of honour which the

Sultan could bestow, and the most active preparations

were made to act against Buonaparte, equally consi-

dered as enemy to the Porte, whether he professed

himself Christian, infidel, or renegade.

Meantime that adventurous and active chief was

busied in augmenting his means of defence or con-

quest, and in acquiring the information necessary to

protect what he had gained, and to extend his domi-

nions. For the former purpose, corps were raised from

among the Egyptians, and some were mounted upon

dromedaries, the better to encounter the perils of the

desert. For the latter, Buonaparte undertook a

journey to the Isthmus of Suez, the well-known in-

terval which connects Asia with Africa. He sub-

scribed the charter, or protection, granted to the Ma-

ronite Monks of Sinai, with the greater pleasure, that

the signature of Mohammed had already sanctioned

that ancient document. He visited the celebrated

fountains of Moses, and, misled by a guide, had near-

ly been drowned in the advancing tides of the Red

Sea. This, he observes, would have furnished a

text to all the preachers in Europe. But the same

Deity, who rendered that gulph fatal to Pharaoh.
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had reserved for one, who equally defied and dis-

owned his power, the rocks of an island in the midst

of the Atlantic.

When Napoleon was engaged in this expedition,

or speedily on his return, he learned that two Turk-

ish armies had assembled, one at Rhodes, and the

other in Syria, with the purpose of recovering Egypt.

The daring genius, which always desired to anticipate

the attempts of the enemy, determined him to march

with a strong force for the occupation of Syria, and

thus at once to alarm the Turks by the progress which

he expected to make in that province, and to avoid

being attacked in Egypt by two Turkish armies at

the same time. His commencement was as successful

as his enterprise was daring. A body of Mamelukes

was dispersed by a night attack. The fort of El

Arish, considered as one of the keys of Egypt, fell

easily into his hands. Finally, at the head of about

ten thousand men, he traversed the desert, so famous

in biblical history, which separates Africa from Asia,

and entered Palestine without much loss, but not

without experiencing the privations to which the

wanderers in those sandy wastes have been uni-

formly subjected. While his soldiers looked with

tear on the howling wilderness which they saw

around, there was something in the extent and lone-

liness of the scene that corresponded with the swell-

ing soul of Napoleon, and accommodated itself to hi*
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ideas of immense and boundless space. He was plea-

sed with the flattery, which derived his Christian

name from two Greek words, signifying the Lion of

the Desert.

Upon his entering the Holy Land, Buonaparte

again drove before him a body of Mamelukes, be-

longing to those who, after the battles of the Pyra-

mids and of Salahieh, had retreated into Syria ; and

his army occupied without resistance Gaza, anciently

a city of the Philistines, in which they found supplies

ofprovisions. Jaffa, a celebrated city during the time

of the Crusades, was the next object of attack. It

was bravely assaulted, and fiercely defended. But

the French valour and discipline prevailed the place

was carried by storm three thousand Turks were

put to the sword, and the town was abandoned to the

license of the soldiery, which, by Buonaparte's own

admission, never assumed a shape more frightful.*

Such, it may be said, is the stern rule of war ; and

if so, most of our readers will acquiesce in the natural

exclamation of the Mareschal de Montluc,
"

Certes,

we soldiers stand in more need of the Divine mercy

than other men, seeing that our profession compels

us to command and to witness deeds of such cruelty.
1 '

It was not, however, to the ordinary horrors attend-

* See his dispatch to the Directory, on the Syrian campaign.
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ing the storm of a town, that the charge against Buo-

naparte is on this occasion limited. He is accused of

having been guilty of an action of great injustice, as

well as of especial barbarity. Concerning this we

shall endeavour to state, stripped of colouring and

exaggeration, first the charge, and then the reply,

by Napoleon himself.

After the breach had been stormed, a large part

of the garrison, estimated by Buonaparte himself at

twelve hundred men, which Miot raises to betwixt

two and three thousand, and others exaggerate still

more, remained on the defensive, and held out in the

mosques, and a sort of citadel to which they had

retreated, till, at length, despairing of succour, they

surrendered their arms, and were in appearance ad-

mitted to quarter. Of this body, the Egyptians were

carefully separated from the Turks, Maugrabins, and

Arnaouts ; and while the first were restored to liberty,

and sent back to their country, these last were placed

under a strong guard. Provisions were distributed to

them, and they were permitted to go by detachments

in quest of water. According to all appearance, they

were considered and treated as prisoners of war. This

was on the 7th of March. On the 9th, two days

afterwards, this body of prisoners were marched out

of Jaffa, in the centre of a large square battalion,

commanded by General Bon. Miot assures us that

he himself mounted his horse, accompanied the me-
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fancholy column, and witnessed the event. The

Turks foresaw their fate, but used neither entreaties

nor complaints to avert it. They marched on, silent

and composed. Some of them, ofhigher rank, seemed

to exhort the others to submit, like servants of the

Prophet, to the decree which, according to their be-

lief, was written on their forehead. They were escort-

ed to the sand-hills to the south-east of Jaffa, divided

there into small bodies, and put to death by musket-

ry. The execution lasted a considerable time, and the

wounded, as in ihefusillades of the Revolution, were

dispatched with the bayonet. Their bodies were

heaped together, and formed a pyramid which is still

visible, consisting now of human bones as originally

of bloody corpses.

The cruelty of this execution occasioned the fact

itself to be doubted, though coming with strong evi

dence, and never denied by the French themselves.

Napoleon, however, frankly admitted the truth of

the statement both to Lord Ebrington and to Dr

CTMeara. Well might the author of this cruelty

write to the Directory, that the storm of Jaffa was

marked by horrors which he had never elsewhere

witnessed. Buonaparte's defence was, that the mas-

sacre was justified by the laws of war that the head

of his messenger had been cut off by the governor

of Jaffa, when sent to summon him to surrender

that these Turks were a part of the garrison of El
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Arish, who had engaged not to serve against the

'French, and were found immediately afterwards de-

fending Jaffa, in breach of the terms of their capi-

tulation. They had incurred the doom of death,

therefore, by the rules of war Wellington, he said,

would have in his place acted in the same man-

ner.

To this plea the following obvious answers apply.

If the Turkish governor had behaved like a barba-

rian, for which his country, and the religion which

Napoleon meditated to embrace, might be some ex-

cuse, the French general had avenged himself by the

storm and plunder of the town, with which his revenge

ought in all reason to have been satisfied. If some

of these unhappy Turks had broken their faith to

Buonaparte, and were found again in the ranks which

they had sworn to abandon, it could not, according to

the most severe construction of the rules of war,

authorize the dreadful retaliation of indiscriminate

massacre upon a multitude of prisoners, without in-

quiring whether they had been all equally guilty.

Lastly, and admitting them all to stand in the same

degree of criminality, although their breach of faith

might have entitled Buonaparte to refuse these men

quarter while they had arms in their hands, that right

was ended when the French general received their

submission, and when they had given up the means

of defence, on condition of safety for life at least.

10
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This bloody deed must always remain a deep stain

on the character of Napoleon. Yet we do not view it

as the indulgence of an innate love of cruelty ; for no-

thing in Buonaparte's history shows the existence of

that vice, and there are many things which intimate

his disposition to have been naturally humane. But

he was ambitious, aimed at immense and gigantic

undertakings, and easily learned to overlook the waste

of human life, which the execution of his projects ne-

cessarily involved. He seems to have argued, not on

the character of the action, but solely on the effect

which it was to produce upon his own combinations.

His army was small; it was his business to strike

terror into his numerous enemies, and the measure

to be adopted seemed capable of making a deep

impression on all who should hear of it. Besides,

these men, if dismissed, would immediately rejoin

his enemies. He had experienced their courage,,

and to disarm them would have been almost an un-

availing precaution, where their national weapon, the

sabre, was so easily attained. To detain them prison-

ers would have required a stronger force than Napo-

leon could afford, would have added difficulty and

delay to the movement of his troops, and tended to

exhaust his supplies. That sort of necessity, there-

fore, which men fancy to themselves when they are

nnwilling to forego a favourite object for the sake of

VOL. iv. a
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obeying a moral precept that necessity winch might

be more properly termed a temptation difficult to be

resisted that necessity which has been called the

tyrant's plea, was the cause of the massacre at Jaffa,

and must remain its sole apology.

It might almost seem that Heaven set its vindic-

tive brand upon this deed of butchery, for about the

time it was committed the plague broke out in the

army. Buonaparte, with a moral courage deserving

as much praise as his late cruelty deserved reproba-

tion, went into the hospitals in person, and while

exposing himself, without hesitation, to the infection,

diminished the terror of the disease in the opinion

of the soldiers generally, and even of the patients

themselves, who were thus enabled to keep up their

spirits, and gained by doing so the fairest chance of

recovery.

Meanwhile, determined to prosecute the conquest of

Syria, Buonaparte resolved to advance to Saint Jean

d'Acre, so celebrated in the wars of Palestine. The

Turkish Pacha, or governor of Syria, who, like

others in his situation, accounted himself almost an

independent sovereign, was Achmet, who, by his

unrelenting cruelties and executions, had procured

the terrible distinction of Djezzar, or the Butcher.

Buonaparte addressed this formidable chief in two

letters., offering his alliance, and threatening him with

his vengeance if it should be rejected. To neither did
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the Pacha return any answer in the second in-

stance he put to death the messenger. The French

general advanced against Acre, vowing revenge.

There were, however, obstacles to the success of his

enterprise, on which he had not calculated.

The Pacha had communicated the approach of

Napoleon to Sir Sidney Smith, to whom had been

committed the charge of assisting the Turks in their

proposed expedition to Egypt, and who, for that pur-

pose, was cruising in the Levant. He hastened to

sail for Acre with the Tigre and Theseus, ships

of the line, and arriving there two days ere the

French made their appearance, contributed greatly

to place the town, the fortifications of which were

on the old Gothic plan, in a respectable state of

defence.

Sir Sidney Smith, who so highly distinguished

himself on this occasion, had been long celebrated

for the most intrepid courage, and spirit of enter-

prise.
His character was, besides, marked by those

traits of enthusiasm at which cold and vulgar minds

are apt to sneer, because incapable of understanding

them ; yet without which great and honourable

actions have rarely been achieved. He had also a

talent, uncommon among the English, that of acting

easily with foreign, and especially with barbarous

troops, and understanding how to make their efforts
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availing for the service of the common cause, thougli

exerted in a manner different from those of civilized

nations. This brave officer having been frequently

intrusted with the charge of alarming the French

coast, had been taken on one occasion, and, contrary

to the law of nations, and out of a mean spirit of re-

venge, was imprisoned in the Temple, from which he

was delivered by a daring stratagem, effected by the

French royalist party. He had not been many
hours at Acre, when Providence afforded him a dis-

tinguishing mark of favour. The Theseus, which

had been detached to intercept any French vessels

that might be attending on Buonaparte's march,

detected a small flotilla stealing under Mount Car-

mel, and had the good fortune to make prize of

seven out of nine of them. They were a convoy from

Damietta, bound for Acre, having on board heavy

cannon, platforms, ammunition, and other neces-

sary articles. These cannon and military stores,

destined to form the siege of Acre, became eminent-

ly useful in its defence, and the consequence of

their capture was eventually decisive of the struggle.

General Philippeaux, a French royalist, and officer

of engineers, immediately applied himself to place

the cannon thus acquired, to the amount of betwixt

thirty and forty, upon the walls which they had

been intended to destroy. This officer, who had
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been Buonaparte's school-fellow, and the principal

agent in delivering Sir Sidney Smith from prison,

possessed rare talents in his profession. Thus strange-

ly met under the walls of Acre, an English officer,

late a prisoner in the Temple at Paris, and a French

colonel of engineers,with the late general ofthe Army
of Italy, the ancient companion of Philippeaux,

*

and about to become almost the personal enemy of

Smith.

On the 17th March, the French came in sight of

Acre, which is built on a peninsula advancing into

the sea, and so conveniently situated that vessels

can lie near the shore, and annoy with their fire

whatever advances to assault the fortifications. Not-

withstanding the presence of two British ships ofwar,

and the disappointment concerning his battering can-

non, which were now pointed against him from the

ramparts, Buonaparte, with a characteristic perse-

verance which on such an occasion was pushed into

obstinacy, refused to abandon his purpose, and pro-

ceeded to open trenches, although the guns which he

had to place in them were only twelve pounders.

*
Philippeaux died during the siege, of a fever brought on by fa-

tigue. Buonaparte spoke of him with more respect than he usually
showed to those who had been successful in opposing him. One
reason might be, that the merit given to Philippeaux was in some

degree subtracted from Sir Sidney Smith. The former was a French-

man, and dead the latter alive, and an Englishman.
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The point of attack was a large tower which pre-

dominated over the rest of the fortifications. A
mine at the same time was run under the extreme

defences.

By the 28th March a breach was effected, the mine

was sprung, and the French proceeded to the assault

upon that day. They advanced at the charging step,

under a murderous fire from the walls, but had the

mortification to find a deep ditch betwixt them and

the tower. They crossed it, nevertheless, by help of

the scaling-ladders which they carried with them, and

forced their way as far as the tower, from which it

is said that the defenders, impressed by the fate of

Jaffa, were beginning to fly. They were checked by
the example of Djezzar himself, who fired his own

pistols at the French, and upbraided the Moslems

who were retreating from the walls. The defences were

again manned ; the French, unable to support the re-

newed fire, were checked and forced back ; and the

Turks falling upon them in their retreat with sabre

in hand, killed a number of their best men, and

Mailly, who commanded the party. Sorties were

made from the place to destroy the French works ;

and although the cries -with which the Turks carry

on their military manoeuvres gave the alarm to the

enemy, yet, assisted by a detachment of British sea-

men, they did the French considerable damage, re-

connoitred the mine which they were forming anew,
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and obtained the knowledge of its^direction necessary

to prepare a counter mine.

While the strife was thus fiercely maintained on

both sides, with mutual loss and increased animosity,

the besiegers were threatened with other dangers.

An army of Moslem troops of various nations, but

all actuated by the same religious zeal, had formed

themselves in the mountains of Samaria, and uniting

with them the warlike inhabitants of that country,

now called Naplous, formed the plan of attacking the

French army lying before Acre on one side, while

Djezzar and his allies should assail them upon the

other. Kleber, with his division, was dispatched by

Buonaparte to disperse this assemblage. But though

he obtained considerable advantages over detached

parties of the Syrian army, their strength was so

disproportioned, that at last, while he held a position

near Mount Tabor, with two or three thousand men,

he was surrounded by about ten times his own num-

ber. But his general- in- chief was hastening to his

assistance. Buonaparte left two divisions to keep the

trenches before Acre, and penetrated into the country

in three columns. Murat, at the head of a fourth, oc-

cupied the pass called Jacob's Bridge. The attack,

made on various points, was everywhere successful.

The camp of the Syrian army was taken ; their de-

feat, almost their dispersion, was accomplished, while

their scattered remains fled to Damascus, Buona-
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parte returned, crowned with laurels, to the siege of

Acre.

Here, too, the arrival of thirty heavy pieces of

cannon from Jafia seemed to promise that success,

which the French had as yet been unable to attain,

It was about this time that, walking on the Mount

which still retains the name of Richard Cceur de

Lion, Buonaparte expressed himself to Murat in

these terms, as he pointed to Saint Jean D'Acre :
-

*' The fate of the East depends upon yonder petty

town. Its conquest will insure the main object of

my expedition, and Damascus will be the first fruit

of it.
1'* Thus it would seem, that, while engaged in

the enterprise, Buonaparte held the same language,

which he did many years after its failure when at

St Helena.

Repeated and desperate assaults proved, that the

consequence which he attached to taking Acre was

as great as his words expressed. The assailants suf-

fered severely on these occasions, for they were ex-

posed to the fire of two ravelins, or external fortifica-

tions, whichhad been constructed under Philippeaux's

directions, and at the same time enfiladed by the fire

of the British shipping. At length, employing to

the uttermost the heavy artillery now in his posses-

* Related bv Miot, as communicated to him bv Mural
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sion, Buonaparte, in spite of a bloody and obstinate

opposition, forced his way to the disputed tower, and

made a lodgment on the second story. It afford-

ed, however, no access to the town ; and the troops

remained there as in a cul-de-sac, the lodgment being
covered from the English and Turkish fire by a work

constructed partly of packs of cotton, partly of the

dead bodies of the slain, built up along with them.

At this critical moment, a fleet, bearing reinforce-

ments long hoped for and much needed, appeared
in view of the garrison. They contained Turkish

troops under the command of Hassan Bey. Yet
near as they were, the danger was imminent that Acre

might be taken ere they could land. To prevent such

a misfortune, Sir Sidney Smith in person proceeded

to the disputed tower, at the head of a body of British

seamen, armed with pikes. They united themselves

to a corps of brave Turks, who defended the breach

rather with heavy stones than with other weapons.

The heap of ruins which divided the contending par-

ties served as a breast-work to both. The muzzles

of the muskets touched each other, and the spear-

heads of the standards were locked together. At this

moment one of the Turkish regiments of Hassan's

army, which had by this time landed, made a sortie

upon the French ; and though they were driven back,

yet the diversion occasioned the besiegers to be forced

from their lodgment.
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Abandoning the ill-omened tower, which had cost

the besiegers so many men, Buonaparte now turned

his efforts towards a considerable breach that had been

effected in the curtain, and which promised a more

easy entrance. It proTed, indeed, but too easy ; for

Djezzar Pacha opposed to the assault on this occasion

a new mode of tactics. Confiding in his superior num-

bers, he suffered the French, who were commanded

by the intrepid General Lannes, to surmount the

breach without opposition, by which they penetrated

into the body of the place. They had no sooner en-

tered, than a numerous body of Turks mingled among
them with loud shouts ; and ere they had time or

room to avail themselves of their discipline, brought

them into that state of close fighting, where strength

and agility are superior to every other acquirement.

The Turks, wielding the sabre in one hand, and the

poniard in the other, cut to pieces almost all the French

who had entered. General Rambaud lay a headless

corpse in the breach Lannes was with difficulty

brought off, severely wounded. The Turks gave no

quarter ; and instantly cutting the heads off of those

whom they slew, carried them to the Pacha, who sat

in public distributing money to those who brought
him these bloody trophies, which now lay piled in

heaps around him. This was the sixth assault upon
these tottering and blood-stained ramparts.

" Vic-

tory," said Napoleon,
"

is to the most persevering ;

M
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and, contrary to the advice of Kleber, he resolved

upon another and yet more desperate attack.

On the 21st May the final effort was made. The

attack of the morning failed, and Colonel Veneux re-

newed it at midday.
" Be assured," said he to Buo-

naparte,
" Acre shall be yours to-night, or Veneux will

die on the breach." He kept his word at the cost of

his life. Bon was also slain, whose division had been

the executioners of the garrison ofJaffa. The French

now retreated, dispirited, and despairing of success.

The contest had been carried on at half a musket shot

distance ; and the bodies of the dead lying around,

putrified under the burning sun, and spread dis-

ease among the survivors. An attempt was made

to establish a suspension of arms for removing this

horrible annoyance. Miot says that the Pacha re-

turned no answer to the proposal of the French.

According to Sir Sidney Smith's official reports, the

armistice for this humane purpose was actually

agreed on, but broken off by the French firing upon

those who were engaged in the melancholy office,

and then rushing on to make their last unsuccessful

charge and assault upon the breach. This would

have been a crime so useless, and would have tended

so much to the inconvenience of the French them-

selves, that we cannot help suspecting some misun-

derstanding had occurred, and that the interruption

was under a wrong conception of the purpose of the

working party.
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This is the more probable, as Sir Sidney Smith 9

who reports the circumstance, was not at this time

disposed to put the best construction on any action

of Buonaparte's, who, on the other hand, regarded

the British seaman with peculiar dislike, and even

malignity. The cause of personal quarrel betwixt

them was rather singular.

Buonaparte had addressed the subjects of Achmet

Djezzar's pachalik, in terms inviting them to re-

volt, and join the French ; yet was much offended

when, imitating his own policy, the Pacha and Sir

Sidney Smith caused letters to be sent into his camp
.before Acre, urging his soldiers to mutiny and de-

sertion. Sir Sidney also published a proclamation to

the Druses, and other inhabitants of the country,

calling on them to trust the faith of a Christian

knight, rather than that of an unprincipled renegado.
Nettled at these insults, Buonaparte declared that the

English commodore was mad ; and, according to his

account, Sir Sidney replied by sending him a chal-

lenge. The French general scornfully refused this in-

vitation, unless the challenger would bring Marlbo-

rough to meet him, but offered to send one of his

grenadiers to indulge the Englishman's desire of sin-

gle combat. The good taste of the challenge may
be doubted, if indeed such was ever sent; but the

scorn of the reply ought to have been mitigated, con-

sidering it was addressed to one, in consequence of

whose dauntless and determined opposition Buona-
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partes favourite object had failed, and who was pre-

sently to compel him for the first time to an inglo-

rious retreat.

Another calumny, circulated by Buonaparte against

the English commodore, was, that Sir Sidney Smith

had endeavoured to expose his French prisoners to

the infection of the plague, by placing them in ves-

sels where that dreadful contagion prevailed. This

charge had no other foundation, than in Buonaparte's

wish, by spreading such a scandal, to break off all

communication between the commodore and the dis-

contented of his own army. After the heat excited by
their angry collision had long subsided, it is amusing
to find Napoleon, when in the island of Saint He-

lena, declaring, that his opinion of Sir Sidney Smith

was altered for the better, since he had become ac-

quainted with the rest of his countrymen, and that

he now considered him as a worthy sort of man for

an Englishman.

The siege of Acre had now continued sixty days

since the opening of the trenches. The besiegers had

marched no less than eight times to the assault, while

eleven desperate sallies were evidence of the obstinacy

of the defence. Several of the best French generals

were killed; among the rest Caffarelli,* for whom

* Caffarelli was shot in the elbow, and died of the amputation

of the limb. He had before lost a leg, which induced the French

soldiers, who disliked him as one of the principal contrivers of th
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Buonaparte had particular esteem ; and the army was

greatly reduced by the sword and the plague, which

raged at once among their devoted bands. Retreat

became inevitable. Yet Buonaparte endeavoured to

give it such a colouring as might make the measure

seem voluntary. Sometimes he announced that his

purpose of going to Acre was sufficiently accomplish-

ed when he had battered down the palace of the Pa-

cha
; at other times he affirmed he had left the whole

town a heap of ruins ; and finally, he informed the

Directory that he could easily have taken the place,

but the plague being raging within its walls, and it

being impossible to prevent the troops from seizing

on infected clothes for part of their booty, he had ra-

ther declined the capture of Acre, than run the risk

of introducing this horrid malady among his soldiers.

What his real feelings must have been, while cover-

ing his chagrin with such flimsy pretexts, may be

conjectured from the following frank avowal to his

attendants in Saint Helena. Speaking of the de-

pendence of the most important affairs on the most

trivial, he remarks, that the mistake of the captain

Egyptian expedition, to say, when they saw him hobble past,
"
He,

at least, need care little about the matter he is sure to have one foot

in France." He had some days delirium before he died ; but Count

Las Casas reports, that whenever Buonaparte was announced, his

presence nay, his name alone. seemed to cure the wanderings of

the patient's spirit, and that this phenomenon was renewed so often

as the General made him a visit.
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of a frigate, who bore away, instead of forcing his pas-

sage to the place of Iiis destination, had prevented

the face of the world from being totally changed.
"
Acre," he said,

" would otherwise have been ta-

ken the French army would have flown to Damas-

cus and Aleppo in a twinkling of an eye they would

have been on the Euphrates the Syrian Christians

would have joined us the Druses, the Armenians

would have united with us." Some one replied,
" we might have been reinforced to the number of

a hundred thousand men." "
Say six hundred thou-

sand," said the Emperor ;

" who can calculate the

amount ? I would have reached Constantinople and

the Indies I would have changed the face of the

world."*

* Las Casas' Journal de la Vie Priv^e, &c. de Napoleon, torn. I.

partie seconde, p. 384. The extravagance of Napoleon's plan una-

voidably reminds us of the vanity of human wishes. The cause to

which he ascribes it is the mistake of a captain of a frigate, who, in-

stead of forcing his way to Acre, against the opposition of two ships

of the line, was unfortunately taken by them. This is a mode of

reasoning which Napoleon was very ready to adopt. The mis-

carriage of his plans was seldom imputed by him to the success-

ful wisdom or valour of an enemy, but to some accidental circum-

stance, or blunder, which deranged the scheme which must otherwise

have been infallible. Some of his best generals were of a different

opinion, and considered the rashness of the attack upon Acre, as in-

volving the certainty of failure. Kleber is reported to have said, that

the Turks defended themselves with the skill of Christians, and that

the French attacked like Turks.

2
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CHAPTER IV

Discussion concerning the alleged Poisoning of the Sick in

the Hospitals at Jaffa. Napoleon acquitted of the Charge.

French Army re-enter Cairo on the \kth June. Retro-

spect of what had taken place in Upper and Lower Egypt

during his Absence. Incursion of Murad Bey. 18,000

Turks occupy Aboukir Attacked and defeated by Buona**

parte .This Victory terminates Napoleon's Career in Egypt.

Views of his Situation there after that Battle. Admiral

Gantheaume receives Orders to make ready for Sea- On
. the 23d August, Napoleon embarks for France, leaving

Kleber and Menoufirst and second in Command ofthe Army
Arrives in Ajaccio, in Corsica, on the 30th September,

<md lands at Frejus, in France, on the 9th October.

THE retreat from before Acre was conducted with

equal skill and secrecy, though Buonaparte was com-

pelled to leave behind his heavy cannon, which he

either buried or threw into the sea. But by a ru-

mour which long prevailed in the French army, he

was alleged to have taken a far more extraordinary

measure ofpreparation for retreat, by destroying with
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opium the sick in the hospitals, who could not march

along with the army.

This transaction is said to have taken place under

the following circumstances. Tire siege of Acre be-

ing raised on the 20th of May 1799, the French ar-

my retreated to Jaffa, where their military hospitals

had been established during the siege. Upon the

27thj Buonaparte was under the necessity of conti-

nuing his retreat, and in the meantime such of the

patients as were convalescent were sent forward on

the road to Egypt, under the necessary precautions

for their safety. There remained an indefinite num-

ber, reaching at the greatest computation to be-

twixt twenty and thirty, but stated by Buonaparte

himself to be only seven, whose condition was despe-

rate. Their disease was the plague, and to carry them

onward, seemed to threaten the army with infection ;

while to leave them behind, was abandoning them to

the cruelty of the Turks, by whom all stragglers and

prisoners were cruelly murdered, often with protract-

ed torture. It was on this occasion that Buonaparte

submitted to Desgenettes, chief of the medical staff,

the propriety of ending the victims' misery by a dose

of opium. The physician answered, with the heroism

belonging to his profession, that his art taught him

how to cure men, not how to kill them.

The proposal was agreeable to Buonaparte's prin-

ciples, who, advocating the legality of suicide, na~

VOL. IV. H
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turally might believe, that if a man has a right to

relieve himself of intolerable evils by depriving him-

self of life, a general or a monarch may deal forth

that measure to his soldiers or subjects, which he

would think it advisable to act upon in his own case.

It was consistent, also, with his character, rather to

look at results than at the measures which were to

produce them, and to consider in many cases the

end as an excuse for the means. " I would have

desired such a relief for myself in the same circum-

stances," he said to Mr Warden. To CTMeara he

affirmed,
" that he would have taken such a step even

with respect to his own son." The fallacy of this

reasoning is demonstrable ; but Buonaparte was sa-

ved from acting on it by the resistance of Desgenettes.

A rear-guard was left to protect these unhappy men ;

and the English found some of them alive, who, if

Desgenettes had been more compliant, would have

been poisoned by their physician. If Buonaparte was

guilty of entertaining such a purpose, whether en-

tertained from indifference to human life, or from

wild and misdirected ideas of humanity, he met an

appropriate punishment in the general belief which

long subsisted, that the deed had been actually car-

ried into execution, not in the persons of a few expi-

ring wretches only, but upon several hundred men.

Miot says the report was current in the French army,
Sir Robert Wilson found it credited among their
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officers, when they became the English prisoners,,

and Count Las Casas aJmits it was generally believed

by the soldiers. But though popular credulity eagerly

receives whatever stories are marked by the horrible

and wonderful, history, on the contrary, demands

direct evidence, and the existence of powerful mo-

tives, for whatever is beyond the ordinary bounds of

credibility. The poisoning of five or six hundred men
is neither easily managed nor easily concealed ; and

why should the French leader have had recourse to it,

since, like many a retreating general before him, he

had only to leave the patients for whom he had not

the means of transportation ? To poison the sick and

helpless, must have destroyed his interest with the

remainder of his soldiers ; whereas, to have left them

to their fate, was a matter too customary, and too

much considered as a point of necessity, to create

any discontent * among those, whose interest, as well

* Miot gives a melancholy, but too true a picture, of the indiffer.

ence with which soldiers, when on a retreat, regard the sufferings of

those whose strength does not enable them to keep up with the

march. He describes a man, affected by the fear of being left to the

cruelties of the Turks, snatching up his knapsack, and staggering

after the column to which he belonged, while his glazed eye, uncer-

tain motion, and stumbling pace, excited the fear of some, and the

ridicule of others. " His account is made up," said one of his com-

rades, as he reeled about amongst them like a drunkard. " He will

not make a long march of it," said another. And when, after morr
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as that of their general, consisted in moving on as

fast as possible, Again, had such a horrible expe-

dient been had recourse to, it could not have escaped

the knowledge of Sir Sidney Smith, who would not

have failed to give the horrid fact publicity, were it

only to retaliate upon Buonaparte for the scandalous

accusations which-he had circulated against the Eng-
lish. But though he mentions various complaints

which the prisoners made against their general, and

though he states himself to have found seven men alive

in the hospitals at Jaffa, (being apparently the very

persons whom it had been proposed to dispatch by

opium,) he says not a word of what he would doubt-

less have told not unwillingly, had there been ground

for believing it. Neither, among the numerous per-

sons to whom the truth must be known, has any one

come forward since Buonaparte's fall, who could give

the least evidence to authenticate the report other-

wise than as a rumour, that had sprung out of the

unjustifiable proposal which had indeed been made

by Buonaparte to Desgenettes, but never acted upon.

The same patient and impartial investigation, there-

than one fall, he at length became unable to rise, the observation,

that " he had taken up his quarters," was all the moan which it

was thought necessary to make. It is in these cases, as Miot justly

observes, that indifference and selfishness become universal ; and he

that would be comfortable must manage to rely on his own exer-

tions, and. above all, to remain in good health.
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Fore, which compels us to record that the massacre of

the Turkish prisoners in cold blood is fully proved,

induces us to declare, that the poisoning of the sick

at Jaffa has been affirmed without sufficient evidence.

Buonaparte continued his retreat from Syria, an-

noyed by the natives, <who harassed his march, and

retaliating the injuries which he received, by plun-

dering and burning the villages which lay in the

ceurse of his march. He left Jaffa on the 28th May,
and upon the 14th June re-entered Cairo, with a re-

putation not so much increased by the victory at

Mount Tabor, as diminished and sullied for the time

by the retreat from Acre.

Lower Egypt, during the absence of Buonaparte,

had remained undisturbed, unless by partial insur-

rections. In one of these an impostor personated that

mysterious individual, the Imaum Mohadi, of whom

the Orientals believe that he is not dead, but is

destined to return and combat Antichrist, before the

consummation of all things takes place. This pre-

tender to supernatural power, as well as others who

placed themselves at the head of insurrections with-

out such high pretensions, was completely defeated ;

and the French showed the greatest severity in pu-

nishing their followers, and the country which had

furnished them with partizans.

In Upper Egypt there had been more obstinate

contention. Mnrad Bey, already mentioned m the
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ablest chfef of the Mamelukes, had maintained him-

self in that country with a degree of boldness and

sagacity, which gave the French much trouble. His

fine force of cavalry enabled him to advance or re-

treat at pleasure, and his perfect acquaintance with

the country added much to his advantage.

Dessaix, sent against Murad after the battle of

the Pyramids, had again defeated the Mameluke

chief at Sedinan, where was once more made evi-

dent the superiority of European discipline over the

valour of the irregular cavalry of the East. Still the

destruction of the enterprising Bey was far from com-

plete. Reinforced by a body of cavalry, Dessaix, in

the month ofDecember 1798, again attackedhim, and,

after a number of encounters, terminating generally

to the advantage ofthe French, the remaining Mame-

lukes, with their allies the Arabs, were at length com-

pelled to take shelter in the Desert. Egypt seemed en-

tirely at the command of the French ; and Cosseir, a

sea-port on the Red Sea, had been taken possession

of by a flotilla, fitted out to command that gulf.

Three or four weeks after Buonaparte's return from

Syria, this flattering state of tranquillity seemed on

the point of being disturbed. Murad Bey, re-enter-

ing Upper Egypt with his Mamelukes and allies,

descended the Nile in two bodies, one occupying

each bank of the river, Ibrahim Bey, formerly his

partner in the government of Egypt, made a corrc-
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spending movement towards the frontiers of Syria,

as if to communicate with the right-hand division of

Murad's army. La Grange was dispatched against

the Mamelukes who occupied the right bank, while

Murat marched against those who, under the Bey

himself, were descending the Nile. The French were

entertained at the idea of the two Murats, as they

termed them, from the similarity of their names,

meeting and encountering each other ; but the Ma-

meluke Murad retreated before Le Beau Sabreur

the handsome swordsman of the French army.

Meantime the cause of this incursion was explain-

ed by the appearance of a Turkish fleet off Alexan-

dria, who disembarked eighteen thousand men at

Aboukir. This Turkish army possessed themselves

of the fort, and proceeded to fortify themselves, ex-

pecting the arrival of the Mamelukes, according to

the plan which had previously been adjusted for ex-

pelling the French from Egypt. This news reached

Buonaparte near the Pyramids, to which he had ad-

vanced, in order to ensure the destruction of Murad

Bey. The arrival of the Turks instantly recalled him

to Alexandria, whence he marched to Aboukir to re-

pel the invaders. He joined his army, which had

assembled from all points within a short distance of

the Turkish camp, and was employed late in the

night making preparations for the battle on the next

morning. Murat was alone with Buonaparte, when
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the last suddenly made the oracular declaration,
** Go

how it will, this battle will decide the fate of the

world."

u The fate of this army, at least," replied Murat,

who did not comprehend Buonaparte's secret mean-

ing. But the Turks are without horse, and if ever

infantry were charged to the teeth by cavalry, they

shall be so charged to-morrow by mine."

Napoleon's meaning, however, referred not to

Egypt alone, but to Europe ; to which he probably

already meditated an unexpected return, which must

have been prevented had he not succeeded in obtain-

ing the most complete triumph over the Turks. The

leaving his Egyptian army, a dubious step at best,

would have been altogether indefensible had there

remained an enemy in their front.

Next morning, being the 25th July, Buonaparte

commenced an attack on the advanced posts of the

enemy, and succeeded in driving them in upon the

main body, which was commanded by Seid Mustapha

Pacha. In their first attack, the French were emi-

nently successful, and pursued the fugitive Turks

to their entrenchments, doing great execution. But

when the batteries opened upon them from the trench-

es, while they were at the same time exposed to the

fire from the gun-boats in the bay, their impetuosity

was checked, and the Turks sallying out upon them

with their muskets slung at their backs, made sucK
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havoc among the French with their sabres, poniards,

and pistols, as compelled them to retreat in their

turn. The advantage was lost by the eagerness of

the barbarians to possess themselves of the heads of

their fallen enemies, for which they receive a certain

reward. They threw themselves confusedly out of

the entrenchments to obtain these bloody testimonials,

and were in considerable disorder when the French

suddenly rallied, charged them with great fury, drove

them back into the works, and scaled the ramparts

along with them.

Murat had made good his promise of the prece-

ding evening, and had been ever in the front of the

battle. When the French had surmounted the en-

trenchments, he formed a column which reversed the

position of the Turks, and pressing them with the

bayonet, threw them into utter and inextricable con-

fusion. Fired upon and attacked on every point.,

they became, instead of an army, a confused rabble,

who, in the impetuosity of animal terror, threw

themselves by hundreds and by thousands into the

sea, which at once seemed covered with turbans. It

was no longer a battle, but a massacre ; and it was only

when wearied with slaughter that quarter was given

to about six thousand men the rest of the Turkish

army, originally consisting of eighteen thousand, pe-

rished on the field or in the waves. Mustapha Pacha

was taken, and carried in triumph before'Buonaparte
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The haughty Turk had not lost his pride with his

fortunes. " I will take care to inform the Sultan,"
1

said the victor, meaning to be courteous,
" of the

courage you displayed in this battle, though it has

been your mishap to lose it.""

" Thou may'st save thyself the trouble," answer-

ed the prisoner, haughtily ;
"
my master knows me

better than thou canst.""

Buonaparte returned in triumph to Cairo on the

9th August; having, however, as he continued to

represent himself friendly to the Porte, previously

set on foot a negotiation for liberation of the Turk-

ish prisoners.

This splendid and most decisive victory of Abou-

kir concluded Napoleon's career in the East. It

was imperiously necessary, ere he could have ven-

tured to quit the command of his army, with the hope

of preserving his credit with the public ; and it ena-

bled him to plead that he left Egypt for the time in

absolute security.

His military views had indeed been uniformly suc-

cessful ; and Egypt was under the dominion of France

as completely as the sword could subject it. For two

years afterwards, like the strong man in the parable,

they kept the house which they had won, until in

there came a stronger, by whom they were finally

and forcibly expelled.

But though the victory over the Turks afforded the

4
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French for the time undisturbed possession of Egypt,

the situation of Buonaparte no longer permitted

him those brilliant and immense prospects, in which

his imagination loved to luxuriate. His troops were

considerably weakened, and the miscarriage at Acre

dwelt on the recollection of the survivors. The

march upon Constantinople was now an impossibility,

that to India an empty dream. To establish a French

colony in Egypt, of which Buonaparte sometimes

talked, and to restore the Indian traffic to the shores

of the Red Sea, thus sapping the sources of British

prosperity in India, was a work for the time of peace,

when the necessary communication was not impeded

by the naval superiority of England. The French

General had established, indeed, a Chamber of Com-

merce ; but what commerce could take place from a

closely blockaded harbour ? Indeed, even in a more

propitious season, the establishment of a pacific co-

lony was no task for the ardent and warlike Napo-

leon, who, although his active spirit was prompt in

striking out commercial schemes, was not possess-

ed of the patience or steadiness necessary to carry

them to success. It follows, that if he remained in

Egypt, his residence there must have resembled the

situation of a governor in a large city, threatened in-

deed, but as yet in no danger of being besieged, where

the only fame which can be acquired is that due to
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prudent and patient vigilance. This would be a post

which no young or ambitious soldier would covet, pro-

viding he had the choice of being engaged in more

active service. On the other hand, from events which

we shall endeavour to trace in the next chapter, there

opened a scene of ambition in France, which permit-

ted an almost boundless extent of hopes and wishes.

Thus Napoleon had the choice either of becoming a

candidate for one of the greatest prizes which the

world afforded the supreme authority in that fine

country or of remaining the governor of a defensive

army in Egypt, waiting the arrival of some new in-

vaders English, Russians, or Turks, to dispute his

conquest with him. Had he chosen this latter line of

conduct, he might have soon found-himself the vassal

of Moreau, or some other military adventurer, (per-

haps from his own Italian army,) who, venturing on

the course from which he had himself withdrawn,

had attained to the government of France, and might

soon have been issuing orders from the Luxembourg
or the Tuilleries to G eneral Buonaparte, in the style

of a sovereign to his subject.

There remained to be separated those strong

ties, which were formed betwixt Napoleon and the

army which he had so often led to victory, and

who unquestionably thought he had cast his lot to

)ive or die with them. But undoubtedly he might
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palliate his departure by the consideration, that he

left them victorious over their boastful enemy, and

without the chance of being speedily summoned to

the field ; and we can see no reason for supposing, as

has been alleged, that anything like fear had an in-

fluence in inducing Napoleon's desertion, as it has

been termed, of his army. We cannot, indeed, give

him credit for the absolute and pure desire of serving

and saving France, which is claimed by his more de-

voted adherents, as the sole motive of his return to

Europe ; but we have no doubt that some feelings of

this kind to which, as we are powerful in deceiving

ourselves, he himself might afford more weight than

they deserved mingled with his more selfish hopes*

and that he took this important step with the desire of

serving his country, as well as of advancing his own

interest. Nor should it be forgotten, that the welfare

even of the Egyptian army, as well as his own ambi-

tious views, required that he should try his fortune at

Paris. If he did not personally exert himself there,

it seemed highly probable some revolution might take

place, in which one of the consequences might be,

that the victors of Egypt, deserted by their country-

men, should be compelled to lay down their arms.

The circumstances in which Buonaparte's resolu-

tion is said to have originated, as related by himself,

were singularly fortuitous. Some intercourse took

place with the Turkish fleet, in consequence of hi&
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sending the wounded Turks on board, and Sir Sidney

Smith, by way of taunting the French general with

the successes of the Russians in Italy, sent him a set

of newspapers containing an account of Suwarrow's

victories, and a deplorable view of the French affairs

on the continent. If we may trust other authorities,

however, to be quoted in their proper place, he al-

ready knew the state of affairs, both in Italy and

France, by his own secret correspondence with Paris,

informing him not only ofthe military reverses which

the armies of the latter country had sustained, but of

the state of parties, and of the public mind, intelli-

gence of greater utility and accuracy than could have

been communicated by the English newspapers.

Howsoever his information was derived, Buona-

parte lost no time in acting upon it, with all the se-

crecy which a matter of such importance required.

Admiral Gantheaume, who had been with the army
ever since the destruction of the fleet, received the

General's orders to make ready for sea, with all pos-

sible dispatch, two frigates then lying in the har-

bour of Alexandria.

Meantime, determined to preserve his credit with

the Institute, and to bring evidence of what he

had done for the cause of science, Buonaparte com-

manded Monge, who is said to have suggested the

expedition, and the accomplished Denon, who be-

came its historian, with Berthollet, to prepare to
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accompany him to Alexandria. Of military chiefs,

he selected the Generals Berthier, Murat, Lannes,

Marmont, Dessaix, Andreossy, and Bessieres, the

best and most attached of his officers. He left

Cairo as soon as he heard the frigates were ready

and the sea open, making a visit to the Delta the

pretext of his tour. Kleber and Menou, whom he

meant to leave first and second in command, were

appointed to meet him at Alexandria. But he had an

interview with the latter only.

Kleber, an excellent soldier, and a man of consi-

derable parts, was much displeased at the hasty and

disordered manner in which the command of an im-

portant province, and a diminished army, were thrust

upon him, and remonstrated, in a letter to the Di-

rectory, upon the several points of the public service,

which, by his conduct on this occasion, Buonaparte

had neglected or endangered. Napoleon afterwards

laboured hard to answer the accusations which these

remonstrances implied, and to prove, that, in leaving

the Egyptian army, he had no intention of abandon-

ing it ; on the contrary, that he intended either to

return in person, or to send powerful succours.

He blamed Gantheaume, at a later period, for not

having made his way from Toulon to Alexandria,

with reinforcements and supplies. But Buonaparte,

slow to see what contradicted a favourite project,

could never be made to believe, unless when in the
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very act of experiencing it, that the superiority of

the British naval power depends upon circumstances

totally different from those which can be removed by

equal courage, or even equal skill, on the part of the

French naval officers, and that until it be removed,

it will be at great hazard that France shall ever at-

tempt to retain a province so distant as Egypt.

Napoleon left behind him a short proclamation,

apprising the army that news of importance from

France had recalled him to Europe, but that they

should soon hear tidings of him. He exhorted

them in the meantime to have confidence in their

new commander, who possessed, he said, his good

opinion, and that of the government, and in these

terms he bade them farewell. Two frigates, La Mui-

ron and La Carere, being ready for sea, the General

embarked from an unfrequented part of the beach on

the 23d August. Menou, who had met him there,

came to Denon and others, who had attended the ren-

dezvous without knowing exactly its purpose, as they

were gazing in surprise at the unusual sight of two

French frigates ready to put to sea, and inform-

ed them with agitation that Buonaparte waited for

them. They followed as in a dream ; but Denon had

already secured that mass ofmeasurements, drawings,

manuscripts, and objects of antiquarian and scientific

curiosity, which afterwards enabled him to complete

the splendid work, which now contains the only per-

10
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nianent or useful fruits of the memorable expedition

to Egypt.

Ere the frigates were far from land, they were re-

connoitred by an English corvette, a circumstance

which seemed of evil augury. Buonaparte assured

his companions, by his usual allusions to his own

destiny.
" We will arrive safe," he said ;

" Fortune

will never abandon us we will arrive safe in de-

spite of the enemy."

To avoid the English cruizers, the vessels coasted

the shores of Africa, and the wind was so contrary,

that they made but an hundred leagues in twenty days.

During this time Buonaparte studied alternately the

Bible and the Koran, more solicitous, it seemed, about

the history of the countries which he had left behind,

than the part which he was to play in that to which he

was hastening. At length they ventured to stand

northward, and on the 30th September, they entered,

by singular chance, the port ofAjaccio in Corsica, and

Buonaparte found himself near his native city.* On
the 7th October, they again put to sea, but, upon ap-

proaching the French coast, they found themselves in

* The natives came off in numbers to see their illustrious coun-

tryman, but as he does not appear to have landed, his transient pre-

sence in the harbour formed no exception to what is said in vol. III.

p. 23, of his not revisiting his own country.

VOL. IV. I
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the neighbourhood of a squadron of English men-ot-

war. The admiral would have tacked about, to return

to Corsica. " To do so," said Buonaparte,
" would

'be to take the road to England I am seeking that to

France." He probably meant that the manoeuvre

would attract the attention of the English. They

kept on their course ; but the peril of being captured

seemed so imminent, that, though still several leagues

from the shore, Gantheaume proposed to man his

long-boat, in order that the General might attempt

his escape in her. Buonaparte observed, that that

measure might be deferred till the case was more

desperate.

At length, they passed, unsuspected and unques-

tioned, through the hostile squadron, and on the 9th

October, at ten in the morning, he on whose fate the

world so long seemed to depend, landed at St Rapheau,

uearFrejus. He had departed at the headofapowerful

fleet, and a victorious army, on an expedition design-

ed to alter the destinies of the most ancient nations

of the world. The result had been far from commen-

surate to the means employed The fleet had perish-

ed the army was blockaded in a distant province,

when their arms were most necessary at home. He
returned clandestinely, and almost alone ; yet Provi-

dence designed that, in this apparently deserted con-

dition, he should be the instrument of more exten-
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sive and more astonishing changes, than the efforts of

the greatest conquerors had ever before been able to

effect upon the civilized world.
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CHAPTER V.

Retrospect of Public Events since the departure of Napoleon

for Egypt. Invasion and Conquest of Switzerland. Sei-

zure of Turin. Expulsion of the Pope. The Neapolitans
declare War against France are defeated and the French

enter Naples. Disgraceful Avarice exhibited by the Direc-

tory particularly in their Negotiations with the United

States ofAmerica Are unsuccessful, and their shame made

public. Russia comes forward in the general Cause Her

Strength and Resources. Reverses of the French in Italy,,

and on the Rhine. Insurrections in Belgium and Holland

against the French. Anglo-Russian Expedition sent to

Holland. The Chouans again in thefield. Great and uni-

versal Unpopularity of the Directory. State of Parties in

France. Law of Hostages. Abbe Sieges becomes one of the

Directory His Character and Genius. Description of the

Constitution proposed by him for the Year Three. Ducos.

Gohicr, and Moulins, also introduced into the Directory.

Family of Napoleon strive to keep him in the Recollection

of the People. Favourable Change in the French Affairs.
Holland evacuated by the Anglo-Russian Army. Korsa-
kow defeated by Massena and Suwarrow retreats before
Lecourbe.

WHEN Napoleon accepted what was to be consi-

dered as a doom of honourable banishment, in the

command of the Egyptian expedition, he answered ta
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those friends who advised him rather to stay and

assert a pre-eminent station in the government at

home,
" that the fruit was not ripe." The seventeen

months, or thereabouts, ofhis absence, had done much

to complete the maturity which was formerly imper-

fect. The French government had ceased to be in-

variably victorious, and at times had suffered internal

changes, which, instead of restoring the national con-

fidence, had only induced a general expectation of

some farther and decisive revolution, that should for

ever overthrow the Directorial system.

When Buonaparte sailed for Egypt, he left France

at peace with Austria, and those negotiations pro-

ceeding at Radstadt, which no one then doubted

would settle on a pacific footing the affairs of Ger

many. England alone remained hostile to France ;

but the former being victorious on the sea, and the

latter upon the land, it seemed as if the war must

languish and die of itself, unless there had been a

third element, of which the rivals might have dis-

puted the possession. But though the interests of

France, as well as of humanity, peremptorily de-

manded peace, her rulers, feeling that their own tot-

tering condition would be rendered still more preca-

rious by the disbanding their numerous armies, re-

solved to continue the war in a new quarter.

Under the most flimsy and injurious pretexts,

they attacked the neutral States of Switzerland, so
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eminent for their moderation ; and the French troops,

levied in the name of Freedom, were sent to assail

that country which had been so long her mountain

fortress. The ancient valour of the Switzers was

unable to defend them against the new discoveries

in the art of war, by which the strongest defiles can

be turned, and therefore rendered indefensible. They

fought with their ancient courage, particularly the

natives of the mountain cantons, and only gave way
before numbers and discipline. But these gallant

mountaineers sacrificed more than thrice their own

amount, ere they fell in their ranks, as became the

countrymen of William Tell. The French affected

to give the Swiss a constitution on the model of their

own, but this was a mere farce. The arsenals, fort-

resses, and treasures of the cantons, were seized

without scruple or apology, and the Swiss were

treated in all respects like a conquered nation. The

fate of this ancient and unoffending people excited

deep and general fear and -detestation, and tended

more perhaps than any other event, to raise the

animosity of Europe in general against France, as a

country which had now plainly shown, that her am-

bition could be bounded by no consideration ofjustice

or inter-national law.

The King of Sardinia, who had first acknowled-

ged the superiority of Buonaparte, and purchased

his existence as a continental sovereign, by surren-
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dering all his fortresses to France, and permitting

her troops to march through his country as their

own, had surely some claim to forbearance ; but now,

without even a pretext for such violence, the French

seized upon Turin, the capital of this their vassal

monarch, and upon all his continental dominions,

sending him and his family to the island of Sar-

dinia.

Another victim there was of the French grasping

ambition, in whose fate the Catholic world was deep

ly interested. We have seen already, that Buona-

parte, though he despoiled the Pope of power and

treasure, judged it more prudent to permit him to

subsist as a petty prince, than, by depriving him of

all temporal authority, to drive him to desperation,

and oblige him to use against the Republic those spi-

ritual weapons, to which the public opinion of Catho-

lic countries still assigned strength. But the Direc-

tory were ofa different opinion ; and though the Pope
had submitted passively to every demand which had

been made by the French ambassador, however in-

consistent with the treaty of Tolentino, the Direc-

tory, with the usual policy of their nation, privately

encouraged a party in Rome which desired a re

volution. These conspirators arose in arms, and,

when dispersed by the guards, tied towards the hotel

of Joseph Buonaparte, then the ambassador of the

French to the Pope In the scuffle which ensued, th?
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ambassador was insulted, his life endangered, and

General Duphot actually killed by his side. This

outrage of course sealed the fall of the Pope, which

had probably long been determined on. Expelled
from his dominions, the aged Pius VI. retired to

Sienna, more the object of respect and veneration in

his condition of a dethroned exile, than when hold-

ing the semblance of authority by permission of

France. In place of the PontifTs government arose

the shadow of a mighty name, The Roman Republic,
But the Gauls were in possession of the Capitol, nor

did the ancient recollections, connected with the title

of the new commonwealth, procure for the Romans

more independent authority than was possessed by

any of the other ephemeral republican governments.

In the fall of the Pope, and the occupation of the

Roman territories by a French army, the King of Na-

ples saw the nation whom he feared and hated, and by
whom he knew he was considered as a desirable sub-

ject of plunder, approach his frontiers, and become

his neighbours. War he perceived was unavoidable ;

and he formed the resolution to be the first in de-

claring it. The victory of Nelson, and the interest

which that distinguished hero acquired at what might
be called a female court, with the laurels of the Nile

fresh upon his brow, cdnfirmed the Neapolitan go-

vernment in the resolution. Mack, an Austrian ge-
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nerai, who had got the reputation of a great tactician

and a gallant soldier, was sent by the Emperor to

discipline and command the Neapolitan army. Nel-

son's falcon eye measured the man's worth at once*

" General Mack," said he,
" cannot move with-

out five carriages I have formed my opinion-!

heartily pray I may be mistaken." He was not mis-

taken. The Neapolitan army marched to Rome, was

encountered by the French, fought just long enough
to lose about forty men, then fled, abandoning guns,

baggage, arms, and everything besides. " The Nea-

politan officers did not lose much honour," said Nel-

son,
" for God knows they had little to lose but

they lost what they had." The prescient eye, which

was as accurate by land as by sea, had also foreseen

the instant advance of the French to Naples. It

took place accordingly, but not unresisted. The na-

ked rabble, called Lazzaroni, showed the most despe-

rate courage. They attacked the French ere they

came to the city ; and notwithstanding a murderous

defeat, they held out Naples for two days with their

irregular musketry only, against regular forces amply

supplied with artillery. What can we say of a coun-,

try, where the rabble are courageous and the soldiers

cowards ? what, unless that the higher classes, from

whom the officers are chosen, must be the parties

to be censured.
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The royal family fled to Sicily ; and in Naples a

new classical-sounding government was created at the

command oftheFrench general, The Parthenopean

Republic. The French were now possessed of all

Italy, excepting Tuscany, and that was exempted

from their authority in name only, and not in effect.

The French people, notwithstanding the success

of these several undertakings, were not deceived or

flattered by them hi a degree equal to what probably

their rulers expected. Their vanity was alarmed at

the meanness of the motives which the Directory

exhibited on almost every occasion. Even the daz-

zling pride of conquest was sullied by the mercenary

views with which war was undertaken. On one oc-

casion the veil was raised, and all Frenchmen who

had feelings of decency, not to say of probity or ho-

nour, remaining, must have held themselves disgra-

ced by the venal character of their government.

Some disputes existing between France and the

United States of America, commissioners were sent

by the latter country to Paris, to endeavour to re-

store a good understanding. They were not pub-

licly acknowledged by France in the character of

ambassadors ; but were distinctly given to under-

stand, that they could only be permitted to treat,

on condition that the States of America should lend

to the Republic the sum of a million sterling; to
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which was added, the unblushing demand of fifty

thousand pounds, as a douceur for the private pocket

of the Directors. The astonishment of the envoys

was extreme at this curious diplomatic proposal,

and they could hardly credit their ears when they

heard it repeatedly and grossly urged.
<" The es-

sential part of the treaty," said one of the French

agents,
"

is, ilfaut de Fargent ilfaut beaucoup

tfargent ;" and to render the matter palatable, he

told the Americans of other countries which had

paid large sums to obtain peace, and reminded them

of the irresistible power of France. The Trans-

atlantic republicans, unmoved by these arguments,

stoutly answered,
" That it belonged only to petty

states to purchase independence by payment of tri-

bute that America was willing and able to protect

herself by arms, and would not purchase with money
what she possessed by her powerful means of self-

defence.
1''

They added,
" that they had no power

whatever to enter into any engagements concerning

a loan."

The agents of France lowered their tone so far as

to say, that if the commissioners would pay something

in the way of fees, they might be permitted to remain

in Paris, whilst one of their number returned to Ame-
rica to obtain instructions from their government ;

but not even to that modification of bribery would the
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Americans listen. They would not, according to the

expression used in incendiary letters, "put five pounds

in a certain place." The treaty became public, to the

scandal alike of France and of Europe, which joined

in regarding a government that made war on such

base principles, as standing, in comparison to those

who warred in the spirit of conquest, in the relation

of footpads to highwaymen. The only attempt made

by Talleyrand towards explanation of this singular

transaction, was a shuffling denial of the fact, which

he strengthened by an insinuation, that the state-

ment of the American envoys was a weak invention,

suggested to them by the English.

Not to multiply instances, the rapacity and domi-

neering insolence with which the Directory conduct-

ed themselves towards the new republics, who were

at every moment made sensible of their total de-

pendence on the Great Nation the merciless ex-

actions which they imposed, together with the ra-

pacious peculations of many of their generals and

agents, made them lose interest almost as fast as

they could acquire territory. Their fair pretexts of

extending freedom, and the benefits of a liberal go-

vernment, to states which had been oppressed by the

old feudal institutions, were now valued at no more

than their worth ; and it was seen, that the only equa-

lity which republican France extended to the conquer-
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ed countries, was to render all classes alike degraded

and impoverished. Thus, the successeswhich wehave

hastily enumerated rather endangered than strength

ened the empire of France, as they rendered her anv

bition the object of fear and suspicion to all Europe.

The Catholic nations beheld the degradation of the

supreme Pontiffwith abhorrence every king in Eu-

rope feared a similar fate with the sovereigns of Sar-

dinia and Naples and, after the fate of Switzerland,

no people could rely upon a peaceful, unoffending,

and strictly neutral character, as ground sufficient to

exempt them from French aggression. Thus a gene-

ral dread and dislike prepared for a new coalition

against France, in which Russia, for the first time,

was to become an active co-operator.

The troops of this powerful empire were eminently

qualified for encountering with the French ; for,

added to their hardihood, courage, and discipline,

they had a national character a distinction less

known to the Germans, whose subdivision into dif-

ferent states, often at war with each other, has in some

degree diminished their natural spirit of patriotism.

Accustomed also to warfare on a great scale, and to

encounter such an enemy as the Turk, the Russians,

while they understood the modern system of tactics,

were less servilely bigotted to it than the Austrians.

Their ideas more readily went back to the natural

6
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and primitive character of war, and they were better

prepared either to depart from strict technical rules

themselves, or to see tfyem departed from, and calcu-

late the results. These new enemies of France, more-

over, were full of confidence in their own character,

and unchecked in their military enthusiasm by the

frequent recollections of defeat, which clouded the

spirit of the Austrians. Above all, the Russians had

the advantage of being commanded by Suwarrow, one

of the most extraordinary men of his time, who, pos-

sessed of the most profound military sagacity, as-

sumed the external appearance of fanatical enthu-

siasm, as in society he often concealed his perfect

knowledge of good breeding under the show of extra-

vagant buffoonery. These peculiarities, which would

not have succeeded with a French or English army,

gained for him an unbounded confidence among his

countrymen, who considered his eccentric conduct,

followed, as it almost always was, by brilliant success,

as the result of something which approached to inspi-

ration.

The united forces of Austria and Russia, chiefly

under thecommand ofthis singular character, succeed-

ed, in a long train of bloody battles, to retake and re-

occupy those States in the north of Italy, which had

been conquered in Buonaparte's first campaigns. It

was in vain that Macdonald, whose name stood a*
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high among the Republican generals, as his charac-

ter for honour and rectitude among French states-

men, marched from Naples, traversing the whole

length of Italy, to arrest the victorious progress of

the allies. After a train of stubborn fighting, it was

only by displaying great military talent that he could

extricate the remains of his army. At length the de-

cisive and desperate battle of Novi seemed to exclude

the French from the possession of those fair Italian

provinces, which had been acquired by such expense

of life.

On the Rhine, though her defeats were not of such

a decided character, France also lost reputation and

territory. Jourdan proved no match for the Arch-

duke Charles, who, having no longer Buonaparte to

encounter, asserted his former superiority over infe-

rior French generals. His Royal Highness finally

compelled the French to recross the Rhine, while the

Austrian generals Bellegarde and Hotze, supported

by a Russian division under Korsakow, advanced to

the line of the Limmat, near Zurich, and waited the

junction of Suwarrow to occupy Switzerland, and

even to menace France, who, in a great measure de-

spoiled of her foreign conquests, had now reason to

apprehend the invasion of her own territory.

In the Netherlands, the French interest seemed

equally insecure. Insurrections had already taken

place in what they called Belgium, and it seemed
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that the natives of these populous districts desired

but opportunity and encouragement for a general re-

volt. Holland, through all its provinces, was equal-

ly disaffected ; and the reports from that country en-

couraged England to send to the coast an expedition,

consisting of British and Russian forces, to which

two divisions of the Dutch fleet delivered up their

vessels, hoisting at the same time the colours of the

Stadtholder. Here was another risk of an imminent

and pressing description, which menaced France and

its Directorial government.

It remains to be added to the tale of these foreign

calamities, that the Chouans, or Royalists of Bre-

tagne, were again in the field with a number of bands,

amounting, it is said, to forty thousand men in all.

They had gained several successes, and, though fall-

ing short of the chivalrous spirit of the Vendeans, and

having no general equal in talents to Charette, were

nevertheless sufficiently brave and well commanded,

to become extremely formidable, and threaten a re-

newal of all the evils which had been occasioned by

the former civil war.

Amidst these louring appearances, the dislike

and disrespect with which the Directors were regard-

ed, occasioned their being loaded with every species

of accusation by the public. It was not forgotten

that it was the jealousy of Barras, Reubel, and the

other Directors, which had banished from France
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the most successful of her generals, at the head of a

gallant army, who were now needed to defend the

provinces which their valour had gained. The battle

of Aboukir, while it annihilated their fleet, had in-

sulated the land forces, who, now cut off from all

communication with their mother country, and shut

up in an insalubrious province, daily wasted in en-

counters with the barbarous tribes that valour, and

those lives, which, hazarded on the frontiers of

France, might have restored victory to their stand-

ards.

To these upbraiding complaints, and general accu-

sations of incapacity, as well as of peculation, the Di-

rectors had little to answer. What was a still greater

deficiency, they had no party to appeal to, by whom
their cause, right or wrong, might have been advo-

cated with the stanch adherence of partizans. They
had undergone, as we shall presently show, various

changes in their own body, but without any altera-

tion in their principles of administration, which still

rested on the principle of Bascule, or sea-saw,* as

it is called in English ; the attempt, in short, to

* The term, it is scarcely necessary to say, is derived from the

childish amusement, where two boys swing at the opposite ends of a

plank, moving up and down, in what Dr Johnson calls " a recipro-

cating motion," while a third urchin, placed on the centre of motion,

regulates their movements.

VOL. IV. K
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govern two contending factions in the state, by ba-

lancing the one against the other, without adhe-

ring to either. In consequence of this mean and

temporising policy, which is always that of weak

minds, the measures of the government were con-

sidered, not with reference to the general welfare of

the state, but as they should have effect upon one or

other of the parties by which it was divided. It fol-

lowed also, that having no certain path and plan,

but regulating their movements upon the wish to

maintain an equality between the factions, in order

that they might preserve their authority over both,

the Directors had no personal followers or supporters,

save that most sordid class, who regulate their politics

on their interest, and who, though faithful adherents

of every settled administration, perceive, by instinc-

tive sagacity, the moment that their patrons are about

to lose their offices, and desert their cause on such

occasions with all convenient speed.

Yet the Directors, had they been men of talent,

integrity, and character above all, had they been

united among themselves, and agreed on one steady

course of policy, might have governed France with

little difficulty. The great body of the nation were

exhausted by the previous fury of the revolutionary

movements, had supped full with politics, and were

much disposed to sit down contented under any

government which promised protection for life and
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property. Even the factions had lost their energy.

Those who inclined to a monarchical form, were

many ofthem become indifferent by whom the sceptre

was wielded, providing that species of government,

supposed by them most suitable to the habits and

character of the French, should be again adopted.

Many who were of this opinion saw great objection

to the restoration of the Bourbons, for fear that along

with their right might revive all those oppressive

feudal claims which the Revolution had swept away,

as well as the pretensions of the emigrants to resume

their property. Those who entertained such senti-

ments were called Moderes. The ancient blood-red

Jacobins could hardly be said to exist. The nation

had had a surfeit of blood, and all parties looked

back with disgust on the days of Robespierre. But

there existed a kind of white Jacobins ; men who

were desirous to retain a large proportion of derao~

cratical principle in the constitution, either that they

might not renounce the classical name of a Republic,

or because they confided in their own talents, to "wield

at will the fierce democracy ;" or because they really

believed that a potent infusion of such a spirit in the

forms of government, was necessary for the preser-

vation of liberty. This party was greatly inferior in

numbers to the others ; and they had lost their au-

thority over the populace, by means of which they

had achieved such changes during the early periods
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of the Revolution. But they were bold, enterpri-

sing, active ; and their chiefs, assuming at first the

name of the Pantheon, afterwards of the Manege

Club, formed a party in the state, which, from the

character of the leaders, gave great subject of jea-

lousy to the Directory.

The rapacity and insolent bearing of the French

government having, as we have seen, provoked a new

war with Austria and Russia, the means to which the

Directors had recourse for maintaining it were a for-

ced loan imposed on the wealthy, which gave alarm

to property, and a conscription of two hundred thou-

sand men, which was alike distressing to poor and

rich. Both measures had been submitted to during

the Reign of Terror ; but then a murmur cost the

complainer his head. The Directory had no such

summary mode of settling grievances. These two

last inflictions greatly inflamed the public discontent.

To meet the general tendency to insurrection, they

had recourse to a measure equally harsh and unpo-

pular. It was called the Law of Hostages, by which

the unoffending relatives of emigrants, or royalists,

supposed to be in arms, were thrown into prison, and

rendered responsible for the acts of their connexions.

This unjust law filled the prisons with women, old

men, and children, victims of a government which,

because it was not strong enough to subdue insur-

rection by direct force, visited the consequences of its
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own weakness on age, childhood, and helpless fe-

males.

Meantime the dissensions among the Directors

themselves, which continued to increase, led to va-

rious changes within their own body. When Buona-

parte left Europe, the Directory consisted of Barras,

Reubel, Treilhard, Merlin, Reveilliere-Lepaux.

The opposition attacked them with so much fury in

the Legislative Assemblies, Boulay de la Meurthe,

Lucien Buonaparte, Fran9ois, and other men of ta-

lent leading the* way, that at length the Directors

appear to have become afraid of being made person-

ally responsible by impeachment for the peculations

of their agents, as well as for the result of the inso-

lences by which they had exasperated the friends and

allies of France. Reubel, he whose character for

talent and integrity stood most fair with the public,

was removed from office by the lot which announced

him as the Director who was to retire. It has

been said some art was used to guide fortune on this

occasion. His name in the list was succeeded by one

celebrated in the Revolution ; that of the Abbe Sieyes.

This remarkable statesman had acquired a high

reputation, not only by the acuteness of his metaphy-

sical talent, but by a species of mystery in which he

involved himself and his opinions. He was certain-

ly possessed of great knowledge and experience in

the affairs of France, was an adept in the composi-
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tion of new constitutions of all kinds, and had got a

high character, as possessed of secrets peculiarly his

own, for conducting the vessel of the State amidst the

storms of Revolution. The Abbe in fact managed
his political reputation as a prudent trader does his

stock ; and by shunning toventure on anything which

could in any great degree peril his credit, he extend-

ed it in the public opinion, perhaps much farther than

his partsjustified. A temper less daring in action than

bold in metaphysical speculation, and a considerable

regard for his own personal safety, accorded well with

his affected air of mystery and reserve. In the Na-

tional Assembly he had made a great impression, by

his pamphlet explaining the nature of the Third

Estate ; and he had the principal part in procuring

the union of the three separate Estates into the Na-

tional Assembly. A flaming patriot in 1792-B, he

voted for the death of the unfortunate Louis ; and,

as was reported, with brutal levity, using the celebra-

ted expression,
" Mort sans phrase" He was no

less distinguished for bringing forward the import-

ant measure for dividing France into departments,

and thus blending together and confounding all the

ancient distinctions of provinces. After this period

he became passive, and was little heard of during the

Reign of Terror ; for he followed the maxim of Py-

thagoras, and worshipped the Echo (only found in

secret and solitary places,) when he heard the tem-

pest blow hard.
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After the revolution of9th Thermidor, Sieyes came

in with the moderate party, and had the merit to pro-

pose the recall of the members who had been forcibly

expelled by the Jacobin faction on the fall of the

Girondists. He was one of the committee of eleven, tc

whom was committed the charge of forming the new

constitution, afterwards called that of the year Three.

This great metaphysical philosopher and politician

showed little desire to share with any colleagues

the toil and honour of a task to which he esteemed

himself exclusively competent; and he produced,

accordingly, a model entirely of his own composition,

very ingenious, and evincing a wonderfully intimate

acquaintance with political doctrines, together with a

multitude of nice balances, capacities, and disqualifi-

cations, so constituted as to be checks on each other.

As strongly characteristic of the genius of the man,

we shall here give an account of his great work,

His plan provided that the constitution, with its

powers of judicature and of administration, should

emanate from the people; but lest, like that un-

natural parent the sow, the people should devour theii

own nine farrow, the functionaries thus invested with

power were to be placed, when created, out of the

reach of the parents who had given them birth.

The mode in which it was proposed to effect this,

was both singular and ingenious. The office-bearers

were thus to be selected out of three orders of the

state, forming a triple hierarchy, 1* The citizens
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of each commune were to name one-tenth of their

number, to be called the Communal Notables. From

these were to be selected the magistrates of the com-

munes, and the justices of peace. 2. The Commu-

nal Notables were again to choose a tenth part of

their number, who were called the Departmental

Notables. The prefects, judges, and provincial ad-

ministrators, were selected from this second body.

3. The Departmental Notables, in like manner, were

to elect a tenth of their number, computed to amount

to about six thousand persons ; and from this highest

class of citizens were to be filled the most dignified

and important situations in the state, the ministers

and members of government, the legislature, the se-

nate or grand jury, the principal judges, ambassadors,

and the like. By this system it will be perceived, that

instead of equality, three ranks of privileged citizens

were to be established, from whose ranks alone cer-

tain offices could be filled. But this species of no-

bility, or, as it was called, Notability, was dependant

not on birth, but on the choice of the people, from

whom, though more or less directly, all officers with-

out exception received their commissions. The elec-

tions were to take place every five years.

To represent the national dignity, power, and glory,

there was to be an officer called the Grand Elector,

who was to have guards, a revenue, and all the ex-

ternal appendages of royalty ; all acts ofgovernment,

laws, andjudicial proceedings, were to run in his name.
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This species of Roi faineant was to possess no part

of the royal authority, except the right of naming

two Consuls, one for peace, and the other for war ;

and the farther right of selecting, from lists of candi-

dates to be supplied by the three ranks of the hier-

archy, the individuals who were to fill official situa-

tions as they should become vacant. But having ex-

ercised this privilege, the Grand Elector, or Pro-

claimer General, vr&sfunctus officio, and had no

active duties to perform, or power to exercise. The

two Consuls, altogether uncontrolled by him or each

other, were to act each in their own exclusive de-

partment ofpeace or war ; and the other functionaries

were alike independent of the Grand Proclaimer, or

Elector, so soon as he had appointed them. He was to

resemble no sovereign ever heard of but the Queen

Bee, who has nothing to do but to repose in idleness

and luxury, and give being to the active insects by
whose industry the business of the hive is carried

on.

The government being thus provided for, the

Abbe Sieyes's system of legislature was something

like that of France in the time of the Parliament.

There was to be a Legislative Body of two hundred

and fifty deputies ; but they were to form rather a tri-

bunal ofjudges, than a popularand deliberative assem-

bly. Two other bodies, a Council of State on the part

of the government, and a Tribunate of one hundred
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deputies, on the part of the people, were to propose

and discuss measures in presence of this Legislative

Council, who then proceeded to adopt or reject them

upon scrutiny and by vote, but without any oral de-

livery of opinions. The Tribunate was invested

with the right ofguarding the freedom of the subject,

and denouncing to the Convocative Senate such mis-

conduct of office-bearers, or ill-chosen measures, or

ill-advised laws, as should appear to them worthy of

reprobation.

But, above all, Abbe Sieyes piqued himself upon

the device of what he termed a Conservative Senate^

which, possessing in itself no power of action or legis-

lation of any kind, was to have in charge the preser-

vation of the constitution. To this senate was given

the singular power, of calling in to become a member

of their own body, and reducing of course to their own

state of incapacity, any individual occupying another

situation in the constitution, whose talents, ambition,

or popularity, should render him a subject ofjealousy.

Even the Grand Elector himselfwas liable to this fate

of absorption, as it was called, although he held his

crown of Cocaign in the common case for life. Any
exertion on his part of what might seem to the senate

an act of arbitrary authority, entitled them to adopt

him a member of their own body. He was thus re-

moved from his palace, guards, and income, and made

for ever incapable of any other office than that of
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a senator. This high point of policy was carrying

the system of checks and balances as far as it could

well go.

The first glance of this curious model must have

convinced a practical politician that it was greatly

too complicated and technical to be carried into ef-

fect. The utility of laws consists in their being of a

character which compels the respect and obedience of

those to whom they relate. The very delicacy of

such an ingenious scheme rendered it incapable of ob-

taining general regard, since it was too refined to be

understood save by profound philosophers. To the

rest of the nation it must have been like a watch to

a savage, who, being commanded to regulate his

time by it, will probably prefer to make the ma-

chine correspond with his inclinations, by putting

backward and forward the index at pleasure. A man

of ordinary talent and honest disposition might have

been disqualified for public life by this doctrine of

absorption, just as a man ignorant of swimming would

perish ifflung into a lake. But a stout swimmer would

easily gain the shore, and an individual like Buo-

naparte would set at defiance the new species of ostra-

cism, and decline to be neutralized by the absorption

of the senate. Above all, the plan of the Abbe de-

stroyed the true principle of national representation,

by introducing a metaphysical election ofmembers of

legislation, instead of one immediately derived from

the direct vote of the people themselves. In the
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Abbe's alembic, the real and invaluable principle of

popular representation was subtilized into smoke.

For these, or other reasons, the commissioners of

the year Three did not approve of the plan proposed

by Sieyes ; and, equally dissatisfied with the consti-

tution which they adopted, he withdrew himself from

their deliberations, and accepted the situation ofAm-

bassador to Prussia, where he discharged with great

ability the task of a diplomatist.

In 1799, Sieyes returned from Berlin to Paris,

full of hope to establish his own favourite model on

the ruins of the Directorial Constitution, and, as a

preliminary, obtained, as we have said, Reubel's seat

in the Directory. Merlin and Lepaux, menaced with

impeachments, were induced to send in their resigna-

tion. Treilhard had been previously displaced, on

pretext of an informality in the choice. Instead of

them were introduced into the Directory Roger Du-

cos, a Modere, or rather a Royalist, with Gohier and

Moulins, men of talents too ordinary to throw any

opposition in the path of Sieyes. Barras, by his ex-

penses and his luxurious mode of life, his connexion

with stock-jobbers, and encouragement of peculation,

was too much in danger of impeachment, to permit

him to play a manly part. He truckled to circum-

stances, and allied himself with, or rather subjected

himself to, Sieyes, who saw the time approaching

when the constitution of the year Three must fall,

and hoped to establish his own rejected model in its
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stead. But the revolution which he meditated could

only be executed by force.

The change in the Directory had destroyed the

government by bascule, or balance, and that in-

termediate and trimming influence being removed,

the two parties of the Moderes and the Republicans

stood full opposed to each other, and ready to try

their strength in a severe struggle. Sieyes, though
no Royalist, or at least certainly no adherent of the

House of Bourbon, stood, nevertheless, at the head

of the Moderes, and taxed his sagacity for means of

ensuring their victory. The Moderes possessed a

majority in the Council of the Ancients ; but the

Society of the Manege, Republicans if not Jacobins,

had obtained, at the last election, a great superiority

of numbers in the Council of Five Hundred. They
were sure to be in decided opposition to any change

of the constitution of the year Three ; and such being

the case, those who plotted the new revolution, could

not attempt it without some external support. To call

upon the people was no longer the order of the day.

Indeed, it may be supposed that the ancient revolu-

tionary columns would rather have risen against

Sieyes, and in behalf of the Society of the Manege.

The proposers of a new change had access, however,

to the army, and to that they determined to appeal.

The assistance of some military chief of the first re-

putation was necessary. Sieyes cast his eyes upon

Joubert, an officer of high reputation, and one of the
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most distinguished amongst Buonaparte's generals.

He was named by the Directors to the command of

the Department of Paris, but shortly after was sent

to Italy, with hopes that, acquiring a new fund of

glory by checking the progress of Suwarrow, he might

be yet more fitted to fill the public eye, and influence

the general mind, in the crisis when Sieyes looked

for his assistance. Joubert lost his life, however, at

the great battle of Novi, fought betwixt him and

Suwarrow ; and so opportunely did his death make

room for the pretensions of Buonaparte, that it has

been rumoured, certainly without the least probabi-

lity, that he did not fall by the fire of the Austri-

ans, but by that of assassins hired by the family of

Napoleon, to take out of the way a powerful com-

petitor of their brother. This would have been a gra-

tuitous crime, since they could neither reckon with

certainty on the arrival of Buonaparte, nor upon his

being adopted by Sieyes in place of Joubert.

Meanwhile, the family of Napoleon omitted no

mode of keeping his merits in public remembrance.

Reports from time to time appeared in the papers

to this purpose, as when, to give him consequence

doubtless, they pretended that the tower guns of

London were fired, and public rejoicings made, upon

a report that Napoleon had been assassinated. Ma-

dame Buonaparte, in the meanwhile, lived at great

expense, and with much elegance, collecting around
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her whosoever was remarkable for talent and ac-

complishment, and many of the women of Paris who

were best accustomed to the management of political

intrigue. Lucien Buonaparte distinguished himself

as an orator in the Council of Five Hundred, and

although he had hitherto affected republican zeal, he

now opposed, with much ability, the reviving in-

fluence of the democrats. Joseph Buonaparte, also*

a man of talent, and ofan excellent character, though
much aspersed afterwards in consequence of the part

in Spain assigned him by his brother, lived hospi-

tably, saw much company, and maintained an ascend-

ance in Parisian society. We cannot doubt that these

near relatives of Buonaparte found means of commu-

nicating to him the state of affairs in Paris, and the

opening which it afforded for the exercise of his dis-

tinguished talents.

The communication betwixt Toulon and Alexan-

dria was, indeed, interrupted, but not altogether bro-

ken off, and we have no doubt that the struggle of

parties in the interior, as well as the great disasters

on the frontier, had their full influence in determi-

ning Buonaparte to his sudden return. Miot, though

in no very positive strain, has named a Greek called

Bambuki, as the bearer of a letter from Joseph to

his brother, conveying this important intelligence.

The private Memoirs of Fouch6 pretend that that

minister purchased the secret of Napoleon's return

11
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being expected, from Josephine herself, for the sum of

a thousand louis, and that the landing at Frejus was

no surprise to him. Both these pieces of private

history may be safely doubted ; but it would be diffi-

cult to convince us that Buonaparte took the step of

quitting Egypt on the vague intelligence afforded by

the journals, and without confidential communica-

tion with his own family.

To return to the state of the French government.

The death of Joubert not only disconcerted the

schemes of Sieyes, but exposed him and his party to

retaliation. Bernadotte was minister of war, and he,

with Jourdan and Augereau, were all warm in the

cause of Republicanism. Any of these distinguished

generals was capable of leading the military force to

compel such an alteration in the constitution as might

suit the purpose of their party, and thus reversing

the project of Sieyes, who, without Joubert, was like

the head without the arm that should execute. Al-

ready, Jourdan had made in the Council of Five

Hundred a speech on the dangers of the country,

which, in point of vehemence, might have been pro-

nounced in the ancient hall of the Jacobins. He in

plain terms threatened the Moderes with such a gene-

ral insurrection as had taken place in the year 1792,

and proposed to declare the country in danger. He

was answered by Lucien Buonaparte, Chenier, and

Boulay, who had great difficulty to parry the impe-

13
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tuosity with which the motion was urged forward.

Though they succeeded in eluding the danger, it was

still far from being over, and the democrats would

probably have dared some desperate movement, if

any additional reverse had been sustained on the

frontier.

But as if the calamities of France, which of late

had followed each other in quick succession, had at-

tained their height of tide, the affairs of that country

began all of a sudden to assume a more favourable

aspect. The success of General Brune in Holland

against the Anglo-Russian army, had obliged the

invaders of Holland to retreat, and enter into a con-

vention for evacuation of the country on which they

had made their descent. A dispute, or misunder-

standing, having occurred between the Emperors
of Austria and Russia, the Archduke Charles, in

order, it was alleged, to repel an incursion of the

French into the countries on the Maine, withdrew

a great part of his army from the line of the Lim-

mat, which was taken up by the Russians under

Korsakow. Massena took the advantage of this

imprudent step, crossed the Limmat, surprised the

Russians, and defeated Korsakow, whilst the formi-

dable Suwarrow, who had already advanced to com-

municate with that general, found his right flank un-

covered by his defeat, and had the greatest difficulty

VOL. iv. L
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in executing a retrograde movement before General

Lecourbe.

The news of these successes induced the Republi-

cans to defer their attack upon the moderate party ;

and on so nice a point do the greatest events hang,

that had a longer period intervened between these

victories and the arrival of Buonaparte, it is most

probable that he would have found the situation of

military chief of the approaching revolution, which

became vacant on the death of Joubert, filled up by

some one of those generals, of whom success had ex-

tended the fame. But he landed at the happy crisis,

when the presence of a chief of first-rate talents was

indispensable, and when no favourite name had yet

been found, to fill the public voice with half such

loud acclaim as his own.
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CHAPTER VI.

General rejoicing on the return of BuonaparteHe, mean-

while, secludes himselfin Retirement and Literature. Ad-
vances made to him on all sides. Napoleon coalesces with

the Abbe Sieyes. Revolution of the 18th Brumaire Par-

ticulars of that Event. Clashing Views of the Councils of

Ancients, and the Five Hundred. Barras and his Col-

leagues resign, leaving the whole Power in the hands ofNo*

poleon. Proceedings of the Councils on the ISth and 19th.

Sittings removed from Paris to St Cloud Buonaparte
visits both on the latter Day. Violent Commotion in the

Council of Five Hundred Napoleon received with great

hostility, menaced and assaulted, and finally, extricated by

his Grenadiers, breathless and exhausted. Luden Buona-

parte, the President, retires from the Hall with a similar

Escort Declares the Council ofFive Hundred dissolved-^

They are then dispersed by Military Force. Various Ru-
mours stated and discussed. Both Councils adjourn to the

19th February 1800, after appointing a Provisional Con"

sular Government, of Buonaparte, Sieyes, and Ducos.

BUONAPARTE had caused himself to be preceded

by an account of his campaigns in Africa and Asia,

in which the splendid victory over the Turks at

Aboukir enabled him to gloss over his bad success
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in Syria, the total loss of his fleet, and the danger of

Malta, which was closely besieged by the English.

Still, however, these dispatches could never have led

any one to expect the sudden return of a general en-

gaged on a foreign service of the utmost importance,

who, without having a better reason to allege, than

his own opinion that his talents were more essential

to his country in France than in Egypt, left his army

to its fate, and came, without either order or permis-

sion from his government, to volunteer his services

where they were not expected, or perhaps wished for.

Another in the same circumstances, or perhaps the

same general at another period of the Revolution,

would have been received by the public with aliena-

ted favour, and by the government with severe in-

quiry, if not with denunciation.

On the contrary, such was the general reliance on

the talents of Buonaparte, that, delighted to see him

arrive, no one thought of asking wherefore, or by
whose authority he had returned. He was received

like a victorious monarch re-entering his dominions

at his own time and pleasure. Bells were everywhere

rung, illuminations made, a delirium ofjoy agitated

the public mind, and the messenger who carried the

news of his disembarkation to Paris, was received as

if he had brought news of a battle gained.

The hall of the Council of Five Hundred re-echo-

ed with cries of victory, while the orator, axmoun-
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cing the victories of Brune over the English, and

Massena over the Russians, dwelt upon the simple

fact of Buonaparte's return, as of interest equal to all

these successes. He was heard with shouts of" Long
live the Republic !" which, as the event proved, was

an exclamation but very indifferently adapted to the

occasion.

Josephine, and Joseph Buonaparte, apprised by
the government of the arrival of Napoleon, hastened

to meet him on the road ; and his progress towards

Paris was everywhere attended by the same general

acclamations which had received him at landing.

The members ofgovernment, it must be supposed,

felt alarm and anxiety, which they endeavoured to

conceal, under the appearance of sharing in the ge-

neral joy. The arrival of a person so influential by

his fame, so decided in his character, engaged with

no faction, and pledged to no political system, was

likely to give victory to one or the other party who

were contending for superiority, as he should himself

determine. The eyes of all men were upon Napoleon,

while his reserved and retired mode of life prevented

any accurate anticipation being formed of the part

which he was likely to take in the approaching con-

vulsions of the state. While both parties might hope

for his participation and succour, neither ventured to

call into question his purpose, or the authority by

which he had left his army in Egypt, and appeared
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thus unexpectedly in the capital. On the contrary,

they courted him on either hand as the arbiter, whose

decision was likely to have most influence on the state

of the nation.

Napoleon, meanwhile, seemed to give his exclu-

sive attention to literature, and, having exchanged

the usual visits of form with the ministers of the Re-

public, he was more frequently to be found at the

Institute, or discussing with the traveller Volney,

and other men of letters, the information which he

had acquired in Egypt on science and antiquities,

than in the haunts of politicians, or the society of the

leaders of either party in the state. Neither was he

to be seen at the places of popular resort he went

into no general company, seldom attended the thea*

tres, and, when he did, took his seat in a private box.

A public entertainment was given in honour of the

General in the church ofSt Sulpice, whichwas attend-

ed by both the Legislative Bodies. Moreau shared

the same honour, -perhaps on that account not the

more agreeable to Buonaparte. Jourdan and Au-

gereau did not appear a cloud seemed to hang over

the festival Napoleon only presented himself for a

very short time, and the whole was over in the course

of an hour.

To the military, his conduct seemed equally re-

served he held no levees, and attended no reviews.

While all ranks contended in offering their tribute
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of applause, he turned in silence from receiving

them.

In all this there was deep policy. No one knew

better how much popular applause depends on the

gloss of novelty, and how great is the difference in

public estimation, betwixt him who appears to hunt

and court acclamations, and the wiser and more dig-

nified favourite of the multitude, whose popularity

follows after him and seeks him out, instead of being

the object ofhis pursuit and ambition. Yet under this

still and apparently indifferent demeanour, Napoleon
was in secret employed in collecting all the informa-

tion necessary concerning the purposes and the powers
of the various parties in the state ; and as each was

eager to obtain his countenance, he had no difficulty

in obtaining full explanations on these points.

The violent Republicans, who possessed the ma-

jority in the Council of Five Hundred, made ad-

vances to him ; and the Generals Jourdan, Auge-

reau, and Bernadotte, offered to place him at the

head of that party, provided he would maintain the

democratical constitution of the year Three. In

uniting with this active and violent party, Buona-

parte saw every chance of instant and immediate

success ; but, by succeeding in the outset, he would

probably have marred the farther projects of ambi-

tion which he already nourished. Military leaders,

such as Jourdan and Bernadotte, at the head of a
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party so furious as the Republicans, could not have

been thrown aside without both danger and difficulty ;

and it being unquestionably the ultimate intention of

Buonaparte to usurp the supreme power, it was most

natural for him to seek adherents among those, who,

though differing concerning the kind of government

which should be finally established, concurred in de-

siring a change from the republican model.

Barras, too, endeavoured to sound the purposes of

the General of the Army of Egypt. He hinted to

him a plan of placing at the head of the Directory

Hedouville, a man of ordinary talent, then general

of what was still termed the Army ofEngland, of re-

tiring himself from power, and ofconferring on Napo-

leon the general command of the Republican forces

on the frontiers, which he vainly supposed prefer-

ment sufficient to gratify his ambition. Buonaparte

would not listen to a hint which went to remove him

from the capital, and the supreme administration of

affairs he knew also that Barras^s character was con-

temptible, and his resources diminished that his

subsequent conduct had cancelled the merit which

he had acquired by the overthrow of Robespierre,

and that to unite with him in any degree would be

to adopt, in the public opinion, the very worst and

most unpopular portion of the Directorial Govern-

ment. He rejected the alliance of Barras, therefore,

even when, abandoning his own plan, the Director
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offered to concur in any which Napoleon might dic-

tate.

A union with Sieyes, and the party whom he in-

fluenced, promised greater advantages. Under this

speculative politician were united for the time all

who, though differing in other points, joined in de-

siring a final change from a revolutionary to a

moderate and efficient government, bearing some-

thing of a monarchical character. Their number

rendered this party powerful. In the Directory it

was espoused by Sieyes and Ducos ; it possessed a

large majority in the Council of Ancients, and a

respectable minority in that of the Five Hundred.

The greater part of the middling classes throughout

France, embraced with more or less zeal the princi-

ples of moderation ; and agreed, that an executive

government of some strength, was necessary to save

them from the evils of combined revolutionary move-

ments. Though the power of the Moderates was

great, yet their subsequent objects, in case of suc-

cess, were various. Thus Buonaparte saw himself

encouraged to hope for victory over the existing

government and the Republicans, by the united

strength of the Moderates of every class, whilst their

difference in opinion concerning the ultimate mea-

sures to be adopted, afforded him the best oppor-

tunity of advancing, during the competition, his own

pretensions to the larger share of the spoil.
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Napoleon communicated accordingly with Sieyes,

upon the understanding that he was to be raised

to the principal administration of affairs ; that the

constitution of the year Three, which he himself

had once pronounced
" the masterpiece of legislation,

which had abolished the errors ofeighteen centuries,*"

was entirely to be done away ; and that a constitu-

tion was to be adopted in its stead, of which he knew

nothing more, than that it was ready drawn up, and

lay in the portfolio of Sieyes. No doubt, the Gene-

ral mentally reserved the right of altering and ad-

justing it as should best suit his own views, a right

which he failed not to exercise to a serious extent.

When these great preliminaries had been adjusted,

it was agreed that it should be executed between the

15th and 20th Brumaire^

In the interim, several men of influence of both

councils were admitted into the secret. Talleyrand,

who had been deprived of office by the influence of

the Republicans, brought his talents to the aid of

Buonaparte. Fouche, according to Napoleon, was

not consulted the Memoirs which bear his name

aver the contrary it is certain, that in his impor-

tant capacity of minister of police, he acted in Buo-

naparte^s favour during the Revolution. Some lead-

ing members of both legislative bodies were cautious-

ly intrusted with what was going forward, and others
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were generally advised to hold themselves in readi-

ness for a great movement.

A sufficient military force was next to be provi-

ded ; and this was not difficult, for the reputation of

Buonaparte ensured the conspirators unlimited in-

fluence among the soldiery. Three regiments of dra-

goons were enthusiastically petitioning the honour of

being reviewed by Napoleon. The adherence of these

troops might be counted upon. The officers of the

garrison of Paris were desirous to pay their respects

to him ; so were the forty adjutants of the National

Guard, whom he himself had appointed when gene-

ral of the troops in the interior. Many other offi-

cers, as well reduced as holding commissions, desired

to see the celebrated General, that they might express

their devotion to his person, and adherence to his

fortunes. All these introductions had been artfully

postponed.

Two men of more renowned name, Moreau and

Macdonald, had made tenders of service to Buona-

parte. These both favoured the moderate party, and

had no suspicion of the ultimate design of Napoleon,

or the final result of his undertaking.

A final resolution on 15th Brumaire determined

the 18th (9th November) for the great attempt an

interval was necessary, but the risk of discovery and

anticipation made it desirable that it should be as

short as possible. The secret was well kept ; yet be-
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ing unavoidably intrusted to many persons, some float-

ing and vague rumours did get abroad, and gave an

alarm to the parties concerned.

Meanwhile, all the generals and officers whom we

have named, were' invited to repair to Napoleon's

house at six o'clock on the morning of the 18th Bru-

maire, and the three regiments of cavalry already

mentioned were appointed to be ready and mounted

in the Champs Elysees, to receive the honour of

being reviewed by Buonaparte, according to their

petition. As an excuse for assigning so unusual an

hour of rendezvous, it was said that the General

was obliged to set out upon a journey. Many offi-

cers, however, understood or guessed what was to be

done, and came armed with pistols as well as with

swords. Some were without such information or

presentiment. Le Febvre, the commandant of the

guard of the Representative Bodies, supposed to be

devoted to the Directory, had only received an invi-

tation to attend this military assembly on the prece-

ding midnight. Bernadotte, unacquainted with the

project, and attached to the Republican faction, was,

however, brought to Buonaparte's house by his bro-

ther Joseph.

The surprise of some, and the anxious curiosity

of all, may be supposed, when they found a military

levee so numerous and so brilliant assembled at a

house incapable of containing half of them. Buona-
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parte was obliged to receive them in the open air

Leaving them thus assembled, and waiting their cue

to enter on the stage, let us trace the political ma-

noeuvres from which the military were to take the

signal for action.

Early as Buonaparte's levee had taken place, the

Council of Ancients, secretly and hastily assem-

bled, had met still earlier. The ears of all were

filled by a report, generally circulated, that the Re-

publican party had formed a daring plan for giving

a new popular impulse to the government. It was

said, that the resolution was taken at the Hotel de

Salro, amongst the party who still adopted the prin-

ciples of the old Jacobins, to connect the two Repre-

sentative Bodies into one National Assembly, and in-

vest the powers of government in a Committee of

Public Safety, after the model of what was called the

Reign of Terror. Circulated hastily, and with such

addition to the tale as rumours speedily acquire, the

mind of the Council of Ancients was agitated with

much fear and anxiety. Cornudet, Lebrun, and

Fargues, made glowing speeches to the Assembly,

ia which the terror that their language inspired

vas rendered greater by the mysterious and indefi-

nite manner in which they expressed themselves.

They spoke of personal danger of being overawed

in their deliberations of the fall of liberty, and

of the approaching destruction of the Republic-
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" You have but an instant to save France," said

Cornudet ;
"
permit it to pass away, and the coun-

try will be a mere carcase, disputed by the vultures,

whose prey it must become."" Though the charge

of conspiracy was not distinctly defined, the mea-

sures recommended to defeat it were sufficiently de-

cisive.

By the 102d, 103d, and 104th articles of the Con-

stitution, it was provided that the Council of An-

cients might, if they saw it expedient, alter the place

where the Legislative Bodies met, and convoke them

elsewhere ; a provision designed doubtless to prevent

the exercise of that compulsion, which the Parisians

had at one time assumed over the National Assembly
and Convention. This power the Council ofAncients

now exercised. By one edict the sittings of the two

councils were removed to St Cloud ; by another, the

Council delegated to General Buonaparte full power

to see this measure carried into effect, and vested him

for that purpose with the military command of the

department. A state messenger was sent to commu-

nicate to the General these important measures, and

require his presence in the Council of Ancients ; and

this was the crisis which he had so anxiously ex-

pected.

A few words determined the numerous body of

officers, by whom the messenger found him surround-

ed, to concur with him without scruple. Even General
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Lc Febvre, who commanded the guard of the Legis-
lative Bodies, declared his adhesion to Buonaparte.
The Directory had not even yet taken the alarm,

Two of them, indeed, Sieyes and Ducos, being in

the secret of the conspiracy, were already at the

Tuilleries, to second the movement which was pre-

paring. It is said that Barras had seen them pass in

the morning, and as they were both mounted, had

been much amused with the awkward horsemanship
of Sieyes. He little guessed on what expedition he

was bound.

When Buonaparte sallied forth on horseback, and

at the head of such a gallant cavalcade of officers, his

first movement was to assume the command of the

three regiments of cavalry, already drawn up in the

Champs Elysees, and to lead them to the Tuilleries,

where the Council of Ancients expected him. He
entered their Hall, surrounded by his military staff,

and by those other generals, whose name carried the

memory of so many victories.
" You are the wisdom

of the nation," he said to the Council. " I come, sur-

rounded by the generals of the Republic, to promise

you their support. I name Le Febvre my lieutenant.

Let us not lose time looking for precedents. Nothing

in history ever resembled the end of the eighteenth

century nothing in the eighteenth century resem-

bled this moment. Your wisdom has devised the ne-

cessary measure, our arms shall put it into execution."

He announced to the military the will of the Coun-
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cil, and the command with which they had intrusted

him ; and it was received with loud shouts.

In the meanwhile the three Directors, Barras, Go-

hier, and Moulins, who were not in the secret of the

morning, began too late to take the alarm. Moulins

proposed to send a battalion to surround the house

of Buonaparte, and make prisoner the G eneral, and

whomsoever else they found there. But they had no

longer the least influence over the soldiery, and had

the mortification to see their own personal guard, when

summoned by an aid-de-camp of Buonaparte, march

away to join the forces which he commanded, and

leave them defenceless.

Barras sent his secretary, Bottot, to expostulate

with Buonaparte. The General received him with

great haughtiness, and publicly, before a large group

of officers and soldiers, upbraided him with the re-

verses of the country ; not in the tone of an ordinary

citizen, possessing but his own individual interest in

the fate of a great nation, but like a prince, who, re-

turning from a distant expedition, finds that in his

absence his deputies have abused their trust, and

misruled his dominions. " What have you done,"

he said,
"

for that fine France, which I left you in

such a brilliant condition ? I left you peace, I have

found war I left you the wealth of Italy, I have

found taxation and misery. Where are the hundred

thousand Frenchmen whom I have known ? all of

11
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them my companions in glory ? They are dead."

It was plain, that even now, when his enterprise was

but commenced, Buonaparte had already assumed

that tone, which seemed to account every one answer-

able to him for deficiencies in the public service, and

he himself responsible to no one.

Barras, overwhelmed and stunned, and afraid, per-

haps, of impeachment for his alleged peculations, be-

lied the courage which he was once supposed to possess,

and submitted, in the most abject terms, to the will of

the victor. He sent in his resignation, in which he

states,
" that the weal ofthe Republic, and his zeal for

liberty alone, could have ever induced him to under-

take the burden of a public office ; and that, seeing

the destinies of the Republic were now in the cus-

tody of her youthful and invincible General, he glad-

ly resigned his authority." He left Paris for his

country seat, accompanied by a guard of cavalry,

which Buonaparte ordered to attend him, as much

perhaps to watch his motions as to do him honour,

though the last was the ostensible reason. His col-

leagues, Gohier and Moulins, also resigned their of-

fice ; Sieyes and Ducos had already set the example ;

and thus, the whole Constitutional Executive Council

was dissolved, while the real power was vested in

Buonaparte's single person. Cambaceres, minister

ofjustice, Fouch6, minister of police, with all the rest

of the administration, acknowledged his authority ac-

VOL. TV. M
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cordingly ; and he was thus placed in full possession

as well of th civil as of the military power.

The Council of Five Hundred, or rather the re-

publican majority of that body, showed a more stub-

born temper ; and if, instead of resigning, Barras,

Gohier, and Moulins, had united themselves to its

leaders, they might perhaps have given trouble to

Buonaparte, successful as he had hitherto been.

This hostile Council only met at ten o
1

clock on

that memorable day, when they received, to their

surprise, the message, intimating that the Council

of Ancients had changed the place of meeting from

Paris to St Cloud ; and thus removed their debates

from the neighbourhood of the populace, over whom
the old Jacobinical principles might have retained in-

fluence. The laws as they stood afforded the young
Council no means of evading compliance, and they

accordingly adjourned to meet the next day at St

Cloud, with unabated resolution to maintain the de-

mocratical part of the constitution. They separated

amid shouts of "
Long live the Republic and the

Constitution !" which were echoed by the galleries.

The tricoteuses,* and other more zealous attendants

* The women of lower rank who attended the debates of the Coiuu

il, plying the task of knitting while they listened to politics, wefe

M> denominated. They were always zealous democrats, and might
claim in one sense Shakspeare's description of

" The free maids, who weave then thread with bones,"
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on their debates, resolved to transfer themselves to St

Cloud also, and appeared there in considerable num-

bers on the ensuing day, when it was evident the en-

terprise of Sieyes and of Buonaparte must be either

perfected or abandoned.

The contending parties held counsel all the even-

ing, and deep into the night, to prepare for the final

contest on the morrow. Sieyes advised that forty

leaders of the opposition should be arrrested ; but

Buonaparte esteemed himself strong enough to ob-

tain a decisive victory, without resorting to any such

obnoxious violence. They adjusted their plan of

operations in both Councils, and agreed that the go-

vernment to be established should be provisionally

intrusted to three Consuls, Buonaparte, Sieyes, and

Ducos. Proper arrangements were made of the

armed force at St Cloud ; and the command was

confided to the zeal and fidelity of Murat. Buona-

parte used some interest to prevent Bernadotte, Jour-

dan, and Augereau, from attending at St Cloud the

next day, as he did not expect them to take his part

in the approaching crisis. The last of these seemed

rather hurt at the want of confidence which this cau-

tion implied, and said,
"
What, general ! dare you

not trust your own little Augereau ?
w He went to

St Cloud accordingly.

Some preparations were necessary to put the palace

of St Cloud in order, to receive the two Councils c
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the Orangerie being assigned to the Council of Five

Hundred ; the Gallery of Mars to that of the An-

cients.

In the Council of Ancients, the Moderes, having

the majority, were prepared to carry forward and

complete their measures for a change of government

and constitution. But the minority, having rallied

after the surprise of the preceding day, were neither

silent nor passive. The Commission of Inspectors,

whose duty it was to convene the Council, were in-

culpated severely for having omitted to give informa-

tion to several leading members of the minority, of

the extraordinary convocation which took place at

such an unwonted hour on the morning preceding.

The propriety, nay the legality, of the transference of

the Legislative Bodies to St Cloud, was also chal-

lenged. A sharp debate took place, which was ter-

minated by the appearance of Napoleon, who enter-

ed the hall, and harangued the members by permis-

sion of the president.
"

Citizens," said he,
"
you

are placed upon a volcano. Let me tell you the

truth with the frankness of a soldier. Citizens, I

was remaining tranquil with my family, when the

commands of the Council of Ancients called me to

arms. I collected my brave military companions, and

brought forward the arms of the country in obedience

to you who are the head. We are rewarded with

calumny they compare me to Cromwell to Caesar.
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Had I desired to usurp the supreme authority, I

have had opportunities to do so before now. But I

swear to you the country has not a more disinterest-

ed patriot. We are surrounded by dangers and by
civil war. Let us not hazard the loss of those advan-

tages for which we have made such sacrifices Liber-

ty and Equality."
" And the Constitution !" exclaimed Linglet, a de-

mocratic member, interrupting a speech which seem-

ed to be designedly vague and inexplicit.
" The Constitution !" answered Buonaparte, giving

way to a more natural expression of his feelings, and

avowing his object more clearly than he had yet dared

to do " It was violated on the 18th Fructidor

violated on the 22d Floreal- violated on the 30th

Prairial. All parties have invoked it all have dis-

regarded it in turn. It can be no longer a means of

safety to any one, since it obtains the respect of no

one. Since we cannot preserve the Constitution, let

us at least save Liberty and Equality, the founda-

tions on which it is erected." He went on in the same

strain to assure them, that for the safety of the Re-

public he relied only on the wisdom and power of the

Council of Ancients, since in the Council of Five

Hundred were found those men who desired to bring

back the Convention, with its revolutionary commit-

tees, its scaffolds, its popular insurrections. u But

I," he said,
" will save you from such horrors I and
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my brave comrades at arms, whose swords and caps

I see at the door of the hall ; and if any hired ora-

tor shall talk of outlawry, I will appeal to the valour

of my comrades, with whom I have fought and con-

quered for liberty."

The Assembly invited the General to detail the

particulars of the conspiracy to which he had alluded,

but he confined himself to a reference to the testi-

mony of Sieyes and Ducos ; and again reiterating

that the Constitution could not save the country,

and inviting the Council of Ancients to adopt some

course which might enable them to do so, he left

them, amid cries of " Vive Buonaparte !" loudly

echoed by the military in the court-yard, to try the

effect of his eloquence on the more unmanageable

Council of Five Hundred.

The deputies of the younger Council having found

the place designed for their meeting filled with work-

men, were for some time in a situation which seemed

to resemble the predicament of the National Assem-

bly at Versailles, when they took refuge in a tennis-

court. The recollection was of such a nature as

inflamed and animated their resolution, and they en-

tered the Orangerie, when at length admitted, in

no good humour with the Council of Ancients, or

with Buonaparte. Proposals of accommodation had

been circulated among them ineffectually. They
would have admitted Buonaparte into the Directory,
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but refused to consent to any radical change in the

constitution of the year Three.

The debate of the day, remarkable as the last in

which the Republican party enjoyed the full freedom

of speech in France, was opened on 19th Brumaire,

at two o'clock, Lucien Buonaparte being president.

Gaudin, a member of the moderate party, began by

moving, that a committee of seven members should

be formed, to report upon the state of the Republic ;

and that measures should be taken for opening a

correspondence with the Council of Ancients. He
was interrupted by exclamations and clamour on the

part of the majority.
" The Constitution ! The Constitution or Death F

was echoed and re-echoed on every side. "
Bayo-

nets frighten us not," said Delbrel ;
" we are free

men."
" Down with the Dictatorship no Dictators !"

cried other members.

Lucien in vain endeavoured to restore order.

Gaudin was dragged from the tribune ; the voice of

other Moderates was overpowered by clamour never

had the party of democracy shown itself fiercer or

more tenacious than when about to receive the death-

blow.

" Let us swear to preserve the Constitution of the

year Three !" exclaimed Delbrel ; and the applause

which followed the proposition was so general, that
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it silenced all resistance. Even the members of the

moderate party nay, even Lucien Buonaparte

himself were compelled to take the oath of fidelity

to the Constitution, which he and they were leagued

to destroy.
" The oath you have just taken,*" said Bigonnet,

" will occupy a place in the annals of history, beside

the celebrated vow taken in the tennis-court. The

one was the foundation of liberty, the other shall

consolidate the structure." In the midst of this fer-

mentation, the letter containing the resignation of

Barras was read, and received with marks of con-

tempt, as the act of a soldier deserting his post in

the time of danger. The moderate party seemed

silenced, overpowered, and on the point of coalescing

with the great majority of the Council, when the

clash of arms was heard at the entrance of the apart-

ment. All eyes were turned to that quarter. Bay-

onets, drawn sabres, the plumed hats of general offi-

cers and aids-de-camp, and the caps of grenadiers,

were visible without, while Napoleon entered the

Orangerie, attended by four grenadiers belonging to

the constitutional guard of the Councils. The sol-

diers remained at the bottom of the hall, while he ad-

vanced, with a measured jstep and uncovered, about

one-third up the room.

He was received with loud murmurs. " What !

drawn weapons, armed men, soldiers in the sanctu-
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ary of the laws !" exclaimed the members, whose cou-

rage seemed to rise against the display of force with

which they were menaced. All the deputies arose,

some rushed on Buonaparte, and seized him by the

collar ; others called out "
Outlawry outlawry

let him be proclaimed a traitor !" It is said that

Arena, a native of Corsica like himself, aimed a dag-

ger at his breast, which was only averted by the in-

terposition of one of the grenadiers. The fact seems

extremely doubtful, though it is certain that Buona-

parte was seized by two or three members, while

others exclaimed,
" Was it for this you gained so

many victories ?" and loaded him with reproaches.

At this crisis a party of grenadiers rushed into the

hall with drawn swords, and extricating Buonaparte

from the deputies, bore him off in their arms breath-

less with the scuffle.

It was probably at this crisis that Augereau's

faith in his ancient general's fortune began to totter,

and his revolutionary principles to gain an ascend-

ance over his military devotion. " A fine situation

you have brought yourself into," he said to Buona-

parte, who answered sternly,
"

Augereau, things

were worse at Arcola Take my advice remain

quiet, in a short time all this will change."" Auge-

reau, whose active assistance and co-operation might

have been at this critical period of the greatest con-

sequence to the Council, took the hint, and continued
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passive.* Jourdan and Bernadotte, who were ready

to act on the popular side, had the soldiers shown

the least hesitation in yielding obedience to Buo-

naparte, perceived no opening of which to avail

themselves.

The Council remained in the highest state of

commotion, the general voice accusing Buonaparte
of having usurped the supreme authority, calling

for a sentence of outlawry, or demanding that he

should be brought to the bar. " Can you ask me to

put the outlawry of my own brother to the vote ?"

said Lucien. But this appeal to his personal situa-

tion and feelings made no impression upon the As-

sembly, who continued clamorously to demand the

question. At length Lucien flung on the desk his

hat, scarf, and other parts of his official dress. " Let

* The Moniteur is anxious to exculpate Augereau from having
taken any part in favour of the routed party on the- 19th Brumaire.

That officer, it says, did not join in the general oath of fidelity to

the Constitution of the year Three. The same official paper adds,

that on the evening of the 19th, being invited by some of the lead-

ing persons of the democratic faction, to take the military command

of their partizans, he had asked them by way of reply,
" Whether

they supposed he would tarnish the reputation he had acquired in

the army, by taking command of wretches like them ?" Augereau.

it may be remembered, was the general who was sent by Buonaparte
to Paris to act as military chief on the part of the Directory, in the

revolution of the 18th Fructidor, in which the soldiery had will-

ingly followed him. Buonaparte was probably well pleased to

keep a man of his military reputation and resolved character out of

the combat if possible.
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me be rather heard," he said,
" as the advocate of

him whom you falsely and rashly accuse." But his

request only added to the tumult. At this moment

a small body of grenadiers, sent by Napoleon to his

brother's assistance, marched into the hall.

They were at first received with applause ; for

the Council, accustomed to see the triumph ofdemo-

cratical opinions among the military, did not doubt

that they were deserting their general to range them-

selves on the side of the deputies. Their appearance

was but momentary they instantly left the hall,

carrying Lucien in the centre of the detachment.

Matters were now come to extremity on either

side. The Council, thrown into the greatest disor-

der by these repeated military incursions, remained

in violent agitation, furious against Buonaparte, but

without the calmness necessary to adopt decisive

measures.

Meantime the sight of Napoleon, almost breath-

less, and bearing marks of personal violence, excited

to the highest the indignation of the military. In

broken words he told them, that when he wished to

show them the road to lead the country to victory

and fame,
"
they had answered him with daggers."

Cries of resentment arose from the soldiery, aug-

mented when the party sent to extricate the Presi-

dent brought him to the ranks as to a sanctuary.

Lucien, who seconded his brother admirably, or
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rather who led the way in this perilous adventure,

mounted on horseback instantly, and called out, in a

voice naturally deep and sonorous,
"

General, and

you, soldiers ! The President of the Council of Five

Hundred proclaims to you, that factious men, with

dfrawn daggers, have interrupted the deliberations of

the Assembly He authorises you to employ force

against these disturbers The Assembly of Five

Hundred is dissolved !"

Murat, deputed by Buonaparte to execute the

commands of Lucien, entered the Orangerie with

drums beating, at the head of a detachment with

fixed bayonets. He summoned the deputies to dis-

perse on their peril, while an officer of the constitu-

tional guard called out, he could be no longer an-

swerable for their safety. Cries of fear became now

mingled with vociferations of rage, execrations of

abhorrence, and shouts of Vive la Republique. An
officer then mounted the President's seat, and sum-

moned the representatives to retire.
" The Gene-

ral," said he,
" has given orders."

Some of the deputies and spectators began now to

leave the hall ; the greater part continued firm, and

sustained the shouts by which they reprobated this

military intrusion. The drums at length struck up,

and drowned further remonstrance.

"
Forward, grenadiers," said the officer who com-

manded the party. They levelled their muskets,
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and advanced as if to the charge. The deputies

seem hitherto to have retained a lingering hope that

their persons would be regarded as inviolable. They
now fled on all sides, most of them jumping from the

windows of the Orangerie, and leaving behind them

their official caps, scarfs, and gowns. In a very few

minutes the apartments were entirely clear ; and thus,

furnishing, at its conclusion, a striking parallel to

the scene which ended the Long Parliament of

Charles the First's time, terminated the last demo-

cratical assembly of France.

Buonaparte affirms, that one of the general officers

in his suite offered to take the command of fifty men,

and place them in ambush to fire on the deputies in

their flight, which he wisely declined as a useless

and gratuitous cruelty.

The result of these violent and extraordinary

measures was intimated to the Council of Ancients ;

the immediate cause of the expulsion of the Five

Hundred being referred to the alleged violence on

the person of Buonaparte, which was said by one

member to have been committed by Arena, while

another exaggerated the charge, by asserting that it

was offered in consequence of Buonaparte's having
made disclosure of some mal-practices of the Corsi-

can deputy while in Italy. The Moniteur soon after

improved this story of Arena and his single po-

niard, into a party consisting of Arena, Marquezzi,

and other deputies, armed with pistols and daggers.
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At other times, Buonaparte was said to have been

wounded, whicli certainly was not the case. The

effect of the example of Brutus upon a republican,

and an Italian to boot, might render the conduct

ascribed to Arena credible enough ; but the exist-

ence of a party armed with pocket-pistols and dag-

gers, for the purpose of opposing regular troops, is

too ridiculous to be believed. Arena published a

denial of the attempt ; and among the numbers who

witnessed the scene no proof was ever appealed to,

save the real evidence of a dagger found on the floor,

and the torn sleeve of a grenadier's coat, circum-

stances which might be accounted for many ways.

But having served at the time as a popular apology

for the strong measures which had been adopted, the

rumour was not allowed to fall asleep. Thome, the

grenadier, was declared to have merited well of

his country by the Legislative Body, entertained at

dinner by the General, and rewarded with a salute

and a valuable jewel by Josephine. Other reports

were put in circulation concerning the violent pur-

poses of the Jacobins. It was said the ancient re-

volutionist, Santerre, was setting a popular move-

ment on foot, in the Fauxbourg Saint Antoine, and

that Buonaparte, through the Ex-Director Moulins,

had cautioned him against proceeding in his purpose,

declaring, that if he did, he would have him shot by

martial law.
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But the truth is, that although there can be no

doubt that the popular party entertained a full pur-

pose of revolutionising the government anew, and re-

storing its republican character, yet they were antici-

pated and surprised by the movement of the 18th and

19th Brumaire, which could not, therefore, in strict

language, be justified as a defensive measure. Its

excuse must rest on the proposition which seems

undoubted, that affairs were come to such extremity

that a contest was unavoidable, and that therefore it

was necessary for the moderate party to take the ad-

vantage of the first blow, though they exposed them-

selves in doing so to the reproach of being called the

aggressors in the contest.

The Council of Ancients had expressed some

alarm and anxiety about the employment of military

force against the other branch of the constitutional

representation. But Lucien Buonaparte, having

succeeded in rallying around him about a hundred of

the Council of the Juniors, assumed the character

and office of that Legislative Body, now effectually

purged of all the dissidents, and, as President of

the Five Hundred, gave to the Council of Ancients

such an explanation, as they, nothing loath to be

convinced, admitted to be satisfactory. Both Coun-

cils then adjourned till the 19th February 1800, after

each had devolved their powers upon a committee of

twenty- five persons 5
who were instructed to prepare
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a civil code against the meeting of the Legislative

Bodies. A provisional consular government was ap-

pointed, consisting of Buonaparte, Sieyes, and Roger

Ducos.

The victory, therefore, of the 18th and 19th Bru-

maire, was, by dint of sword and bayonet, completely

secured. It remained for the conquerors to consider

the uses which were to be made of it.
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CHAPTER Vlt.

Affects of the Victory of the l$th and 19th Brumaire.Cle*

mency of the New Consulate. Beneficial change in the Fi~
nances. Law of Hostages repealed. Religious Liberty al-

lowed. Improvements in the War Department. Submis-

sion ofthe Chouans, and Pacification ofLa Vendee. Ascend-

ency of Napoleon in the Consulate. Disappointment of the

Abbe Sieyes. Committeeformed to consider Sieyes' Plan of
a Constitution Adopted in part but rejected in essentials.

A new one adopted, monarchical in everything but form.

Sieyes retires from public life on a pension. General view

of the new Consularform of Government. Despotic Power

of the First Consul. Reflections on Buonaparte's Conduct

upon this occasion.

THE victory obtained over the Directory and the

democrats, upon the 18th and 19th Brumaire, was

generally acceptable to the French nation. The fe-

verish desire of liberty, which had been the charac-

teristic of all descriptions of persons in the year

1792, was quenched by the blood shed during the

Reign of Terror ; and even just and liberal ideas of

freedom had so far fallen into disrepute, from their

VOL. iv \
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resemblance to those which had been used as a pre-

text for the disgusting cruelties perpetrated at that

terrible period, that they excited from association a

kind of loathing as well as dread. The great mass

of the nation sought no longer guarantees for meta-

physical rights, but, broken down by suffering, desi-

red repose, and were willing to submit to any govern-

ment which promised to secure to them the ordinary

benefits of civilization.

Buonaparte and Sieyes, for, though only during

a brief space, they may still be regarded as joint au-

thorities, were enabled to profit by this general ac-

quiescence, in many important particulars. It put it

in their power to dispense with the necessity of pur-

suing and crushing their scattered adversaries ; and

the French saw a revolution effected in their sys-

tem, and that by military force, in which not a

drop of blood was spilt. Yet, as had been the ter-

mination of most recent revolutions, lists of pro-

scription were prepared ; and without previous trial

or legal sentence, fifty-nine of those who had chief-

ly opposed the new Consulate on the 18th and

19th Brumaire were condemned to deportation by

the solejiat of the Consuls, Sieyes is said to have

suggested this unjust and arbitrary measure, which,

bearing a colour of revenge and persecution, was

highly unpopular. It was not carried into execu-

tion, Exceptions were at first made in favour of such
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vf the condemned persons as showed themselves dis-

posed to be tractable ; and at length the sentence wan

altogether dispensed with, and the more obnoxious

partizans ofdemocracy were only placed under the su-

perintendence of the police. This conduct showed at

once conscious strength, and a spirit ofclemency, than

which no attributes can contribute more to the popu-

larity of a new government ; since the spirit of the

opposition, deprived of hope of success, and yet not

urged on by despair of personal safety, gradually be-

comes disposed to sink into acquiescence. The de-

mocrats, or, as they were now termed, the anarchists,

became intimidated, or cooled in their zeal ; and only

a few of the more enthusiastic continued yet to avow

those principles, to breathe the least doubt of which

had been, within but a few months, a crime worthy

of death.

Other and most important decrees were adopted

by the Consuls, tending to lighten the burdens which

their predecessors had imposed on the nation, and

which had rendered their government so unpopular.

Two of the most oppressive measures of the Di-

rectors were repealed without delay.

The first referred to the finances, which were

found in a state of ruinous exhaustion, and were

only maintained by a system of compulsory and pro-

gressive loans, according to rates of assessment on

the property of the citizens, The new minister of
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finance, Gaudin, would not even go to bed, or sleep

a single night, until he had produced a substitute

for this ruinous resource, for which he levied an

additional rise of twenty-five per cent on all contri-

butions, direct and indirect, which produced a large

sum. He carried order and regularity into all the

departments of finance, improved the collection and

income of the funds of the Republic, and inspired so

much confidence by the moderation and success of

his measures, that credit began to revive, and several

loans were attained on easy terms.

The repeal of the law of hostages was a measure

equally popular. This cruel and unreasonable enact-

ment, which rendered the aged and weak, unprotect-

ed females, and helpless children of emigrants, or

armed royalists, responsible for the actions of their

relatives, was immediately mitigated. Couriers were

dispatched to open the prisons ; and this act ofjus-

tice and humanity was hailed as a pledge ofreturning

moderation and liberality.

Important measures were also taken for tranquil-

lizing the religious discord by which the country

had been so long agitated. Buonaparte, who had

lately professed himself more than half persuaded of

the truth of Mahommed's mission, became now

such was the decree of Providence the means of

restoring to France the free exercise of the Chris-

tian faith. The mummery of Reveilliere Lepaux'a
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heathenism was by general consent abandoned. The

churches were restored to public worship ; pensions

were allowed to such religious persons as took an

oath of fidelity to the government ; and more than

twenty thousand clergymen, with whom the prisons

had been filled, in consequence of intolerant laws,

were set at liberty upon taking the same vow. Pub-

lic and domestic rites of worship in every form were

tolerated and protected ; and the law of the decades,

or Theophilanthropic festivals, was abolished. Even

the earthly relics of Pope Pius VI., who had died at

Valence, and in exile, were not neglected, but recei-

ved, singular to relate, the rites of sepulture with the

solemnity due to his high office, by command of Buo-

naparte, who had first shaken the Papal authority ;

and in doing so, as he boasted in his Egyptian pro-

clamations, had destroyed the emblem of Christian

worship.

The part taken by Cambaceres, the Minister of

Justice, in the revolution of Brumaire, had been

agreeable to Buonaparte ; and his moderation now

aided him in the lenient measures which he had

determined to adopt. He was a good lawyer, and

a man of sense and information, and under his ad-

ministration means were taken to relax the oppres-

sive severity of the laws against the emigrants. Nine

of them, noblemen of the most ancient families in

France, had been thrown on tfye coast near Calais by
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shipwreck, and the Directors had meditated bringing

to trial those whom the winds and waves had spared,

as falling under the class of emigrants returned to

France without permission, against whom the laws

denounced the penalty of death. Buonaparte more

liberally considered their being found within the pro-

hibited territory, as an act, not of volition, but of in-

evitable necessity, and they were dismissed accord-

ingly.

From the same spirit of politic clemency, La Fay-

ette, Latour Maubourg, and others, who, although

revolutionists, had been expelled from France for

not carrying their principles of freedom sufficiently

high and far, were permitted to return to their na-

tive country.

It may be easily believed that the military de-

partment of the state underwent a complete reform

under the authority ofBuonaparte. Dubois de Cranee,

the Minister at War under the Directors, was re-

placed by Berthier ; and Napoleon gives a strange

picture of the incapacity of the former functionary.

He declares he could not furnish a single report of

the state of the army that he had obtained no re-

gular returns of the effective strength of the differ-

ent regiments that many corps had been formed

in the departments, whose very existence was un-

known to the minister at war ; and finally, that

when pressed for reports of the pay, of the victual-
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ling, and of the clothing of the troops, he had re-

plied, that the war department neither paid, clothed,

nor victualled them. This may be exaggerated, for

Napoleon disliked Dubois de Crance as his personal

opponent ; but the improvident and corrupt charac-

ter of the directorial government renders the charge

very probable. By the exertions of Berthier, accus-

tomed to Buonaparte's mode of arrangements, the

war department soon adopted a very different face of

activity.

The same department received yet additional vigour

when the Consuls called to be its head the celebra

ted Carnot, who had returned from exile, in conse-

quence of the fall of the Directors. He remained

in office but a short time, for, being a democrat

in principle, he disapproved of the personal eleva-

tion of Buonaparte ; but during the period that he

continued in administration, his services in restoring

order in the military department, and combining the

plans of the campaign with Moreau and Buonaparte,

were of the highest importance.

Napoleon showed no less talent in closing the

wounds of internal war, than in his other arrange-

ments. The Chouans, under various chiefs, had

disturbed the western provinces ; but the despair of

pardon, which drove so many malcontents to their

standard, began to subside, and the liberal and ac-

commodating measures adopted by the new Consular
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government, induced most to make peace with Buo-

naparte. This they did the more readily, that many
of them believed the Chief Consul intended by de-

grees, and when the opportunity offered, to accom-

plish the restoration of the Bourbons. Many of the

chiefs of the Chouans submitted to him, and after-

wards supported his government. Chatillon, Suzan-

net, D'Autichamp, nobles and chiefs of the Royalist

army, submitted at Montlucon, and their reconcilia-

tion with the government, being admitted on liberal

terms, was sincerely observed by them. Bernier, rec-

tor of St Lo, who had great influence in La Vendee,

also made his peace, and was afterwards made Bishop

of Orleans by Buonaparte, and employed in nego-

tiating the Concordat with the Pope.

Count Louis de Frotte, an enterprising and high-

spirited young nobleman, refused for a long time to

enter into terms withBuonaparte ; so didanother chief

ofthe Chouans, called George Cadoudal, a peasant of

the district ofMorbihan, raised to the command ofhis

countrymen, because, with great strength and daunt-

less courage, he combined the qualities of enterprise

and sagacity. Frotte was betrayed and made prisonei

in the house of Guidal, commandant at Alencon,

who had pretended friendship to him, and had pro-

mised to negotiate a favourable treaty on his behalf.

He and eight or nine of his officers were tried by ;.

military commission, andcondemned to be shot. Thev
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marched hand in hand to the place of execution, re-

mained to the last in the same attitude, expressive of

their partaking the same sentiments of devotion to the

cause in which they suffered, and died with the utmost

courage. George Cadoudal, left alone, became un-

able to support the civil war, and laid down his arms

for a time. Buonaparte, whose policy it was to unite

in the new order of things as many and as various

characters as possible, not regarding what parts they

had formerly played, provided they now attached

themselves to his person, took great pains to gain over

a man so resolute as this daring Breton. He had a

personal interview with him, which he says George
Cadoudal solicited ; yet why he should have done so

it is hard to guess, unless it were to learn whether

Buonaparte had any ultimate purpose of serving the

Bourbon interest. He certainly did not request the

favour in order to drive any bargain for himself,

since Buonaparte frankly admits, that all his pro-

mises and arguments failed to make any impression

upon him ; and that he parted with George, profess-

ing still to entertain opinions for which he had fought

so often and so desperately.

In another instance which happened at this pe-

riod, Buonaparte boasts of having vindicated the in-

sulted rights of nations. The Senate of Hamburgh

had delivered up to England Napper Tandy, Black-

well, and other Irishmen, concerned in the rebellion

<
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which had lately wasted Ireland. Buonaparte too

this up in a threatening tone, and expounded to their

trembling envoy the rights of a neutral territory, in

language, upon which the subsequent tragedy of the

Duke d'Enghien formed a singular commentary.

While Buonaparte was thus busied in adopting

measures for composing internal discord, and re-

newing the wasted resources of the country, those

discussions were at the same time privately carrying

forward, which were to determine by whom and in

what way it should be governed. There is little

doubt, that when Sieyes undertook the revolution of

Brumaire, he would have desired for his military as-

sistant a very different character from Buonaparte.

Some general would have best suited him who pos-

sessed no knowledge beyond that of his profession,

and whose ambition would have been contented to

accept such share of power as corresponded to his

limited views and capacity. The wily priest, how-

ever, saw, that no other coadjutor save Buonaparte
could have availed him, after the return of the lat-

ter from Egypt, and was not long of experiencing

that Napoleon would not be satisfied with anything

short of the lion's share of the spoil.

At the very first meeting of the Consuls, the de-

fection of Roger Ducos to the side of Buonaparte
convinced Sieyes, that he would be unable to sup

port those pretensions to the first place in the go-
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vernment, to which his friends had expected to see

him elevated. He had reckoned on Ducos's vote for

giving him the situation of First Consul ; but Du-

cos saw better where the force and talent of the Con-

sulate must be considered as reposed.
"

General,"

said he to Napoleon, at the first meeting of the

Consular body,
" the presidency belongs to you as a

matter of right." Buonaparte took the chair accord-

ingly as a thing of course. In the course of the de-

liberations, Sieyes had hoped to find that the Ge-

neral's opinions and interference would hare been

limited to military affairs ; whereas, on the contrary,

he heard him express distinctly, and support firmly,

propositions on policy and finance, religion and

jurisprudence. He showed, in short, so little occa-

sion for an independent coadjutor, that Sieyes ap-

pears from this, the very first interview, to have

given up all hopes of establishing a separate interest

of his own, and to have seen that the Revolution

was from that moment ended. On his return home,

he said to those statesmen with whom he had con-

sulted and acted preceding the 18th Brumaire, as

Talleyrand, Boulay, Roederer, Chabanis, &c.

'*
Gentlemen, you have a Master give yourself no

farther concern about the affairs of the state Buo-

naparte can and will manage them all at his own

pleasure."
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This declaration must have announced to those

who heard it, that the direct and immediate advan-

tages proposed by the revolution were lost ; that the

government no longer rested on the popular basis,

but that, hi a much greater degree than could have

been said to have been the case during the reign of

the Bourbons, the whole measures of state must in

future rest upon the arbitrary pleasure of one man.

It was in the meantime necessary that some form of

government should be established without delay, were

it only to prevent the meeting of the two Councils,

who must have resumed their authority, unless su-

perseded by a new constitution previous to the 1 9th

February 1800, to which day they had been pro-

rogued. As a previous measure, the oath taken by
official persons was altered from a direct acknowledg-

ment of the constitution of the year Three, so as to

express a more general profession of adherence to the

cause of the French nation. How to salve the wound-

ed consciences of those who had previously taken the

oath in its primitive form, no care was used, nor

does any appear to have been thought necessary.

The three Consuls, and the Legislative Com-

mittees, formed themselves into a general Com-

mittee, for the purpose of organising a constitution ;

and Sieyes was invited to submit to them that mo-

del, on the preparation of which he used to pique

himself, and had been accustomed to receive the
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flattery of his friends. He appears to have obeyed
the call slowly, and to have produced his plan par-

tially, and hy fragments ; probably because he was

aware, that the offspring of his talents would never be

accepted in its entire form, but must necessarily un-

dergo such mutilations as might fit it for the purposes

and to the pleasure of the Dictator, whose supremacy

he had been compelled to announce to his party.

On being pressed by his colleagues in the commit-

tee, the metaphysical politician at length produced

his full plan of the hierarchical representation, whose

authority was to emanate from the choice of the peo-

ple and of a Conservative Senate, which was at once

to protect the laws of the commonwealth, and absorb,

as it was termed, all furious and over-ambitious spi-

rits, by calling them, when they distinguished them-

selves by any irregular exertion of power, to share

the comforts and incapacities of their own body, as

they say spirits of old were conjured down, and obli-

ged to abide in the Red Sea. He then brought for-

ward his idea of a Legislative Body, which was to

vote and decide, but without debate ; and his Tribu-

nate, designed to plead for, or to impeach the mea-

sures of government. These general outlines were

approved, as being judged likely to preserve more

stability and permanence than had been found to ap-

pertain to the constitutions, which, since 1792, had

in such quick succession been adopted and abandoned
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But the idea which Sieyes entertained of lodging

the executive government in a Grand Elector, who

was to be the very model ofa King of Lubberland, was

the ruin of his plan. It was in vain, that in hopes

of luring Buonaparte to accept of this office, he had,

while depriving it of all real power, attached to it a

large revenue, guards, honours, and rank. The heap-

ing with such distinctions an official person, who had

no other duty than to name two Consuls, who were

to carry on the civil and military business of the

state without his concurrence or authority, was intro-

ducing into a modern state the evils of a worn-out

Asiatic empire, where the Sultan, or Mogul, or what-

ever he is called, lies in his Haram in obscure luxu-

ry, while the state affairs are conducted exclusively

by his Viziers, or Lieutenants.

Buonaparte exclaimed against the whole concoc

tion.
" Who," said he,

" would accept an office, of

which the only duties were to fatten like a pig upon
so many millions yearly ? Or what man of spirit

would consent to name ministers, over whom, being

named, he was not to exercise the slightest authority ?

And your two Consuls for war and peace, the one

surrounded with judges, churchmen, and civilians,

the other with military men and diplomatists, on

what footing of intercourse can they be said to stand

respecting each other ? the one demanding money
and recruits, the other refusing the supplies ? A go-
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vernment involving such a total separation of office*,

necessarily connected, would be heterogeneous, the

shadow of a state, but without the efficient authority

which should belong to one."

Sieyes did not possess powers of persuasion or

promptness of speech in addition to his other talents

He was silenced and intimidated, and saw his fa^

vourite Elector-General, with his two Consuls, or

rather Viziers, rejected, without making much effort

in their defence.

Still the system which was actually adopted, bore,

in point of form, some faint resemblance to the model

of Sieyes. Three Consuls were appointed ; the first

to hold the sole power of nominating to public of-

fices, and right of determining on public measures ;

the other two were to be his indispensable counsel-

lors. The first of these offices was designed to bring

back the constitution of France to a monarchical sys-

tem, while the second and third were added merely

to conciliate the Republicans, who were not yet pre-

pared for a retrograde movement.

The office of one of these supplementary Consuls

was offered to Sieyes, but he declined to accept of it,

and expressed his wish to retire from public life. His

disappointment was probably considerable, at finding

himself acting but a second-rate part, after the suc-

cess of the conspiracy which he had himself schemed ,

but his pride was not so great as to decline a pecu-

9
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niary compensation. Buonaparte bestowed on him by

far the greater part of the private treasure amassed by

the ex-directors. It was said to amount to six hun-

dred thousand francs, which Sieyes called une poire

pour la soif; in English, a morsel to stay the stomach .

He was endowed also with the fine domain and estate

of Crosne ; and to render the gift more acceptable,

and save his delicacy, a decree was issued, compel-

ling him to accept of this manifestation of national

gratitude. The office of a senator gave him dignity ;

and the yearly appointment of twenty- five thousand

francs annexed to it, added to the ease of his situa-

tion. In short, this celebrated metaphysician disap-

peared as a political person, and became, to use his

own expression, absorbed in the pursuit of epicurean

indulgences, which he covered with a veil of mystery.

There is no doubt that by thus showing the greedy

and mercenary turn of his nature, Sieyes, notwith-

standing his abilities, lost in a great measure the

esteem and reverence of his countrymen ; and this

was a consequence not probably unforeseen by Buo-

naparte, when he loaded him with wealth.

To return to the new constitution. Every species

of power and faculty was heaped upon the Chief

Consul, with a liberality which looked as if France,

to atone for her long jealousy of those who had been

the administrators of her executive power, was now

determined to remove at once every obstacle which

7
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might stand in the way of Buonaparte to arbitrary

power. He possessed the sole right of nominating

counsellors of state, ministers, ambassadors, officers,

civil and military, and almost all functionaries what-

soever. He was to propose all new laws, and take

all measures for internal and external defence of the

state. He commanded all the forces, of whatever

description, superintended all the national relations

at home and abroad, and coined the public money.
In these high duties he had the advice of his brother

Consuls, and also of a Council of State. But he was

recognized to be independent of them all. The Con-

suls were to be elected for the space of ten years, and

to be re- eligible.

The Abbe Sieyes's plan of dividing the people into

three classes, which should each of them declare a

certain number of persons eligible to certain grada-

tions of the state, was ostensibly adopted. The lists

of these eligible individuals were to be addressed by

the various electoral classes to the Conservative Se-

nate, which also was borrowed from the Abbe's mo-

del. This body, the highest and most august in the

state, were to hold their places for life, and had a con-

siderable pension attached to them. Their number

was not to exceed eighty, and they were to have the

power of supplying vacancies in their own body, by

choosing the future senator from a list of three per-

VOL. iv. o
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sons; one of them proposed by the Chief Consul,

one by the Legislative Body, and one by the Tribu-

nate. Senators became for ever incapable of any

other public duty. Their duty was to receive the

national lists of persons eligible for official situations,

and to annul such laws or measures as should be de-

nounced to their body, as unconstitutional or impo-

litic, either by the Government or the Tribunate.

The sittings of the Senate were not public.

The New Constitution of France also adopted the

Legislative Body and the Tribunate proposed by

the Abbe Sieyes. The duty of the Legislative Body
was to take into consideration such laws as should be

approved by the Tribunate, and pass or refuse them

by vote, but without any debate, or even any expres-

sion of their opinion.

The Tribunate, on the contrary, was a deliberative

body, to whom the Chief Consul, and his Council of

State, with whom alone lay the initiative privilege,

were to propose such laws as appeared to them desi-

rable. These, when discussed by the Tribunate, and

approved of by the silent assent of the Legislative

Body, passed into decrees, and became binding upon
the community. The Legislative Body heard the re-

port of the Tribunate, as expressed by a deputation

from that body ; and by their votes alone, but with-

>iit any debate or delivery of opinion, refused or con-

firmed the proposal. Some of the more important acte
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of government, such as the proclamation of peace or

war, could only take place on the motion of the Chief

Consul to the Tribunate, upon their recommending

the measure to the Legislative Body ; and finally,

upon the Legislative Commissions affirming the pro-

posal. But the power of the Chief Consul was not

much checked by this restriction ; for the discussion on

such subjects was only to take place on his own requi-

sition, and always in secret committee ; so that the

greatest hindrance of despotism, the weight of pub-

lic opinion formed upon public debate, was totally

wanting.

A very slight glance at this Consular form of go-

vernment is sufficient to show, that Buonaparte select-

ed exactly as much of the ingenious constitution of

Sieyes as was applicable to his own object of acquiring

supreme and despotic authority, while he got rid of

all, the Tribunate alone excepted, which contained,

directly or indirectly, any check or balance affecting

the executive power. The substitution of lists of

eligible persons or candidates, to be made up by the

people, instead of the popular election of actual re-

presentatives, converted into a metaphysical and ab-

stract idea the real safeguard of liberty. It may
be true, that the authority of an official person, se-

lected from the national lists, might be said original-

ly to emanate from the people ; because, unless his

name had received their sanction, he could not have
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been eligible. But the difference is inexpressibly

great, between the power of naming a single direct

representative, and that of naming a thousand per-

sons, any ofwhom may be capable of being created

a representative ; and the popular interference in the

state, which had hitherto comprehended the former

privilege, was now restrained to the latter and more

insignificant one. This was the main error in Sieyes's

system, and the most fatal blow to liberty, whose con-

stitutional safety can hardly exist, excepting in union

with a direct and unfettered national representation,

chosen by the people themselves.

All the other balances and checks which the Abbe

had designed to substitute instead of that which arises

from popular election, had been broken and cast away;

while the fragments of the scheme that remained

were carefully adjusted, so as to form the steps by
which Buonaparte was to ascend to an unlimited and

despotic throne. Sieyes had proposed that his Elector

General should be merely a graceful termination to his

edifice, like a gilded vane on the top of a steeple

a sovereign without power a Roifaineant, with two

Consuls to act as joint Malres des palais. Buona-

parte, on the contrary, gave the whole executive

power in the state, together with the exclusive right

of proposing all new laws, to the Chief Consul, and

made the others mere appendages, to be thrown

aside at pleasure.
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Neither were the other constitutional authorities

calculated to offer effectual resistance to the en-

grossing authority of this all-powerful officer. All

these bodies were, in fact, mere pensioners. The Se-

nate, which met in secret, and the Legislative Body,

whose lips were padlocked, were alike removed from

influencing public opinion, and being influenced by
it. The Tribunate, indeed, consisting of a hun-

dred persons, retained in some sort the right of de-

bate, and of being publicly heard. But the mem-

bers of the Tribunate were selected by the Senate,

not by the people, whom, except in metaphysical

mockery, it could not be said to represent, any more

than a bottle of distilled liquor can be said to repre-

sent the sheaf of grain which it was originally drawn

from. What chance was there that, in a hundred

men so chosen, there should be courage and inde-

pendence enough found to oppose that primary

power, by which, like a steam-engine, the whole

constitution was put in motion ? Such tribunes were

also in danger of recollecting, that they only held

their office for four years, and that the Senators had

their offices for life ; while a transition from the one

state to the other was in general thought desirable,

and could only be gained by implicit obedience during

the candidate's probation in the Tribunate. Yet,

slender as was the power ofthis Tribunate body, Buo-

naparte showed some jealousy even of this slight
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appearance of freedom ; although, justly considered,

the Senate, the Conservative Body, and the Tribu-

nate, were but three different pipes, which, separately

or altogether, uttered sound at the pleasure of him

who presided at the instrument.

The spirit of France must have been much broken

when this arbitrary system was adopted without de-

bate or contradiction ; and when we remember the

earlier period of 1789, it is wonderful to consider

how, in the space of ten years, the race of men,

whose love of liberty carried them to such extrava-

gances, seems to have become exhausted. Personal

safety was now a principal object with most. They
saw no alternative between absolute submission to a

military chief of talent and power, and the return

to anarchy and new revolutionary excesses.

During the sitting of Buonaparte's Legislative

Committee, Madame de Stael expressed, to a re-

presentative of the people, her alarms on the sub-

ject of liberty.
ee
Oh, madam,"" he replied,

" we are

arrived at ail extremity in which we must not trouble

ourselves about saving the principles of the Revo-

lution, but only the lives of the men by whom the

Revolution was effected."

Yet more than one exertion is said to have beer.

made in the Committee, to obtain some modification

of the supreme power of the Chief Consul, or at least

some remedy in case of its being abused. Several
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members of the Committee which adjusted the new

constitution, made, it is said, an effort to persuade

Buonaparte, that, in taking possession of the office

ofsupreme magistrate, without any preliminary elec-

tion, he would evince an ambition which might pre-

judice him with the people ; and, entreating him to

be satisfied with the office of generalissimo of the

armies, with full right of treating with foreign powers,

invited him to set off to the frontier and resume

his train of victories.
" I will remain at Paris,"

said Buonaparte, biting his nails to the quick, as

was his custom when agitated
" I will remain at

Paris I am Chief Consul."

Chenier hinted at adopting the doctrine of absorp-

tion, but was instantly interrupted" I will have no

such mummery," said Buonaparte ;
" blood to the

knees rather/'* These expressions may be exagger-

ated, but it is certain that, whenever there was an at-

tempt to control his wishes, or restrict his power, such

a discontented remark as intimated u that he would

meddle no more in the business," was sufficient to

overpower the opposition. The Committee saw no

option betwixt submitting to the authority of this in-

flexible chief, or encountering the horrors of a bloody

civil war. Thus were lost at once the fruits of the

Mexnoires ik Fouc.ho, vol. I, \.. !<>i
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virtues, the crimes, the blood, the treasure, the mass

of human misery, which, flowing from the Revolu-

tion, had agitated France for ten years ; and thus,

having sacrificed almost all that men hold dear, the

rights of humanity themselves included, in order to

obtain national liberty, her inhabitants, without

having enjoyed rational freedom, or the advantages

which it insures, for a single day, returned to be the

vassals of a despotic government, administered by a

chief whose right was only in his sword. A few re-

flections on what might or ought to have been Buo-

naparte's conduct in this crisis, naturally arise out of

the subject.

We are not to expect, in the course of ordinary

life, moral any more than physical miracles. There

have lived men of a spirit so noble, that, in serving

their country, they had no other object beyond the

merit of having done so ; but such men belong to a

less corrupted age than ours, and have been trained

in the principles of disinterested patriotism, which

did not belong to France, perhaps not to Europe, in

the eighteenth century. We may, therefore, take it

for granted, that Buonaparte was desirous, in some

shape or other, to find his own interest in the ser-

vice of his country, that his motives were a mixture

of patriotism and the desire of self-advancement ; and

it remains to consider in what manner both objects

were to be best obtained.
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The first alternative was the re- establishment of

the Republic, upon some better and less perishable*

model than those which had been successively adopt-

ed and abandoned by the French, in the several

phases of the Revolution. But Buonaparte had al-

ready determined against this plan of government,

and seemed unalterably convinced, that the various

misfortunes and failures which had been sustained

in the attempt to convert France into a republic,

afforded irrefragable evidence that her natural and

proper constitutional government must be monarch-

ical. This important point settled, it remained, 1st,

To select the person in whose hand the kingly power
was to be intrusted. 2dly, To consider in what

degree the monarchical principle should be mingled

with, and qualified by, securities for the freedom

of the people, and checks against the encroachments

of the prince.

Having broken explicitly with the Republicans,

Buonaparte had it in his power, doubtless, to have

united with those who desired the restoration of the

Bourbons, who, at this moment, formed a large pro-

portion of the better classes in France. The name of

the old dynasty must have brought with it great

advantages. Their restoration would have at once

restored peace to Europe, and in a great measure

reconciled the strife of parties in France. There was

no doubt of the possibility of the counter-revolution ;
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for what was done in 1814 might have been still

more easily done in 1799. Old ideas would have

returned with ancient names, and at the same time

security might have been given, that the restored

monarch should be placed within such legal restraints

as were necessary for the protection of the freedom

of the subject. The principal powers of Europe, if

required, would have gladly guaranteed to the French

people any class of institutions which might have

been thought adequate to this purpose.

But, besides that such a course cut off Buonaparte
from any higher reward of his services, than were

connected with the rank of a subject, the same ob-

jections to the restoration of the Bourbon family still

prevailed, which we have before noticed. The extreme

confusion likely to be occasioned by the conflicting

claims of the restored emigrants, who had left France

with all the feelings and prejudices peculiar to their

birth and quality, and those of the numerous soldiers

and statesmen, who had arisen to eminence during the

revolution, and whose pretensions to rank and office

would be urged with jealous vehemence against

those who had shared the fortunes of the exiled

monarch, was a powerful objection to the restora-

tion. The question concerning the national do-

mains, remained as embarrassing as before; for,

while the sales which had been made of that pro-

perty could scarce be cancelled without a severe
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shock to national credit, the restored Bourbons could

not, on the other hand, fail to insist upon an indem-

nification to the spirituality, who had been stripped

of their property for adherence to their religious

vows, and to the nobles, whose estates had been for-

feited for their adherence to the throne. It might
also have been found, that, among the army, a pre-

judice against the Bourbons had survived their pre-

dilection for the Republic, and that although the

French soldiers might see with pleasure a crown

placed on the brow of their favourite general, they

might be unwilling to endure the restoration of the

ancient race, against whom they had long borne

arms.

All these objections against attempting to recall

the ancient dynasty, have weight in themselves, and

may readily have appeared insuperable to Buona-

parte ; especially considering the conclusion to be,

that if the Bourbons were found ineligible, the crown

of France with a more extended empire, and more

unlimited powers was in that case to rest with

Buonaparte himself. There is no doubt that, in pre-

ferring the title of the Bourbons, founded on right,

to his own, which rested on force and opportunity

alone, Buonaparte would have acted a much more

noble, generous, and disinterested part, than in

availing himself of circumstances to establish his own

power ; nay, that, philosophically speaking, such a
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choice might have been wiser and happier. But in

the ordinary mode ofviewing and acting in this world,

the temptation was immense ; and Buonaparte was,

in some measure, unfettered by the circumstances

which might have withheld some of his contempo-
raries from snatching at the crown that seemed to

await his grasp. Whatever were the rights of the

Bourbons, abstractedly considered, they were not of

a kind to force themselves immediately upon the

conscience of Buonaparte. He had not entered

public life, was indeed a mere boy, when the gene-

ral voice of France, or that which appeared such,

drove the ancient race from the throne ; he had

acted during all his life hitherto in the service of

the French government de facto; and it was hard

to require of him, now of a sudden, to sacrifice the

greatest stake which a man ever played for, to the

abstract right of the king de jure. Candour will

therefore allow, that though some spirits, of a he-

roic pitch of character, might, in his place, have

acted otherwise, yet the conduct of Buonaparte, in

availing himself, for his own advantage, of the

height which he had attained by his own talents, was

too natural a course of action to be loaded with

censure by any one, who, if he takes the trouble to

consider the extent of the temptation, must acknow-

ledge in his heart the difficulty of resisting it.

But though we may acknowledge many excuses
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for the ambition which induced Buonaparte to as-

sume the principal share of the new government, and

although we were even to allow to his admirers that

he became First Consul purely because his doing
so was necessary to the welfare of France, our can-

dour can carry us no farther. We cannot for an in-

stant sanction the monstrous accumulation of autho-

rity which engrossed into his own hands all the powers
of the state, and deprived the French people, from

that period, of the least pretence to liberty, or power
of protecting themselves from tyranny. It is in vain

to urge, that they had not yet learned to make a pro-

per use of the invaluable privileges of which he de-

prived them equally in vain to say, that they con-

sented to resign what it was not in their power to

defend. It is a poor apology for theft that the per-

son plundered knew not the value of the gem taken

from him ; a worse excuse for robbery, that the party

robbed was disarmed and prostrate, and submitted

without resistance, where to resist would have been

to die. In choosing to be the head of a well regu-

lated and limited monarchy, Buonaparte would have

consulted even his own interest better, than by prefer-

ring, as he did, to become the sole animating spirit

of a monstrous despotism. The communication of

common privileges, while they united discordant fac-

tions, would have fixed the attention of all on the head

of the government, as their mutual benefactor. The
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constitutional rights which he had reserved for the

crown would have been respected, when it was re-

membered that the freedom of the people had been

put in a rational form, and its privileges rendered

available by his liberality.

Such checks upon his power would have been as

beneficial to himself as to his subjects. If, in the

course of his reign, he had met constitutional op-

position to the then immense projects of conquest,

which cost so much blood and devastation, to that

opposition he would have been as much indebted, as

a person subject to fits of lunacy is to the bonds by

which, when under the influence of his malady, he

is restrained from doing mischief. Buonaparte's

active spirit, withheld from warlike pursuits, would

have been exercised by the internal improvement

of his kingdom. The mode in which he used his

power would have gilded over, as in many other

cases, the imperfect nature of his title, and if he

was not, in every sense, the legitimate heir of the

monarchy, he might have been one of the most me-

ritorious princes that ever ascended the throne. Had
he permitted the existence of a power expressive of

the national opinion to exist, co-equal with and re-

strictive of his own, there would have been no occu-

pation of Spain, no war with Russia, no imperial de-

crees against British commerce. The people who first

felt the pressure of these violent and ruinous mea-
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sures, would have declined to submit to them in the

outset. The ultimate consequence the overthrow,

namely, of Napoleon himself, would not have taken

place, and he might, for aught we can see, have

died on the throne of France, and bequeathed it to

his posterity, leaving a reputation which could only

be surpassed in lustre by that of an individual who

should render similar advantages to his country, yet

decline the gratification, in any degree, of his per-

sonal ambition.

In short, it must always be written down, as Buo-

naparte's error as well as guilt, that misusing the

power which the 18th Brumaire threw into his

hands, he totally destroyed the liberty of France, or,

we would say, more properly, the chance which that

country had of attaining a free, and, at the same

time, a settled government. He might have been a

patriot prince, he chose to be an usurping despot

he might have played the part of Washington, he

preferred that of Cromwell.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Proceedings of Buonaparte in order to consolidate his Power

His great Success Causes that led to it. Cambaceres and

Lebrun chosen Second and Third Consuls. Talleyrand ap-

pointed Ministerfor Foreign Affairs, and Fouche Minister

of Police Their Characters. Other Ministers nominated.

Various Changes made, in order to mark the Commence-

ment of a new Era. Napoleon addresses a Letter person-

ally to the King ofEngland Answered by Lord Grenville.

Negotiation for Peace, that followed, speedily broken
off*.

Campaigns in Italy, and on the Rhine Successes ofMo-
mm Censured by Napoleon for Over-caution. The

Charge considered. The ChiefConsul resolves to bring back,

in Person, Victory to the French Standards in Italy His

Measuresfor that Purpose.

THE structure of government which Buonaparte
had selected out of the broken outlines of the plan

of Sieyes, being not only monarchical but despo-

tic, it remained that its offices should be filled with

persons favourable to the new order of things ; and

1
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to this the attention of Buonaparte was especially

turned. In order to secure the selection of the

official individuals to himself, he eluded entirely the

principle by which Sieyes had proposed to elaborate

his national representatives out of the various sign-

ed lists of eligibility, to be made up by the three

classes into which his hierarchy divided the French

people. Without waiting for these lists ofeligible per-

sons, or taking any other rule but his own pleasure,

and that of his councillors, the two new Consuls,

Buonaparte named sixty senators ; the senators na-

med an hundred tribunes, and three hundred legis-

lators ; and thus the whole bodies of the state were

filled up, by a choice emanating from the executive

government, instead of being vested, more or less

directly, in the people.

In availing himself of the privileges which he had

usurped, the First Consul, as we must now call him,

showed a moderation as artful as it was conciliatory.

His object was to avoid the odium of appearing to

hold his rank by his military character only. He

desired, on the contrary, to assemble round him a

party, in which the predominant character of indivi-

duals, whatever it had hitherto been vwas to be mer-

ged in that of the new system ; as the statuary throws

into the furnace broken fragments of bronze of every

various description, without regarding their immedi-

ate appearance or form, his purpose being to unite

VOL. iv. p
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them by fusion, and bestow upon the mass the new

shape which his art destines it to present.

With these views, Napoleon said to Sieyes, who

reprobated the admission of Fouche into office and

power,
" We are creating a new era. Of the past, we

must forget the bad, and only remember the good.

Time, habits of business, and experience, have form-

ed many able men, and modified many characters."

These words may be regarded as the key-note of his

whole system. Buonaparte did not care what men

had been formerly, so that they were now disposed

to become that which was suitable for his interest,

and for which he was willing to reward them liberally.

The former conduct of persons of talent, whether in

politics or morality, was of no consequence, providing

they were willing, now, faithfully to further and ad-

here to the new order of things. This prospect of

immunity for the past, and reward for the future,

was singularly well calculated to act upon the public

mind, desirous as it was of repose, and upon that of

individuals, agitated by so many hopes and fears as

the Revolution had set afloat. The Consular govern-

ment seemed a general place of refuge and sanctuary

to persons of all various opinions, and in all various

predicaments. It was only required of them, in re-

turn for the safety which it afforded, that they

should pay homage to the presiding deity.

So artfully was the system of Buonaparte contri-
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ved, that eacli of the numerous classes of Frenchmen

found something in it congenial to his habits, his

feelings, or his circumstances, providing only he was

willing to sacrifice to it the essential part of his poli-

tical principles. To the Royalist, it restored mo-

narchical forms, a court and a sovereign but he

must acknowledge that sovereign in Buonaparte. To
the churchman, it opened the gates of the temples,

removed the tyranny of the persecuting philosophers

promised in course of time a national church but

by the altar must be placed the image of Buonaparte.
The Jacobin, dyed double red in murder and mas-

sacre, was welcome to safety and security from the

aristocratic vengeance which he had so lately dread-

ed. The regicide was guaranteed against the return

of the Bourbons they who had profited by the

Revolution as purchasers of national domains, were

insured against their being resumed. But it was

under the implied condition, that not a word was to

be mentioned by those ci-devant democrats, of liber-

ty or equality : the principles for which forfeitures

had been made, and revolutionary tribunals erected,

were henceforth never to be named. To all these

parties, as to others, Buonaparte held out the same

hopes under the same conditions. " All these things

will I give you, if you will kneel down and worship

me."" Shortly afterwards, he was enabled to place

before those to whom the choice was submitted, the
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original temptation in its full extent a display of

the kingdoms of the earth, over which he offered to

extend the empire of France, providing always he

was himself acknowledged as the object of general

obedience, and almost adoration.

The system of Buonaparte, as it combined great

art with an apparent generosity and liberality, pro-

ved eminently successful among the people of France,

when subjected to the semblance of a popular vote.

The national spirit was exhausted by the changes

and the sufferingc, the wars and the crimes, of so

many years ; and in France, as in all other coun-

tries, parties, exhausted by the exertions and vicissi-

tudes of civil war, are in the very situation where

military tyranny becomes the next crisis. The rich

favoured Buonaparte for the sake of protection, the

poor for that of relief, the emigrants, in many cases,

because they desired to return to France, the men of

the Revolution, because they were afraid of being ba-

nished from it ; the sanguine and courageous crowd-

ed round his standard in hope of victory, the timid

cowered behind it in the desire of safety. Add to these

the vast multitude who follow the opinion of others,

and take the road which lies most obvious, and is

most trodden, and it is no wonder that the 18th Bru-

maire, and its consequences, received the general

sanction of the people. The constitution of the year

Eight, or Consular Government, was approved by
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the suffrages of nearly four millions of citizens, a

more general approbation
than any preceding system

had been received with. The vote was doubtless a

farce in itself, considering how many constitutions

had been adopted and sworn to within so short a

space ; but still the numbers who expressed assent,

more than doubling those votes which were obtained

by the constitution of 1792 and of the year Three,

indicate the superior popularity of Buonaparte's sys-

tem.

To the four millions who expressly declared their

adherence to the new Consular constitution, must be

added the many hundreds of thousands and millions

more, who were either totally indifferent upon the

form of government, providing they enjoyed peace

and protection under it, or who, though abstractly

preferring other rulers, were practically disposed to

submit to the party in possession of the power.

Such and so extended being the principles on

which Buonaparte selected the members of his go-

vernment, he manifested, in choosing individuals,

that wonderful penetration, by which, more perhaps

than any man who ever lived, he was enabled at once

to discover the person most capable of serving him,

and the means of securing his attachment. Former

crimes or errors made no cause of exclusion ; and in

several cases the alliance between the First Consul

and his ministers might have been compared to the
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marriages between the settlers on the Spanish main-

land, and the unhappy females, the refuse of great

cities, sent out to recruit the colony.
" I ask thee

not," said the buccaneer to the wife he had selected

from the cargo of vice,
" what has been thy former

conduct ; but, henceforth, see thou continue faithful

to me, or this," striking his hand on his musket,
" shall punish thy want of fidelity."

For second and third Consuls, Buonaparte chose

Cambaceres, a lawyer, and a member of the moderate

party, with Lebrun, who had formerly co-operated

with the Chancellor Maupeou. The former was em-

ployed by the Chief Consul as his organ of commu-

nication with the Revolutionists, while Lebrun ren-

dered him the same service with the Royal party ; and

although, as Madame de Stael observes, they preach-

ed very different sermons on the same texts, yet they

were botheminently successful in detaching from their

original factions many of either class, and uniting

them with this third, or government party, which was

thus composed of deserters from both. The last soon

became so numerous, that Buonaparte was enabled to

dispense with the bascule, or trimming system, by
which alone his predecessors, the Directors, had been

enabled to support their power.

In the ministry, Buonaparte acted upon the same

principle, selecting and making his own the men

whose talents were most distinguished, without refer-
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ence to their former conduct. Two were particu-

larly distinguished, as men of the most eminent

talents, and extensive experience. These were Tal-

leyrand and Fouche. The former, noble by birth,

and Bishop of Autun, notwithstanding his high rank

in church and state, had been deeply engaged in the

Revolution. He had been placed on the list of emi-

grants, from which his name was erased on the esta-

blishment of the Directorial government, under which

he became Minister of Foreign Affairs. He resigned

that office in the summer preceding 18th Brumaire ;

and Buonaparte, finding him at variance with the

Directory, readily passed over some personal grounds

of complaint which he had against him, and enlisted

in his service a supple and dexterous politician, and

an experienced minister ; fond, it is said, of pleasure,

not insensible to views of self-interest, nor too closely

fettered by principle, but perhaps unequalled in in-

genuity. Talleyrand was replaced in the situation of

minister for foreign affairs, after a short interval, as-

signed for the purpose of suffering the public to for-

get his prominent share in the scandalous treaty with

the American commissioners, and continued for a long

tract of time one ofthe closest sharers ofBuonaparte's

councils.

If the character of Talleyrand bore no strong

traces of public virtue or inflexible morality, that of

Fouche was marked with still darker shades. He
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had been dipt in some of the worst transactions of the

Reign of Terror, and his name is found among the

agents of the dreadful crimes of that unhappy pe-

riod. In the days of the Directory, he is stated to

have profited by the universal peculation which was

then practised, and to have amassed large sums by

shares in contracts and brokerage in the public funds.

To atone for the imperfections of a character stained

with perfidy, venality, and indifference to human

suffering, Fouche brought to Buonaparte's service

a devotion, never like to fail the First Consul un-

less his fortunes should happen to change, and a

perfect experience with all the weapons of revolu-

tionary war, and knowledge of those who were best

able to wield them. He had managed under Barras's

administration the department of police ; and, in the

course of his agency, had become better acquainted

perhaps than any man in France with all the various

parties in that distracted country, the points which

they were desirous of reaching, the modes by which

they hoped to attain them, the character of their in-

dividual leaders, and the means to gain them over or

to intimidate them. Formidable by his extensive

knowledge of the revolutionary springs, and the ad-

dress with which he could either put them into mo-

tion, or prevent them from operating, Fouche, in the

latter part of his life, displayed a species of wisdom

which came in place of morality and benevolence.

Loving wealth and power, he was neither a man
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of ardent passions, nor of a vengeful disposition ;

and though there was no scruple in his nature to

withhold him from becoming an agent in the great

crimes which state policy, under an arbitrary go-

vernment, must often require, yet he had a pruden-

tial and constitutional aversion to unnecessary evil,

and was always wont to characterise his own principle

of action, by saying, that he did as little harm as he

possibly could. In his mysterious and terrible office

of head of the police, he had often means of granting

favours, or interposing lenity in behalf of individuals,

of which he gained the full credit, while the harsh

measures of which he was the agent, were set down

to the necessity of his situation. By adhering to

these principles of moderation, he established for

himself at length a character totally inconsistent with

that belonging to a member of the revolutionary com-

mittee, and resembling rather that ofa timid but well-

disposed servant, who, in executing his master's com-

mands, is desirous to mitigate as much as possible

their effect on individuals. It is, upon the whole, no

wonder, that although Sieyes objected to Fouche,

from his want of principle, and Talleyrand was averse

to him from jealousy, interference, and personal en-

mity, Napoleon chose, nevertheless, to retain in the

confidential situation of minister of police, the person

by whom that formidable office had been first placed

on an effectual footing.
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Of the other ministers, it is not necessary to speak

in detail. Cambaceres retained the situation of Mi-

nister of Justice, for which he was well qualified ;

and the celebrated mathematician, La Place, was

preferred to that of the Interior, for which he was

not, according to Buonaparte^s report, qualified at

all. Berthier, as we have already seen, filled the war

department, and shortly afterwards Carnot; and Gau-

din administered the finances with credit to himself.

Forfait, a naval architect of eminence, replaced

Bourdon in the helpless and hopeless department of

the French Admiralty.

A new constitution having been thus formed, and

the various branches of duty distributed with much

address among those best capable of discharging

them, other changes were at the same time made,

which were designed to mark that a new era was

commenced, in which all former prejudices were to be

abandoned and done away.

We have noticed that one of the first acts of the

Provisional Government had been to new-modify the

national oath, and generalize its terms, so that they

should be no longer confined to the constitution of the

year Three, but should apply to that which was about

to be framed, or to any other which might be pro-

duced by the same authority. Two subsequent

alterations in the constitution, which passed without

much notice, so much was the revolutionary or re-

publican spirit abated, tended to show that farther
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changes were impending, and that the Consular Re-

public was speedily to adopt the name, as it already

had the essence, of a monarchy. It was scarce three

months since the President of the Directory had said

to the people, on the anniversary of the taking of

the Bastille,
"
Royalty shall never raise its head

again. We shall no more behold individuals boast-

ing a title from Heaven, to oppress the earth with

more ease and security, and who considered France

as their private patrimony, Frenchmen as their sub-

jects, and the laws as the expression of their good

will and pleasure." Yet now, in contradiction to

this sounding declamation, the national oath, express-

ing hatred to royalty, was annulled, under the pre-

text that the Republic, being universally acknow-

ledged, had no occasion for the guard of such discla-

mations.

In like manner, the public observance of the day

on which Louis XVI. had suffered decapitation, was

formally abolished. Buonaparte, declining to pass a

judgment on the action as just, politic, or useful,

pronounced that, in any event, it could only be re-

garded as a national calamity, and was therefore in a

moral, as well as a political sense, an unfit epoch for

festive celebration. An expression of the First Consul

to Sieyes was also current at the same time, which,

although Buonaparte may not have used it, has been

generally supposed to express his sentiments. Sieyes
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had spoken of Louis under the established phrase of

the Tyrant. "He was no tyrant," Buonaparte re-

plied ;
" had he been such, I should have been a sub-

altern officer of artillery, and you, Monsieur FAbbe,

would have been still saying mass."

A third sign of approaching change, or rather of

the approaching return to the ancient system of go-

vernment under a different chief, was the removal of

the First Consul from the apartments in the Luxem-

bourg Palace, occupied by the Directors, to the royal

residence of the Tuilleries. Madame de Stael be-

held the entrance of this fortunate soldier into the

princely residence of the Bourbons. He was al-

ready surrounded by a vassal crowd, eager to pay

him the homage which the inhabitants of those

splendid halls had so long claimed as their due,

that it seemed to be consistent with the place, and

to become the right of this new inhabitant. The

doors were thrown open with a bustle and violence,

expressive of the importance of the occasion. But

the hero of the scene, in ascending the magnificent

staircase, up which a throng of courtiers followed

him, seemed totally indifferent to all around, his fea-

tures bearing only a general expression of indifference

to events, and contempt for mankind.

The first measures of Buonaparte"^ new govern-

ment, and the expectation attached to his name, had

already gone some length in restoring domestic
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quiet ; but he was well aware that much more must

be done to render that quiet permanent ; that the

external relations of France with Europe must be

attended to without delay ; and that the French ex-

pected from him either the conclusion of an honour-

able peace, or the restoration of victory to their na-

tional banners. It was necessary, too, that advances

towards peace should in the first place be made, in

order, if they were unsuccessful, that a national spirit

should be excited, which might reconcile the French

to the renewal of the war with fresh energy.

Hitherto, in diplomacy, it had been usual to sound

the way for opening treaties of peace by obscure

and almost unaccredited agents, in order that the

party willing to make propositions might not subject

themselves to a haughty and insulting answer, or

have their desire of peace interpreted as a confession

of weakness. Buonaparte went into the opposite ex-

treme, and addressed the King of England in a per-

sonal epistle. This letter, like that to the Arch-

duke Charles, during the campaign of 1797, inti-

mates Buonaparte^s aifectation of superiority to the

usual forms of diplomacy, and his pretence to a cha-

racter determined to emancipate itself from rules

only designed for mere ordinary men. But the man-

ner of the address was in bad taste, and ill calculated

to obtain credit for his being sincere in the proposal

of peace. He was bound to know so much of the
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constitutional authority of the monarch whom he

addressed, as to be aware that George III. would

not, and could not, contract any treaty personally,

but must act by the advice of those ministers whose

responsibility was his guarantee to the nation at

large. The terms of the letter set forth, as usual, the

blessings of peace, and urged the propriety of its

being restored ; propositions which could not admit

of dispute in the abstract, but which admit much

discussion when coupled with unreasonable or inad-

missible conditions.

The answer transmitted by Lord Grenville, in the

forms of diplomacy, to the Minister for Foreign Af-

fairs, dwelt on the aggressions of France, declared

that the restoration of the Bourbons would have been

the best security for their sincerity, but disavowed

all right to dictate to France in her internal concerns.

Some advances were made to a pacific treaty ; and it

is probable that England might at that period have

obtained the same or better terms than she after-

wards got by the treaty of Amiens. It may be add-

ed, that the moderate principles expressed by the

Consular government, might, in the infancy of his

power, and in a moment of considerable doubt, have

induced Buonaparte to make sacrifices, to which, tri-

umphant and established, he would not condescend.

But the possession of Egypt, which Buonaparte

must have insisted on, were it only for his own re-
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putation, was likely to be an insuperable difficulty.

The conjuncture also appeared to the English mi-

nisters propitious for carrying on the war. Italy had

been recovered, and the Austrian army, to the num-

ber of 140,000, were menacing Savoy, and muster-

ing on the Rhine. Buonaparte, in the check recei-

ved before Acre, had been found not absolutely in-

vincible. The exploits of Suwarrow over the French

were recent, and had been decisive. The state of

the interior of France was well known ; and it was

conceived, that though this successful General had

climbed into the seat of supreme power which he

found unoccupied, yet that two strong parties, of

which the Royalists objected to his person, the Re-

publicans to his form of government, could not fail,

the one or other, to deprive him of his influence.

The treaty was finally broken off, on the score that

there was great reason to doubt Buonaparte's since-

rity ; and, supposing that were granted, there was at

least equal room to doubt the stability of a power so

hastily acknowledged, and seeming to contain in it-

self the principles of decay. There may be a differ-

ence of opinion in regard to Buonaparte's sincerity

in the negotiation, but there can be none as to the

reality of his joy at its being defeated. The voice

which summoned him to war was that which sound-

ed sweetest in his ears, since it was always followed

by exertion and by victory. He had been personally
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offended, too, by the allusion to the legitimate rights

of the Bourbons, and indulged his resentment by

pasquinades in the Moniteur. A supposed letter

from the last descendant of the Stuart family appear-

ed there, congratulating the King of Britain on his

acceding to the doctrine of legitimacy, and summon-

ing him to make good his principles, by an abdica-

tion of his crown in favour of the lineal heir.

The external situation cf France had, as we before

remarked, been considerably improved by the conse-

quences of the battle of Zurich, and the victories of

Moreau. But the Republic derived yet greater ad-

vantages from the breach between the Emperors of

Austria and Russia. Paul, naturally of an uncertain

temper, and offended by the management of the last

campaign, in which Korsakow had been defeated,

and Suwarrow checked, in consequence of their be-

ing unsupported by the Austrian army, had with-

drawn his troops, so distinguished for their own bra-

very as well as for the talents of their leader, from

the seat of war. But the Austrians, possessing a

firmness of character undismayed by defeat, and en-

couraged by the late success of their arms under

the veteran Melas, had made such gigantic exertions

as to counterbalance the loss of their Russian con-

federates.

Their principal force was in Italy, and it was on

the Italian frontier that they meditated a grand effort,
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by which, supported by the British fleet, they pro-

posed to reduce Genoa, and penetrate across the Var

into Provence, where existed a strong body of Roy-
alists ready to take arms, under the command of Ge-

neral Willot, an emigrant officer. It was said the

celebrated Pichegru, who, escaped from Guiana, had

taken refuge in England, was also with this army,

and was proposed as a chief leader of the expected

insurrection.

To execute this plan, Melas was placed at the

head of an army of 140,000 men. This army was

quartered for the winter in the plains of Piedmont,

and waited but the approach of spring to commence

operations.

Opposed to them, and occupying the country

betwixt Genoa and the Var, lay a French army of

40,000 men ; the relics of those who had been re-

peatedly defeated in Italy by Suwarrow. They were

quartered in a poor country, and the English squa-

dron, which blockaded the coast, was vigilant in pre-

venting any supplies from being sent to them. Dis-

tress was therefore considerable, and the troops were

in proportion dispirited and disorganized. Whole

corps abandoned their position, contrary to orders ;

and with drums beating, and colours flying, returned

into France. A proclamation from Napoleon was

almost alone sufficient to remedy these disorders. He
VOL. iv. Q
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called on the soldiers, and particularly those corps

who had formerly distinguished themselves under his

command in his Italian campaigns, to remember the

confidence he had once placed in them. The scat-

tered troops returned to their duty, as war-horses

when dispersed are said to rally and form ranks at

the mere sound of the trumpet. Massena, an officer

eminent for his acquaintance with the mode of car-

rying on war in a mountainous country, full of passes

and strong positions, was intrusted with the com-

mand of the Italian army, which Buonaparte resol-

ved to support in person with the army of reserve.

The French army upon the Rhine possessed as

great a superiority over the Austrians, as Melas, on

the Italian frontier, enjoyed over Massena. Moreau

was placed in the command of a large army, aug-

mented by a strong detachment from that of General

Brune, now no longer necessary for the protection of

Holland, and by the army of Helvetia, which, after

the defeat of Korsakow, was not farther required for

the defence of Switzerland. In bestowing this great

charge on Moreau, the First Consul showed himself

superior to the jealousy which might have dissuaded

meaner minds from intrusting a rival, whose military

fckill was often compared with his own, with such an

opportunity of distinguishing himself. But Buona-

parte, in this and other cases, preferred the employ-

ing and profiting by the public service of men of
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talents, and especially men of military eminence, to

any risk which he could mn from their
rivalry. He

had the just confidence in his own powers, never to

doubt his supremacy, and trusted to the influence of

discipline, and the love of their profession, which in-

duces generals to accept of command even under

administrations of which they disapprove. In this

manner he rendered dependant upon himself even

those officers, who, averse to the Consular form of

government, inclined to republican principles. Such

were Massena, Brune, Jourdan, Lecourbe, and

Championnet. He took care at the same tune, by

changing the commands intrusted to them, to break

off all combinations or connexions which they might

have formed for a new alteration of the government.

General Moreau was much superior in numbers to

Kray, the Austrian who commanded on the Rhine,

and received orders to resume the offensive. He was

cautious in his tactics, though a most excellent officer,

and was startled at the plan sent him by Buonaparte,

which directed him to cross the Rhine at Schaffhau-

sen, and, marching onlllmwith his whole force, place

himself in the rear of the greater part of the Austrian

army. This was one of those schemes, fraught with

great victories or great reverses, which Buonaparte

delighted to form, and which often requiring much

sacrifice of men, occasioned his being called by those

who loved him not, a general at the rate of ten
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thousand men per day. Such enterprises resemble

desperate passes in fencing, and must be executed

with the same decisive resolution with which they are

formed. Few even of Buonaparte's best generals

could be trusted with the execution of his master-

strokes in tactics, unless under his own immediate

superintendence.

Moreau invaded Germany on a more modified

plan ; and a series of marches, counter-marches, and

desperate battles ensued, in which General Kray,

admirably supported by the Archduke Ferdinand,

made a gallant defence against superior numbers.

In Buonaparte's account of this campaign he

blames Moreau for hesitation and timidity in fol-

lowing up the advantages which he obtained. Yet

to a less severe, perhaps to a more impartial judge,

Moreau's success might seem satisfactory, since,

crossing the Rhine in the end of April, he had his

head- quarters at Augsburg upon the 15th July,

ready either to co-operate with the Italian army, or to

march into the heart of the Austrian territory. Nor

can it be denied that, during this whole campaign,

Moreau kept in view, as a principal object, the pro-

tecting the operations of Buonaparte in Italy, and

saving that chief, in his dauntless and desperate in-

vasion of the Milanese territory, from the danger

which might have ensued, had Kray found an oppor-

tunity ofopening a communication with the Austrian.
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army in Italy, and dispatching troops to its sup-

port.

It may be remarked of these two great generals,

that, as enterprise was the characteristic of Buona-

parte's movements, prudence was that of Moreau's ;

and it is not unusual, even when there occur no

other motives for rivals undervaluing each other,

that the enterprising judge the prudent to be timid,

and the prudent account the enterprising rash.

It is not ours to decide upon professional ques-

tions between men of such superior talents; and,

having barely alluded to the topic, we leave Moreau

at Augsburg, where he finally concluded an armi-

stice with General Kray$ as a consequence of that

which Buonaparte had established in Italy after the

battle of Marengo. Thus much, therefore, is due in

justice to Moreau. His campaign was, on the whole,

crowned in its results with distinguished success.

And when it is considered, that he was to manoeuvre

both with reference to the safety of the First Consul's

operations and his own, it may be doubted whether

Buonaparte would, at the time, have thanked him

for venturing on more hazardous measures ; the re-

sult of which might have been either to obtain more

brilliant victory for the army of the Rhine, in the

event of success, or, should they have miscarried, to

have ensured the ruin of the army of Italy, as well as

of that commanded by Moreau himself. There musi
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have been a wide difference between the part which

Moreau ought to act as subsidiary to Buonaparte, (to

whom it will presently be seen he dispatched a rein-

forcement of from fifteen to twenty thousand men,)

and that which Buonaparte, in obedience to his da-

ring genius, might have himself thought it right to

perform. The Commander-in-chief may venture

much on his own responsibility, which must not be

hazarded by a subordinate general, whose motions

ought to be regulated upon the general plan of the

campaign.

We return to the operations of Napoleon during

one of the most important campaigns of his life, and

in which he added if that were still possible to

the high military reputation he had acquired.

In committing the charge of the campaign upon
the Rhine to Moreau, the First Consul had reserved

for himself the task of bringing back victory to the

French standards, on the fields in which he won his

earliest laurels. His plan of victory again included

a passage of the Alps, as boldly and unexpect-

edly as in 1795, but in a different direction. That

earlier period had this resemblance to the present,

that, on both occasions, the Austrians menaced

Genoa; but in 1800, it was only from the Italian

frontier and the Col de Tende, whereas, in 1795,

the enemy were in possession of the mountains of Sa-

voy, above Genoa. Switzerland too, formerly neutral ,
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and allowing no passage for armies, was now as open

to the march of French troops as any of their own

provinces, and ofthis Buonaparte determined to avail

himself. He was aware of the Austrian plan of ta-

king Genoa and entering Provence ; and he formed

the daring resolution to put himself at the head of

the army of reserve, surmount the line of the Alps,

even where they are most difficult of access, and, de-

scending into Italy, place himself in the rear of the

Austrian army, interrupt their communications, car-

ry off their magazines, parks, and hospitals, coop

them up betwixt his ow*n army and that of Massena,

which was in their front, and compel them to battle,

in a situation where defeat must be destruction. But

to accomplish this daring movement, it was necessary

to march a whole army over the highest chain of

mountains in Europe, by roads which afford but a

dangerous passage to the solitary traveller, and

through passes where one man can do more to de-

fend, than ten to force their way. Artillery was to

be carried through sheep- paths and over precipices

impracticable to wheel carriages; ammunition and

baggage were to be transported at the same disadvan-

tages ; and provisions were to be conveyed through

a country poor in itself, and inhabited by a nation

which had every cause to be hostile to France, and

might therefore be expected prompt to avail them-

selves of any opportunity which should occur of re-

venging themselves for her late aggressions.
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The strictest secrecy was necessary, to procure

even the opportunity of attempting this audacious

plan of operations ; and to ensure this secrecy, Buo-

naparte had recourse to a singular mode of deceiving

the enemy. It was made as public as possible, by

orders, decrees, proclamations, and the like, that the

First Consul was to place himself at the head of the

army of reserve, and that it was to assemble at Di-

jon. Accordingly, a numerous staff was sent to

that place, and much apparent bustle took place in

assembling six or seven thousand men there, with

great pomp and fracas. These, as the spies of Aus-

tria truly reported to their employers, were either

conscripts, or veterans unfit for service ; and carica-

tures were published of the First Consul reviewing

troops composed of children and disabled soldiers,

which was ironically termed his army of reserve.

When an army so composed was reviewed by the

First Consul himself with great ceremony, it im-

pressed a general belief that Buonaparte was only

endeavouring, by making a show of force, to divert

the Austrians from their design upon Genoa, and

thus his real purpose was effectually concealed.

Bulletins, too, were privately circulated by the agents

of police, as if scattered by the Royalists, in which

specious arguments were used to prove that the

French army of reserve neither did, nor could exist

and these also were designed to withdraw atten-
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tion from the various points on which it was at the

very moment collecting.

The pacification of the west of France had placed

many good troops at Buonaparte's disposal, which

had previously been engaged against the Chouans ;

the quiet state of Paris permitted several regiments

to be detached from the capital. New levies were

made with the utmost celerity ; and the divisions of

the army of reserve were organized separately, and

at different places of rendezvous, but ready to form

a junction when they should receive the signal for

commencing operations.
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CHAPTER IX.

The Chief Consul leaves Paris on 6th May 1800 Has an In-

terview withNeckar at Geneva on 8th Arrives at Lausanne

on the \3th Various Corps put in motion to cross the Alps.

Napoleon, at the head of the Main Army, marches on the

l&th, and ascends Mont St Bernard Difficulties of the

march surmounted. On the 16th, the Van-guard takes pos-

session ofAosta. Fortress and Town ofBard threaten to

baffle the whole Plan The Town is captured andNapoleon
contrives to send his Artillery through it, under the Jire of
the Fort, his Infantryand Cavalry passing over theAlbaredo.

Lannes carries Ivrea. Recapitulation. Operations of
the Austrian General Melas At the commencement of the

Campaign Melas advances towards Genoa Many Actions

betwixt himand Massena. In March, Lord Keith blockades

Genoa. Melas compelled to retreat from Genoa Enters

Nice Recalled from thence by the news of Napoleon's ha-

ving crossed Mont St Bernard Genoa surrenders Buo-

naparte enters Milan Battle ofMontebello, and Victory of
the French The Chief Consul is joined by Dessaix on the

llth June. Great Battle of Marengo on the 14>th, and

complete Victory of the French Death of Dessaix Capi-
tulation on the 15th, by which Genoa, c., are yielded to the

French. Napoleon returns to Paris on the 2d July, and is

received with all the acclamations due to a great Conqueror.

ON the 6th of May 1800, seeking to renew the

fortunes of France, now united with his own, the
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Chief Consul left Paris, and, having reviewed the

pretended army of reserve at Dijon on the 7th, ar-

rived on the 8th at Geneva. Here he had an inter-

view with the celebrated financier Neckar. There

was always doomed to be some misunderstanding

between Buonaparte and this accomplished family.

Madame de Stael believed that Buonaparte spoke to

her father with confidence on his future prospects ;

while the First Consul affirms that Neckar seemed

to expect to be intrusted with the management of the

French finances, and that they parted with mutual

indifference, if not dislike. Napoleon had a more

interesting conversation with General Marescot, dis-

patched to survey Mont Bernard, and who had, with

great difficulty, ascended as far as the convent of the

Chartreux. " Is the route practicable ?" said Buo-

naparte.
" It is barely possible to pass," replied

the engineer.
" Let us set forward then," said

Napoleon, and the extraordinary march was com-

menced.

On the 13th, arriving at Lausanne, Buonaparte

joined the van of his real army of reserve, which con-

sisted of six effective regiments, commanded by the

celebrated Lannes. These corps, together with the

rest of the troops intended for the expedition, had

been assembled from their several positions by forced

marches. Carnot, the minister at war, attended the

First Consul at Lausanne, to report to him that
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15,000, or from that to the number of 20,000 men,
detached from Moreau's army, were in the act of de-

scending on Italy by St Gothard, in order to form

the left wing of his army. The whole army, in its va-

rious divisions, was now united under the command

of Berthier nominally, as General-in-chief, though
in reality under that of the First Consul himself.

This was in compliance with a regulation of the Con-

stitution, which rendered it inconsistent for the First

Consul to command in person. It was a form which

Buonaparte at present evaded, and afterwards laid

aside ; thinking truly, that the name, as well as office

ofGeneralissimo, was most fittingly vested in his own

person, since, though it might not be the loftiest of

his titles, it was that which best expressed his power.

The army might amount to 60,000 men, but one-

third of the number were conscripts.

During the interval between the 15th and 18th

of May, all the columns of the French army were

put into motion to cross the Alps. Tureau, at the

head of 5000 men, directed his march by Mount Ce-

nis, on Exilles and Susa. A similar division, com-

manded by Chabran, took the route of the Little St

Bernard. Buonaparte himself, on the 15th, at the

head of the main body of his army, consisting of

30,000 men and upwards, marched from Lausanne

to the little village called St Pierre, at which point

there ended everything resembling a practicable road.
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An immense, and apparently inaccessible mountain,

reared its head among general desolation and eternal

frost ; while precipices, glaciers, ravines, and abound-

less extent of faithless snows, which the slightest con-

cussion of the air converts into avalanches capable of

burying armies in their descent, appeared to forbid

access to all living things but the chamois, and his

scared less wild pursuer. Yet foot by foot, and man

by man, did the French soldiers proceed to ascend

this formidable barrier, which Nature had erected in

vain to limit human ambition. The view of the val-

ley, emphatically called " of Desolation," where no-

thing is to be seen but snow and sky, had no terrors

for the First Consul and his army. They advanced

up paths hitherto only practised by hunters, or here

and there a hardy pedestrian, the infantry loaded

with their arms, and in full military equipment, the

cavalry leading their horses. The musical bands

played from time to time at the head of the regi-

ments, and, in places of unusual difficulty, the drums

beat a charge, as if to encourage the soldiers to en-

counter the opposition of Nature herself. The ar-

tillery, without which they could not have done ser-

vice, were deposited in trunks of trees hollowed out

for the purpose. Each was dragged by a hundred

men, and the troops, making it a point of honour

to bring forward their guns, accomplished this se~

vere duty, not with cheerfulness ontyv but with en
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thusiasm. The carriages were taken to pieces, and

harnessed on the backs ofmules, or committed to the

soldiers, who relieved each other in the task of bear-

ing them with levers ; and the ammunition was trans-

ported in the same manner. While one half of the

soldiers were thus engaged, the others were obliged

to carry the muskets, cartridge-boxes, knapsacks,

and provisions of their comrades, as well as their

own. Each man, so loaded, was calculated to carry

from sixty to seventy pounds weight, up icy preci-

pices, where a man totally without encumbrance could

ascend but slowly. Probably no troops save the

French could have endured the fatigue of such a

march ; and no other general than Buonaparte would

have ventured to require it at their hand.

He set out a considerable time after the march had

begun, alone, excepting his guide. He is described

by the Swiss peasant who attended him in that capa-

city, as wearing his usual simple dress, a grey sur-

tout, and three-cornered hat. He travelled in silence,

save a few short and hasty questions about the coun-

try, addressed to his guide from time to time. When
these were answered, he relapsed into silence. There

was a gloom on his brow, corresponding with the

weather, which was wet and dismal. His counte-

nance had acquired, during his Eastern campaigns,

a swart complexion, which added to his natural severe

gravity, and the Swiss peasant who guided him felt
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fear as he looked on him.* Occasionally his route was

stopt by some temporary obstacle occasioned by a

halt in the artillery or baggage ; his commands on

such occasions were peremptorily given, and instant-

ly obeyed, his very look seeming enough to silence

all objection, and remove every difficulty.

The army now arrived at that singular convent,

where, with courage equal to their own, but flowing

from a much higher source, the monks of St Bernard

have fixed their dwellings among the everlasting

snows, that they may afford succour and hospitality

to the forlorn travellers in those dreadful wastes. Hi-

therto the soldiers had had no refreshment, save when

they dipt a morsel of biscuit amongst the snow. The

good fathers of the convent, who possess consider-

able magazines of provisions, distributed bread and

cheese, and a cup of wine, to each soldier as he pass-

ed, which was more acceptable in their situation,

Apparently the guide who conducted him from the Grand Char-

treux found the Chief Consul in better humour, for Buonaparte said

he conversed freely with him, and expressed some wishes with respect

to a little farm, &c. which he was able to gratify. To his guide

from Martigny to St Pierre, he was also liberal ; but the only spe-

cimen of his conversation which the latter remembered, was, when,

shaking the rain-water from his hat, he exclaimed "
There, see

what I have done in your mountains spoiled my new hat. Pshaw,

I will find another on the other side." See, for these and other in-

teresting anecdotes, Mr Tennent's Tour through the Netherlands,

Holland* Germany, Swilzciland, &c.

9
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than, according to one who shared their fatigues,*

would have been the gold of Mexico.

The descent on the other side of Mont St Bernard

was as difficult to the infantry as the ascent had been,

and still more so to the cavalry. It was, however, ac-

complished without any material loss, and the army

took up their quarters for the night, after having

marched fourteen French leagues. The next morn-

ing, 16th May, the vanguard took possession of Aos-

ta, a village of Piedmont, from which extends the

valley of the same name, watered by the river Dorea,

a country pleasant in itself, but rendered delightful

by its contrast with the horrors which had been left

behind.

Thus was achieved the celebrated passage of

Mont St Bernard, on the particulars of which we have

dwelt the more willingly, because, although a mili-

tary operation of importance, they do not involve

the unwearied details of human slaughter, to which

our narrative must now return.

Where the opposition of Nature to Napoleon's

march appeared to cease, that of man commenced. A
body of Austrians at Chatillon were overpowered and

defeated by Lannes ; but the strong fortress of Bard

offered more serious opposition. This little citadel is

situated upon an almost perpendicular rock, rising

*
Joseph Petit, Fourrier des grenadiers de la garde, author of Ma~

rengo, ou Campagne d'ltalie, 8vo. an. ix.
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out of the river Dorea, at a place where the valley of

Aosta is rendered so very narrow by the approach of

two mountains to each other, that the fort and wall-

ed town of Bard entirely close up the entrance. This

formidable obstacle threatened for the moment to shut

up the French in a valley, where their means of sub-

sistence must have been speedily exhausted. Gene^

ral Lannes made a desperate effort to carry the fort

by assault ; but the advanced guard of the attacking

party were destroyed by stones, musketry, and hand-

grenades, and the attempt was relinquished.

Buonaparte in person went now to reconnoitre,

and for that purpose ascended a huge rock called

Albaredo, being a precipice on the side of one of the

mountains which form the pass, from the summit of

which he could look down into the town, and into the

fortress. He detected a possibility of taking the town

by storm, though hejudged the fort was too strong to

be obtained by a coup-de-main. The townwas accord-

ingly carried by escalade ; but the French who ob-

tained possession of it had little cover from the artil-

lery of the fort, which fired furiously on the houses

where they endeavoured to shelter themselves, and

which the Austrians might have entirely demolished

but for respect to the inhabitants. Meanwhile, Buo-

naparte availed himself of the diversion to convey

a great part of his army in single files, horse as well

as foot, by a precarious path formed by the pioneers

VOL. IV. Jl
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over the tremendous Albaredo, and so clown on the

other side, in this manner avoiding the cannon of

Fort Bard.

Still a most important difficulty remained. It was

impossible, at least without great loss of time, to carry

the French artillery over the Albaredo, while, with-

out artillery, it was impossible to move against the

Austrians, and every hope of the campaign must be

given up.

In the meantime, the astonished commandant of

the fort, to whom the apparition of this large army
was like enchantment, dispatched messenger after

messenger to warn Melas, then opposed to Suchet,

that a French army of 30,000 men and upwards,

descending from the Alps by ways hitherto deemed

impracticable for military movements, had occupied

the valley of Aosta, and were endeavouring to de-

bouche by a path of steps cut in the Albaredo. But

he pledged himself to his commander-in-chief, that

not a single gun or ammunition-waggon should pass

through the town ; and as it was impossible to drag
these along the Albaredo, he concluded, that, being

without his artillery, Buonaparte would not venture

to descend into the plain.

But while the commandant of Bard thus argued,

he was mistaken in his premises, though right in his

inference. The artillery of the French army had

already passed through the town of Bard, and under

the guns of the citadel, without being discovered to
3
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have done so. This important manoeuvre was ac-

complished by previously laying the street with dung
and earth, over which the pieces of cannon, conceal-

ed under straw and branches of trees, were dragged

by men in profound silence. The garrison, though

they did not suspect what was going on, fired never-

theless occasionally upon some vague suspicion, and

killed and wounded artillerymen in sufficient number

to show it would have been impossible to pass under

a severe and sustained discharge from the ramparts.

It seems singular that the commandant had kept up
no intelligence with the town. Any signal previously

agreed upon a light shown in a window, for exam-

ple would have detected such a stratagem.

A division of conscripts, under General Chabran,

was left to reduce Fort Bard, which continued to

hold out, until, at the expense of great labour, batte-

ries were established on the top of the Albaredo, by
which it was commanded, and a heavy gun placed

on the steeple of the church, when it was compelled

to surrender. It is not fruitless to observe, that the

resistance of this small place, which had been over-

looked or undervalued in the plan of the campaign,

was very nearly rendering the march over Mont St

Bernard worse than useless, and might have occa-

sioned the destruction of all the Chief Consul's army.

So little are even the most distinguished generals

able to calculate with certainty uspon all the chances

of war.
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From this dangerous pass, the vanguard of Buo-

naparte now advanced down the valley to Ivrea,

where Lannes carried the town by storm, and a second

time combated and defeated the Austrian division

which had defended it, when reinforced and situated

on a strong position at Romano. The roads to Turin

and Milan were now alike open to Buonaparte he

had only to decide which he chose to take. Mean-

while he made a halt of four days at Ivrea, to re-

fresh the troops after their fatigues, and to prepare

them for future enterprises.

During this space, the other columns of his army
were advancing to form a junction with that of the

main body, according to the plan ofthe campaign. Tu

reau, who had passed the Alps by the route of Mont

Cenis, had taken the forts of Susa and La Brunette

On the other hand, the large corps detached by Oar-

not from Moreau's army, were advancing by Mount

St Gothard and the Simplon, to support the opera-

tions of the First Consul, of whose army they were

to form the left wing. But ere we prosecute the ac-

count of Buonaparte's movements during this mo-

mentous campaign, it is necessary to trace the pre-

vious operations of Melas, and the situation in which

x that Austrian general now found himself.

It has been already stated, that, at the commence-

ment of this campaign of 1800, the Austrians enter-

tained the highest hopes that their Italian army,
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having taken Genoa and Nice, might penetrate into

Provence by crossing the frontier at the Var, and

perhaps make themselves masters of Toulon and Mar-

seilles. To realize these hopes, Melas. having left in

1'iedmont a sufficient force, as he deemed it, to guard

the passes of the Alps, had advanced towards Genoa,

which Massena prepared to cover and defend. A
number of severe and desperate actions took place

between these generals ; but being a war of posts,

and fought in a very mountainous and difficult coun-

try, it was impossible by any skill of combination

to insure on any occasion more than partial success,

since co-operation of movements upon a great and

extensive scale was prohibited by the character of

the ground. There was much hard fighting, how-

ever, in which, though more of the Austrians were

slain, yet the loss was most severely felt by the

French, whose numbers were inferior.

In the month of March, the English fleet, under

Lord Keith, appeared, as we have already hinted, be-

fore Genoa, and commenced a blockade, which strict-

ly prevented access to the port to all vessels loaded

with provisions, or other necessaries, for the besieged

city.

On the 6th of April, Melas, by a grand move-

ment, took Vado, and intersected the French line.

Suchet, who commanded Massena's left wing, was cut

off from that general, and thrown back ca France.
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Marches, manoeuvres, and bloody combats, followed

each other in close detail ; but the French, though

obtaining advantages in several of the actions, could

never succeed in restoring the communication between

Suchet and Massena. Finally, while the former re-

treated towards France, and took up a line on Bor-

ghetta, the latter was compelled to convert his army
into a garrison, and to shut himself up in Genoa, or

at least encamp in a position close under its ramparts.

Melas, in the meantime, approached the* city more

closely, when Massena, in a desperate sally, drove the

Austrians from their advanced posts, forced them to

retreat, made prisoners twelve hundred men, and

carried off some warlike trophies. But the French

were exhausted by their very success, and obliged to

remain within, or under the walls of the city, where

the approach of famine began to be felt. Men were

already compelled to have recourse to the flesh of

horses, dogs, and other unclean animals, and it was

seen that the place must soon be necessarily obliged

to surrender.

Satisfied with the approaching fall of Genoa, Me-

las, in the beginning of May, left the prosecution of

the blockade to General Ott, and moved himself

against Suchet, whom he drove before him in disor-

der, and who, overborne by numbers, retreated to-

wards the French frontier. On the llth of May,

Melas entered Nice, and thus commenced the pur-
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posed invasion of the French frontier. On the 14th,

the Austrian^ again attacked Suchet, who now had

concentrated his forces upon the Var, in hopes to

protect the French territory. Finding this a more

difficult task than he expected, Melas next prepared

to pass the Var higher up, and thus to turn the

position occupied by Suchet.

But on the 21st, the Austrian veteran received

intelligence which put a stop to all his operations

against Suchet, and recalled him to Italy to face a

much more formidable antagonist. Tidings arrived

that the First Consul of France had crossed St

Bernard, had extricated himself from the valley of

Aosta, and was threatening to over-run Piedmont and

the Milanese territory. These tidings were as unex-

pected as embarrassing. The artillery, the equipage,

the provisions of Melas, together with his communi-

cations with Italy, were all at the mercy of this

unexpected invader, who, though his force was not

accurately known, must have brought with him an

army more than adequate to destroy the troops left

to guard the frontier ; who, besides, were necessarily

divided, and exposed to be beaten in detail. Yet,

if Melas marched back into Piedmont against Buo-

naparte, he must abandon the attack upon Suchet,

and raise the blockade of Genoa, when that important

city was just on the eve of surrender.

Persevering in the belief that the French army of
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reserve could not exceed twenty thousand men, or

thereabouts, in number, and supposing that the prin-

cipal, if not the sole object of the First Consul's da-

ring irruption, was to raise the siege of Genoa, and

disconcert the invasion of Provence, Melas resolved

on marching himself against Buonaparte with such

forces, as, united with those he had left in Italy,

might be of power to face the French army, accord-

ing to his computation of its probable strength. At

the same time, he determined to leave before Genoa

an army sufficient to insure its fall, and a corps of ob-

servation in front of Suchet, by means of which he

might easily resume his plans against that general, so

soon as the Chief Consul should be defeated or dri-

ven back.

The corps of observation already mentioned was

under the command of General Ellsnitz, strongly

posted upon theRoye,and secured by entrenchments.

It served at once to watch Suchet, and to cover the

siege of Genoa from any attempts to relieve the city,

which might be made in the direction of France.

Massena, in the meantime, no sooner perceived

the besieging army weakened by the departure of

Melas, than he conceived the daring plan of a gene-

ral attack on the forces of Ott, who was left to carry

on the siege. The attempt was unfortunate. The

French were defeated, and Soult, who had joined

Massena, was wounded and made a prisoner. Yet
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Genoa still held out. An officer had found his way
into the place, brought intelligence of Buonaparte's

descent upon Piedmont, and inspired all with a new

spirit of resistance. Still, however, extreme want

prevailed in the city, and the hope of deliverance

seemed distant. The soldiers received little food,

the inhabitants less, the Austrian prisoners, of whom

they had about 8000 in Genoa, almost none.* At

length, the situation of things seemed desperate.

The numerous population of Genoa rose in the ex-

tremity of their despair, and called for a surrender.

Buonaparte, they said, was not wont to march so

slowly ; he would have been before the walls sooner,

if he was to appear at all ; he must have been defeat-

ed or driven back by the superior force of Melas.

They demanded the surrender of the place, there-

fore, which Massena no longer found himself in a

condition to oppose.

Yet could that brave general have suspended this

measure a few hours longer, he would have been spa-

red the necessity of making it at all. General Ott

had just received commands from Melas to raise the

*
Napoleon says, that Massena proposed to General Ott to send

in provisions to feed these unhappy men, pledging his honour they

should be used to no other purpose, and that General Ott was dis-

pleased with Lord Keith for declining to comply with a proposal so

utterly unknown in the usages of war. It is difficult to give credit

to this story.
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blockade with all dispatch, and to fall back upon the

Po, in order to withstand Buonaparte, who, in un-

expected strength, was marching upon Milan. The

Austrian staff-officer, who brought the order, had just

received his audience of General Ott, when General

Andrieux, presenting himselfon the part of Massena,

announced the French general's desire to surrender

the place, if his troops were permitted to march out

with their arms. There was no time to debate upon
terms ; and those granted to Massena by Melas were

so unusually favourable, that perhaps they should

have made him aware of the precarious state of the

besieging army . He was permitted to evacuate Ge-

noa without laying down his arms, and tke conven-

tion was signed 5th June 1800. Meantime, at this

agitating and interesting period, events of still greater

importance than those which concerned the fate of

the once princely Genoa, were taking place with

frightful rapidity.

Melas, with about one half of his army, had reti-

red from his operations in the Genoese territory, and

retreated on Turin by the way of Coni, where he

fixed his head-quarters, expecting that Buonaparte

would either advance to possess himself of the capi-

tal of Piedmont, or that he would make an effort to

relieve Genoa. In the first instance, Melas deemed

himself strong enough to receive the First Consul ;

in the second, to pursue him ; and in either, to as-
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semble such numerous forces as might harass and

embarrass either his advance or his retreat. But

Buonaparte's plan of the campaign was different from

what Melas had anticipated. He had formed the re-

solution to pass the rivers Sesia and Tesino, and thus

leavingTurin and Melas behind him, to push straight

for Milan, and form a junction with the division of

about 20,000 men, detached from the right wing of

Moreau's army, which, commanded by Moncey, were

on their road to join him, having crossed the moun-

tains by the route of St Gothard. It was necessary,

however, to disguise his purpose from the sagacious

veteran.

With this view, ere Buonaparte broke up from

Ivrea, Lannes, who had commanded his vanguard

with so much gallantry, victorious at Romano, seem-

ed about to improve his advantage. He had marched

on Chiavaso, and seizing on a number of boats and

small vessels, appeared desirous to construct a bridge

over the Po at that place. This attracted the atten-

tion of Melas. It might be equally a preliminary to

an attack on Turin, or a movement towards Genoa.

But as the Austrian General was at the same time

alarmed by the descent of General Tureau's division

from Mount Cenis, and their capture of Susa and La

Brunneta, Turin seemed ascertained to be the object

of the French ; and Melas acted on this idea. He

sent a strong force to oppose the establishment of

the bridge, and while his attention was thus occu
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pied, Buonaparte was left to take the road to Milan

unmolested. Vercelli was occupied by the cavalry

under Murat, and the Sesia was crossed without

obstacle. The Tesino, a broad and rapid river, of-

fered more serious opposition ; but the French found

four or five small boats, in which they pushed across

an advanced party under General Gerard. The Aus-

trians, who opposed the passage, were in a great mea-

sure cavalry, who could not act on account of the

woody and impracticable character of the bank of the

river. The passage was accomplished ; and, upon

the second of June, Buonaparte entered Milan, where,

he was received with acclamations by a numerous class

of citizens, who looked for the re-establishment of the

Cisalpine Republic. The Austrians were totally un-

prepared for this movement. Pavia fell into the

hands of the French ; Lodi and Cremona were oc-

cupied, and Pizzighitone was invested.

Meantime, Buonaparte, fixing his residence in the

ducal palace of Milan, employed himself in receiving

the deputations of various public bodies, and in re-

organising the Cisalpine government, while he wait-

ed impatiently to be joined by Moncey and his di-

vision, from Mount St Gothard. They arrived at

length, but marching more slowly than accorded

with the fiery promptitude of the First Consul, who

was impatient to relieve the blockade of Genoa, which

place he concluded still held out. He now issued a

proclamation to his troops, in which he described, as
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the result of the eflbrts he expected from them,
" Cloudless glory and solid peace.

1" On the 9th of

June his armies were again in motion.

Melas, an excellent officer, had at the same time

some of the slowness imputed to his countrymen, or

of the irresolution incident to the advanced age of

eighty years, for so old was the opponent'of Buo-

naparte, then in the very prime of human life, or,

as others suspect, it may have been orders from

Vienna which detained the Austrian general so long

at Turin, where he lay in a great measure inactive.

It is true, that on receiving notice of Buonaparte^s

march on Milan, he instantly dispatched orders to

General Ott, as we have already stated, to raise the

siege of Genoa, and join him with all possible speed :

but it seemed, that, in the meantime, he might have

disquieted Buonaparte's lines of communication, by

acting upon the river Dorea, attacking Ivrea, in which

the French had left much baggage and artillery, and

relieving the fort of Bard. Accordingly, he made an

attempt of this kind, by detaching 6000 men to Chia-

vaso, who were successful in delivering some Aus-

trian prisoners at that place ; but Ivrea proved

strong enough to resist them, and the French retain-

ing possession of that place, the Austrians could not

occupy the valley of the Dorea, or relieve the be-

sieged fortress of Bard.

The situation of Melas now became critical. His
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communications with the left, or north bank of the

Po, were entirely cut off, and by a line stretching

from Fort Bard to Placentia, the French occupied

the best and fairest share of the north of Italy, while

he found himself confined to Piedmont. The Aus-

trian army, besides, was divided into two parts, one

under Ott, which was still near Genoa, that had so

lately surrendered to them, one with Melas himself,

which was at Turin. Neither were agreeably situa-

ted. That of Genoa was observed on its right by

Suchet, whose army, reinforced with the garrison

which, retaining their arms, evacuated that city un-

der Massena, might soon be expected to renew the

offensive. There was, therefore, the greatest risk,

that Buonaparte, pushing a strong force across the

Po, might attack and destroy either the division of

Ott, or that of Melas himself, before they were able

to form a junction. To prevent such a catastrophe,

Ott received orders to march forward on the Tesino,

while Melas, moving towards Alexandria, prepared

to resume his communications with his lieutenant-

general.

Buonaparte, on his part, was anxious to relieve

Genoa ; news of the fall of which had not reached

him. With this view he resolved to force his passage

over the Po, and move against the Austrians, who

were found to occupy in strength the villages of Cas-

teggio and Montebello. These troops proved to be the
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greater part of the very army which he expected to

find before Genoa, and which 'was commanded by
Ott, but which had moved westward, in conformity
to the orders of Melas.

General Lannes, who led the vanguard of the

French, as usual, was attacked early in the morning

by a superior force, which he had much difficulty in

resisting. The nature of the ground gave advantage
to the Austrian cavalry, and the French were barely

able to support their charges. At length the division

of Victor came up to support Lannes, and the vic-

tory became no longer doubtful, though the Aus-

trians fought most obstinately. The fields being

covered with tall crops of grain, and especially of

rye, the different bodies were frequently
hid until

they found themselves at the bayonet's point, without

having had any previous opportunity to estimate each

other's force ; a circumstance which led to much close

fighting, and necessarily to much slaughter. At

length the Austrians retreated, leaving the field of

battle covered with their dead, and above 5000 pri-

soners in the hands of their enemies.

General Ott rallied the remains of his army under

the walls of Tortona. From the prisoners taken at

the battle of Montebello, as this action was called,

Buonaparte learned, for the first time, the surrender

of Genoa, which apprised him that he was too late

for the enterprise which he had meditated. He there-

VOL. iv.
fi
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fore halted his army for three days in the position of

Stradella, unwilling to advance into the open plain

of Marengo, and trusting that Melas would find him-

self compelled to give himjbattle in the position which

he had chosen, as most unfavourable for the Austrian

cavalry. He dispatched messengers to Suchet, com-

manding him to cross the mountains by the Col de

Cadibona, and march on the river Scrivia, which

would place him in the rear of the Austrians.

Even during the very battle of Montebello, the

Chief Consul was joined by Dessaix, who had just ar-

rived from Egypt. Landed at Frejus, after an hun-

dred interruptions, that seemed as if intended to with-

hold him from the fate he was about to meet, he

had received letters from Buonaparte, inviting him

to come to him without delay. The tone of the let-

ters expressed discontent and embarrassment. " He
has gained all," said Dessaix, who Was much attach-

ed to Buonaparte, and yet he is not happy." Im-

mediately afterwards, on reading the account of his

march over St Bernard, he added,
" He will leave

us nothing to do." He immediately set out post to

place himself under the command of his ancient ge-

neral, and, as it eventually proved, to encounter an

early death. They had an interesting conversation

on the subject of Egypt, to which Buonaparte con-

tinued to cling, as to a matter in which his own fame

was intimately and inseparately concerned. Dessaix
1C
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immediately received the command of the division

hitherto under that of Boudet.

In the meanwhile, the head-quarters of Melas had

been removed from Turin, and fixed at Alexandria

for the space of two days ; yet he did not, as Buona-

parte had expected, attempt to move forward on the

French position at Stradella, in order to force his

way to Mantua ; so that the First Consul was obliged

to advance towards Alexandria, apprehensive lest

the Austrians should escape from him, and either,

by a march to the left flank, move for the Tesino,

cross that river, and, by seizing Milan, open a com-

munication with Austria in that direction ; or, by

marching to the right, and falling back on Genoa,

overwhelm Suchet, and take a position, the right of

which might be covered by that city, while the sea

was open for supplies and provisions, and their flank

protected by the British squadron.

Either of these movements might have been at-

tended with alarming consequences ; and Napoleon,

impatient lest his enemy should give him the slip,

advanced his head-quarters on the 12th to Voghera,

and on the 13th to St Juliano, in the midst of the

great plain of Marengo. As he still saw nothing of

the enemy, the Chief Consul concluded that Melas

had actually retreated from Alexandria, having, not-

withstanding the temptation afforded by the level

ground around him, preferred withdrawing, most

VOL. iv. s
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probably to Genoa, to the hazard of a battle. He
was still more confirmed in this belief, when, push-

ing forward as far as the village of Marengo, he

found it only occupied by an Austrian rear-guard,

which offered no persevering defence against the

French, but retreated from the village without much

opposition. The Chief Consul could no longer doubt

that Melas had eluded him, by marching off by one

of his flanks, and probably by his right. He gave

orders to Dessaix, whom he had intrusted with the

command of the reserve, to march towards Rivolta,

with a view to observe the communications with Ge-

noa ; and in this manner the reserve was removed

half a day's march from the rest of the army, which

had like to have produced most sinister effects upon
the event of the great battle that followed.

Contrary to what Buonaparte had anticipated, the

Austrian general, finding the First Consul in his

front, and knowing that Suchet was in his rear, had

adopted, with the consent of a council of war, the

resolution of trying the fate of arms in a general bat-

tle. It was a bold, but not a rash resolution. The
Austrians were more numerous than the French in

infantry and artillery ; much superior in cavalry, both

in point of numbers and of discipline ; and it has

been already said, that the extensive plain of Ma-

rengo was favourable for the use of that description

of force. Melas, therefore, on the evening of the
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13th, concentrated his forces in front of Alexandria,

divided by the river Bonnida from the purposed field

of fight ; and Napoleon, undeceived concerning the

intentions of his enemy, made with all haste the ne-

cessary preparations to receive battle, and failed not

to send orders to Dessaix to return as speedily as

possible and join the army. That general was so far

advanced on his way towards Rivolta before these

counter orders reached him, that his utmost haste

only brought him back after the battle had lasted

several hours.

Buonaparte's disposition was as follows : The

village of Marengo was occupied by the divisions of

Gardanne and Chambarlhac. Victor, with other two

divisions, and commanding the whole, was prepared

to support them. He extended his left as far as

Castel Ceriolo, a small village which lies almost pa-

rallel with Marengo. Behind this first line was placed

a brigade of cavalry, under Kellermann, ready to pro-

tect the flanks of the line, or to debouche through

the intervals, if opportunity served, and attack the

enemy. About a thousand yards in the rear of the

first line was stationed the second, under Lannes,

supported by Champeaux's brigade of cavalry. At

the same distance, in the rear of Lannes, was placed

a strong reserve, or third line, consisting of the divi-

sion of Carra St Cyr, and the Consular Guard, at

the head of whom was Buonaparte himself. Thus
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the French were drawn up on this memorable day

in three distinct divisions, each composed of a corps

d'armee, distant about three quarters of a mile in the

rear of each other.

The force which the French had in the field in the

commencement of the day, was above twenty thou-

sand men ; the reserve, under Dessaix, upon its arri-

val, might make the whole amount to thirty thou-

sand. The Austrians attacked with nearly forty

thousand troops. Both armies were in high spirits,

determined to fight, and each confident in their gene-

ral the Austrians in the bravery and experience of

Melas, the French in the genius and talents of Buo-

naparte. The immediate stake was the possession of

Italy, but it was impossible to guess how many yet

more important consequences the event of the day

might involve. Thus much seemed certain, that the

battle must be decisive, and that defeat must prove

destruction to the party who should sustain it. Buo-

naparte, if routed, could hardly have accomplished

his retreat upon Milan ; and Melas, if defeated, had

Suchet in his rear. The fine plain on which the

French were drawn up, seemed lists formed by nature

for such an encounter, when the fate of kingdoms was

at issue.

Early in the morning the Austrians crossed the

Bprmida, in three columns, by three military bridges,

and advanced in the same order. The right and the
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centre columns, consisting of infantry, were com-

manded by Generals Haddick and Kaine ; the left,

composed entirely of light troops and cavalry, made

a detour round Castel Ceriolo, the village mentioned

as forming the extreme right of the French position.

About seven in the morning, Haddick attacked Ma-

rengo with fury, and Gardanne's division, after fight-

ing bravely, proved inadequate to its defence. Victor

supported Gardanne, and endeavoured to cover the

village by an oblique movement. Melas, who com-

manded in person the central column of the Aus-

trians, moved to support Haddick ; and by their

united efforts, the village of Marengo, after having

been once or twice lost and won, was finally carried.

The broken divisions of Victor and Gardanne,

driven out of Marengo, endeavoured to rally on the

second line, commanded by Lannes. This was about

nine o'clock. While one Austrian column manoeuvred

to turn Lannes's flank, in which they could not suc-

ceed, another, with better fortune, broke through the

centre of Victor's division, in a considerable degree

disordered them, and thus uncovering Lannes's left

wing, compelled him to retreat. He was able to do so

in tolerably good order ; but not so the broken troops

of Victor on the left, who fled to the rear in great

confusion. The column of Austrian cavalry who had

come round Castel Ceriolo, now appeared on the field,

and threatened the right of Lannes, which alone re-
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maincd standing firm. Napoleon detached two batta-

lions of the Consular Guard from the third line, or

reserve, which, forming squares behind the right

wing of Lannes, supported its resistance, and with-

drew from it in part the attention of the enemy's ca-

valry. The Chief Consul himself, whose post was

distinguished by the furred caps of a guard of two

hundred grenadiers, brought up Mourner's division,

which had but now entered the field at the moment

of extreme need, being the advance of Dessaix's re-

serve, returned from their half day's march towards

Rivolta. These were, with the guards, directed to

support Lannes's right wing, and a brigade detached

from them was thrown into Castel Ceriolo, which now

became the point of support on Buonaparte's extreme

right, and which the Austrians, somewhat unaccount-

ably, had omitted to occupy in force when their left

column passed it in the beginning of the engagement.

Buonaparte, meantime, by several desperate charges

of cavalry, endeavoured in vain to arrest the progress

of the enemy. His left wing was put completely to

flight ; his centre was in great disorder, and it was

only his right wing, which, by strong support, had

been enabled to stand their ground.

In these circumstances the day seemed so entirely

against him, that, to prevent his right wing from

being overwhelmed, he was compelled to retreat in

the face of an enemy superior in numbers, and par-
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ticularly in cavalry and artillery. It was, however,

rather a change of position, than an absolute retreat

to the rear. The French right, still resting on Cas-

tel Ceriolo, which formed the pivot of the manoeuvre,

had orders to retreat very slowly, the centre faster,

the left at ordinary quick time. In this manner the

whole line of battle was changed, and instead o'f ex-

tending diagonally across the plain, as when the fight

began, the French now occupied an oblong position,

the left being withdrawn as far back as St Juliano,

where it was protected by the advance of Dessaix's

troops. This division, being the sole remaining re-

serve, had now at length arrived on the field, and, by

Buonaparte's directions, had taken a strong position

in front of Saint Juliano, on which the French were

obliged to retreat, great part of the left wing in the

disorder of utter flight, the right wing steadily, and

by intervals fronting the enemy, and sustaining with

firmness the attacks made upon them.

At this time, and when victory seemed within his

grasp, the strength of General Melas, eighty years

old, and who had been many hours on horseback,

failed entirely ; and he was obliged to leave the field,

and retire to Alexandria, committing to General

Zach the charge of completing a victory which ap-

peared to be already gained.

But the position of Dessaix, at Saint Juliano, af-

forded the First Consul a rallying point, which he
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now greatly needed. His army of reserve lay formed

in two lines in front ofthe village, their flanks sustain-

ed by battalions enpotence, formed into close columns

of infantry ; on the left was a train of artillery ; on

the right, Kellermann, with a large body of French

cavalry, which, routed in the beginning of the day,

had rallied in this place. The ground that Dessaix

occupied was where the high road forms a sort of

defile, having on the one hand a wood, on the other

a thick plantation of vines.

The French soldier understands better perhaps

than any other in the world the art of rallying,

after having been dispersed. The fugitives of Vic-

tor's division, though in extreme disorder, threw

themselves into the rear of Dessaix's position, and,

covered by his troops, renewed their ranks and their

courage. Yet, when Dessaix saw the plain filled

with flying soldiers, and beheld Buonaparte himself

in full retreat, he thought all must be lost. They
met in the middle of the greatest apparent confusion,

and Dessaix said,
" The battle is lost I suppose I

can do no more for you than secure your retreat ?"

"
By no means," answered the First Consul,

" the battle is, I trust, gained the disordered troops

whom you see are my centre and left, whom I will

rally in your rear Push forward your column."

Dessaix, at the head of the ninth light brigade?

instantly rushed forward, and charged the Aus-
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trians, wearied with fighting the whole day, and dis-

ordered by their hasty pursuit. The moment at

which he advanced, so critically favourable for Buo-

naparte, was fatal to himself. He fell, shot through

the head.* But his soldiers continued to attack

with fury, and Kellermann, at the same time char-

ging the Austrian column, penetrated its ranks, and

separated from the rest six battalions, which, sur-

prised and panic-struck, threw down their arms;

Zach, who, in the absence of Melas, commanded in

chief, being at their head, was taken with them. The

Austrians were now driven back in their turn. Buo-

naparte galloped along the French line, calling on

the soldiers to advance. " You know," he said*
"

it

is always my practice to sleep on the field of battle."

The Austrians had pursued their success with

incautious hurry, and without attending to the due

support which one corps ought, in all circumstances,

to be prepared to afford to another. Their left flank

was also exposed, by their hasty advance, to Buona-

parte^s right, which had never lost order. They

* The Moniteur put in the mouth of the dying general a mes-

sage to Buonaparte, in which he expressed his regret that he had

done so little for history, and in that of the Chief Consul an answer,

lamenting that he had no time to weep for Dessaix. But Buona-

parte himself assures us, that Dessaix was shot dead on the spot ;

nor is it probable that the tide of battle, then just upon the act of

turning, left the Consul himself time for set phrases, or sentimental

ejaculations.

*
|;'*
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were, therefore, totally unprepared to resist this ge-

neral, furious, and unexpected attack. They were

forced back at all points, and pursued along the

plain, suffering immense loss ; nor were they again

able to make a stand until driven back over the Bor-

mida. Their fine cavalry, instead of being drawn

up in squadrons to cover their retreat, fled in dis-

order, and at full gallop, riding down all that was

in their way. The confusion at passing the river was

inextricable large bodies ofmen were abandoned on

the left side, and surrendered to the French in the

course of the night, or next morning.

It is evident, in perusing the accounts of this bat-

tle, that the victory was wrested out of the hands of

the Austrians, after they had become, by the fatigues

of the day, too weary to hold it. Had they sus-

tained their advance by reserves, their disaster would

not have taken place. It seems also certain, that

the fate of Buonaparte was determined by the ar-

rival of Dessaix at the moment he did, and that in

spite of the skilful disposition by which the Chief

Consul was enabled to support the attack so long, he

must have been utterly defeated had Dessaix put less

dispatch in his counter-march. Military men have

been farther of opinion, that Melas was guilty of a

great error, in not occupying Castel Ceriolo on the

advance ; and that the appearances of early victory

led the Austrians to be by far too unguarded in their

advance on Saint Juliana
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In consequence of a loss which seemed in the cir-

cumstances altogether irreparable, Melas resolved to

save the remains of his army, by entering, upon the

15th June 1800, into a convention, or rather capitu-

lation, by which he agreed, on receiving permission

to retire behind Mantua, to yield up Genoa, and

all the fortified places which the Austrians possessed

in Piedmont, Lombardy, and the Legations. Buo-

naparte the more readily granted these terms, that

an English army was in the act of arriving on the

coast. His wisdom taught him not to drive a power-

ful enemy to despair, and to be satisfied with the

glory of having regained, in the affairs of Monte-

bello and of Marengo, almost all the loss sustained

by the French in the disastrous campaign of 1799.

Enough had been done to show, that, as the fortunes

of France appeared to wane and dwindle after Buo-

naparte's departure, so they revived with even more

than their original brilliancy, as soon as this Child of

Destiny had returned to preside over them. An ar-

mistice was also agreed upon, which it was supposed

might afford time for the conclusion of a victorious

peace with Austria; and Buonaparte extended this

truce to the armies on the Rhine, as well as those in

Italy.

Two days having been spent in the arrangements

which the convention with Melas rendered neces-

sary, Buonaparte, on the 17th June, returned to
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Milan, where he again renewed the republican con-

stitution, which had been his original gift to the

Cisalpine State. He executed several other acts of

authority. Though displeased with Massena for the

surrender of Genoa, he did not the less constitute him

Commander-in-chief in Italy ; and though doubtful

of Jourdan's attachment, who, on the 18th Brumaire,

seemed ready to espouse the Republican interest, he

did not on that account hesitate to name him Mini-

ster of the French Republic in Piedmont, which was

equivalent to giving him the administration of that

province. These conciliatory steps had the effect of

making men of the most opposite parties see their

own interest in supporting the government of the

First Consul.

The presence 'of Napoleon was now eagerly de-

sired at Paris. He set out from Milan on the 24th

June, and in his passage through Lyons, paused to

lay the foundation-stone for rebuilding the Place

Bellecour ; a splendid square, which had been destroy-

ed by the frantic vengeance of the Jacobins when

Lyons was rteaken by them from the insurgent party

of Girondins and Royalists. Finally, the Chief Con-

sul returned to Paris upon the 2d July. He had left

it on the 6th of May ; yet in the space of not quite

two months, how many hopes had he realized ! All

that the most sanguine partizans had ventured to an-

ticipate of his success had been exceeded. It seem-
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ed that his mere presence in Italy was of itself suffi-

cient at once to obliterate the misfortunes of a disas-

trous campaign, and restore the fruits of his own

brilliant victories, which had been lost during his ab-

sence. It appeared as if he was the sun of France-

when he was hid from her, all was gloom when he
x

appeared, light and serenity were restored. All the

inhabitants, leaving their occupations, thronged to the

Tuilleries to obtain a glimpse of the wonderful man,

who appeared with the laurel of victory in the one

hand, and the olive of peace in the other. Shouts

of welcome and congratulation resounded from the

gardens, the courts, and the quays, by which the

palace is surrounded ; high and low illuminated their

houses ; and there were few Frenchmen, perhaps, that

were not for the moment partakers of the general joy.
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CHAPTER X.

Napoleon offers, and the Austrian Envoy accepts, a new Treaty
The Emperor refuses it, unless England is included.

Negotiations then attempted with England They fail, and
Austria is encouraged to a renewal of the War. Reasoning
on the Policy ofthis Conclusion. An Armistice offorty-Jive-

Days isfollowed by the resumption of Hostilities. Battle of
Hohenlinden gained by Moreau on the 3d December 1800.

Other Battles take place, by which the Austrian Affairs are

made desperate, and they agree to a separate Peace. An
Armistice takes place, which is followed by the Treaty of
Luneville. Convention between France and the United

States. Explanatory Recapitulation. The Queen of Na-
ples repairs to Petersburg^, to intercede with the Emperor
Paul His capricious Character: originally a violent Anti-

Galilean, he grows cold and hostile to the Austrians, and at'

tached to the Fame and Character of the Chief Consul Re-*

ceives the Queen of Naples with cordiality, and applies in

her behalfto Buonaparte His Envoy received at Paris with

the utmost distinction, and the Royal Family of Naples
saved for the present, though on severe Conditions. The

Neapolitan General compelled to evacuate the Roman Terri-

tories. Rome restored to the Authority ofthe Pope. Napo-
leon demands of the King of Spain to declare War against

Portugal. Olivenza and Almeida taken. Buonaparte's
conduct towards the Peninsular Powers overbearing and pe-

remptory. The British alone active in opposing the French.

Malta, after a Blockade of two Years, obliged to submit

to the English.

NAPOLEON proceeded to manage with great skill

and policy the popularity which his success had gain-

ed for him. In war it was always his custom, after
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he had struck some venturous and apparently decisive

blow, to offer such conditions as might induce the

enemy to submit, and separate his interest from that

of his allies. Upon this system of policy he offered

the Count de St Julien, ah Austrian envoy, the con-

ditions of a treaty, having for its basis that of Campo

Formio, which, after the loss of Italy on the fatal field

of Marengo, afforded terms much more favourable

than the Emperor of Germany was entitled to have

expected from the victors. The Austrian envoy ac-

cordingly took upon him to subscribe these prelimi-

naries ; but they did not meet the approbation of the

Emperor, who placed his honour on observing accu-

rately the engagements which he had formed with

England, and who refused to accede to a treaty in

which she was not included. It was added, however,

that Lord Minto, the British ambassador at Vienna,

had intimated Britain's willingness to be included in

a treaty for general pacification.

This proposal occasioned a communication between

France and Britain, through Monsieur Otto, commis-

sioner for the care of French prisoners. The French

envoy intimated, that as a preliminary to Britain's

entering on the treaty, she must consent to an ar-

mistice by sea, and suspend the advantages which

she received from her naval superiority, in the same

manner as the First Consul of France had dispensed
with prosecuting his victories by land. This demand

would have withdrawn the blockade of the British
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vessels from the French sea-ports, and allowed the

sailing of reinforcements to Egypt and Malta, which

last important place was on the point of surrendering

to the English. The British ministers were also sen-

sible that there was, besides, a great difference be-

tween a truce betwixt two land armies, stationed in

presence of each other, and a suspension of naval

hostilities over the whole world ; since in the one case,

on breaking off the treaty, hostilities can be almost

instantly resumed ; on the other, the distance and un-

certainty ofcommunication may prevent the war being

recommenced for many months ; by which chance of

delay, the French, as being inferior at sea, were sure

to be the gainers. The British statesmen, therefore,

proposed some modifications, to prevent the obvious

inequality of such armistice. But it was replied on

the part of France, that though they would accept of

such a modified armistice, if Great Britain would

enter into a separate treaty, yet the Chief Consul

would not consent to it if Austria was to be partici-

pant of the negotiation.

Here, therefore, the overtures of peace betwixt

France and England were shipwrecked, and the Aus-

trian Emperor was reduced to the alternative of re-

newing the war, or entering into a treaty without his

allies. He appears to have deemed himself obliged to

prefer the more dangerous andmore honourable course.

This was a generous resolution on the part of

Austria ; but by no means politic at the period, when

12
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their armies were defeated, their national spirit de-

pressed, and when the French armies had penetrated

so far into Germany. Even Pitt himself, upon whose

declining health the misfortune made a most unfa-

vourable impression, had considered the defeat of

Marengo as a conclusion to the hopes of success

against France for a considerable period.
" Fold up

the map," he said, pointing to that of Europe ;
"

it

need not be again opened for these twenty years."

Yet, unwilling to resign the contest, even while a

spark of hope remained, it was resolved upon in the

British councils to encourage Austria to farther pro-

secution of the war. Perhaps, in recommending such

a measure to her ally, at a period when she had sus-

tained such great losses, and was in the state of de-

jection to which they gave rise, Great Britain too

much resembled an eager and over-zealous second,

who urges his principal to continue a combat after

his strength is exhausted. Austria, a great and

powerful nation, if left to repose, would have in time

recruited her strength, and constituted once again

a balance against the power of France on the con-

tinent ; but if urged to farther exertions in the hour

of her extremity, she was likely to sustain such far-

ther losses, as might render her comparatively in-

significant for a number of years. Such at least is

the conclusion which we, who have the advantage

of considering the measure with reference to its con-

VOL. iv. T
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sequences, are now enabled to form. At the emergen*-

cy, things were viewed in a different light. The vic-

tories of Suwarrow and of the Archduke Charles were

remembered, as well as the recent defeats sustained

by France in the year 1799, which had greatly tar-

nished the fame of her arms. The character of Buo-

naparte was not yet sufficiently estimated. His failure

before Acre had made an impression in England,

which was not erased by the victory of Marengo;

the extreme prudence which usually tempered his

most venturous undertakings was not yet generally

known ; and the belief and hope were received, that

one who ventured on. such new and daring manoeuvres

as Napoleon employed, was likely to behold them

miscarry at length, and thus to fall as rapidly as he

had risen;

Influenced by such motives, it was determined in

the British cabinet to encourage the Emperor, by a

loan of two millions, to place himself and his brother,

the Archduke John, in command of the principal

army, raise the whole national force of his mighty

empire, and at the head of the numerous forces which

he could summon into the field, either command a

more equal peace, or try the fortunes of the most

desperate war.

The money was paid, and the Emperor joined the

army ; but the negotiations for peace were not broken

off. On the contrary, they were carried on much
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on the terms which Saint Julien had subscribed to,

with this additional and discreditable circumstance,

that the First Consul, as a pledge of the Austrian

sincerity, required that the three fortified towns of

Ingoldstadt, Ulm, and Philipstadt, should be placed

temporarily in the hands of the French ; a condition

to which the Austrians were compelled to submit.

But the only advantage purchased by this surren-

der, which greatly exposed the hereditary dominions

of Austria, was an armistice of forty-five days, at

the end of which hostilities were again renewed.

In the action of Haag, the Archduke John,

whose credit in the army almost rivalled that of his

brother Charles, obtained considerable advantages ;

and, encouraged by them$ he ventured on the 3d of

December 1800, two days afterwards, a great and de-

cisive encounter with Moreau. This was the occa-

sion on which that general gained over the Austrians

the bloody and most important victory of Hohen-

linden, an achievement which did much to keep his

reputation for military talents abreast with that of the

First Consul himself. Moreau pursued his victory,

and obtained possession of Salzburg. At the same

time Augereau, at the head of the Gallo-Batavian

army, pressed forward into Bohemia; and Macdonald,

passing from the country of the Grisons into the

Valteline, forced a division of his army across the

Mincio, and communicated with Massena and the
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French army in Italy. The Austrian affairs seem-

ed utterly desperate. The Archduke Charles was

again placed at the head of her forces, but they were

so totally discouraged, that a retreat on all points

was the only measure which could be executed.

Another and a final cessation of arms was now

the only resource of the Austrians ; and, in order to

obtain it, the Emperor was compelled to agree to

make a peace separate from his allies. Britain, in

consideration of the extremity to which her ally was

reduced, voluntarily relieved him from the engage-

ment by which he was restrained from doing so

without her participation. An armistice shortly af-

terwards took place, and the Austrians being now

sufficiently humbled, it was speedily followed by a

peace. Joseph Buonaparte, for this purpose, met

with the Austrian minister, Count Cobentzel, at

Luneville, where the negotiations were carried on.

There were two conditions of the treaty, which

were peculiarly galling to the Emperor. Buona-

parte peremptorily exacted the cession of Tuscany,
the hereditary dominions of the brother of Francis,

which were to be given up to a prince of the House

of Parma, while the Archduke was to obtain an in-

demnity in Germany. The French Consul demand-

ed, with no less pertinacity, that Francis (though not

empowered to do so by the Germanic constitution)

should confirm the peace, as well in his capacity of
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Emperor of Germany, as in that of sovereign of his

own hereditary dominions. This demand, from which

Buonaparte would on no account depart, involved a

point of great difficulty and delicacy. One of the

principal clauses of the treaty included the cession

of the whole territories on the left bank of the Rhine

to the French Republic ; thereby depriving not only

Austria, but Prussia, and various other princes of

the German empire, of their possessions in the dis-

tricts, which were now made over to France. It was

provided that the Princes who should suffer such

deprivations, were to be remunerated by indemnities,

as they were termed, to be allotted to them at the

expense of the Germanic body in general. Now, the

Emperor had no power to authorize the alienation of

these fiefs of the empire, without consent of the Diet,

and this was strongly urged by his envoy.

Buonaparte was, however, determined to make

peace on no other terms than those of the Emperor's

giving away what was not his to bestow. Francis was

compelled to submit, and, as the necessity of the case

pleaded its apology, the act of the Emperor was af-

terwards ratified by the Diet. Except in these mor-

tifying claims, the submission to which plainly inti*

mated the want of power to resist compulsion, the

treaty of Luneville was not much more advantageous

to France than that of Campo Formio ; and the mo-

deration of the First Consul indicated at once his
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desire of peace upon the continent, and considerable

respect for the bravery and strength of Austria,

though enfeebled by such losses as those of Marengo

and Hohenlinden.

We have already noticed the disputes betwixt

France and America, and the scandalous turn of

the negotiations, by which the French Directory at-

tempted to bully or wheedle the United States out

of a sum of money, which, in part at least, was to be

dedicated to their own private use. Since that time

the aggressions committed by the French on the

American navy had been so numerous, that the two

republics seemed about to go to war, and the United

States actually issued letters of marque for making

reprisals on the French. New communications and

negotiations, however, were opened, which Buona-

parte studied to bring to maturity. His brother

Joseph acted as negotiator, and on the 80th of Sep-

tember 1800, a convention was entered into, to sub-

sist for the space of eight years, agreeing on certain

modifications of the right of search, declaring that

commerce should be free between the countries, and

that the captures on either side, excepting such as

were contraband, and destined for an enemy's har-

bour, should be mutually restored. Thus Buona-

parte restored peace between France and the United

States, and prevented the latter, in all probability,

from throwing themselves into a closer union with
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Britain, to which their common descent, with the si-

milarity of manners, language, and laws, overcoming

the recollection of recent hostilities, might have

otherwise strongly inclined them.

Still more important results were derived by Na-

poleon, from the address and political sagacity, with

which, in accommodating matters with the court of

Naples, he contrived to form what finally became a

strong and predominating interest in the councils,

and even the affections of a monarch, whose amity

was, of all others, the most important to his plans.

The prince alluded to was the Emperor of Russia,

who had been, during the preceding year, the most

formidable and successful enemy encountered by

France since her revolution. A short resumption of

facts is necessary, to understand the circumstances in

which the negotiation with Naples originated.

When Buonaparte departed for Egypt, all Italy,

excepting Tuscany, and the dominions assigned to

Austria by the treaty of Campo Formio, was in the

hands of the French ; while Naples was governed by

the ephemeral Parthenopean Republic, and the city

of the Popes by that which assumed the superb title

of Roman. These authorities, however, were only

nominal; the French generals exercised the real

authority in both countries. Suddenly, and as if by

magic, this whole state of affairs was changed by the

military talents of Suwarrow. The Austrians and
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Russians gained great successes in the north of Italy,

and General Macdonald found himself obliged ti>

evacuate Naples, and to concentrate the principal re-

sistance of the French in Lombardy and Piedmont.

Cardinal Ruffo, a soldier, churchman, and politician,

put himself at the head of a numerous body of in-

surgents, and commenced war against such French

troops as had been left in the south, and in the

middle of Italy. This movement was actively sup-

ported by the British fleet. Lord Nelson recovered

Naples; Rome surrendered to Commodore Trow-

bridge. Thus, the Parthenopean and Roman repub-

lics were extinguished for ever. The royal family

returned to Naples, and that fine city and country

were once more a kingdom. Rome, the capital of the

world, was occupied by Neapolitan troops, generally

supposed the most indifferent of modern times.

Replaced in his richest territories by the allies,

the King of Naples was bound by every tie to as-

sist them in the campaign of 1800. He accordingly

sent an army into the March of Ancona, under the

command of Count Roger de Damas, who, with the

assistance of insurrectionary forces* among the in-

habitants, and a body of Austrians, was to clear

* These were, at this period, easily raised in any part of Italy.

The exactions of the French had entirely alienated the affections of

the natives, who had long since seen through their pretexts of af-

fording them the benefit of a free government.
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Tuscany of the French. Undeterred by the battle

of Marengo, the Count de Damas marched against

the French general Miollis, who commanded in

Tuscany, and sustained a defeat by him near Sienna.

Retreat became now necessary, the more especially as

the armistice which was entered into by General Me-

las deprived the Neapolitans of any assistance from

the Austrians, and rendered their whole expedition

utterly hopeless. They were not even included by
name in the armistice, and were thus left exposed to

the whole vengeance of the French. Damas retreat-

ed into the territories of the Church, which were still

occupied by the Neapolitan forces. The consequence

of these events was easily foreseen* The Neapoli-

tan troops, so soon as the French could find leisure

to look towards them, must be either destroyed en-

tirely, or driven back upon Naples, and that city

must be again forsaken by the royal family, happy
if they were once more able to make their escape to

Sicily, as on the former occasion.

At this desperate crisis, the Queen of the two

Sicilies took a resolution which seemed almost as des-

perate, and could only have been adopted by a wo-

man of a bold and decisive character. She resolved,

notwithstanding the severity of the season, to repair

in person to the court of the Emperor Paul, and

implore his intercession with the First Consul, in be-

half of her husband and his territories.
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We have not hitherto mentioned, except cursorily,

the powerful prince whose mediation she implored.

The son and successor of the celebrated Catherine,

far from possessing the prudence and political sagaci-

ty of his mother, seemed rather to display the heady

passions and imperfect judgment of his unfortunate

father. He was capricious in the choice of his ob-

jects, pursuing for the time, with uncommon and ir-

regular zeal and pertinacity, projects which he after-

wards discarded and abandoned, swelling trifles of

dress or behaviour into matters of importance, and

neglecting, on the other hand, what was of real con-

sequence ; governed, in short, rather by imagination

than by his reasoning qualities, and sometimes afford-

ing room to believe that he actually laboured under a

partial aberration of mind. Such characters are often

to be met with in private society, the restraints of

which keep them within such limits, that they pass

through life without attracting much notice, unless

when creating a little mirth, or giving rise to some

passing wonder. But an absolute prince, possessed

of such a disposition, is like a giddy person placed

on the verge of a precipice, which would try the

soundest head, and must overpower a weak one.

The Emperor had first distinguished himself by
an energetic defence of the rights of sovereigns, and

a hatred of whatever belonged to or was connected

with the French Revolution, from a political maxim
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to the shape of a coat or a hat. The brother of

Louis XVI., and inheritor of his rights, found a re-

fuge in the Russian dominions ; and Paul, fond, as

most princes are, of military glory, promised himself

that of restoring the Bourbon dynasty by force of

arms.

The train of victories acquired by Suwarrow was

well calculated to foster these original partialities of

the Emperor ; and, accordingly, while success conti-

nued to wait on his banners, he loaded his general

with marks of his regard, elevated him to the rank of

a prince, and conferred on him the title of Italinsky,

or Italicus.

The very first and only misfortune which befell Su-

warrow, seems to have ruined him in the opinion of

his capricious master. The defeat of Korsakow by

Massena, near Zurich, had involved Suwarrow in

great momentary danger, as he advanced into Swit-

zerland, reckoning on the support of that general,

whose disaster left his right uncovered. Now, al-

though Suwarrow saved his army on this occasion

by a retreat, which required equal talent to that which

achieved his numerous victories, yet the bare fact of

his having received a check, was sufficient to ruin

him with his haughty sovereign. Paul was yet more

offended with the conduct of the Austrians. The

Archduke Charles having left Switzerland to descend

into Germany, had given occasion and opportunity
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for Massena to cross the Limmat and surprise Kor-

sakow ; and this, notwithstanding every explanation

and apology, rankled in the mind of the Czar. He
recalled his armies from the frontiers of Germany,
and treated his veteran and victorious general with

such marks of neglect and displeasure, that the old

man's heart sunk under them.

In the meanwhile, Paul gathered up farther sub-

jects of complaint against the Austrian government,

and complained of their having neglected to provide

for some Russian prisoners, under a capitulation

which they made in behalf of their own, at the sur-

render of Ancona to the French.

The Austrians could not afford to lose so power-

ful and efficient an ally in the day of their adversity.

They endeavoured to explain, that the movement of

the Archduke Charles was inevitably necessary, in

consequence of an invasion of the Austrian territory

they laid the blame of the omission of the Russians

in the capitulation upon the commandant Frcelich,

and offered to place him under arrest. The Em-

peror of Austria even proposed, in despite of the

natural pride which is proper to his distinguished

House, to place Suwarrow at the head of the Aus-

trian armies, a proffer which, if it had been accept-

ed, might have given rise to an extraordinary strug-

gle betwixt the experience, determination, and war-

like skill of the veteran Scythian, and the formidable
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talents of Buonaparte, and which perhaps contain-

ed the only chance which Europe possessed at the

time, of opposing to the latter a rival worthy of

himself; for Suwarrow had never yet been conquer-

ed, and possessed an irresistible influence over the

minds of his soldiers. These great generals, how-

ever, were not destined ever to decide the fate of the

world by their meeting.

Suwarrow, a Russian in all his feelings, broke his

heart, and died under the unmerited displeasure of his

Emperor, whom he had served with so much fidelity.

If the memory of his unfortunate sovereign were to

be judged of according to ordinary rules, his conduct

towards his distinguished subject would have left on

it an indelible stigma. As it is, the event must pass

as another proof, that the Emperor Paul was not

amenable, from the construction of his understand-

ing and temperament, to the ordinary rules of cen-

sure.

Meanwhile, the proposals of Austria were in vain.

The Czar was not to be brought back to his former

sentiments. He was like a spoiled child, who, tired

of his favourite toy, seems bent to break asunder

and destroy what was lately the dearest object of his

affection.

When such a character as Paul changes his opi-

nion of his friends, he generally runs into the oppo-

site extreme, and alters also his thoughts of his ene-
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mies. Like his father, and others whose imagination

is indifferently regulated, the Czar had need of some

one of whom to make his idol. The extravagant ad-

miration which the Emperor Peter felt for Frederick

of Prussia, could not well be entertained for any one

now alive, unless it were the First Consul of France ;

and on him, therefore, Paul was now disposed to

turn his eyes with a mixture of wonder, and ofa wish

to imitate what he wondered at. This extravagance

ofadmiration is a passion natural to some minds, (ne-

ver strong ones,) and may be compared to that ten-

dency which others have to be in love all their lives,

in defiance of advancing age and other obstacles.

When Paul was beginning to entertain this hu-

mour, the arrival of the Queen of Sicily at his court

gave him a graceful and even dignified opportunity

to approach towards a connexion with Napoleon

Buonaparte. His pride, too, must have been grati-

fied by seeing the daughter of the renowned Maria

Theresa, the sister of the Emperor of Austria, at his

court of St Petersburgh, soliciting from the Czar of

Russia the protection which her brother was totally

unable to afford her ; and a successful interference in

her behalf would be a kind of insult to the misfortunes

of that brother, against whom, as we have noticed,

Paul nourished resentful feelings. He therefore re-

solved to open a communication with France, in be-

half ofthe royal family ofNaples. Lewinshoff, Grand
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Huntsman of Russia, was dispatched to make the

overtures of mediation. He was received with the

utmost distinction at Paris, and Buonaparte made

an instant and graceful concession to the request of

the Emperor Paul. The First Consul agreed to sus-

pend his military operations against Naples, and to

leave the royal family in possession of their sove-

reignty ; reserving to himself, however, the right of

dictating the terms under which he was to grant

them such an amnesty.

It was time that some effectual interposition should

take place in defence of the King of Naples, who,

though he had around him a nation individually

brave and enthusiastic, was so ill-served, that his re-

gular army was in the worst and most imperfect state

of discipline. Murat, to whom Buonaparte had com-

mitted the task ofexecuting his vengeance on Naples-,

had already crossed the Alps, and placed himself at

the head of an army of ten thousand chosen men ;

a force thenjudged sufficient notonly to drive the Nea-

politan general Damasoutofthe Ecclesiastical States,

but to pursue him as far as Naples, and occupy that

beautiful capital'of a prince, whose regular army con-

sisted ofmore than thirty thousand soldiers, andwhose

irregular forces might have been increased to any

number by the mountaineers of Calabria, who form

excellent light troops, and by the numerous Lazzaroni

of Naples, who had displayed their valour against

10
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Championet, upon the first invasion of the French,

But the zeal of a nation avails little when the spirit

of the government bears no proportion to it. The

government of Naples dreaded the approach of Mu-

rat as that of the Angel of Death ; and they received

the news that Lewinshoff had joined the French ge-

neral at Florence, as a condemned criminal might

have heard the news of a reprieve. The Russian

envoy was received with distinguished honours at

Florence. Murat appeared at the theatre with Lew-

inshoff, where the Italians, who had so lately seen

the Russian and French banners placed in bloody

opposition to each other, now beheld them formally

united in presence of these dignitaries ; in sign, it

was said, that the two nations were combined for the

peace of the world and general benefit of humanity.

Untimely augury ! How often after that period did

these standards meet in the bloodiest fields history

ever recorded ; and what a long and desperate strug-

gle was yet in reserve ere the general peace so boldly

predicted was at length restored !

The respect paid by the First Consul to the wishes

of Paul, saved for the present the royal family of

Naples ; but Murat, nevertheless, made them expe-

rience a full portion of the bitter cup which the van-

quished are generally doomed to swallow. General

Damas was commanded in the haughtiest terms to

evacuate the Roman States, and not to presume to

II
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claim any benefit from the armistice which had been

extended to the Austrians. At the same time, while

the Neapolitans were thus compelled hastily to eva-

cuate the Roman territories, general surprise was ex-

hibited, when, instead of marching to Rome, and re-

establishing the authority of the Roman Republic,

Murat, according to the orders which he had recei-

ved from the First Consul, carefully respected the

territory of the Church, and reinstalled the officers

of the Pope in what had been long termed the patri-

mony of St Peter's. This unexpected turn of cir-

cumstances originated in high policy on the part of

Buonaparte.

We certainly do Napoleon no injustice in sup-

posing, that personally he had little or no influen-

tial sense of religion. Some obscure yet rooted doc-

trines of fatality, seem, so far as we can judge, to

have formed the extent of his metaphysical creed.

We can scarce term him even a deist ; and he was

an absolute stranger to every modification of Chris-

tian belief and worship. But he saw and valued the

use of a national religion as an engine of state policy.

In Egypt, he was desirous of being thought an en-

voy of Heaven ; and though uncircumcised, drink-

ing wine and eating pork, still claimed to be account-

ed a follower of the law of the Prophet. He had

pathetically expostulated with the Turks on their

hostility towards him. The French, he said, had

VOL. iv. u
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ceased to be followers of Jesus ; and now that

they were almost, if not altogether, Moslemah, would

the true believers make war on those who had over-

thrown the cross, dethroned the Pope, and extirpa-

ted the order of Malta, the sworn persecutors of the

Moslem faith ? On his return to France, all this

was to be forgotten, or only remembered as a trick

played upon the infidels. He was, as we have said,

aware of the necessity of a national faith to support

the civil government ; and as, while in Egypt, he

affected to have destroyed the Catholic religion in

honour of that of Mahomed, so, returned to Europe,
he was now desirous to become the restorer of the

temporal territories of the Pope, in order to obtain

such a settlement of church affairs in France, as

might procure for his own government the counte-

nance of the Sovereign Pontiff, and for himself an

admission into the pale of Christian princes. This

restitution was in some measure consistent with his

policy in 1798, when he had spared the temporalities

of the Holy See. Totally indifferent as Napoleon
was to religion in his personal capacity, his whole

conduct shows his sense of its importance to the ex-

istence of a settled and peaceful state of society.

Besides evacuating the Ecclesiastical States, the

Neapolitans were compelled by Murat to restore

various paintings, statues, and other objects of art,

which they had, in imitation of Buonaparte, taken
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forcibly from the Romans, so captivating is the in-

fluence of bad example. A French army of about

eighteen thousand men was to be quartered in Cala-

bria, less for the purpose of enforcing the conditions

of peace, than to save France the expense of support-

ing the troops, and to have them stationed where

they might be embarked for Egypt at the shortest

notice. The harbours of the Neapolitan dominions

were of course to be closed against the English. A
cession of part of the isle of Elba, and the relinquish-

ment of all pretensions upon Tuscany, summed up
the sacrifices of the King of Naples, who, consider-

ing how often he had braved Napoleon, had great

reason to thank the Emperor of Russia for his effec-

tual mediation in his favour.

These various measures respecting foreign rela-

tions, the treaty of Luneville, the acquisition of the

good-will of the Emperor Paul, the restoration of

Rome to the Pope's authority, and the mildness of

the penalty inflicted on the King of Naples, seemed

all to spring from a sound and moderate system, the

object of which was rather the consolidation of Na-

poleon's government, than any wish to extend its in-

fluence or its conquests. His plans, in after times,

often exhibited a mixture of the greatest good sense

and prudence, with rash and splenetic explosions of

an over-eager ambition, or a temper irritated by op-

position ; but it is to be remembered that Buonaparte
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was not yet so firm in the authority which he had

but just acquired, as to encourage any display of the

infirmities of his mind and temper.

His behaviour towards Portugal was, however,

of a character deviating from the moderation he had

in general displayed. Portugal, the ancient and

faithful ally of England, was on that account the

especial object of the First Consul's displeasure. He,

therefore, demanded of the King of Spain, who,

since the peace between the countries, had been the

submissive vassal of France, to declare war on the

Prince Regent of Portugal, although the husband

of his daughter. War accordingly was declared,

in obedience to the mandate of the First Consul,

and the Spanish armies, together with an auxiliary

army of French under Leclerc, entered Portugal,

took Olivenza and Almeida, and compelled the Prince

Regent, 6th of June 1801, to sign a treaty, enga-

ging to shut his ports against the English, and sur-

rendering to Spain, Olivenza, and other places on the

frontier of the Guadiana. Buonaparte was highly

discontented with this treaty, to which he would not

accede ; and he refused, at the same time, to with-

draw from Spain the army of Leclerc. On the 29th

September, he condescended to grant Portugal peace

under some additional terms, which were not in them-

selves of much consequence, although the overbear-

ing and peremptory conduct which he exhibited
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towards the peninsular powers, was a sign of the dic-

tatorial spirit which he was prepared to assume in

the affairs of Europe.

The same disposition was manifested in the mode

by which Buonaparte was pleased to show his sense

of the King of Spain's complaisance. He chose for

that purpose to create a kingdom and a king a king,

too, of the house of Bourbon. An Infant of Spain

obtained the throne of Tuscany, under the name of

Etruria, rent from the house of Austria. Madame

de Stael terms this the commencement of the great

masquerade of Europe ; but it was more properly the

second act. The stage, during the first, was occupied

by a quadrille of republics, who were now to be re-

placed by an anti-mask of kings. This display of

power pleased the national vanity, and an uproar of

applause ensued, while the audience at the theatre

applied to Buonaparte the well-known line~

" J'ai fait des rois, madamc, et n'ai pas voulu Petre."

While all the continent appeared thus willing to

submit to one so ready to avail himself of their sub-

jection, Britain alone remained at war ; without allies,

without, it might seem, a direct object ; yet on the

grand and unalterable principle, that no partial dis-

tress should induce her to submit to the system of

degradation, which seemed preparing for all nations

under the yoke of France, and which had placed
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France herself, with all her affected zeal for liberty.,

under the government ofan arbitrary ruler. On every

point the English squadrons annihilated the com-

merce of France, crippled her revenues, blockaded

her ports, and prevented those combinations which

would have crowned the total conquest of Europe,
could the Master, as he might now be called, of the

Land, have enjoyed, at the same time, the facilities

which can only be afforded by communication by sea.

It was in vain that Buonaparte, who, besides his

natural hardiness of perseverance, connected a part

of his own glory with the preservation of Egypt, en-

deavoured by various means to send supplies to that

distant province. His convoys were driven back

into harbour by the English fleets ; and he directed

against his admirals, who could not achieve impossi-

bilities, the unavailing resentment natural to one who
was so little accustomed to disappointment.

The chance of relieving Egypt was rendered yet
more precarious by the loss of Malta, which, after a

distressing blockade of two years, was obliged to sub-

mit to the English arms on the 5th of September
1800. The English were thus in possession of a

strong, and almost impregnable citadel, in the midst

of the Mediterranean, with an excellent harbour, and

everything required for a naval station of the first

importance ; above all, they had obtained the very

spot which Buonaparte had fixed upon for maintain.
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ing the communication with Egypt, which was now

in greater danger than ever.

The capture of Malta was, however, by its conse-

quences, favourable to Napoleon's views in one im-

portant respect. The Emperor Paul imagined he

had rights upon that island, in consequence of his

having declared himself Grand Master of the Order

of Saint John ; and although, by his deserting the

coalition, and abandoning the common cause, he had

lost all right to expect that Great Britain should

surrender to him an important acquisition made by

her own arms, yet, with his usual intemperate in-

dulgence of passion, he conceived himself deeply

injured by its being withheld, and nourished from

that time an implacable resentment against England

and her government, the effects of which are after-

wards to be traced.
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CHAPTER XI.

Internal Government of France. General attachment to the

Chief Consul, though the two Factions of Republicans and

Royalists are hostile to him. Plot of the former to remove

him by Assassination- Defeated. Vain hopes of the Roy-

alists, that Napoleon would be the instrument of restoring

the Bourbons Applications to him for that effect disap-

pointed Royalists methodize the Plot of the Infernal Ma-
chine Description of it It fails. Suspicion first falls

on the Republicans, and a decree of transportation is pass-

ed against a great number of their Chiefs but is not car-

ried into execution. The actual Conspirators tried and

executed. Use made by Buonaparte of the Conspiracy to

consolidate Despotism. Various Measures devisedfor that

purpose. System of the Police. Fouche His Skill, In-

fluence, and Power. Napoleon becomesjealous of him, and

organizes measures ofprecaution against him. Apprehen-
sion entertained by the Chief Consul of the effects of Litera-

ture, and his efforts against it. Persecution ofMadame de

StaeL- The Concordat Various Views taken of thatMea-
sure. Planfor a general System of Jurisprudence. Am-

nesty granted to the Emigrants. Plans of Public Educa-
tion. Other Plans of Improvement. Hopes of a General

Peace.

WE return to the internal government of France

under the Chief Consul.

The events subsequent to the revolution of the 1 8th

Brumaire, seemed to work a miraculous change on

the French nation. The superior talents of Napo-
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leon, with the policy exercised by Talleyrand and

Fouche, and the other statesmen of ability whom he

had called into administration, and who desired at

all events to put an end to further revolutionary

movements but, above all, the victory of Marengo,

had at once created and attached to the person of

the Chief Consul an immense party, which might

be said to comprehend all those, who, being neither

decided Royalists nor determined Republicans, were

indifferent about the form of the government, so they

found ease and protection while living under it.

But, on the other hand, the heads of the two fac-

tions continued to exist; and, as the power of the First

Consul became at once more absolute and more con-

solidated, it grew doubly hateful and formidable to

them. His political existence was a total obstruction

to the systems of both parties, and yet one which it

was impossible to remove. There was no national

council left, in which the authority of the First Consul

could be disputed, or his measures impeached. The

strength of his military power bid defiance alike to

popular commotions, if the Democrats had yet pos-

sessed the means of exerting them, and to the scatter^

ed bands of the Royalist insurgents. What chance

remained for ridding themselves of the autocrat, in

whom the Republicans saw a dictator, the Royalists

an usurper? None, save that, being mortal, Napoleon
was subject to be taken off by assassination.
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The Democrats were naturally the first to medi-

tate an enterprize of this nature. The right of ta-

king off a tyrant was, according to their creed, as

proper to any private citizen as to those who oppo-

sed him armed in the field. The act of Harmodius

and Aristogiton the noble deed of Brutus and his

associates were consecrated in history, and esteem-

ed so congenial to the nature of a free constitution,

that the Convention, on the motion of Jean de Brie,

had at one time determined to raise a legion of assas-

sins, armed with poniards, who should devote them-

selves to the pious task of exterminating all foreign

princes, statesmen, and ministers in short, all who

were accounted the foes of freedom, without pity or

distinction. In a party entertaining such principles,

there could be no scruple on the score of morality ;

and where they had been so lately professed by thou-

sands, it seemed natural that, amid the multitude,

they must have made a deep impression on some

enthusiastic and gloomy disposition, which might be

easily provoked to act upon them.

It is no wonder, therefore, that some obscure Ja-

cobins should have early nourished the purpose of

assassinating Napoleon, as the enemy of his coun-

try's freedom, and the destroyer of her liberties ; but

it is singular, that most of the conspirators against

his person were Italians. Arena, brother of the de-

puty who was said to have aimed a dagger at Buona-
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parte in the Council of Five Hundred, was at the

head of the conspiracy. He was a Corsican. With

him, Ceraschi and Diana, two Italian refugees; a

painter, called Topino Lebrun; and two or three

enthusiasts of low condition, formed a plot for the

purpose of assassinating the Chief Consul at the

Opera-house. Their intention was detected by the

police ; Ceraschi and Diana were arrested behind the

scenes, armed, it was said, and prepared for the at-

tempt, and Napoleon was congratulated by most of

the constituted authorities upon having escaped a

great danger.

Crassous, President of the Tribunate, made a sin-

gular speech on the occasion, which would almost

bear a double interpretation.
" There had been so

many conspiracies," he said,
" at so many different

periods, and under so many different pretexts, which

had never been followed up either by inquiry or pu-

nishment, that a great number of good citizens had

become sceptical on the subject of their existence.

This incredulity was dangerous," he argued ;

"
it

was time it should be ended." With this view, Mon-

sieur Crassous recommended, that the persons guilty

on the present occasion should be prosecuted and

punished with all the solemnity and rigour of the

laws.

Buonaparte replied, with military indifference,

that he had been in no real danger.
" The con-
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temptiblc wretches," he said, in something like a re-

newal of his Egyptian vein,
" had no power to com-

mit the crime they meditated. Besides the assist-

ance of the whole audience, I had with me a piquet

of my brave guard, from whom the wretches could

not have borne a look." So ended this singular dis-

course ; and it is remarkable that neither were the

circumstances of the plot made public, nor the con-

spirators punished, till the more memorable attempt

on Napoleon's life by the Royalists.

The Royalists, as a party, had far more interest

with Buonaparte than the Democrats. The former

approved of the principles and form of his govern-

ment, it was only necessary for their conversion,

that they should learn to endure his person ; where-

as the Jacobins being equally averse to the office to

which he aspired, to his power, and to himself, there

were no hopes of their being brought to tolerate either

the monarch or the man. Of the latter, therefore,

Napoleon entertained equal dislike and distrust;

while, from obvious causes, his feelings towards the

former were in some measure friendly.

The Royalists, too, for some time entertained a

good opinion of Buonaparte, and conceived that he

intended, in his own time and his own way, to act

in behalf of the exiled royal family. The enthu-

siastic of the party were at a loss to conceive that

the throne of France should be again erected, and
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that any one but a Bourbon should dare to ascend

it. It seemed to them impossible that the monar-

chy should revive without the restoration of the legi-

timate monarch, and they could not believe that

a Corsican soldier of fortune would meditate an

usurpation, or that France would be for a moment

tolerant of his pretensions. The word liberty had,

indeed, misled the people of France for a time, but,

that illusion being dissipated, their natural love to

the royal race would return like a reviving spring,

and again run in its old channel.

So general was the belief among this class, that

Buonaparte meditated the restoration of the Bour-

bons, that several agents of the family made their

way so far as to sound his own mind upon the sub-

ject. Louis himself, afterwards XVIII., addressed

to the First Consul a letter of the following tenor :

" You cannot achieve the happiness of France with-

out my restoration, any more than I can ascend the

throne which is my right, without your co-operation.

Hasten then to complete the good work, which

none but you can accomplish, and name the rewards

which you claim for your friends."

Buonaparte answered the letter with cold civility.

He esteemed the person, he said, and pitied the mis-

fortunes, of his Royal Highness the Compte de

Provence, and should be glad to assist him, did an

opportunity permit. But as his Royal Highness
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could not be restored to France, save at tiie expense

of an hundred thousand lives, it was an enterprise

in which he, Buonaparte, must decline to aid him.

A less direct, and more artful course, is said to

have been attempted, by the mission of the Duchesse

de Guiche, one of the most beautiful and pleasing

women of the time, who, obtaining permission to

come to Paris under pretext of her private affairs,

was introduced at the Tuilleries, and delighted Jo-

sephine with the elegance of her manners. Napo-
leon did not escape the fascination, but the instant

she touched on the subject of politics, the interest-

ing Duchesse received an order to quit Paris.

As soon as the Royalists discovered, by the failure

of these and similar applications, as well as by the

gradual tendency of Buonaparte's measures, that the

restoration of the Bourbons was the thing farthest

from his purpose, their disappointment exasperated

them against the audacious individual, whose single

person seemed now the only obstacle to that event.

Monarchical power was restored, in spirit at least, if

not in form ; was it to be endured, the more zealous

followers of the Bourbons demanded of each other,

that it should become the prize of a military usurp-

er ? This party, as well as that of the Jacobins, con-

tained doubtless many adherents, whom the enthu-

siasm of their political principles disposed to serve

their cause, even at the expense of great crimes,
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The sentiments of the princes of the royal family

upon such a subject, were becoming their high

rank.* They were resolved to combat Buonaparte's

pretensions with open force, such as befitted their

pretensions as head of the chivalry of France, but

to leave to Jacobins the schemes of private assassina-

tion. Still there must have been many, among those

characters which are found during the miseries and

crimes of civil war, who conceived that the assassina-

tion of the Chief Consul would be received as good

service when accomplished, although it might not

be authorized beforehand. Nay, there may have

been partizans zealous enough to take the crime and

punishment on themselves, without looking farther

than the advantage which their party would receive

by the action.

A horrible invention, first hatched, it is said, by
the Jacobins,-)- was adopted by certain Royalists of a

* The opinions of the royal family were nobly expressed, in a let-

ter written by the Prince of Conde to the Compte d'Artois, at a

later period, 24th January 1802, which will be hereafter quoted at

length.

f It is said, in the Memoirs of Fouche, that the infernal machine

was the invention originally of a Jacobin named Chevalier, assisted

by Veycer, one of the same party ; that they even made an experi-
ment of its power, by exploding an engine of the kind behind the

Convent de la Salpetriere ; that this circumstance drew on them the

7
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low description, remarkable as actors in the wars of

the Chouans, of whom the leaders were named Car-

bon and St Regent. It was a machine consisting of a

barrel of gunpowder, placed on a cart to which it

was strongly secured, and charged with grape-shot

so disposed around the barrel, as to be dispersed in

every direction by the explosion. The fire was to

be communicated by a slow match. It was the pur-

pose of the conspirators, undeterred by the indiscri-

minate slaughter which such a discharge must occa-

sion, to place the machine in the street through

which the First Consul was to go to the Opera, ha-

ving contrived that it should explode, exactly as his

carriage should pass the spot ; and, strange to say,

this stratagem, which seemed as uncertain as it was

atrocious, was within an hairVbreadth of success.

On the evening of the 10th October 1800, Buo-

naparte has informed us, that though he himself felt

a strong desire to remain at home, his wife and one

or two intimate friends insisted that he should go to

attention of the police, and that they were arrested. It does not ap-

pear by what means the Royalists became privy to the Jacobin plot,

nor is the story in all its parts very probable ; yet it would seem

it must be partly true, since the attempt by means of the infernal

machine was at first charged upon the Jacobins, in consequence of

Chevalier's being known to have had some scheme in agitation, to

be executed by similar means, in the course of the previous year.
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the Opera. He was slumbering under a canopy when

they awaked him. One brought his hat, another his

sword. He was in a manner forced into his carriage,

where he again slumbered, and was dreaming of the

danger which he had escaped in an attempt to pass

the river Tagliamento some years before. On a sud-

den he awaked amidst thunder and flame.

The cart bearing the engine, which was placed in the

street St Nicaise, intercepted the progress of the Chief

Consults coach,which passed it with some difficulty. St

Regent had fired the match at the appointed instant ;

but the coachman, who chanced to be somewhat in-

toxicated, driving unusually fast, the carriage had

passed the machine two seconds before the explosion

took place ; and that almost imperceptible fraction of

time was enough to save the life which was aimed at.

The explosion was terrible. Two or three houses

were greatly damaged twenty persons killed, and

about fifty-three wounded ; among the latter was the

incendiary St Regent. The report was heard several

leagues from Paris. Buonaparte instantly exclaimed

to Lannes and Bessieres, who were in the carriage,
" We are blown up P The attendants would have

stopped the coach, but with more presence of mind

he commanded them to drive on, and arrived in safety

at the Opera ; his coachman during the whole time

never discovering what had happened, but concei-

VOL. IV. X
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ving the Consul had only received a salute of artil-

lery.

A public officer, escaped from such a peril, became

an object of yet deeper interest than formerly to the

citizens in general ; and the reception of the Consul

at the Opera, and elsewhere, was more enthusias-

tic than ever. Relief was ostentatiously distributed

amongst the wounded, and the relatives of the slain ;

and every one, shocked with the wild atrocity of such

a reckless plot, became, while they execrated the

perpetrators, attached in proportion to the object of

their cruelty. A disappointed conspiracy always adds

strength to the government against which it is direct-

ed ; and Buonaparte did not fail to push this advan-

tage to the uttermost.

Notwithstanding that the infernal machine (for

so it was not unappropriately termed) had in fact

been managed by the hands of Royalists, the first

suspicion fell on the Republicans ; and Buonaparte

took the opportunity, before the public were unde-

ceived on the subject, of dealing that party a blow,

from the effects of which they did not recover du-

ring his reign. An arbitrary decree of the Senate

was asked and readily obtained, for the transporta-

tion beyond seas of nearly one hundred and thirty of

the chiefs of the broken faction of the Jacobins,

among whom were several names which belonged to

the celebrated Reign of Terror, and had figured in the
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rolls of the National Convention. These men were so

generally hated, as connected with the atrocious scenes

during the reign of Robespierre, that the unpopu-

larity of their characters excused the irregularity of

the proceedings against them, and their fate was view-

ed with complacency by many, and with indifference

by all. In the end, the First Consul became so per-

suaded of the political insignificance of these relics

of Jacobinism, (who, in fact, were as harmless as the

fragments of a bomb-shell after its explosion,) that

the decree of deportation was never enforced against

them ; and Felix Lepelletier, Chaudieu, Talot, and

their companions, were allowed to live obscurely in

France, watched closely by the police, and under the

condition that they should not venture to approach

Paris.

The actual conspirators were proceeded against

with severity. Chevalier and Veycer, Jacobins, said

to have constructed the original model of the infernal

machine, were tried before a military commission,

condemned to be shot, and suffered death accord-

ingly.

Arena, Ceraschi, Le Brun, and Demerville, were

tried before the ordinary court of criminal judicature,

and condemned by the voice of ajury ; although there

was little evidence against them, save that of their

accomplice Harel, by whom they had been betrayed.

They also were executed.
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At a later period, Carbon and St Regent. Royal-

ists, the agents in the actual attempt of 10th October,

were also tried, condemned, and put to death. Some

persons tried for the same offence were acquitted ; and

justice seems to have been distributed with an impar-

tiality unusual in France since the Revolution.

But Buonaparte did not design that the conse-

quences of these plots should end with the deaths of

the wretches engaged in them. It afforded an op-

portunity not to be neglected to advance his principal

object, which was the erection of France into a despo-

tic kingdom, and the possessing himselfof uncontrol-

led power over the lives, properties, thoughts, and opi-

nions, of those who were born his fellow-subjects, and

of whom the very meanest but lately boasted himself

his equal. He has himself expressed his purpose

respecting the Constitution of the year Eight, or

Consular Government, in words dictated to General

Gourgaud.
" The ideas of Napoleon were fixed ; but the aid

of time and events were necessary for their realiza-

tion. The organization of the Consulate had pre-

sented nothing in contradiction to them ; it taught

unanimity, and that was the first step. This point

gained, Napoleon was quite indifferent as to the form

and denominations of the several constituted bodies.

He was a stranger to the Revolution. It was natu-

ral that the will of these men, who had followed it
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through all its phases, should prevail in questions as

difficult as they were abstract. The wisest plan was

to go on from day to day by the polar star by which

Napoleon meant to guide the Revolution to the

haven he desired."

If there is anything obscure in this passage, it

received but too luminous a commentary from the

course of Buonaparte's actions ; all of which tend to

show that he embraced the Consular government as

a mere temporary arrangement, calculated to prepare

the minds of the French nation for his ulterior views

of ambition, as young colts are ridden with a light

bridle until they are taught by degrees to endure the

curb and bit, or as water-fowl taken in a decoy are

first introduced within a wider circuit of nets, in or-

der to their being gradually brought within that strict

enclosure where they are made absolute prisoners.

He tells us in plain terms, he let the revolutionary

sages take their own way in arranging the constitu-

tion ; determined, without regarding the rules they

laid down on the chart, to steer his course by one

fixed point to one desired haven. That polar star

was his own selfish interest that haven was despotic

power. What he considered as most for his own in-

terest, he was determined to consider as the govern-

ment most suited for France also. Perhaps he may
have persuaded himself that he was actually serving

his country as well as himself; and, indeed, justly
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considered, he was in both instances equally grievous-

ly mistaken.

With the views which he entertained, the Chief

Consul regarded the conspiracies against his life as

affording a pretext for extending his power too favour-

able to be neglected. These repeated attacks on the

Head of the state made it desirable that some mode

should be introduced of trying such offences, briefer

and more arbitrary than the slow forms required by

ordinary jurisprudence. The prompt and speedy

justice to be expected from a tribunal freed from the

ordinary restraint offormalities and juries, was stated

to be more necessary on account of the state of the

public roads, infested by bands called Chauffeurs,

who stopped the public carriages, intercepted the

communications of commerce, and became so formi-

dable, that no public coach was permitted to leave

Paris without a military guard of at least four sol-

diers on the roof. This was used as a strong addi-

tional reason for constituting a special Court of Ju-

dicature.

Buonaparte could be at no loss for models of such

an institution. As hero of the Revolution, he had

succeeded to the whole arsenal of revolutionary wea^

pons forged in the name of Liberty, to oppress the

dearest rights of humanity. He had but to select

that which best suited him, and to mould it to the

temper of the times. The country which had so long
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endured the Hevolutionary Tribunal, was not likely

to wince under any less stern judicature.

The Court which government now proposed to

establish, was to consist of eight members thus qua-

lified. 1. The president and two judges of the ordi-

nary criminal tribunal. 2. Three military men, bear-

ing at least the rank of captain. 3. Two citizens,

to be suggested by government, who should be select-

ed from such as were by the constitution qualified to

act as judges. Thus five out of eight judges were

directly named by the government for the occasion.

The Court was to decide without jury, without ap-

peal, and without revision of any kind. As a boon

to the accused, the Court were to have at least six

members present, and there was to be no casting

vote ; so that the party would have his acquittal,

unless six members out of eight, or four members

out of six, should unite in finding him guilty ; where-

as in other courts, a bare majority is sufficient for

condemnation.

With this poor boon to public opinion, the spe-

cial Commission Court was to be the jurisdiction

before whom armed insurgents, conspirators, and

in general men guilty of crimes against the social

compact, were to undergo their trial.

The Counsellor of State, Portalis, laid this plan

before the Legislative Body, by whom it was, accord-

ing to constitutional form, referred to the eonsidera-
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tion of the Tribunate. It was in this body, the only

existing branch of the constitution where was pre-

served some shadow of popular forms and of free de-

bate, that those who continued to entertain free senti-

ments could have any opportunity ofexpressing them.

Benjamin Constant, Daunon, Chenier, and others, the

gleanings as it were of the liberal party, made an ho-

nourable but unavailing defence against this invasion

of the constitution, studying at the same time to ex-

press their opposition in language and by arguments

least likely to give offence to the government To the

honour of the Tribunate, which was the frail but sole

remaining barrier of liberty, the project had nearly

made shipwreck, and was only passed by a small ma-

jority of forty-nine over forty-one. In the Legislative

Body there was also a strong minority. It seemed as

if the friends of liberty, however deprived of direct

popular representation, and of all the means of in-

fluencing public opinion, were yet determined to

maintain an opposition to the First Consul, some-

what on the plan of that of England.

Another law, passed at this time, must have had a

cooling effect on the zeal of some of these patriots. It

was announced that there were a set of persons, who

were to be regarded rather as public enemies than as

criminals, and who ought to be provided against rather

by anticipating and defeating their schemes than by

punishing their offences. These consisted of Repub-
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licans, Royalists, or any others
entertaining, or sup-

posed to entertain, opinions inimical to the present

state of affairs ; and the law now passed entitled the

government to treat them as suspected persons, and

as such, to banish them from Paris or from France.

Thus was the Chief Consul invested with full power
over the personal liberty of every person whom he

chose to consider as the enemy of his government.

Buonaparte was enabled to avail himself to the ut-

termost of the powers which he had thus extracted

from the Constitutional Bodies, by the frightful

agency of the police. This institution may, even in

its mildest form, be regarded as a necessary evil ; for

although, while great cities continue to afford ob-

scure retreats for vice and crime of every description,

there must be men, whose profession it is to discover

and bring criminals to justice, as while there are

vermin in the animal world, there must be kites and

carrion-crows to diminish their number ; yet, as the

excellence of these guardians of the public depends

in a great measure on their familiarity with the arts,

haunts, and practices of culprits, they cannot be ex-

pected to feel the same horror for crimes, or crimi-

nals, which is common to other men. On the con-

trary, they have a sympathy with them of the same

kind which hunters entertain for the game which is

the object of their pursuit. Besides, as much of their

business is carried on by the medium of spies, they
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must be able to personate the manners and opinions

of those whom they detect ; and are frequently indu-

ced, by their own interest, to direct, encourage, nay,

suggest crimes, that they may obtain the reward due

for conviction of the offenders.

Applied to state offences, the agency of such per-

sons, though sometimes unavoidable, is yet more

frightfully dangerous. Moral delinquencies can be

hardly with any probability attributed to worthy or

innocent persons ; but there is no character so pure,

that he who bears it may not be supposed capable of

entertaining false and exaggerated opinions in poli-

tics, and, as such, become the victim of treachery

and delation. In France, a prey to so many factions,

the power of the police had become overwhelming ;

indeed the very existence of the government seemed

in some measure dependent upon the accuracy of

their intelligence ; and for this purpose their num-

bers had been enlarged, and their discipline perfect-

ed, under the administration of the sagacious and

crafty Fouche. This remarkable person had been

an outrageous Jacobin, and dipped deep in the hor-

rors of the revolutionary government an adherent

of Barras, and a partaker in the venality and pecu-

lation which characterized that period. He was,

therefore, totally without principle ; but his nature

was not of that last degree of depravity, which de-

lights in evil for its own sake, and his good sense
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told him, that an unnecessary crime was a political

blunder. The lenity with which he exercised his ter-

rible office, when left in any degree to his own dis-

cretion, while it never prevented his implicit execu-

tion of Buonaparte's commands, made the abomina-

ble system over which he presided to a certain ex-

tent endurable ; and thus even his good qualities,

while they relieved individual suffering, were of dis-

service to his country, by reconciling her to bond-

age.

The haute police, as it is called by the French,

meaning that department which applies to politics

and state affairs, had been unaccountably neglected

by the ministers of Louis XVI., and was much dis-

organised by the consequences of the Revolution.

The demagogues of the Convention had little need

of a regular system of the kind. Every affiliated club

of Jacobins supplied them with spies, and with in-

struments of their pleasure. The Directory stood in

a different situation. They had no general party

of their own, and maintained their authority, by ba-

lancing the Moderates and Democrats against each

other. They, therefore, were more dependent upon

the police than their predecessors, and they intrust-

ed Fouche with the superintendence. It was then

that, destroying, or rather superseding, the separate

offices where the agents of the police pretended to
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a certain independence of acting, he brought the

whole system to concentrate within his own cabinet.

By combining the reports of his agents, and of the

various individuals with whom under various pre-

texts he maintained correspondence, the Minister of

Police arrived at so accurate a knowledge of the pur-

pose, disposition, adherents, and tools of the different

parties in France, that he could anticipate their mode

of acting upon all occasions that were likely to occur,

knew what measures were likely to be proposed, and

by whom they were to be supported ; and when any

particular accident took place, was able, from his

previous general information, to assign it to the real

cause, and the true actors.

An unlimited system of espial, and that stretch-

ing through society in all its ramifications, was ne-

cessary to the perfection of this system, which had

not arrived to its utmost height, till Napoleon as-

cended the throne. Still, before his reign, it existed

all through France, controlling the most confiden-

tial expressions of opinion on public affairs, and, like

some mephitic vapour, stifling the breath though it

was invisible to the eye, and, by its mysterious ter-

rors, putting a stop to all discussion of public mea-

sures, which was not in the tone of implicit appro-

bation.

The expense of maintaining this establishment
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was immense; for Fouche comprehended amongst
his spies and informers persons, whom no ordinary

gratuity would have moved to act such a part. But

this expense was provided for by the large sums

which the Minister of Police received for the tolera-

tion yielded to brothels, gambling- houses, and other

places of profligacy, to whom he granted licenses, in

consideration of their observing certain regulations.

His system of espial was also extended, by the in-

formation which was collected in these haunts of de-

bauchery ; and thus the vices of the capital were

made to support the means by which it was subject-

ed to a despotic government. His auto-biography

contains a boast, that the private secretary of the

Chief Consul was his pensioner, and that the lavish

profusion of Josephine made even her willing to ex-

change intelligence concerning the Chief Consul's

views and plans. Thus was Fouche not only a spy

upon the people in behalf of Buonaparte, but a spy

also on Buonaparte himself.

Indeed, the power of the director of this terrible

enginery was so great, as to excite the suspicion of

Napoleon, who endeavoured to counter-balance it by

dividing the department of police into four distinct

offices. There were established, 1st, The military

police of the palace, over which Duroc, the grand

master of the household, presided. 2d, The police
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maintained by the inspector of the gens-cTarmes. 8d,

That exercised over the city of Paris by the Pre-

fect. 4th, The general police, which still remained

under the control of Fouch6. Thus, the First Con-

sul received every day four reports of police, and

esteemed himself secure of learning, through some

one of them, information which the others might have

an interest in concealing.

The agents of these different bodies were fre-

quently unknown to each other ; and it often hap-

pened, that when, in the exercise of their office,

they were about to arrest some individual who had

incurred suspicion, they found him protected against

them, by his connexion with other bureaux of po-

lice. The system was, therefore, as complicated as

it was oppressive and unjust ; but we shall have

such frequent opportunity to refer to the subject,

that we need here only repeat, that, with refe-

rence to his real interest, it was unfortunate for Buo-

naparte that he found at his disposal so ready a

weapon of despotism as the organized police, wield-

ed by a hand so experienced as that of Fouche.

It was the duty of the police to watch the pro-

gress of public opinion, whether it was expressed in

general society, and confidential communication, or

by the medium of the press. Buonaparte entertain-

ed a feverish apprehension of the effects of litera-
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ture on the general mind, and in doing so acknow-

ledged the weak poinis in his government. The

public journals were under the daily and constant

superintendance of the police, and their editors were

summoned before Fouche when anything was insert-

ed which could be considered as disrespectful to his

authority. Threats and promises were liberally em-

ployed on such occasions, and such journalists as

proved refractory, were soon made to feel that the

former were no vain menaces. The suppression of

the offensive newspaper was often accompanied by
the banishment or imprisonment of the editor. The

same measure was dealt to authors, booksellers, and

publishers, respecting whom the jealousy of Buona-

parte amounted to a species of disease.

No one can be surprised that an absolute govern-

ment should be disposed to usurp the total manage-

ment of the daily press, and such other branches of

literature as are immediately connected with politics ;

but the interference of Buonaparte's police went

much farther, and frequently required from those

authors who wrote only on general topics, some express

recognizance of his authority. The ancient Christians

would not attend the theatre, because it was neces-

sary that, previous to enjoying the beauties of the

scene, they should sacrifice some grains of incense

to the false deity, supposed to preside over the
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place. In like manner, men of generous minds in

France were often obliged to suppress works on sub-

jects the most alien to politics, because they could

not easily obtain a road to the public unless they con-

sented to recognize the right of the individual, who

had usurped the supreme authority, and extinguish-

ed the liberties of his country. The circumstances

which subjected Madame de Stael to a long persecu-

tion by the police of Buonaparte, may be quoted as

originating in this busy desire, of connecting his

government with the publications of all persons of

genius.

We have been already led to notice, that there

existed no cordiality betwixt Buonaparte and the

gifted daughter of Neckar. Their characters were

far from suited to each other. She had manifestly

regarded the First Consul as a subject of close and

curious observation, and Buonaparte loved not that

any one should make him the subject of minute

scrutiny. Madame de Stael was the centre also of

a distinguished circle of society in France, several

of whom were engaged to support the cause of liber-

ty ; and the resolution of a few members of the

Tribunate, to make some efforts to check the ad-

vance of Buonaparte to arbitrary power, was sup-

posed to be taken in her saloon, and under her

encouragement. For this she was only banished

from Paris. But when she was about to publish her
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excellent and spirited book on German manners and

literature, in which, rnhappily, there was no men-

tion of the French nation, or its supreme chief,

Madame de StaePs work was seized by the police,

and she was favoured with a line from Fouche, ac-

quainting her that the air of France did not suit her

health, and inviting her to leave it with all conve-

nient speed. While in exile from Paris, which she

accounted her country, the worthy Prefect of Geneva

suggested a mode by which she might regain favour.

An ode on the birth of the King of Rome, was re-

commended as the means of conciliation. Madame

de Stael answered, she should limit herself to wishing

him a good nurse ; and became exposed to new rigours,

even extending to the friends who ventured to visit

her in her exile. So general was the French influ-

ence all over Europe, that, to shelter herself from

the persecutions by which she was everywhere fol-

lowed, she was at length obliged to escape to Eng-

land, by the remote way of Russia. Chenier, author

of the Hymn of the Marseilloise, though formerly

the panegyrist of General Buonaparte, became, with

other literary persons who did not bend low enough

to his new dignity, objects of persecution to the First

Consul. The childish pertinacity with which Napo-

leon followed up such unreasonable piques, belongs

indeed, chiefly, to the history of the Emperor, but it

showed its blossoms earlier. The power of indulging

VOL. IV. Y
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such petty passions, goes, in a great measure, to fos-

ter and encourage their progress ; and in the case of

Buonaparte, this power, great in itself, was increa-

sed by the dangerous facilities which the police offer-

ed, for gratifying the spleen, or the revenge, of the

offended sovereign.

Another support, of a very different kind, and

grounded on the most opposite principles, was afford-

ed to the rising power of Napoleon, through the re-

establishment of religion in France, by his treaty

with the Pope, called the Concordat. Two great

steps had been taken towards this important point,

by the edict opening the churches, and renewing the

exercise of the Christian religion, and by the resto-

ration of the Pope to his temporal dominions, after

the battle of Marengo. The further objects to be

attained were the sanction of the First ConsuFs go-

vernment by the Pontiff on the one hand, and, on the

other, the re-establishment of the rights of the church

in France, so far as should be found consistent with

the new order of things.

This important treaty was managed by Joseph

Buonaparte, who, with three colleagues, held con-

ferences for that purpose with the plenipotentiaries of

the Pope. The ratifications were exchanged on the

18th of September 1801 ; and when they were pub-

lished, it was singular to behold how submissively

the once proud See of Rome lay prostrated before

the power of Buonaparte, and how absolutely he
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must have dictated all the terms of the treaty. Every
article innovated on some of those rights and claims,

which the Church of Rome had for ages asserted as

the unalienable privileges of her infallible head.

I. It was provided, that the Catholic religion

should be freely exercised in France, acknowledged
as the national faith, and its service openly prac-

tised, subject to such regulations of police as the

French government shouldjudge necessary. II. The

Pope, in concert with the French government, was

to make a new division of dioceses, and to require of

the existing bishops even the resignation of their

sees, should that be found necessary to complete the

new arrangement. III. The sees which should be-

come vacant by such resignation, or by deprivation,

in case a voluntary abdication was refused, as also

all future vacancies, were to be filled up by the Pope,

on nominations proceeding from the French govern-

ment. IV. The new bishops were to take an oath

of fidelity to the government, and to observe a ritual,

in which there were to be especial forms of prayer for

the Consuls. V. The church- livings were to undergo

a new division, and the bishops were to nominate to

them, but only such persons as should be approved

by the government. VI. The government was to

make suitable provision for the national clergy, while

the Pope expressly renounced all right competent to

him and his successors, to challenge or dispute the
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sales of church property which had been made since

the Revolution.

Such was the celebrated compact, by which Pius

VII. surrendered to a soldier, whose name was five

.or six years before unheard of in Europe, those high

claims to supremacy in spiritual affairs, which his

predecessors had maintained for so many ages against

the whole potentates of Europe. A puritan might

have said of the Power seated on the Seven Hills

"
Babylon is fallen, it is fallen that great city !

w '

The more rigid Catholics were of the same opinion.

The Concordat, they alleged, showed rather the

* abasement of the Roman hierarchy than the re-erec-

tion of the Gallic church. ,

The proceedings against the existing bishop& efj

France, most ofwhom were of course emigrants, were

also but little edifying. Acting upon the article of

the Concordat already noticed, and caused, as the

letter itself states,
"
by the exigencies of the times,

which exercises its violence even on us," the Pope

required of each of these reverend persons, by an

especial mandate, to accede to the compact, by sur-

rendering his see, as therein provided. The order

was peremptory in its terms, and an answer was

demanded within fifteen days. The purpose of this

haste was to prevent consultation or combination,

and to place before each bishop, individually, the

choice of compliance, thereby gaining a right to be
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provided for in the new hierarchy ; or of refusal,

in which case the Pope would be obliged to declare

the see vacant, in conformity to his engagement with

Buonaparte.

The bishops in general declined compliance with

a request, which, on the part of the Pope, was evi-

dently made by compulsion. They offered to lay

their resignation at his Holiness's feet, so soon as

they should be assured that there was regular canon-

ical provision made for filling up their sees ; but

they declined, by any voluntary act of theirs, to

give countenance to the surrender of the rights of

the church implied in the Concordat, and preferred

exile and poverty to any provision which they might

obtain, by consenting to compromise the privileges of

the hierarchy. These proceedings greatly increased

the unpopularity of the Concordat among the more

zealous Catholics.

Others of that faith there were, who, though they

considered the new system as very imperfect, yet

thought it might have the effect of preserving in

France some sense of the Christian religion, which,

under the total disuse of public worship, stood a

chance of being entirely extinguished in the minds

of the rising generation. They remembered, that

though the Jews in the days of Esdras shed tears of

natural sorrow when they beheld the inferiority of

the second Temple, yet Providence had sanction-
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ed its erection, under the warrant, and by permis-

sion, of an unbelieving task-master. They granted,

that the countenance shown by Buonaparte to the

religious establishment, was entirely from motives of

self-interest; but still they hoped that God, who

works his own will by the selfish passions of indivi-

duals, was now using those of the First Consul to

recall some sense of religion to France ; and they an-

ticipated that religion, as the best friend of all that

is good and graceful in humanity, was likely, in

course of time, to bring back and encourage a sense

of rational liberty.

The revolutionary part of France beheld the

Concordat with very different eyes. The Chris-

tian religion was, as to the Jews and Greeks of

old, a stumbling-block to the Jacobins, and foolish-

ness to the philosophers. It was a system which

they had attacked with a zeal even as eager as that

which they had directed against monarchical institu-

tions 5 and in the restoration of the altar, they foresaw

the re-erection of the throne. Buonaparte defended

himself among the philosophers, by comparing his

Concordat to a sort of vaccination of religion, which,

by introducing a slighter kind into the system of

the state, would gradually prepare for its entire ex-

tinction.

In the meantime, he proceeded to renew the an-

cient league betwixt the church and crown, with
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as much solemnity as possible. Portalis was crea-

ted Minister of Religion, a new office, for managing
the affairs of the church. He had deserved this pre-

ferment, by a learned and argumentative speech to the

Legislative Body, in which he proved to the French

statesmen, (what in other countries is seldom consi-

dered as matter of doubt,) that the exercise ofreligion

is congenial to human nature, and worthy of being

cherished and protected by the state. The Concor-

dat was inaugurated at Notre Dame with the utmost

magnificence. Buonaparte attended in person, with

all the badges and pomp of royalty, and in the style

resembling as nearly as possible that of the former

Kings of France. The Archbishop of Aix was ap-

pointed to preach upon the occasion, being the very

individual prelate who had delivered the sermon

upon the coronation of Louis XVI. Some address,

it was said, was employed to procure the attendance

of the old Republican Generals. They were invited

by Berthier to breakfast, and thence carried to the

First Consul's levee; after which it became impossible

for them to decline attending him to the Church of

Notre Dame. As he returned from the ceremony,

surrounded by these military functionaries, Buona-

parte remarked with complacency, that the former

order of things was fast returning. One of his gene-

rals boldly answered,
" Yes! all returns ex-

cepting the two millions of Frenchmen, who have
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died to procure the proscription of the very system

now in the act of being restored."

It is said that Buonaparte, when he found the

Pope and the clergy less tractable than he desired,

regretted having taken the step of re-establishing re-

ligion, and termed the Concordat the greatest error

of his reign. But such observations could only escape

him in a moment of pique or provocation. He well

knew the advantage which a government must derive

from a national church, which recognises them in its

ritual ; and at Saint Helena, he himself at once ac-

knowledged the advantage of his compact with the

Pope as a measure of state, and his indifference to it

in a religious point of view. " I never regretted the

Concordat," he said.
" I must have had either that

or something equivalent. Had the Pope never before

existed, he should have been made for the occasion."

The First Consul took care, accordingly, to make

his full advantage of the Concordat, by introducing

his own name as much as possible into the catechism

of the church, which, in other respects, was that

drawn up by Bosstiet. To honour Napoleon, the

catechumen was taught, was the same as to honour

and serve God himself to oppose his will, was to

- incur the penalty of eternal damnation.

In civil affairs, Buonaparte equally exerted his ta-

lents, in connecting the safety and interests of the na-

tion with his own aggrandisement. He had already
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laughed at the idea of a free constitution. " The only

free constitution necessary," he said,
" or useful, was

a good civil code ;

w
not considering, or choosing to

have it considered, that the best system of laws,

when held by no better guarantee than the pleasure

of an arbitrary prince and his council of state, is as

insecure as the situation of a pearl suspended by a

single hair. Let us do justice to Napoleon, however,

by acknowledging, that he encountered with manly

firmness the gigantic labour of forming a code of in-

stitutions, which, supplying the immense variety of

provincial laws that existed in the different depart-

ments of France, and suppressing the partial and

temporary regulations made in the various political

crises of the Revolution, were designed to be the

basis of a uniform national system. For this purpose,

an order of the Consuls convoked Messrs Portalis,

Tronchet, Bigot, Preamenu, and Maleville, juris-

consults of the highest character, and associated

them with the Minister of Justice, Cambaceres, in

the task of adjusting and reporting a plan for a ge-

neral system ofjurisprudence. The progress and ter-

mination of this great work will be hereafter noticed.

The Chief Consul himself took an active part in the

deliberations.

An ordinance, eminently well qualified to heal the

civil wounds of France, next manifested the talents

of Buonaparte, and, as men hoped, his moderation.
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This was the general amnesty granted to the emi-

grants. A decree of the senate, 26th April 1801,

permitted the return of these unfortunate persons to

France, providing they did so, and took the oath of

fidelity to government, within a certain period. There

were, however, five classes of exceptions, containing

such as seemed too deeply and strongly pledged to

the house of Bourbon, ever to reconcile themselves

to the government of Buonaparte. Such were, 1 st,

Those who had been chiefs of bodies of armed royal-

ists ; 2d, Who had held rank in the armies of the

allies ; 3d, Who had belonged to the household of

the princes of the blood; 4th, Who had been agents

or encouragers of foreign or domestic war; 5th, The

generals and admirals, together with the representa-

tives of the people, who had been guilty of treason

against the Republic, together with the prelates, who

declined to resign their sees in terms of the Concor-

dat. It was at the same time declared, that not more

than five hundred in all should be excepted from the

amnesty. Buonaparte truly judged, that the mass of

emigrants, thus winnowed and purified from all who

had been leaders, exhausted in fortune, and wearied

out by exile, would in general be grateful for permis-

sion to return to France, and passive, nay, contented

and attached subjects of his dominion ; and the event

in a great measure, if not fully, justified his expecta-

tions. Such part of their property as had not been
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sold, was directed to be restored to them ; but they

were subjected to the special superintendance of the

police for the space of ten years after their return.

With similar and most laudable attention to the

duties of his high office, Buonaparte founded plans

of education, and particularly, with Mongers assist-

ance, established the Polytechnic school, which has

produced so many men of talent. He inquired anxi-

ously into abuses, and was particularly active in cor-

recting those which had crept into the prisons during

the Revolution, where great tyranny was exercised by

monopoly of provisions, and otherwise. In amending

such evils, Buonaparte, though not of kingly birth,

showed a mind worthy of the rank to which he had

ascended. It is only to be regretted, that in what in-

terfered with his personal wishes or interest, he uni-

formly failed to manifest the sound and correct views,

which on abstract questions he could form so clearly.

Other schemes of a public character were held out

as occupying the attention of the Chief Consul. Like

Augustus, whose situation his own in some measure

resembled, Napoleon endeavoured, by the magnifi-

cence of his projects for the improvement of the state,

to withdraw attention from his inroads upon public

freedom. The inland navigation of Languedoc was

to be completed, and a canal, joining the river Yonne

to the Saonne, was to connect the south part of the

republic so completely with the north, as to establish
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a communication by water between Marseilles and

Amsterdam. Bridges were also to be built, roads to

be laid out and improved, museums founded in the

principal towns of France, and many other public

labours undertaken, on a scale which should put to

shame even the boasted days of Louis XIV. Buo-

naparte knew the French nation well, and was aware

that he should best reconcile them to his government,

by indulging his own genius for bold and magnifi-

cent undertakings, whether of a military or a civil

character.

But although these splendid proposals filled the

public ear, and flattered the national pride of France,

commerce continued to languish, under the effects of

a constant blockade, provisions became dear, and

discontent against the Consulate began to gain ground

over the favourable sentiments which had hailed its

commencement. The effectual cure for these heart-

burnings was only to be found in a general peace ;

and a variety of events, some of them of a character

very unpleasing to the First Consul, seemed gradually

preparing for this desirable event.
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CHAPTER XII.

Return to the external Relations of France. Her universal

Ascendancy. Napoleon's advances to the Emperor Paul.

Plan of destroying the British Power in India. Right of

Search at Sea. Death of Paul. Its effects on Buonaparte.

Affairs of Egypt. Assassination ofKleber.Menou ap~

pointed to succeed him. British Army lands in Egypt.

Battle and Victory of Alexandria. Death of Sir Ralph

Abercromby. General Hutchinson succeeds him. The

French General Belliard capitulates as does Menou.

War in Egypt brought to a victorious Conclusion.

HAVING thus given a glance at the internal affairs

of France during the commencement of Buonaparte's

domination, we return to her external relations*

which, since the peace of Luneville, had assumed the

appearance of universal ascendency, so much had

the current of human affairs been altered by the
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talents and fortunes of one man. Not only was

France in secure possession, by the treaty of Lune-

ville, of territories extending to the banks of the

Rhine, but the surrounding nations were, under

the plausible names of protection or alliance, as

submissive to her government as if they had made

integral parts of her dominions. Holland, Switzer-

land, and Italy, were all in a state of subjection to

her will ; Spam, like a puppet, moved but at her

signal; Austria was broken-spirited and dejected;

Prussia still remembered her losses in the first revo-

lutionary war ; and Russia, who alone could be con-

sidered as unmoved by any fear of France, was yet in

a situation to be easily managed, by flattering and

cajoling the peculiar temper of the Emperor Paul.

We have already observed, that Buonaparte had

artfully availed himself of the misunderstanding be-

tween Austria and Russia, to insinuate himself into

the good graces of the Czar. The disputes between

Russia and England gave him still further advan-

tages over the mind of that incautious monarch.

The refusal of Britain to cede the almost impreg-

nable fortress of Malta, and with it the command of

the Mediterranean, to a power who was no longer

friendly, was aggravated by her declining to admit

Russian prisoners into the cartel of exchange betwixt

the French and British. Buonaparte contrived to
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make his approaches to the Czar in a manner calcu-

lated to bear upon both these subjects of grievance.

He presented to Paul, who affected to be considered

as the Grand Master of the Order of St John of Je-

rusalem, the sword given by the Pope to the heroic

John de la Valette, who was at the head of the Order

during the celebrated defence of Malta against the

Turks. With the same view of placing his own con-

duct in a favourable contrast with that of Great Bri-

tain, he new-clothed and armed eight or nine thou-

sand Russian prisoners, and dismissed them freely, in

token of his personal esteem for the character of the

Emperor.
A more secret and scandalous mode of acquiring

interest is said to have been attained, through the at-

tachment of the unfortunate Prince to a French ac-

tress of talents and beauty, who had been sent from

Paris for the express purpose of acquiring his affec-

tions. From these concurring reasons, Paul began

now openly to manifest himself as the warm friend

of France, and the bitter enemy of Britain. In

the former capacity, he had the weak and unworthy

complaisance to withdraw the hospitality which he

had hitherto afforded to the relics of the Royal

Family of Bourbon, who were compelled to remove

from Mittau, where they had been hitherto permitted

to reside.

9
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To gratify his pique against England, Paul gave

hearing at least to a magnificent scheme, by which

Buonaparte proposed to accomplish the destruction

of the British power in India, which he had in vain

hoped to assail by the possession of Egypt. The

scheme was now to be effected by the union of the

French and Russian troops, which were to force their

way to British India overland, through the kingdom
of Persia ; and a plan of such a campaign was seri-

ously in agitation. Thirty-five thousand French were

to descend the Danube into the Black Sea ; and

then, being wafted across that sea and the sea of

Azof, were to march by land to the banks of the

Wolga. Here they were again to be embarked, and

descend the river to Astracan, and from thence

were to cross the Caspian Sea to Astrabad, where

they were to be joined by a Russian army, equal in

force to their own. It was thought that, marching

through Persia by Herat, Ferah, and Candahar, the

Russo-Gallic army might reach the Indus in forty-

five days from Astrabad. This gigantic project would

scarce have been formed by any less daring genius

than Napoleon ; nor could any prince, with a brain

less infirm than Paul's, have agreed to become his

tool in so extraordinary an undertaking, from which

France was to derive all the advantage.

A nearer mode of injuring the interests of Eng-
10
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land than this overland march to India, was in the

power of the Emperor of Russia. A controversy be-

ing in dependence betwixt England and the northern

courts, afforded the pretext for throwing his weight

into the scale against her at this dangerous crisis.

The right of search at sea, that is, the right of

stopping a neutral or friendly vessel, and taking out

of her the goods belonging to an enemy, is acknow-

ledged in the earliest maritime codes. But England,

by her naval superiority, had been enabled to exert

this right so generally, that it became the subject

of much heart-burning to neutral powers. The

association of the Northern States in 1780, known

by the name of the Armed Neutrality, had for its

object to put down this right of search, and establish

the maxim that free bottoms made free goods ; in

other words, that the neutral character of the vessel

should protect whatever property she might have on

board. This
tprinciple was now anxiously reclaimed

by France, as the most effective argument for the

purpose of irritating the neutral powers against Great

Britain, whose right of search, which could not be ex-

ercised without vexation and inconvenience to their

commerce, must necessarily be unpopular amongst

them. Forgetting that the danger occasioned by the

gigantic power of France was infinitely greater than

any which could arise from the maritime claims of

England, the northern courts became again united

VOL. iv. z
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on the subject of what they termed the freedom of

the seas. Indeed, the Emperor Paul, even before

the offence arising out of his disappointment respect-

ing Malta, had proceeded so far as to sequestrate

all British property in his dominions, in resentment

of her exercising the right of search. But upon the

fresh provocation which he conceived himself to

have received, the Emperor became outrageous, and

took the most violent measures for seizing the per-

sons and property of the English, that ever were

practised by an angry and unreasonable despot.

Prussia, more intent on her own immediate ag-

grandisement, than mindful of the welfare ofEurope
in general, took advantage of the universal ill-will

against England, to seize upon the King's continen-

tal dominions of Hanover, with peculiar breach of

public faith, as she herself had guaranteed the neu-

trality of that country.

The consequences, with regard to the northern

powers, are well known. The promptitude of the

administration sent a strong fleet to the Baltic ; and

the well-contested battle of Copenhagen detached

Denmark from the Northern Confederacy. Sweden

had joined it unwillingly ; and Russia altered her

course of policy in consequence of the death of Paul.

That unhappy prince had surmounted the patience

of his subjects, and fell a victim to one of those con-

spiracies, which in arbitrary monarchies, especially

such as partake of the oriental character, supply all
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the checks of a moderate and free constitution, where
the prerogative of the crown is limited by laws. In

these altered circumstances, the cause of dispute was

easily removed, by the right of search being subjected
to equitable regulations and modifications.

Buonaparte received the news of Paul's death with

much more emotion than he was usually apt to
testify.

It is said, that, for the first time in his life, a pas-
sionate exclamation of 4< MonJDieu!" escaped him, in

a tone of sorrow and surprise. With Paul's immense

power, and his disposition to place it at the disposal

of France, the First Consul doubtless reckoned upon
the accomplishment of many important plans which

his death disconcerted. It was natural, also, that Na-

poleon should be moved by the sudden and violent

end of a prince, who had manifested so much admi-

ration- of his person and his qualities. Pie is said to

have dwelt so long on the strangeness of the incident,

that Fouche was obliged to remind him, that it was

a mode of changing a chief magistrate, or a course

of administration, which was common to the empire

in which it took place.*

The death of Paul, so much regretted by Buona-

parte, was nevertheless the means of accelerating

a peace between France and Great Britain, which,

* " Mais enfin, que voulez vous ? C'est une mode de destitution

propre a ce pais-la !"
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if it could have been established on a secure basis,

would have afforded him the best chance of main-

taining his power, and transmitting it to his posterity.

While the Czar continued to be his observant ally,

there was little prospect that the First Consul would

be moderate enough in the terms which he might

have proffered, to permit the British ministry to treat

with him.

Another obstacle to peace was at this time removed,

in a manner not more acceptable to Buonaparte than

was the death of the Emperor Paul. The possession

of Egypt by the French was a point which the First

Consul would have insisted upon from strong per-

sonal feeling. The Egyptian expedition was inti-

mately connected with his own personal glory, nor

was it likely that he would have sacrificed its results

to his desire of peace with Great Britain. On the

other hand, there was no probability that England
would accede to any arrangement, which should sanc-

tion the existence of a French colony, settled in

Egypt with the express purpose of destroying our

Indian commerce. But this obstacle to peace was

removed by the fate of arms.

Affairs in Egypt had been on the whole unfavoura-

ble to the French, since that army had lost the presence

of the commander-in-chief. Kleber, onwhom the com-

mand devolved, was discontented both at the uncere-

monious and sudden manner in which the duty had
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been imposed upon him, and with the scarcity of

means left to support his defence. Perceiving himself

threatened by a large Turkish force, which was col-

lecting for the purpose of avenging the defeat of the

vizier at Aboukir, he became desirous of giving up a

settlement which he despaired of maintaining. He

signed accordingly a convention with the Turkish

plenipotentiaries, and Sir Sidney Smith, on the part

of the British, by which it was provided that the

French should evacuate Egypt, and that Kleber and

his army should be transported to France in safety,

without being molested by the British fleet. When
the British government received advice of this con-

vention, they refused to ratify it, on the ground that

Sir Sidney Smith had exceeded his powers in entering

into it. The Earl of Elgin having been sent out as

plenipotentiary to the Porte, it was asserted that Sir

Sidney's ministerial powers were superseded by his

appointment. Such was the alleged informality on

which the treaty fell to the ground ; but the truth

was, that the arrival of Kleber and his army in the

south of France, at the very moment when the suc-

cesses of Suwarrow gave strong hopes of making

some impression on her frontier, might have had a

most material effect upon the events of the war. Lord

Keith, therefore, who commanded in the Mediterra-

nean, received orders not to permit the passage of

the French Egyptian army, and the treaty of El

Arish was in consequence broken off.
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Kleber, disappointed of this mode of extricating

himself, had recourse to arms. The Vizier Jouseff

Pacha, having crossed the desert, and entered Egypt,

received a bloody and decisive defeat from the French

general, near the ruins of the ancient city of Helio-

polis, on the 20th of March 1800. The measures

which Kleber adopted after this victory were well

calculated to maintain the possession of the country,

and reconcile the inhabitants to the French govern-

ment. He was as moderate in the imposts as the

exigencies of his army permitted, greatly improved

the condition of the troops, and made, if not peace,

at least an effectual truce, with the restless and en-

terprising Murad Bey, who still continued to be at

the head of a considerable body of Mamelukes. Kle-

ber also raised among the Greeks a legion of fifteen

hundred or two thousand men ; and with more diffi-

culty succeeded in levying a regiment of Copts.

While busied in these measures, he was cut

short by the blow of an assassin. A fanatic Turk,

called Soliman Haleby, a native of Aleppo, ima-

gined he was inspired by Heaven to slay the ene-

my of the Prophet and the Grand Seignior. He
concealed himself in a cistern, and springing out on

Kleber when there was only one man in company

with him, stabbed him dead. The assassin was

justly condemned to die by a military tribunal ;

but th sentence was executed with a barbarity
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which disgraced those who practised it. Being im-

paled alive, he survived for four hours in the utmost

tortures, which he bore with an indifference which

his fanaticism perhaps alone could have bestowed.

The Baron Menou, on whom the command now

devolved, was an inferior person to Kleber. He had

made some figure amongst the nobles who followed

the revolutionary cause in the Constituent Assem-

bly, and was the same general whose want of deci-

sion at the affair of the Sections had led to the em-

ployment of Buonaparte in his room, and to the first

rise, consequently, of the fortunes which had since

swelled so high. Menou altered for the worse seve-

ral of the regulations of Kleber, and, carrying into

literal execution what Buonaparte had only written

and spoken of, he became an actual Mahommedan,

married a native Turkish woman, and assumed the

name of Abdallah Menou. This change of religion

exposed him to the ridicule of the French, while it

went in no degree to conciliate the Egyptians.

The succours from France, which Buonaparte

had promised in his farewell address to the Egyp-

tian army, arrived slowly, and in small numbers and

quantity. This was not the fault of the Chief Con-

sul, who had commanded Gantheaume to put to sea

with a squadron, having on board four or five thou-

sand men ; but being pursued by the English fleet,

that admiral was glad to regain the harbour of Tou-

lon. Other efforts were made with the same indifferent
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success. The French pdrts were too closely watched

to permit the sailing of any expedition on a large

scale, and two frigates, with five or six hundred men,

were the only reinforcements that reached Egypt.

Meantime, the English cabinet had adopted the

daring and manly resolution of wresting from France

this favourite colony by force. They had for a length

of time confined their military efforts to partial and

detached objects, which, if successful, could not have

any effect on the general results of the war, and

which, when they miscarried, as was the case before

Cadiz, Ferrol, and elsewhere, tended to throw ridicule

on the plans of the ministry, and, however undeser-

vedly, even upon the character of the forces employ-

ed on the service. It was by such ill-considered

and imperfect efforts that the war was maintained on

our part, while our watchful and formidable enemy

combined his mighty means to effect objects of com-

mensurate importance. We, like puny fencers, offer-

ed doubtful and uncertain blows, which could only

affect the extremities ; he never aimed, save at the

heart, nor thrust, but with the determined purpose

of plunging his weapon to the hilt.

The consequence of these partial and imperfect

measures was, that even while our soldiers were in

the act of gradually attaining that perfection of dis-

cipline by which they are now distinguished, they

ranked most unjustly lower in the respect of their

countrymen, than at any other period in our history.
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The pre-eminent excellence of our sailors had been

shown in a thousand actions; and it became too

usual to place it in contrast with the failure of our

expeditions on shore. But it was afterwards found

that our soldiers could assume the same superiority,

whenever the plan of the campaign offered them a

fair field for its exercise. Such a field of action was

afforded by the Egyptian expedition.

This undertaking was the exclusive plan of an ill-

requited statesman, the late Lord Melville ; who had

difficulty in obtaining even Mr Pitt's concurrence in

a scheme, of a character so much more daring than

Britain had lately entertained. The expedition was

resolved upon by the narrowest possible majority in

the cabinet ; and his late Majesty interposed his

consent in terms inferring a solemn protest against

the risk about to be incurred. " It is with the ut-

most reluctance," (such, or nearly such, were the

words ofGeorge III.)
" that I consent to a measure,

which sends the flower of my army upon a danger-

ous expedition against a distant province."* The

* At an after period, the good King made the following acknow-

ledgment of his mistake. When Lord Melville was out of power,

his Majesty did him the honour to visit him at Wimbledon, and

partook of some refreshment. On that occasion the King took an

opportunity to fill a glass of wine, and having made the company
do the same, he gave as his toast,

" The health of the courageous

minister, who, against the opinion of many of his colleagues, and

even the remonstrances of his King, had dared to conceive and carry

through the Egyptian expedition."
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event, however, showed, that, in arduous circum-

stances, the daring game, if previously well consider-

ed, is often the most successful.

On the 8th of March 1801, General Sir Ralph

Abercrombie, at the head of an army of seventeen

thousand men, landed in Egypt, in despite of the most

desperate opposition by the enemy. The excellence

of the troops was displayed by the extreme gallantry

and calmness with which, landing through a heavy

surf, they instantly formed and advanced against the

enemy. On the 21 st of March, a general action took

place. The French cavalry attempted to turn the Bri-

tish flank, and made a desperate charge for that pur-

pose, but failed in their attempt, and were driven

back with great loss. The French were defeated, and

compelled to retreat on Alexandria, under the walls

of which they hoped to maintain themselves. But

the British suffered an irreparable loss in their la-

mented commander. Sir Ralph Abercrombie, who

was mortally wounded in the course of this action.

In this gallant veteran his country long regretted

one of the best generals, and one of the worthiest and

most amiable men, to whom she ever gave birth.

The command descended on General Hutchinson,

who was soon joined by the Capitan Pacha, with a

Turkish army. The recollections of Aboukir and

Heliopolis, joined to the remonstrances and counsels

of their English allies, induced the Turks to avoid a
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general action, and confine themselves to skirmishes,

by which system the French were so closely watch-

ed, and their communications so effectually destroyed,

that General Belliard, shut up in a fortified camp in

Cairo, cut off from Alexandria, and threatened with

insurrection within the place, was compelled to capi-

tulate, under condition that his troops should safely

be transported to France, with their arms and bag-

gage. This was on the 28th of June, and the con-

vention had scarce been signed, when the English

army was reinforced in a manner which showed the

bold and successful combination of measures under

which the expedition had been undertaken.

An army of seven thousand men, of whom two

thousand were sepoys, or native Indian troops, were

disembarked at Cosseir, on the Red Sea, and, de-

tached from the Indian settlements, now came to

support the European part of the English invasion.

The Egyptians saw with the extremity of wonder,

native troops, many of them Moslemah, who wor-

shipped in the mosques, and observed the ritual en-

joined by the Prophet, perfectly accomplished in

the European discipline. The lower class were in-

clined to think, that this singular reinforcement had

been sent to them in consequence of Mahommed's

direct and miraculous interposition ; only their being

commanded by English officers did not favour tljis

theory.* %
'
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In consequence of these reinforcements, and his

own confined situation under the walls of Alexan-

dria, Menou saw himself constrained to enter into

a convention for surrendering up the province of

Egypt. He was admitted to the same terms of com-

position which had been granted to Belliard ; and

thus the war in that quarter was, on the part of Great

Britain, triumphantly concluded.

The conquest of this disputed kingdom, excited

a strong sensation both in France and Britain ; but

the news of the contest being finally closed by Me-

nou's submission, are believed to have reached the

former country some time before the English recei-

ved them. Buonaparte, on learning the tidings,

is reported to have said,
"
Well, there remains now

*io alternative but to make the descent on Britain."

But it seems to have occurred to him presently after-

wards, that the loss of this disputed province might,

instead of being an argument for carrying the war to

extremity, be considered as the removal of an obstacle

to a treaty of peace.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Preparations madefor the Invasion of Britain. Nelson put
in command of the Sea. Attack of the Boulogne Flotilla.

Pitt leaves the Ministry succeeded by Mr Addington.*

Negotiationsfor Peace. Just punishment ofEngland, in

regard to the conquered Settlements of the Enemy. Forced

to restore them all, save Ceylon and Trinidad. Malta is

placed under the guarantee ofa Neutral Power. Prelimi-

naries of Peace signed. Joy of the English Populace, and

doubts of the better classes. Treaty of Amiens signed.

The ambitious projects of Napoleon, nevertheless, proceed

without interruption. Extension of his power in Italy.

He is appointed Consul for life, with the power of naming
his Successor. His Situation at the close of the Volume.

As the words of the First Consul appeared to

intimate, preparations were resumed on the French

coast for the invasion of Great Britain, Boulogne,

and every harbour along the coast, was crowded

with flat-bottomed boats, and the shores covered with
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camps of the men designed apparently to fill them.

We need not at present dwell on the preparations

for attack, or those which the English adopted in

defence, as we shall have occasion to notice both,

when Buonaparte, for the last time, threatened Eng-
land with the same measure. It is enough to say,

that, on the present occasion, the menaces of France

had their usual effect in awakening the spirit of

Britain.

The most extensive arrangements were made for

the reception of the invaders should they chance to

land, and in the meanwhile, our natural barrier was

not neglected. The naval preparations were very

great, and what gave yet more confidence than the

number of vessels and guns, Nelson was put into

command of the sea, from Orfordness to Beachy-head.

Under his management, it soon became the question,

not whether the French flotilla was to invade the

British shores, but whether it was to remain in safety

in the French harbours. Boulogne was bombarded,

and some of the small craft and gun-boats destroyed

the English admiral generously sparing the town ;

and not satisfied with this partial success, Nelson

prepared to attack them with the boats of the squa-

dron. The French resorted to the most unusual

and formidable preparations for defence. Their

flotilla was moored close to the shore in the mouth
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of Boulogne harbour, the vessels secured to each

other by chains, and filled with soldiers. The Bri-

tish attack in some degree failed, owing to the several

divisions of boats missing each other in the dark ;

some French vessels were taken, but they could

not be brought off; and the French chose to consider

this result as a victory, on their part, of consequence

enough to balance the loss at Aboukir ; -though it

amounted at best to ascertaining, that although their

vessels could not keep the sea, they might, in some

comparative degree of safety, lie under close cover of

their own batteries. Meantime, the changes which

had taken place in the British administration, were

preparing public expectation for that peace which all

the world now longed for.

Mr Pitt, as is well known, left the ministry, and

was succeeded in the office of first Minister of State

by Mr Addington, now Lord Sidmouth. The change

was justly considered as friendly to pacific measures ;

for, in France especially, the gold of Pitt had been

by habit associated with all that was prejudicial to

their country. The very massacres of Paris, nay,

the return of Buonaparte from Egypt, were imputed

to the intrigues of the English minister ; he was the

scape-goat on whom were charged as the ultimate

cause, all the follies, crimes, and misfortunes of the

Revolution.
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A great part of his own countrymen, as well as of

the French, entertained a doubt of the possibility of

concluding a peace under Mr Pitt's auspices ; while

those who were most anti-Gallican in their opinions,

had little wish to see his lofty spirit stoop to the

task of arranging conditions of treaty on terms so dif-

ferent from what his hopes had .once dictated. The

worth, temper, and talents of his successor, seemed

to qualify him to enter into a negotiation, to which

the greater part of the nation was now inclined, were

it but for the sake of experiment.

Buonaparte himself was at this time disposed to

peace. It was necessary to France, and no less ne-

cessary to him, since he otherwise must remain

pledged to undertake the hazardous alternative of

invasion, in which chances stood incalculably against

his success ; while a failure might have, in its con-

sequences, inferred the total ruin of his power. All

parties were, therefore, in a great degree inclined to

treat with sincerity ; and Buonaparte was with little

difficulty brought to consent to the evacuation of

Egypt, there being every reason to believe that he

was already possessed of the news of the convention

with Menou. At any rate, the French cause in

Egypt had been almost desperate ever since the

battle of Alexandria, and the First Consul was con-

scious that in this sacrifice he only resigned that,
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which there was little chance of his being able to

keep. It was also stipulated that the French should

evacuate Rome and Naples ; a condition of little

consequence, as they were always able to re-occupy

these countries when their interest required it. The
Dutch colony of the Cape of Good Hope was to be

restored to the Batavian republic, and declared a

free port.

In respect of the settlements which the British

arms had conquered, England underwent a punish-

ment not unmerited. The conquest of the enemies^

colonies had been greatly too much an object of the

English ministry ; and thus the national force had

been frittered away upon acquisitions ofcomparative-

ly petty importance, which, from the insalubrity of

the climate, cost us more men to maintain them than

would have been swept off by many a bloody battle.

All the conquests made on this peddling plan of war-

fare, were now to be returned without any equiva-

lent. Had the gallant soldiers, who perished miser-

ably ifor the sake of these sugar-islands, been united

in one well-concerted expedition, to the support of

Charette, or La Rochejacquelein, such a force might

have enabled these chiefs to march to Paris ; or, if

sent to Holland, might have replaced the Stadtholder

in his dominions. And now, these very sugar-islands,

the pitiful compensation which Britain had received

VOL. IV. 2 A
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for th* blood of her brave children, were to be restored

to those from whom they had been wrested. The im-

portant possessions of Ceylon in the East, and Tri-

nidad in the West Indies, were the only part of her

conquests which England retained. The integrity of

her ancient ally, Portugal, was, however, recognized,

and the independence of the Ionian Islands was sti-

pulated for and guaranteed. Britain restored Porta

Feraijo, and what other places she had occupied

in the isle of Elba, or on the Italian coast; but the

occupation of Malta for some time threatened to

prove an obstacle to the treaty. The English con-

sidered it as of the last consequence that this strong

island should remain in their possession, and intima-

ted that they regarded the pertinacious resistance

which the First Consul testified to this proposal, as

implying a private and unavowed desire of renewing,

at,some future opportunity, his designs on Egypt,

to which Malta might be considered as in some mea^

sure a key. After much discussion, it was at length

agreed that the independence of the island should be

secured by its being garrisoned by a neutral power,

and placed under its guarantee and protection.

The preliminaries of peace were signed 10th Octo-

ber 1801. General Law de Lauriston, the school

companion and first aid-de-camp of Buonaparte,

brought them over from Paris to London, where

they were received with the most extravagant joy by
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the populace, to whom novelty is a sufficient recom-

mendation of almost anything. But amidst the better

classes, the sensation was much divided. There was

a small but energetic party, led by the celebrated

Windham, who, adopting the principles of Burke to

their utmost extent, considered the act of treating

with a regicide government as indelible meanness.,

and as a dereliction, on the part of Great Britain, of

those principles of legitimacy, upon which the social

compact ought to rest. More moderate Anti-Galli-

cans, while they regretted that our efforts in favour

of the Bourbons had been totally unavailing, con-

tended with reason, that we were not so closely

leagued to their cause as to be bound to sacrifice

our own country, in a vain attempt to restore the ex-

iled family to the throne of France. This was the

opinion entertained by Pitt himself, and the most

judicious among his followers. Lastly, there was the

professed Opposition, who, while rejoicing that we

had been able to obtain peace on any terms, might

now exult in the fulfilment of their predictions of

the bad success of the war. Sheridan summed up

what was perhaps the most general feeling in the

country, with the observation, that "
it was a peace

which all men were glad of, and no man could be

proud of."

Amiens was appointed for the meeting of commis-

sioners, who were finally to adjust the treaty of pa-
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cification, which was not ended till five months

after the preliminaries had been agreed on. After

this long negotiation, the treaty was at length sign-

ed, 27th March 1802. The isle of Malta, accord-

ing to this agreement, was to be occupied by a garri-

son of Neapolitan troops, while, besides Britain and

France, Austria, Spain, Russia, and Prussia, were

to guarantee its neutrality. The Knights of St John

were to be the sovereigns, but neither French nor

English were in future to be members of that order.

The harbours were to be free to the commerce of all

nations, and the Order was to be neutral towards all

nations save the Algerines and other piratical states.

Napoleon, had he chosen to examine into the feel-

ings of the English, must have seen plainly that this

treaty, unwillingly acceded to by them, and only by

way of experiment, was to have a duration long or

short, in proportion to their confidence in, or doubt

of, his own good faith. His ambition, and the little

scruple which he showed in gratifying it, was, he

must have been sensible, the terror of Europe ; and

until the fears he had excited were disarmed by a

tract of peaceful and moderate conduct on his part,

the suspicions of England must have been constant-

ly awake, and the peace between the nations must

have been considered as precarious as an armed

truce. Yet these considerations could not induce

him to lay aside, or even postpone, a train of mea-
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sures, tending directly to his own personal aggran-

dizement, and confirming the jealousies which his

character already inspired. These measures were

partly of a nature adapted to consolidate and prolong

his own power in France ; partly to extend the pre-

dominating influence of that country over her con-

tinental neighbours.

By the treaty of Luneville, and by that of Tolen-

tino, the independent existence of the Cisalpine and

Helvetian republics had been expressly stipulated ;

but this independence, according to Buonaparte's

explanation of the word, did not exclude their being

reduced to mere satellites, who depended on, and

whose motions were to be regulated by France, and

by himself, the chief governor of France and all her

dependencies. When, therefore, the Directory was

overthrown in France, it was not his purpose that

a directorial form of government should continue to

subsist in Italy. Measures were on this account to be

taken, to establish in that country something resem-

bling the new Consular model adopted in Paris.

For this purpose, in the beginning of January

1802, a convention of 450 deputies from the Cisal-

pine States arrived at Lyons, (for they were not

trusted to deliberate within the limits of their own

country,) to contrive for themselves a new political

system. In that period, when the modelling of con-

stitutions was so common, there was no difficulty in
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drawing up one ; which consisted of a president, a

deputy-president, a legislative council, and three

electoral colleges, composed, 1st, of proprietors, 2d,

of persons of learning, and, 3d, of commercial per-

sons. If the Italians had been awkward upon the

occasion, they had the assistance of Talleyrand ; and

soon after, the arrival of Buonaparte himself at

Lyons gave countenance to their operations. His

presence was necessary for the exhibition of a most

singular farce.

A committee of thirty of the Italian convention,

to whom had been intrusted the principal duty of

suggesting the new model of government, gave in a

report, in which it was stated, that, from the want of

any man of sufficient influence amongst themselves

to fill the office of president, upon whom devolved

all the executive duties of the state, the new sys-

tem could not be considered as secure, unless Buo-

naparte should be prevailed upon to fill that situa-

tion, not, as it was carefully explained, in his cha-

racter of head of the French government, but in his

individual capacity. Napoleon graciously inclined

to their suit. He informed them, that he concurred

in the modest opinion they had formed, that their re-

public did not at present possess an individual suffi-

ciently gifted with talents and impartiality to take

charge of their afiairs, which he should, therefore,
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retain under his own chief management, while cir-

cumstances required him to do so.

Having thus established his power in Italy as

firmly as in France, Buonaparte proceeded to take

measures for extending his dominions in the former

country and elsewhere. By a treaty with Spain,

now made public, it appeared that the Duchy of

Parma was to devolve on France, together with the

island of Elba, upon the death of the present Duke,
an event at no distant date to be expected. The

Spanish part of the province of Louisiana, in North

America, was to be ceded to France by the same

treaty. Portugal, too, though the integrity of her

dominions had been guaranteed by the preliminaries

of the peace with England, had been induced, by a

treaty kept studiously private from the British court,

to cede her province of Guiana to France. These

stipulations served to show, that there was no quarter

of the world in which France and her present ruler

did not entertain views of aggrandisement, and that

questions of national faith would not be considered

too curiously when they interfered with their pur-

pose.

While Europe was stunned and astonished at the

spirit of conquest and accumulation manifested by

this insatiable conqueror, France was made aware

that he was equally desirous to consolidate and to

prolong his power, as to extend it over near and dis-
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tant regions. He was all, and more than all, that

sovereign had ever been ; but he still wanted the title

and the permanence which royalty requires. To

attain these was no difficult matter, when the First

Consul was the prime mover of each act, whether in

the Senate or Tribunate ; nor was he long ofdiscover-

ing proper agents eager to gratify his wishes.

Chabot de L'Allier took the lead in the race of

adulation. Arising in the Tribunate, he pronoun-

ced a long eulogium on Buonaparte, enhancing the

gratitude due to the hero, by whom France had

been preserved and restored to victory. He, there-

fore, proposed, that the Tribunate should transmit

to the Conservative Senate a resolution, requesting

the Senate to consider the manner of bestowing on

^Napoleon Buonaparte a splendid mark of the na-

tional gratitude.

There was no misunderstanding this hint. The

motion was unanimously adopted, and transmitted

to the Convention, to the Senate, to the Legislative

Body, and to the Consuls.

The Senate conceived they should best meet the

demand now made upon them, by electing Napoleon

First Consul for a second space of ten years, to

commence when the date of the original period, for

which he was named by the Constitution, should

expire.

The proposition of the Senate being reduced into
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the form ofa decree, was intimated to Buonaparte, but

fell short of his wishes ; as it assigned to him, however

distant it was, a period at which he must be removed

from authority. It is true, that the space of seventeen

years, to which the edict of the Senate proposed to

extend his power, seemed to guarantee a very ample

duration ; and in point of fact, before the term of its

expiry arrived, he was prisoner at Saint Helena.

But still there was a termination, and that was

enough to mortify his ambition.

He thanked the Senate, therefore, for this fresh

mark of their confidence, but eluded accepting it in

express terms, by referring to the pleasure of the

people. Their suffrages, he said, had invested him

with power, and he could not think it right to accept

of the prolongation of that power but by their consent.

It might have been thought that there was now no-

thing left but to present the decree of the Senate to

the people. But the Second and Third Consuls,

Buonaparte's colleagues at a humble distance, took

it upon them, though the constitution gave them no

warrant for such a manoeuvre, to alter the question of

the Senate, and to propose to the people one more

acceptable to Buonaparte's ambition, requesting their

judgment, whether the Chief Consul should retain

his office, not for ten years longer, but for the term

of his life. By this juggling, the proposal of the

Senate was set aside, and that assembly soon found
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it wisest to adopt the more liberal views suggested

by the Consuls, to whom they returned thanks, for

having taught them (we suppose) how to appreciate

a hint.

The question was sent down to the departments.

The registers were opened with great form, as if the

people had really some constitutional right to exer-

cise. As the subscriptions were received at the offices

of the various functionaries of government, it is no

wonder, considering the nature of the question, that

the ministers with whom the registers were finally

deposited, were enabled to report a majority of three

millions of citizens who gave votes in the affirmative.

It was much more surprising, that there should

have been an actual minority of a few hundred deter-

mined Republicans, with Carnot at their head, who

answered the question in the negative. This states-

man observed, as he signed his vote, that he was sub-

scribing his sentence of deportation ; from which we

may conjecture his opinion concerning the fairness

of this mode of consulting the people. He was mis-

taken notwithstanding. Buonaparte found himself

so strong, that he could afford to be merciful, and

to assume a show of impartiality, by suffering those

to go unpunished who had declined to vote for the

increase of his power.

He did not, however, venture to propose to the
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people another innovation, which extended beyond

his death the power which their liberal gift had con-

tinued during his life. A simple decree of the Se-

nate assigned to Buonaparte the right of nominating

his successor, by a testamentary deed. So that Na-

poleon might call his children or relatives to the suc-

cession of the empire of France, as to a private in-

heritance ; or, like Alexander, he might leave it to

the most favoured of his lieutenant-generals. To such

a pass had the domination of a military chief, for the

space of betwixt two and three years, reduced the

fierce democracy and stubborn loyalty of the two

factions, which seemed before that period to combat

for the possession of France. Napoleon had stooped

on them both, like the hawk in the fable.

The period at which we close the volume was a

most important one in Napoleon's life, and seemed a

crisis on which his fate, and that of France, depend-

ed. Britain, his most inveterate and most successful

enemy, had seen herself compelled by circumstances

to resort to the experiment of a doubtful peace, ra-

ther than continue a war which seemed to be waged

without an object. The severe checks to national

prosperity, which arose from the ruined commerce

and blockaded ports of France, might now, under

the countenance of the First Consul, be exchanged

for the wealth that waits upon trade and manufac-

10
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tures. Her navy, of which few vestiges were left

save the Brest fleet, might now be recruited, and re-

sume by degrees that acquaintance with the ocean

from which they had long been debarred. The re-

stored colonies of France might have added to the

sources of her national wealth, and she might have

possessed what Buonaparte on a remarkable occa-

sion declared to be the principal objects he desired

for her ships, colonies, and commerce.

In his personal capacity, the First Consul possess-

ed all the power which he desired, and a great deal

more than, whether his own or the country's welfare

was regarded, he ought to have wished for. His vic-

tories over the foes of France had, by their mere fame,

enabled him to make himself master of her freedom.

It remained to show not whether Napoleon was a

patriot, for to that honourable name he had forfeited

all title when he first usurped unlimited power but

whether he was to use the powei which he had wrong-

fully acquired, like Trajan or like Domitian. His

strangely-mingled character showed traits of both

these historical portraits, strongly opposed as they

are to each other. Or rather, he might seem to be

like Socrates in the allegory, alternately influenced

by a good and a malevolent demon ; the former mark-

ing his course with actions of splendour and dignity ;

while the latter, mastering human frailty by means

11
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of its prevailing foible, the love of self, debased the

history of a hero, by actions and sentiments worthy

only of a vulgar tyrant.

END OF VOLUME FOURTH.
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